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INTRODUCTION
The GEODYN Orbit Determination and Geodetic Parameter
Estimation System consists of a set of computer programs
designed to determine and analyze defipitive satellite orbits
and their associated geodetic and measurement parameters.
This manual describes the Support Programs used by the GEODYN
System. The mathematics and programming descriptions are
detailed in the first section. The second section contains
the operational procedures of each program.
GEODYN ancillary analysis programs may be grouped
into three different categories:
1. Orbit Comparison - DELTA
2. Data Analysis using Reference Orbits - GEORGE
3. Pass Geometry Computations - GROUNDTRACK
All of the above three programs use one or more
tapes written by the GEODYN program in either a data reduc-
tion or orbit generator run. Although it is not necessary,
these programs are generally run immediately following the
associated GEODYN run, thus minimizing tape handling problems.
In addition all three programs.use the WRDC PLOT PACKAGE and
can produce a graphical depiction of their results both on
printer plots and on SC4020 microfilm or hardcopy plots.
In addition to the above analysis programs, tne
GEODYN System contains five data management routines:
1. Sort-merge program in DODS format -
DODS SORT-MERGE
.,'- I
2. Sort-merge program in GEOS format -
GEOS SORT-MERGE
3. EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR
4. 9-7 Track conversion - ORB1 CONVERSION
5. TDIF TABLE GENERATOR
The flowchart on the following page depicts the
structure of the entire GEODYN System.
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SECTION 1.0
MATHEMATICS AND PROGRAMMING
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE GEODYN SUPPORT PROGRAMS
1.1 GEODYN ANALYSES AND GRAPHICS,SUPPORT PROGRAMS
There exist three ancillary programs, DELTA, GEORGE, and
GROUNDTRACK, which are used with the GEODYN program in the
analysis of GEODYN determined trajectories and residuals. These
programs are entirely independent of the GEODYN program. All
three use as input GEODYN generated data files, thus,
usually they are run as a second job step after a GEODYN run.
DELTA is used to print and/or plot along-track, cross-
track and radial differences between two trajectories. It
differences orbits of the same satellite for the same time
period but generated with different values for certain para-
meters or reduced over different data spans.
GEORGE performs a regression analysis of the residuals
for each pass of data about a trajectory to determine trends
in possible timing and measurement biases.
GROUNDTRACK simply plots the groundtrack of the satellite
over a particular tracking station or stations to provide geo-
metric insights into data trends.
All three programs will optionally produce printer and/or
SC4020 plots to illustrate the computed results. Hence the WOLF





The graphic support program DELTA prints and/or plots
trajectory differences. The two trajectories enter the
program from two magnetic tapes in either an R-V tape format
or ORB1 tape format. If the tapes are in the ORB1 format
the subroutine RDORB1 is called to obtain each trajectory
point; DELTA itself can read the R-V tapes. The subroutine
READER is the driver for the sequence of calls to the Plot
Package, which provide the plots of the trajectory differ-
ences.
DELTA uses the DSQRT, MOD, and FLOAT system routines
and approximately 250K bytes of core. The program will
difference 1400 time points of two orbits in less than three
minutes of CPU time.
Subroutine and common block cross reference charts
appear in this section. The calling routines are at the
top of the subroutine chart and the common blocks are listed
doi'wn the side of the common block chart.
The routines in the Plot Package are all in G and H
level FORTRAN with the exception of TIMING which is in IBM
360 Assembly Language. These routines were designed to be
efficient on the IBM 360 series machines; no attempt what-
ever has been made to pursue the myth of compatibility.
1-2
PROGRAM MATIEMAT ICS
The trajectory tapes input to DELTA consist of the
satellite positios (XY Z) and velocities (X,Y,Z) in the DELTA
satellite position"s (XY .?% /*
Cartesian system at given time 
intervals.
If X1  Y1  Z1 are the Cartesian 
coordinates of satel-
' 1' 1 Y z are the. coordi-
lite position from tape 1 and X2, Y2' Z2 
are
nates from tape 2 then the 
position difference vector 
is
S= (AX X2  Y 2 1I and 
AZ = Z2  Z)
The velocity difference vector 
AV = (AX, AY, AZ) is
computed similarly.
These vectors are then resolved 
into a radial vec-
tor, h, a cross-track vector C, and an approximation 
to an
along-track vector, L (for nearly circular orbits).
First the distance from 
the geocenter to the satel




and the square of the magnitude 
of the velocity vector (I),
v2 = 2 +2 +2
1-3
Thus the unit vector, U, in the radial direction is
U = , ) DELTA
J
Then to calculate the magnitude of the vector in
our along-track direction (normal t6 U in the orbit plane),
A, we must compute U V because
2 ^ 2
A = V - (U • V)
Now we compute the unit vectors in our along-track
direction A = (al, a2 , a2) where
al . 2 - . V) )/
a 2 2 -(U * V) /
a = z - (U ) Aa( Ua2=(z - )(1 Y))A
3 2 R
and the cross-track direction C = (Cl , C2 , C) where
A
- = A x U
or
1-4
Ci (a2) () (a3) DELTA
C2 = a3) (X) (Z) (a,)
.k I
C3 (a, (Y (a2
Finally we compute the position differences in
radial, H , cross-track C , and approximation to along-P P
track, L ;
C = C App
L =ApP
and the velocity differences in the radial, Hv, cross-track,
C , and approximation to along-track, L :
A
H = U * AVV
C = C AV
V
Lv  = A AV
1-5






















The main routine DELTA reads data from two RV
tapes or receives data from the routine RDORB1, calcu-
lates and prints radial, cross-track, and along-track
differences, and calls READER to make plots if requested.
1-7
MIAIN-DELTA
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NAVE MAIN -DELTA
PUI PL:>t DFFERENC--S GLODYN G7>4ERATE3 RV OR CRIUl TAP'ES
SUEKLUTINES LEED iPDOR6E1 READER
CCPPLN bLJCK PLOTTP
INP.UT FILtEs INPT - DELTA IN~PUT CARDS
PVTAP1 - RV TAPE t
RVTAP2 - PV TAPE2
OUTPUT FILE DUTP -PRINTER
RESTf ICT IONS N )NE
!;FL-PENCES NONE
CUUbLE PRECISION X'ZENI(6),XYZEN2(5).DSORT,DX(3),OXDOT(3)oU(3), 01!-LT 22
*R2.RV2,Ur OTV,'vOOTV2,AT(3)C(3)3P(3)L'V(3)V,O DELLT 23
REAL *a G 1vD S 11) D i31 1 UF9SMO AVLDY( -- .)L T 2~
*SC F (J) e 5DV ( 3 ) 9X IND,9T ITL F C.:L T .25
REAL rNTRVL CDELT 2 t
01hr-NSIO4 N DQR(3) VELT 27
LOGICAL IFLflT,IS~vl,ISW2 DELT 23
LUaiUL PRiECISION O~LTAT CELT 29
LUGICAL CF'3'ILASTS* CELT 3C
INTr-Gt-. F,'TAP,VTAP2vINTP*OUTF CELT 31
CATA jlNTFUTPRVTAPI.F;VTAD2/5.6.2l,22/ CELT 32
DATA LCF.lSIsw1Iso2/9..;S;D2.2*:.FALS;-../ CELT 33
UATA Ukbll .FAUSE ./ CELT 34
CLMO/LTPDY(C )FAL40)Ck(1OTK4C~ DELT 35
*TITLE(21),IEPOCH(2)iINDE-XNOPT,SCALE(2).NTRVL C--LT 36
CATA O)AYRvSDRSDV.XINO/3.66D2,2.6ED2,7*r.CDC/ CELT 37
CATA.NUM/C/ OELT. 3.3
600 INDLX=G CELT 39
C DtETERMINE INPLT TAPE UNIT NU9ERS*FLjTTING OPTIONS ANC SCALES*TYPE UF '.E7LT A~C
RrLpk(INTr,1Z.I9r) IRVIIR4V2,IPLOT.NOP3TNOR81,NUM1. ILASTSCALE.NTRVL flELT P.1
IF(NUP-T.LE.(..CP.NOPT.GE.7) NOPT=7 CELT 43
C SET CGio1 SAlTCH CELT 44
Ck0I=NREl.GT.C DELT 45
LA5TSW1 LAST.*EQ.*0 CF.LT 46
C RESLT RV TAPL UNITS IF REOLE.STEO DtLLT 47
IF(IRVI1'A.0) 9ZVT.API=IPVI CLLT 4-3
IF( IkV2.(C1.0) PVTAP2=IkV2 CELT 49?
RL-tvINO K%1API DELT 59
5E61N, RTIAP2 CELT 51
Ntol~=l OtLLT 52
IF(uk5l) CU TC 40 CLLT 53
C REAL) F I t-$T Ot)AIA F;ECORD CELT 5&
ALAb(kVTAFI J CAYSI sIYMDI, IHM.1.1 ECIsYZ.N1 CELT 55
MAIN -DELTA
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RrAD(RVTAF2) C/AYS2.1YMC2.IHM.2.StiC2.X(YZtN2 DELT 55
01 CNT I~c OLLT 5?
* ~ I~M~ +1 -11ZIF I X( SEC2) L
I~.= 1C.LT 6
C WRITL- c.PuC.A Ahr ELEM-ENTS OF RV TAPE 1 CELT 61
*ITL(CUJF.3 C'C) N.IY'C'I ,IHMSltXYI--NI CELT 62
N=2 OELT &3.
C WR ITE EPUCII AI'O ELEMENTS OF flV TAPE 2 C'ELT 6e
wkITE(CUu1F.3C-'7-) N. IYMD29IHMS~v.(YZi--N2 DELT 6
IF(.*NO T sIFLOT ) GO TO0 2 0;LLT It
C READ TITLc. IF PLOT IS PEQUESTED VELT 67
* bjT~~)TITLE C~ELT 613
C CALCULATE EPLCH IN YEAR. MONT~s DAN.t HJUR MINUTE. SiCOND FOR PLOT DELT 5 -!
* ItPLJC.11L)zIYMD02 CELT 70
LLPUCH(2 )=IHw52 DELT 71
2 N=C CELT ?2
%I I E(U 7 F.3C1 9 D ELT 73
IY I IYMD I/ I ~C C CELT 74
IYZ= LIL, 6 ;: CELT 75
I F (IY1 I41Y 2 GO TO 3 CELT 76
L1=N11NC(t'CD( IYl.4), 91 )1 Ur-LT 77
I SvI T R L E OLLT 7C"
GO TO I OLLT 7C
C REAU HcAo.Lk FECORDS ON ORBI TAPES OLLT 8*
4.' READ(RVTAF1I) CAYSI OLLT el
V '. " CA y 2 DELT 92
C EC A7; I-.~ C~T AlV
5C CALL RULWF El( AYSI sXYZ=N.9RVTAP.I* IYMDI 91W11 sSE:C1 DLLT q4
CALL OF.CIE1DAYS2,XYZEN,2,RVTAP.2,2.IYMi2.IHM'2.SEC2) CELT 85
GO TO (41 942) 9NCr3l CELT lo
2 IF(IYI .LC*1Y2) GGOTO I DELT 57
L1IN,(MLD(1Y2s4)sI)+1 VELT V
ISM2=.TktE. DLL 539
I NUkE1 =2 DEL T 9 C
IF(Okbl) (0 TO 50 DELT 91
C'REAU AV CATiA 9ECO90 CELT 92
READ(HVTAFI) CAYS1sIYMO1,1HM1.EEC1.KYZENI OLLT 93
F;EjA(HVTAF2) CAYS2sIYMD2vIHM2v5EC2*(YZEN2 DELT 04
42 CUNrINUE DELT 95
IFIIS*I) CAYSI=DAYSl+OAYP(LI) DELT 96
IFCIS.2) CAYS2=DAYS2+C'AYP(L1) CELT 47
10 IF(DAYbl stO.EGF 0 ~C A YS2. EO eEOF )GO TO 300 CELT q3
I F (EAL)b( LA YS 2-[AYSI)1.L T !O- C 6) GO TO0 2 5 DELT 99
IF(AY S2 *LT *DAYS I) GO TO 15 CULT Ilr
C READ DATA CELT I '1I
IF(sNUT.CFBI) P~iAD(kVTAPI) DA~vY ~ililoE~XZN DELT 102
IF(ukbl ) CALL PDORt31 OAYS ItXYZ ENI ,,4VTAPI91 s IYMUI sIHMI 9SEC1) CELT IC3
IF(1SvwI) CAYSI=OAYSI+D)AYR(LI) CELT I10%4
~C0 TU IC CELT 1')5
C READ DATA CELT 1- 6
LE IF(*NCOT.CFbIJ REAOCPVTAP2) CAYS2sIYAD2*IHM2iSEC2sXYZEN2 DE-LT 1'C'
IF(GkuII CALL ;;O1(DAYS2XZEN2PVTAF221YD42I29S'-C2) CELT 10 1
1f(1S .2) CAY-.n=.DAYS2+nAY.ULI) CCLT IC9
Go To 10 CELT II':
1: IF(INZD=A:,.CE.4:0OC) GO TO 3CO CELT III
I - Q
it I i LJ L Li i
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NU%=uC L.NmI CHLT I112
huJ=Nup+ I CELT 113
IF(NUM.iNL0I) C~O T D:- OL T Ili'
INCGEX= INLEX+1 -t )L T 115
C CAL,..ULkTc kiLIAL.CFrOSS TRACK.AL(.NG TQA,:K 01FF -4ENC:-;s C.LT I I
0k2-'XYZENr4(l),'*2XYZEN2(2) *2+XYZE:N2( 3)*;,2 *t.LT I1.I
F-C5k CLT 
I13~
CC) 100 1=1.3 CELT 
121
CX(1)=XY~c!Ni (t-XYZEN1(I) PCLT 122
LXCOT (I) )tyz=-2 ( I+ 3 -XYLNI ( I +) C -7L T 123
100t L( I )XYZ"ENZ( I)/R 
CELT 12 t
UDUTV=XY2EN2(4)*U(1)+XYZEN!2(5)*U(21+XYZEN2(6)*U(
3 ) DELT 125
oLOT V2tC CT V -w2 CELT 
*126
VS6.=DR1 (CAS(V2-UDOTV 2 )) CELT 127
CO) 150 1=1.3 CELT 1293
15C AT(I)=(XY2FN2(1+3)-UDTV*U(I))/VSO CE.LT 
129
C(1)=ATC2 )*U( --,)-U( 2 )*AT( 3) CELT 1 -5 '
.CCI~A(.~*U(1)-V3)A1( L L T 131
C(J)=AT(1)*J(2)-U(1)*AT(2) CELT 132
LRI=~ 4;()U()0()u2*X3 CELT 13'2
E;R ,2 ( )v' x~)+C 2)* X 2)C( )w~(3)CELT 134
&N(3)=AT(1flCX(1)+AT(22*DX(2)+AT(3)w'X(
3 ) CE:LT 1:'
CV(2)=C(I *:xLOT( ) +C 2)w)OT(2)+C( 3)*D')T(
3 ) L)LLT 1 3'
~V111=ATI-n AT. I '''nCI% 2 A~t2) MX.DZ,3 1 ZL T IJZ.
CO 175 1=1,3 
CELT 14C
S~(1=S~1)+PI)**2 DL:LT 141
17 5 SEV( =:,CI ) +D V( 1) *2 O 
LT 142
00-225 1=1.3 CELT 143
V ( = V(I')CkOI C ELT 14P
225 ; DGjT ( ICX DO T(II 0 . O CELT 145
%R1TE(CuF, 33)2) IYr)2,HS2.OX*DXDJT*DROV CLLT 14t
1F(sNL)T,1fLUT) GO TO 2EC CF LT 147
I.ADL(INDE)=D9(I 11 CLT 
141
CrfCK(IN0.E.X)=oF9(2) DELT 1 4'
ATkK( 1NUL)=LR(3) DELT 150
CAYSC IN.cX)=OAYS2 CELT 151
I F (I N L)-X aE 0. I) U ' LT AT=C A Y S2 CELT 152
1F(lNb:EX*EO*2) OELTAT=CAYS2-DELTAT OrELT 153
250 N=N+1 
DELT 154
IF(N*L7*.5C) GC TO 1 CELT 15 -'
h=0 
DELT 156
viR IT L( 0 6 1F .3C0Or, DELT 
157
CO TO 1 DELT 15 6
C CALCULAI c RMSj OF FRADIALoCRCSS TRACKiAL3,NG TRACK DIFFEkENCES DELT 1591
300 SUMPOjS =0CDC DELT 165
5LMVLL~t* CD! 
DELT 161
CO 325 J=1.3 DL 
6
SUMOS~NPOS~R 41DiLT 16'3
SUMVELLSLN1V-EL*S3V(J) CLLT I It4
SOk( i) =35C-'T( SCR (i) /X INC) DFLT 165
3295 SD:V( JJ =:)CRTrV(J) /X INC ) DELT 166
buPUS=0Z 5<T(Supls/x iNo ) D6LT 167
1-1.0
MAT N- DELTA
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SVVLDC-T(UV-LXIC C.:LT 16~
bIT L(CUT Ps J C3 ) SC109SLMPCS SDV SU-WiVL r) .L T I
i C-WN hm%2 tLLT I?
IFtNjT.IFL!-T) GO To 5CC 01-zI-T 1 '2
C 'MAKM OPTIUNAL d-LUT AND/'3PF LOT TAPE 0O-LT 173
CALL dEALER(OLLTAT. LAST1S* DELT 17A
C Ic N6T LtN0FL[Lo.kL-:AD DATA t EL T 175
SCC IF (L AS T3> STOP CtLT 1 76
N ull = 0 --:L T 177
IS*1=*FALEE D- OL T 17-3
CO*51C 1=1.2 Ct:LT 1 i
CALL kDOI-,E ( DAYS. XYZEN . RVTAP I t- 9IYM)1.IHMI 9 SECfl Ci:LT I ci
GO TU oL.C DELT 1!3
59', FUjkMAT(7AE) CELT I 3
IlC -'C FUkMAT1229~L1 .211. 12.1 193F12.5) 0E!L T 1e7
1031 Fu~rN.AT (3 L 10 . 5/etD IC . 5) DThLT I 3A
3C')2 i- M AT I - 9 16*1 7 91 1 F I' .2 , Fq. 2 D'-LT 1 !3'
33001.. F U R?'A T(I1- I. POC M A ND E L E 4E N T T 12 1 H 0 X'Y EA F M C NT H U=LT I '
I -C~lIX1HX 12XIHY 12XIH2 1 14HXDOT -3X4HYDL)T 9XA~iZDOT/ 2L T 1i2
)e43(f(i FOPMATI It- 1.Z -= 3x . 2( I X -2rI-PJS IT ION [) F;PFNJCFS.~X fAi )LT I c
IC-E C ,'% I(TTv 'D Fc ;E C 5 1 w -y. 2:2 27:( .- tv :-:H k 5- T: - '-JLT !o;
J 2~3HCCM/SEC))/IH 95H CATAt3X9,.,1(2H- )/CELT 1965
SIf- *86X5HCPCSS5X5HALCNG.1-3X9 DLT 19)7
bt-CROSS95X9.:HALCN./1t'H YYNIMD0) HHV~MSsuoX92HDX%-3Xs2HDYs8X9 D1-L T I n-
b 2t CZtt tS D D T9E D.D O 7 -iZU 4 'H<A L94 -LT 119
6 5H7%9ACK .5X,5HT'PACK.tX.15HPADIAL,4X,5HTRACK,5X.5-HTRACK/) Ot LT 21 :l
3C03 FO lAT //4e'.SXs'4S OF POSI1Ut, AND) VELOCIrY DIFrERFNC:-S//1S5X, C'zL T ;^ I
I1 PCJS IT ICN C IFFE kE NC ES (MET = S) I, 42 ,VL OC ITY 0 1F-zER ENCES I DEL T 2C2
2 1XI(CI/SEC)'//4X,'P;ACIAL,97('C.-)*SS TRACK',4X0ALONG TRACK', CELT 2f3
3 7XoT.CTAL,919X,'PADIAL'.7X.'CROS'. TRACK'v4X9'AL0tJG TRACK'97Xv CELT 21)4
4 ITOTAL'//F1C .2,3F15.2,15X,2-F1C.*2,3F15.2) CELT 2Cn
END CELT 2C6
M1AIN- DELTA
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The subroutine ADTIME updates tihe time of the measure-
ment by the number of seconds between eacih data point,
calling ADDYMID to recompute the date when necessary.
1-16
ADTI ME
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INAME ADT I .E
J
PUROJCS- CCNV.;,TS bOL;'S, I INUlt.S. LEC S TO DAYS
CALLING S: CUL,. CELt CALL AUT If.'F(IY.D I HtM, SEC)
SY6VIOL TI YFE ODFSC IPTICN
IYML) I INPUT - YEAR IONTH.DAV IN FORM YYMID00
IIM INPUT - PCU ,*MINL.TE IN FOR-. Ht- MNI
SEC R INPUT - SECCND
SUEIROUTINL USED ADDYtND





SUOROUTI NE AC1.F(IYMD, IHr-,SEC) ADTI 30
C CALCLLAC t: INhLES ADTI 31
20 It=SEC/60. ADTI 32
IF(SC .LT 0. ) I M=: IM- I ADTI 33
SEC=SlC-6C-C .*FLOAT( I H) ADTI 34
IM=ItIM.-404 (I IHM/100 +1 M ADTI 35
C CALCLLATC CAYS ADTI 36
ID= 1I1/14 ~ ADTI 37
IF(I .. LT * C I D= [D- I ADTI 38
C CALCULATL IOUrS.tKINUIZS ADTI 39
114= I , -1lj 14o40 ADTI 40
IHI4= I r (t.40 (I M/60) ADTI 41
C ACD ,AYS TO LATrF ADTI 42


























RDORB1 reads a record of 50 data noints froT one o4
two ORB1 tanes and stores them, returning one Point to the
call.ing program. One point is returned for each 
subsenuent
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AAV1; UOR1 L.
PUP,,S. READS OPbl TAPES
CALLING SLCJErC' CALL RDO .I(TIMEXYZ,.JRUIlNIYMDAIHMAeASEC)
SHMuOL TrF!E OESCPIPTICN
.TIME. OF OUTPUT - NUM3ER CF DAYS FRC'A EPOCH
XYZ UF OUTPUT - CGCRDINAT.S OF POSITION ANC VELOCITY
ORo1- I INPUT - LNIT NUMEEP OF RV TAPE
N I INPUT - RV TAPE INDICATOR (1 OR 2)
IYM.,A I OUTPUT - YEARPMOhTHDAY OF C.OORDINATLES
II-MA I OUTPUT - HOURMIKUTE OF COORDINATCS
ASEC R OUTPUT - SECONDS OF COORDINATES
SLEROUTINE LSED ADTIME
CCvMUN BLOCKS NnNE




SUdROUTINE ROCPBI(TIMEXYZ.OR8 1tN IYMCAelHMA.ASEC) RDOR 39
IEALeb ULFI(S).eUF2(5),EUF(53.2).ELEMS1(* e.5-)),ELE'S2(6SO), RADOR 40
1 ELEMS(5,50,2),DELTAT(2),DAYS(2),SECTIMDEXYZ(6)*EOF RDOR A4
INTEGER CFBI RDOR 42
CI;lMc.NSIGc N(2).NOTIST(2).IYMD(2).IHM(2).SEC(2) POOR &3
LUGICAL NCTIST RDOR 44
LOUIVALENCE (CUFI. UF),(BUF2e6UF(l.2)).(ELEIASIELEMS). RDOP 45
1 (ELEMS2,ELEMS( I, t2)) ROOR 46
CATA M/24*C/ RDOR 47
LATA NCTIST/2*.FALSE*/ PORDOR 43
CATA LLF/S~999949.CO3/ ROOR 49
IF(NLT.C) GC TO 25 PORO 5
C TEST Ir A AAY IS EMPTY ROOP 51
IF(M(N).LT.~0) GO TC 5 004R 52
C REA) CuLkDINA1ES INTU AN A-;AY ROOR 53
IF(N.EO*Q 1) READ(Obl.~END=20) BLF .ELEMSI. RDOR 54
IF(N.L,2I REAO(OREJI.ENC=2) 8LF2.-LEMS2 ROUP 55
1-20
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(N) =£ .. RDCP 5o
C CALCULATc- TINE OF FIRST S.iT OF CCOKOIN, ,Tc.5 
R )P. 57
IF(1oUF( , ),..C.EOF I.-C-3) GO Id 29) ROUR 
'I
IYML (N)=cLF( I ,N) R)l04 5
•
S.C(N) CLF( 3,N)-tUF(4 O ) 00O 6r
I= I NT ( !EC ( )/3 . 3 ) 1 C GDOP O.I
IM=. 1OiN[F (5EC(N)-DFLOAT( iF/ 1 )*3rod3)/69D!1 ) ROUR 32
SL..(N)=S C(N)-FLOAT(IM)t. OFAT T(1H/100 )*3.6C3 0RO
n  63
IM (N) =I -4 IM POOP 
64
IF(NuT ISI (4)) GO TO 5 nDOP 65
C CALC.LLATE LAYS FrCM EPPUCH DOOu. 6
;AYS(N)=LF(2.N)+FUF(3,N)//.6
4 C4 DR 67
.C CALLULATE TINE CIFFERENCE EETEFN COOROINATZ S'TS 
RDO. 6:3
LtLTAT(hN)=UF(4,.N)/.,404 RDOR 6c
NOTI ST(N )=*TRUE RDOR 7'
5 t(N)=4(N)41 ROG0 71
.=M (CN) ROOk 72
c FILL uuTPUT VECTORS R:OF 73
DU 10 1=1 .6 -. OI. 74
G10 XZ(I)=.LcMS(IJN)*I.rCO3 RDOP 75
TIML=CAY (N) RDON 76
C UPLATL TIMES 
POOP 77
CAYS(N)=/YS(K)+tELTAT(1) ROOk 7L
cEC(N) = tC(-N)+EUF(4,N) P.DUP 79
CALL ACT I ,-( IYMDO(N) IHW( N). SEC (N) ADOR 8^
IYMjA= IYNC(N) Hr-{ 1
lhMA=1tM (r- A06P 82
ASrC=SEC (I) ,DwU i
C TEST FUR cKOFILE RDOP 84
IF(XYZ(1).EOQEOF) T I ME=99,.CO. RDOP. s85
IE TU R.N 
R004 86
C RETUkN LNU OF FILE POOR 87
20 TIM=99lCDO RDOP. 83
k6TURN DOR 89
26 CU 3C 1=1.2 RD0- SC
M(I) =C RDOP 91
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The subroutine READER controls the calls to the
WRDC Plot Package routines to generate the printer plots
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K A iv 1PFADt R
0 -JP u.. PLOTS OPEITAL OIFFr7PtNCES
CALLIN..SUtC- CALL QACr$((ET*LV STS'-.)
~Y,.kL TY-? OSCr'PTN
a)T IPPUT - TIM$E FRHO !EPOJCH IN .-)A YS
LASTiw L INPUT - LAST PLOT SWvITCJH
t.AUTN. L SD Acr. EDIT P R MAD V I 10I IN P AXM.I N
ucGR In PLOT PLflTST IITY.NUN' VE RULIN
CCNRMCN uLULK(S C.PLOT S PLOTTP
I NPuT F I LLS NONW
*ULTPul FILt ,S NON'?
RFST,%1CT IUN3 NONEF.
NONE
tiU3kOUTI N PF4AUER(CT,L AST Sv.) READ 29I
LOGiICAL LOSTE% RiEAD 3flPLALt~lVVLPtAD 31
LU0J3LE P"ECISIGN D)T It1 AD 32
C* A~-/ FL~, 1 (2 ,CG of~t(rL '*Y.L !I fl I.Y I IM READ 33
w Xt.'5CikLFXL. )FYLtG?('i) READ) -4
0 IAY (211 ,YtU 2, HMS 29 NE X NP ISC ALI: 1 SC.L2 91T VL REAC 36
*LOGICAL FLrOTS*TAPif aE AD 37
* CUBELL FliEI SIGN T ITLF (3 ) APPAlt REA:) 3 C
VATA TITLE/ElHPOC1 8 H PEH /AD 39
C.ATA R'u1~1J EAD A F
CATA TAPE/.F7ALSE./ R:-A:) 4 1
C INITIALIZE 
READ 42
IF(NUt'T.KE.'[) TAPF~sTaUE* READ 4-3
* A~LYC)-CT e*RE AD 4~
* ANUMlJ= 3ie.L v:0 T READ 0-5
0u10 ~ I=1IND.X READ ' 6
Iv ~~(1(AY()WAFA4 READ A7
C DrILJiMI N- t 4X ['IA ANL) MINiMA Ot Al"N Iys READ 48
15 CALL ii A1N~tD 11Al W* Itt. .I r., -A AX) AREAD [a
CAL&- 1-.~A/VlI(ALGTP IJX..%I.L'X READ 5f
(,.LL K.AX%'1(LC-l.TlK. IEDX.,'INC0AY) REAU , I
C L)FT&J41eIlt- WOAX -U-M AN:') MIIP UF PLOTT INGJ G1,11.) RLAV' 55
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ORIGINAL pAGE 9 PWO1
CALL P I YAN4-;.( QeAL4N* w-.'AL 4X, PF. A L No ..k':LMX i) R-A -
GJ T I .' PA' 5"
17 "LrNT I.NUc R S A 0 5f
,,-ALMX = E:ALF 1 ":) S
IrALMI, = CALE2 P'-AL ,'
NY=NTPVL W: fA t., I
16 C6,4T INucA (,2
1t, IARI=1 RCA) 63
XK=, READ 64
A t I N= R;AD 65
C STaT1 PLUT READ 66
FLJT"=.TRL RT"AU 6"
CALL PLUT .T (NCPT ,PLOTS) PrAD 6V
CAL. HURLIN(22HTrPAJECTCY ODIFFt-PiNZES2.12SI25' ) RAD 69?
CALL' LOIT( Y 2 T'IY )U' I ITLE(2) ,P) RE AD Tr
CALL LOITiI 'imSP, I ' T ITL!(3) ) A 71
/ CALL ILRL IN(AFRAY( 1). 5.5,912,A 7) READ "72
CALL HCLIN(ArPAY( d)#56,-12,Q.4L) R-AD k3
CALL HCRL IN(A iAY( I ).55,512,? 2) PEA 7
C'ALL MORL IN(TITLE,24,512,4C) READ 75
C INITIJALIZ GRID) UN NEXT PAGE READ 76
2N CALL FIMACV PEAD 77
CALL HUJLIN(22tHTPAJ.CTC(JY DIFFE"FNCES,22,312,^"V ) LREA.' 78
CALL HURL IN(1' 'HlOU WS FfROM EPOCh, 1 6.512.") P EA D  75
CALL HUALIN(2 H----- PAC'IAL DIFF'-NCES . ,-12.503) RLAD C^
CALL HC LI"(29 *  CROSS TRACK EllFFLRNCES,29.512,,67) RfiAV R I
CALL tICRLIN(29H..... ALCNG TRACK DIFFERENCCS299512.471) PFA.) r2
25 XK.=AMUJD( XKI 1..2.) prAD A I
YLJL I M=3 .+'5 * *XK READ A
YHIL IM=42 .+5' .*XK READ 35
NUM=M I N ( INX- I START , U I ) + I READ 56
XMAK=XMI N4ANUM RPAD 87
CALL OGRI;(X.,INXMAX12,'F5.1)',lt,EAL4NREALMXNYF7f.1)e1.3 P'AD E(i
XMIN=X ?AX R=AD "9
CALL VERLIN(6FMETFRS.6,.C .INT(Y"ILIV4+YLOLIM)/2) READ 9r
C PLOT OATA POINTS READ 91
CAL& PLOT(DAYS(ISTART) ,RADIAL(ISTART),NUM,4H ) READ 72
CALL PLU1 (DAYS( ISTART).C*3SK(ISTART),NUM,4H *) READ. 93
CALL PLOT (F;AYS(ISTART),ALGTRFK( ISTART),NUM,4H of READ r.
15TART = 1 IART4NUi READ 95
IF(IN)X.LT.ISTART) GO TO 5., READ 96
IF(XK.GT* . ) GO TO 25 READ 97
GO TO 20 READ 90
5) CALL FRMACV R.AD 9
IF(TAP,.AND*LASTS,) CALL PLO)TS(7..FALSE.) READ 17
C END CF PLLT READ I'1

























The support program GEORGE analyzes GEODYN measure-
ment residuals. The residuals enter GEORGE from a tape
generated by GEODYN and are analyzed on a pass by pass.
basis for either the station and/or measurement type
specified by-card input to GEORGE.
The main routine GEORGE selects the residuals to
be analyzed and breaks them up into individual passes.
GEORGE also controls which types of plots are to be made,
if any.
REGANL performs the regression analysis and can
edit data points on the basis of their standard deviations
from the mean.
The subroutines HISTO and PLOTER provide visual aids
in analyzing the residuals. HISTO plots a histogram of
either the residuals or the ratios to sigma for each pass
and a grand summation histogram for all the passes analyzed.
PLOTER plots either residuals versus time or measurement
rate versus residuals for each pass of data. Both subrou-
tines are driver routines for the Plot Package.
The subroutine DIFF computes the difference in days.
between any two dates, and the subroutine RYMDI resolves
a date in one word into three words: the year, the month,
and the day.
GEORGE requires approximately 525K bytes of core and
the IBM 360 system routines DSQRT and .MOD. GEORGE will analyze
about 1000 residuals in less than three minutes.
1-28
PROGRAM MATHEMATICS
The subroutine REGANL determinpy measurement biases
(or zero-set errors) and timing errors in each pass of
data and then performs a regression and analysis of the
residuals.
The zero-set error, A, and timing error, B, are REGANL
determined by using a least squares method of solving the
following equation:
Y = A + BX (1)
where
Y is the residual and
X is the measurement rate.
Taking the partials of (1) with respect to B and
then with respect to A and setting them to zero, we get
N N N




Y - B X - NA = 0 (3)
i=1 i=1
A
where N is the number of points in the pass. REGANL
The two equations are solved simultaneously for A
and B.






















Then the corrected sum of the products, CSXY, and
the corrected sums of the squares, CSX 2 and CSY 2  are com-
puted as follows:
N N N
CSXY X Y N
i=l i=l i=l
2  N 
N
CSX 2  X 2 X 2 N
i=1 i=1
N N 2
CSY 2 = 2 Y N
i=1 i=1
Now, solving for B we get
2'
B = CSXY/CSX ,
and solving for A using B.we get
N N
A= Yi - B X N.
i=l i=l /
1-31
The regression analysis is performed next. (See
Anderson, R.L., and Bancroft, J.A., Statistical Theory in
Research, 1952, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, pp.
156-157.)
The regression sum of squares, RSS, is REGANL
RSS = CSXY2/CSX2
and the regression mean, RM, is
RM = (CSY2 - RSS) (N - 1),
which is nothing more than the square of the standard
deviation of the residuals about the trajectory.
The standard deviations of the zero-set error,
SDZ, and timing error, SDT, are
N 2 2
SDZ = RM X / NCSX 2
i=l
and
SDT = RM (IN-1)
1-32
The noise about the fitted line, D, is REGANL
D = PYI
J.I
The residual mean square, RMSQ, is computed as
CSY2 - RSS
RMSQN - 1
To test the randomness of the result, we compute
the residuals corrected for zero-set and timing error
biases, CRi , as
CR i = RESID. - A. - B.X.11 1I 1 1
where RESID. is the residual.
1
Then we compute difference sum of squares between
subsequent residuals, DSQ, as
N2
DSQ = CRi+ 1 - CR .
i=1











SUBROUTINE CROSS REFERENCE CHART
CALLING ROUTINES: I
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HISTO 0
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The main routine GEORGE reads the GEORGE INPUT
CARDS and sets the switches for the type, station
number and network of the data to be analyzed. It also
sets the switches for the type of analysis (residual
or ratio) and type or types of plots desired. GEORGE
then reads the residual tape and separates the data
into passes. Once a pass is established, GEORGE calls
REGANL to compute the zero set and timing errors and
perform the regression analysis. If plots of the
residuals or ratios are desired, PLOTER is called. If
histograms are desired, HISTO is called. This pro-
cedure is followed until all the data specified is
analyzed.
1-37
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The .types of measurements and the code names
acceptable to GEORGE are listed below:
Measurement Type Code Name
right ascension RT ASC
declination DECLIN
range RANGE
range rate R RATE
alpha ALPHA
beta BETA
x angle X ANGL
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EPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS P00O
NA.: "MAIN - GEORGE
PUrw,-; PE FORS A .'Gr EI FO ANALYSIS OF RLSIDUALS OR
RATIOS AND PLOTS Th" RESULITS
SU2 .LG U LNES LSE:D DATE DIFF HISTO REGANL NYMD O
EDIT CNOPLT FiVIADV HOZL IN M A.M I N
4 I NT NE ,"M OGR ID PLUTST P TVNUM.
VERLIN PLOTER
CCl.'.CN BLOCKS ARRAY LOGIC COONST
INPUT FILES GEORGE INPUT CARDS
NONA.E RESICUAL TAPE
OUT'L~T FILE PRINTER
RESTRICTIONS A MAXIMUI OF 400C POINTS PER PASS WILL BE ANALYZED
REFLNENCES NONE
10001 Frh.MAT(3(A6,tX)) GEOP 25
1000? FO-li'i.AT(A6,4j .5(Fl .O)) GEOR 26
P0h00 o ,M AnvI l.I lX. **- ANALYSIS OF *'AS5. RESIDUALS ***a) GEOR 27
20C02 FU!'iAT (. ,/, 14X*NETwORK - - **A6) GEOR 20
20003 1O-T.4AT( 11 ,14X,'STATICN - - ', 6) GEOP 29
2000 FO, MAT (It ,.,Ol ILLEGAL .E.SURE-FENT TYPE - SKIPPING TO NEXT CASE ) CGEO 3c
2C000i F.Rt.AT(IH ,50H ILLEGAL NEYORK NAME - SKIPPING TO NEXT CASE I GTrP 31
20006 FUPMAT(If ,28P ILLEGAL CPTION CARD - ,A6,4&H REMAINING OPTIONGEO, 32
*S IGNORED - SKIPPING TO DATA) GEOR 33
20020 FO4MAf (JHC,621 NO DATA CF THE TYPE SPECIFIED FOUND -- SKIPPING TOGEOR 34
( NEXT CASE) GEOR 35
20021 IURHAT(IF-C,20H OBSERVATIONS BELOW *F5.1.29H DEGREES WILL NOT BE ANGEOR 36
*AL.YZED I GEOR 37
20022 FOUM.AT(IIC,211' PESIDUALS DEVIATING .F4.1. GEOR 38
c5 '.l UNITS OP M'O1E FROM THE FIT ED LINE WILL UE REJECTED) GEOR 39
20023 FOtAT(itC,. 4 H TOO MANY ORSERVATIO'S -- RE'4AI:ODER IGNORED) GEOF: 40
DOUiLE VFRECIEION ACHAN(3,G0) * ATY 'E * CHAN , CCHAN(3,50) , DATAGEOR 41I
DOU6L.E PilC 1 ION EL , ELEV 9 FNET(9) * FTYPE GEOR 42
DOUOLE PFiLCI.ULIN FTYPELI(14) , GRA.M s IOL.ANK. ISTA , KSTA GEOR .3
DOJLLE PNECI'SIO N LASER , LAST , rTYPE s NA.E , NAMEST. NET GEOR 44
LOUOLE PNCCIS ION 0SO1 , OF502 * OPT * OPTION(10) * SAOLAS CECR 45
ODUBI.E PECISION STNA'E( 1001 , AEST * TYPE GEOR 46
DIMiu'$ ION LENC( 100) . ISTART(ICC), VALUE(S) GEOR 47
C!:,UN /R?.Y / IYl 4()l,- ),I(4000 ).SCC(40C).ELLV(4000, GEOR 48
*RESID( 4 0 ,0 • T (4Q00) I COUNI( 0 )NAME T( 40C 0 ) GEOR 49
SFl YP '( .. ) 1/.1 1 C(4. :0 3 GCfOR 50
CUMIIUN /L(G)C / LAS~ I. S~: 1ICH GEOR 51
Cad~.(it , .c / (.O. F r . a (, i TYiPE, S A, A I SAV *RE7..I[CT * iZ(JSW GCOR 52
I.ObICA/L :r:C'.nIISl :,W.I:tT.L.As il OS s? T1sRC ieE~i,11 GEC 53
I..t ! CAi. . ,i' GEtUIR 54
VAT/. If!;1 -.I1 'L.ST / 2,.FALSE. / GCO: SS
1-39
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DATA JAC I ,,.JCCH4AN / 2*0 / J G!."',. 7y
DAlA GI:-, I i "-t:.',LASE ,LA/,ST,SAOLA /GliGIlA . ,6H *6HLASER , G"OR 58
* 6hLAET 6$.AOLAS/ GCOn 59
DOATA FTY'P.l/611i:[ ASC,6W/1.r.GE ,oHR RATE..clfREQ g6'ALPHIA *C~HX ANGL.GL'E :! . 0
I (AZI.UT t. I-G CL I N C H 6H 61-1 6H3OETA G Lc.U, 61
S61-Y ANGL*61-ELEV / G',R 62
CAT?. FNT/6ST.DJ, 6HD;'LC.R,6HLUSAF ,611C BAND,6HSECOR sbHUSCIGS, GF.OR 63
* 611 SF:uPT, C HI NTC.'IL, 61 H SA) / GLOP 6-
CATA OPTICN,'6CICAN A,6FCI. CUT,6 iCHAN Cv6tAMLIG ,6HPrOCES,61IHISTG4GEO- 65
S614'PLOT 6H , CHRFEJEC Is 6hDATA / GEOR 66
00 105 I=1-lt4 GEOr 67
ICS FTYP(I)-=FTYPEII) GEOR 68
C REA. GCOaiGE IhPUT Ct.RDS AND SE'T SWITCHES FUR NETWORK AND STATION GEOr 69
4 RE,D 1 C I 'fTYPF.tNE.T,I'STA GECR 70
IF (i T.*IC.CfiAR )FNET( ) = GRAFR GEOR 71
IF (NT.FC.LASE.I(TNEhT(7) LASER GEOR 72
IF (NT.ESACL.AS)FNET(7)= SAGLAS GEOR 73
IF(NET.LGCECANC)FtET(9)=CtANO GEOR 74
PRINT 20CC1.YPE GEOR 75
GR0,Ur4 =*F -LSE* GEOR 76
LAST It=.*F LSE . GEOR 77
S I TCH=-.FILSE, GEOR 70
ITOT=0 GEOR 79
hSAVE=0O GEOR 80
EAS= 0  GEOR 81
4;Av' GEM FG
rn , i- ~ GEOR s3
IF (TYP.,EQ.FTYPE( I))ISAVE = I GEOR 64
3 CONTINUE GEOR 85
IF(ISAVENEc0) GO TO 99 GEOR 86
FRINT 20CC4 GEOR 87
GO TO 27 GEOR 88
99 CCONTINLE GEOR 89
IF (N.T.EC.IOLANK) GO TO 1 GEOR 90
PRINT 20CC2.NET GEOR 91
D00 5 I=1, GEOR 92
IF (NET.EC.FNET(I))NSAVE= CGEOR 3
5 CONT INUE GEOR 94
IF (NSAVC-.NE.0) GO TO 1 GEOR 95
PRINT 200C5 GEOR 96
GO TO 27 GEOR 97
I CONTINULI GEOR 98
IF (KSTA.NE.IE.ANK)PRINT 20003tKSTA GEOR 99
C INITIAL1/L CLtSTANTS AND Sh TCH-S GEOR 100
DO 20 I=ClO GEOR 101
20 SITNA'E( I)= IELANKI GEOR 102
CUT = 0.0 CEON 103
14020=4 GEOR 104
A GS V'= FI L SE GEOR 105
P I.L V = I/.LSE. CEOA. 106
FLOTu ., FALSL . GE"OR 107
FA L5 &.E. #GCLIR 199Ft- S, "., - 1.'.t . -r . GrC L I "11 10
(c RE/I ;L;0:': lf.PI CAfiDS AND) 5~E1 A ALYSI S ANO' PLOT'IYIS, OPTIONS -CUOR 110
' 6 ILAL. J({UGC ,G I.VALU[ GEO: .111
1-40
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DO 7 I=1. 10 I GEOR 112
IF. ( OPT h E.OPTION( I) )GO TO 7 . Gi:0' 1 3
GO TO (U S.IC I .1,12,t13.14.1*s.5 ,17),I G.:04 114
7 CO;I I PiL. G'CL'. I 115S FkINT 2CCC6.OPT GEf'1? 116
GO 10 17 GCOR 'L 117
d JACIHtAN = JACHAN + I GEUR 11
ACtIAN( 19 JACHIAN) = VALUE (I ) GEOR 119
ACHiAN(2,JACHIA. = VALUE(2)I 
. GEUR 120
ACHIAN( JJACHANI) = VALUE CfA)41 GCOR 121
GO TO 6 GEO( 122
9 CUT = VALLE(1) G .OR 123
PH IJT 2OC21,CUT GEOR 124
GO TO 6 GEOk 125
10 JCCHAN = jCCHAN + 1 GEOR 126
CCIHAN (1 IJCCHAs)= VALUE(1) GEOP 127
CCHAN(2,JCCIhAN)= VALUE(2) GLOQ 128
CCHAN(3.JCCIHAI)= VALUE(4) + 1 GEOR 129
CO TO 6 GEOR 130
11 AtS v = *TRUE* GLOR 131
GO TO 6 GEOR 132
12 P;05Qw = ,IRUE* CEOR 133
GO Tu 6 GEOR 134
13 1.ISTSW = .TNUE. GEOR 135
Swil CtI=VALUF( 1).EO. I,.CR;R.VALU,.i(1) .Q.3, GEOP 136
GROSU.=.'ALU(1).EQo.2o.ORVALUE (1)*5O. 3 * GtOR 137
. ....S .*. GEOR 13
IF-(VALUE (I). EC. I.) 14020=6 GEOR 14)
GO TO 6 GEOR 141
15 CONT LNUE GCOR 142
CO TO 6 GEOR 143
16 CONTINUE GEOR 144
REJSW =.TFUE. GEOR 145
REJECT.= VALUE(I1) GEOR 146
PRINT 2GOZ2,REJECT GEOR 147
GO TO 6 CEOR 148
C READ NONAME rESICLJUL TAPE G-OR 149
17 R.AO(15,END-1,ErE=r1& IYMOlsIIHMtISEC1.ISTA,;.TYPE.Ot3SOl,RESIDI, GEUR 15C
* RATIC1OCCOT1,OBSO2,RSIO2',RATIO2,08OT2ELINET GEOR 151
C TEST FOR ENDO CF CATA GEOR 152
IF (ISTA.EO. IELANK)GO T10 1 GOR 153
IF (INE T.Q. )INET = 2 GEOR 154
C TEST FuR RL oLESTEC DATA GEOI 155
IF:(ELeLT.CUT; GO TO 17 GEOR 156
IF (ISTA.E.KSTA.ANO.rDK1A.NE.IELAN- )GO ',TO 17 G .OR 157
IF (Nc-T.NE.FNET(INET).AND.NFTNE.*IJLANrK)GO TO 17 G-GE.R 158
IF (MTYI'EN*.TYr'LEIGO TC 17 GEOR 1!9
C STURE IESICUALS, Tlf:E, ELEVATIJN. AND STATION NAME GEOR 16C
NMLAS = NhAS + 1I GCOR 161
IF (r-IAS.LT.(C>)GO TC IC4 GtclOR 152
PINT h: CZ3 C7o? 163
Cu TO Eu GEIR 164
104 lY :)('0i.A-)= IY"UDI Grik: 1,5
Iti:(t .t A± I w I 1 GEOr 166
5,C( N -.A) S CI GEOR 167
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i.L.LVCN1AL) = EL G'P 16
A .Mc.S7 (NVILAS) = ISTA GCU, 1'>?
IF(KSTA.C,.IULANK) (,GO TO 1"1 GTI: 17'
, ">Tal GLO 171
STNAc'( I )=KSTA IG' .u; 1 72
GO Tu 22 G ' 17-1
ICI COT INU G.T"R. 174
cU 21 1=1.10 G"., 175
IF (STNAk4(I) ,EQISTA)CC TO 22 G-rOR 176
IF(STNAME(I).NE.IBLANK) GO TO ;1 G 0R 177
IST=I G!OR 173
STNAML;( I :ISTA G.-0P 179
GO TO 22 GLOP 1bc
21 CONTINUL GLR 1I1
22 CuNTINUE GEOR' 182
RI!-kIO(NME;5, = RESIDI GUOR 11:3
RATIj(N:.MEiftS) = PATIOl GtOk 1I '-.
COOOT(MAEtS) = O000TI G.uR 1.35
C STORE PAIkEL) ESICUALS IN UPPER HALF OF ARRAY GER 126
IF(ISAVE. NE..I ANL). ISAVE.NE6.A ND.ISAVE.NE.7) GO TO 17 GEOR 15?
Di.ASN=NME ASI 2(', GE0R 188
HEpID(ME A N) = PESID2 GEO 169
RATIO(FtAiN) = RATIO2 GCOR 1.9
r
CLBOOT(t'c.EN) = Ot3ODUT2 GEOR 191
IYi4M)(MfLASh J-IYM.D1 GEOR 192
IHM( MLAbN )=I H01 GEOR 193
SEC( M,:AN )=,ECI GEOR 194
FI Fr-V4iAcS =FI GEOR 195
NAMEST(MEtSN)=ISTA GEOR 196
GO TU 17 GEOR 197
18 REWIND 15 GEOR 198
IF (NMEAS.NE*C)GO TO 50 GEOR 199
PRINT 200-0 GEOR- 200
CO TO 102 GEOR 201
50 CONTINUE GEOR 202
C MATCH -fAf;UREVtENTS WITH STATICN NAME GEOR 203
00 23 J =1.IST GEOR 204
JJ=O GEOR 205
DO 19 I=1,MEAS GEOR 206
Ir-(NAMEST(I).NEE*STNAME(J))GO TC 19 GEOR 207
JJ = JJ 4 1 GEOR 208
ICOUN(J.J)= GEOR 209
19 COi4T IE -E GEOR 210
ISIART( ) = ICOUNT(1) GEOR 211
IPASS = 1 GEOR 212
-K = JJ - 1 GCOR 213
CO 24 I=IKK GEOR 214
N = ICCut.T(I) GEOR 215
P = ICOUIT(14-11 GEOR 216
C TEST FOR A KEW P,'S. GEOR 217
Im'S1 = It11(N),.'(c. GEOR 210
11'..S2 = (I('F.~ 00 1GEUR 219
CALL DIFF(IYM)(N4) I I:Si,IY:'I (M I IHAS2 1[),AY, ISFCI GEOR 220
IHlI L',AY .I -4 'EC/J CC GCLO,,' 221
IF ( I;k*L14 )CO TO 24 (.COR 222
NPASS = 11ASS 1 G.EOR 223
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(ST/.R.INGAFSSI = M ,.4l CER2
CEUR ?;P-
IE D(, N P . - ) = N C E OR 22.,
24 CUNT INLE GEOR 226
IF(t oNi LOTSo .o0,'.PLTST ) *AND . (.NOT HIISTSv.:. Rt.HSTST) GO TO 106 GEO" 22,
C I NIT iALI IE. VLCT Pi.C1,',GE GLO, 22
CALL PLOIT T( I C209 TRUE.) G.Ot 2;)
CALL Vf.f..ACV GEOR 23.
PL. ST= c TRLE* GEOR 231
hSTST:- .Tf-LE* G.-R 232
IC6 IE .t D( E5 ).-;I Gc.IR, 233
DO 2~ I= 1. NPASS GEOPR 234
. = ISTA;T(1 I) GEOR 235
C PERFCRW, THE ILGf2SSION ANALYSIS GEOR 236
CALL REGAJ'L(ISTA;-T( 1).I ELND(1) STNAME(J ),M.) GEOR 237
IF(.t"JT, LOTS1 GO TO 107 GEOR 233
C MAKE TIlH PLOUTS GEOR 239
CALL PL.Il[R(ISTART(I),* EiO(I).MSTNAM.E(JIISAVE) GEUR 24.
IF(ISAV cEO. OR.! SAV .E.O6.,O..ISAVEEO,7) GECR 2.-1
eCALL PLOTtR(ISTA"T( 1)+2000i L;).I )f-2000,t.i STAt4E(J),ISAVE.7) GEOR 2.2
i07 IF (GRISL;,) GC TO 25 GEOR 243
IF (* NC l*l -ISTSW) GO TO 25 GEOR 244
C MAKE THE HISITCGRAPS GEOR 245
CALL HIl.iC(ISTAFT(I)IEN(I)Ot*.STNAME(J).ISAVE) GEOR 246
IF(ISAVt.-IE.I .ANDL. ISAVE.NEGcA NDsISAVE.NE.7) GO TO 25 GEOR 247
CALL HILSIO(ISTART( I )+2COG.,IN(I +20.00, KM,STNAME(J) ISAVEI.7) GEOR 248
25 CONTINUE GEOR 249
23 CONT I NU. GEOR 2z0
LAST 114. TFUE. GEOR 251
IF (*NUTI*t-ISTSw) GO TO 102 GEOR 252
CALL HISTU(ItL-MEAS.MMSTNAt4E(J).ISAVE) GEOR 253
IF (I.SAVE.EO.1.OR, ISAVE.EO.64u. ISAVE.EO.7) GEOR 254
* CALL HISTC(2001,/EASN,l.MSTNAtE(4).ISAVE+7) GEOR 255
C TEST FOR LAST DATA CARD GEOR 256
102 READ 1O0C2*TEST GEOR 257
IF (TLSTEQOIELANK) GO TO 4 GEOR 250
IF (TLSTEO*LASTI') GO TC 27 GEOR 259
GO TO 102 GEOR 260
27 CONTI tJ E GEOR 261
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HISTO determines the grid size and labels to
produce histograms of each pass and a grand summation
histo.gram if. requested. It is basically a drive program
for the WOLF PLOT PACKAGE; hence all routines called by
HISTO are members of the PLOT PACKAGE.
1-48
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A~ -ISTO
SPub PC . PLOTS HISTOGRAMS OF A'IALY4EI DATA
CALLING S--UUENC' CALL HISTG(ISTATIE43,MNAM.EiISAVE)
YM-CJL TYFE DESCPIPTICN
ISTArPT I INPUT - INDEX OF START OF PASS IN APRAY
INiiu I INFUT - INDEX OF ENO JF PASS IN ARRAY
MM I INPUT - KUMEER JF POINTS IN PASS
ISAVE. I INPUT - INDEX OF TYPE OF PLOT REOQUEST-0
SUERCUTINmS LCLD EDIT FPmA3V HURLIN MAXMIN MINT
NEwMM OGPID PLOT PTYNUM VERLIN




SUuROUTLNE HISTO(ISTARTIENOD.MNAME. ISAV--) HIST 33
COUbLL PRECISIUN ELEV , FTYPE @ IdLANK* NAME * NAMEST, TITLE(6)HIST 34
COUBLE PRECISION TYPE , XTITL(6) s YTITL(6) MIST 35
CIAMUN /AikAY / IYMO(4CT0),IHM(4CO'),SEC(4)03).ELEV(4O000). HIST 36
SRESID(4rCC),OOCOT(4)O0) .ICOUNT(400C0) ,NAMEST(4000),HIST 37
* FTYPE(14).RATIC(4C20) -FIST 33
CUMMUN /LCGIC / LASTIM.Sw.ITCH lST 39
LOGICAL LISTIP,SwITCH MIST 40
CIMeNSION SIZE(2C) *X(2).Y(2) MIST 41
,ATA XTITL/BHHISTOGPA.EHM OF R.8HATIO FR,3HFOUENCIE,9HS ,9IST 42
* bH / 1IST 43
CATA YTITL/.bFFISTOGPAEHM OF R.eH;SIOUAL * HIST 44
* 8H FREQUEN,&HCICS *H / HIST 45
C GENEkATE TITLE FOR TYPE OF HISTOGRAM HIST 4t,
IF (MM.L7.5) CU TO 7C MIST 47
TYPL=PTYPFk( [SAVE) MIST 43
TITLE(O)=I1YPE I IST 49.
CO 5 I=I0;0 HIST 50
5 SIZE(I)=C. FI-ST 51
IF( wITCJ-) GO TO 15 HIST 52
C SET UP tI>TCrA'A G;IL) SIZE FOP RESIDUAL ANALY3IS MIST 53
CALL N(* (NAEiRESID. ISTAT.IENDR4AXXRMI ) MIST 64
CALL PTYNLM-(iMINeOMAX. RMIN99MAXoNX) MIST 55
1-49
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CS ILE= (Aes(rMW AX-AA I N)/NX) I -IST 56
CO IC I=1 TA Tl'--!D .MIST 57
IF(.NJT.LASTI.AN-) .r.AM'AE.'NE.NAMEST( I)) GO T 130 HIST 5F
J= ( .S C(I )- MIN)/CSI2E)+1. HiST 5
SILC-(Jl=S ZE( J i+1. HIST 'e
1-. LUNT INUE MIST bI
C-O TO 40 HIST 62
15 LO-2C f=IIIART.END 1IST 63
AF(eNOT.LASTIV.AN .NA'4ME.NENAMEST(I)) GO TO 23 1IST 6 4
AATIO( I )= IGN(PATIO(I ) .;ESI D(I)) HIST 65
20 CLN1 INLcE MIST 66
C SET LP HI TJC A4 GR ID SIZ FOUR RATIO ANALYSIS HIST 67
CALL NcANt(NA. RATI:o.ISTAQT.IEND.MAX.NMIN) MIST 6,
IF (CMIN.EQO.CAX) GJ TO 65 MIST 59
CALL PTYNLM(RHlIN,RMAX., kMIN,PMAX.NK) MIST 7r
CSI L E= ( A E (PMAX- MIN)/NX) MIST '71
.CO 3; I= IETART, iD MIST 72
IF(*.NGT.LASTiV.AND.NAME.NENAMEST (I)) GO TO 30 HIST 73
IF(( RATIL (I V),0 .) .Ek.C. ) GO 10 3 MIST 74
J=((NATIC(I)- IN)/CSI1Z) +1. HIST 73
1SLE (J)=SIZE(J) +1. MIST 76
30 CONTINUE MIST 77
C FIN& THE- MIGH-EST COUNT AND CETEPMINE INCREMENTS HIST 79
40 CALL MAAM.IN(SIZE.NX.VM'INVMAX) HIST 79
VMAX=V WAx 41. MIST 5
CALL PTYNLM( .. VMAX , VMIN VMAX Y) 1iS" 31
li&V/;A/i;:LGAT(;,;.LT. i. NYT'.X H1ET 82
C a i LKiU N i u NiT vALQ.':. IST
CALL UGRIC(RMIN, MAX, NX.5HF6. 1 ). I . V'4I N VMAX NY 5HFJ.1) 1 0) tIST E4
IF(SwITCI-F) GO TO 45 HIST 85
CO 41 1=1.I5 PIST "36
41 TITLE(I)=YTITL(I) MIST 37
CALL HCRLIN(15HRESICUAL VALUES,15.512,0) IIlST 65B
GO TO EO HIST VS
45 CO 46 I=1,5 MIST 9'?
46 TITLE(I)= TITL(I) FIST 91
CALL HORLIN(21HRATIO TO SIGMA VALUES,21,512,0) HIST .92
50 CALL HC;LIN(TITLE.=.4 ,512,lCC ) HIST 93
IF(LASTIN)CALL HORLIN(3HGCRAND SUMMATION CF ALL PASSES ANALYZED, -IST 74
.38.512.9E2) MIST 95
CALL VERLIN(15HFREQUENCY COUNT15,3,512) MIST 96
C PRINT dATA HIST 97
IF (.*NCT.LASTIM) GO TO 56 MIST 98
ITOT AL=0 HIST 99
iRITE(o. ICC00) MIST 100
CO 55 J=1,NX HIST 1'1
VALUEI = RWIN + (J-1)*CSIZE MIST 1-2
VALUE2= GMIN * J*CSIZE 3IST 103
•ITOTAL= ITOTAL + SIZE(J). HIST 104
wRITE(5, 1'I) VALUEIVALUE2.SIZE(J) MIST IC5
55 CONTINLE .MIST 106
tRITc(c.ICS2) ITOTAL HIST 107
56 CONTIN U,- MIST 135
C FLCT DATA MIST 1.)9
X(I )=FMIN HIST 110
SIZE(NX+I M=0. IST 111
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CU bC I=I," MIST 112
X(J)=X(I )JiCSIZE PIIST 11 3
Y(I)=SIZE(I) MIST 11
Y(2)=S1 Z-(I) F 1ST 113
IF(SELL( IJ.GT.' .)CALL PLOT(X,Y,2,4H ) IST 115
Y(1 =APAXI (SIZE(1) SIZE( 11 ) MIST 117
Y(" =2 * MIST 113
X(1)=X(2) 1-1ST 119
61) IF (Y(1).CT.0.) CALL PLCT(X,Y,i2,4H MIST 12.)
CALL FtN:EV MIST 121
AETURN MIST 122
6= %RrTE(6,IC03) MIST 123
R-ETUkN HIST 124
70 FrINT Ic0 FI-ST 125
&ETU .N MIST 126
1 F uiMMAi (I - INSUrFICIENT DATA F)R A MEANINGFUL HISTOGRAMW) HIST 12'
1 1 FOkMAT(IH *3 X,A6,11XFIC.4., 1))),I 3) MIST 123
1"2 F'JKMAT(Ih ,30X,A , t IXF I .4,IOX,13) 1IST 12C
103 FO%) ,AT(It-,27X,'STATION NAW'', I X,'PSIDUAL VALUE96X,*COUNT',//) HIST 130
j94 FUkMAT(1H1.27x,'STATIC-N NAME 6X, 'R ESIDUAL VALUE '*oX*'COUNT,5X, HIST 131
*ICONTINUEC' .//) HIST 132
15s FORMAT(II27x, 'STATION NAMEG EXs '& TIT VALU-*,-" )XCCUNT*,//') HIST 133
1o FURMAT(1-1,27X,.STATION NAME',EX,'RATIL) VALUE',sX,*CUUNT',6X. HIST 13A
* *CUNTINUEC' ,//) HIST 135
1CC0 FukMAT(I-l2.XI'HISTOGRAM CATA',//,92X,' INTERVAL.~dX,FREQUENCYg/HIST 136
/) HIST 137
lE1 F MAT(I- ,It 5X.5.I.2X. Tn'.2x. I.1.cX, F3.F) MIST 138
10 2 oQ *, aT / .I fie T L I A O: nOz Tf i ;  PDr- INT S  = ;TA 1 41 -T I
1 03 FUFRMAT(IF ,///,5X,'THE iATIO TC SIGMA VALUES ARE ALL ZERO. NO PLOHIST 14





























NEWMM is a simple program utilizing WOLF PLOT
PACKAGE routines to determine maximum and minimum values
for e'ither all or part of a specified array.
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4N A IvNEwMM
PUFPUSc FIN3 THE MAXIWUM AND MINIMUM4 VALUES IN4 AN ARRAY FOR
SPECIFIcC STATIONS
CALLING SEQULNCE CALL NEWWm(NAME.A RAI ISTARTINDRM.AX9WrAINI
SYWiOL TYrFE DESCRIPTICN
NAME OF INPUT - NAME OF STATION
AFRHAI R INPUT - ARRAY TO BE SEARCHED
(4GOC)
ISTART I INPUT - INDEX OF STARTING VALU" IN ARRAY
IENO I INPUT - INDEX OF ENCDING VALUE IN ARRAY
AMAX R OUTPUT - kAXIMUM VALUJ-
IRIN R OUTPUT - M:NIMUM VALUE-
SUtACUTINcS LSEO NONE
CCPMLN bLUCKS ARRAY LOGIC




SUBPUUTINE N .MM(NAME.AFZRAIISTART.IENDRMAXRMIN) NEWM 39
LOUBLE PKRECISION ELEV *FTYPE 9NAME ,NAMEST NEWM 39
CUMMON /A.RAY / IYMD(4CCO),IHOM(.. .).SEC(40 ),ELEV(40C0), NEWM 40 -
* RESID(4COC),09COT(4C0),ICOUNT(40CO),NAMEST(40C )INEwM A41
* FTYPE(14) RATIC(4C.)) NEWM 42
COMMON /LCGIC / LASTIMSwITCH NTWM 43
LOGICAL LASTIM K'EWPM 44
DIMENSIC , ARRAI(4C")0) NEhWM 45
IMAX=AR AI(ISTART) NEWM 45
kMIN= R MA NEWM 47
C TEST IF iLGINNING AND ENOING INDICES ARE DIFFERENT NEWM 49
IF( I STAA. EO. I.ND) ETURN NEW4 49
VU 10 I=I ETART, IEND NEWP. .  50
C SEARCHl ARRAY FOR.STATION NA'E NEwM 51
IF(.NGTLASTIW.AN ).NAMEST(I).NE*NAME) GO TO IC NEWMi 52
C FIND MAAIMUM NE,4 53
RMAX=AVAXIi(MAXA;PAI(I)) NEWP 4,
C FIND MINIMUM NEWM 55
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PLOTER is the drive program for the WOLF PLOT
PACKAGE which produces the plots of residuals vs. time
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KAr- PLOTER
SPURP;iL PLOTS RESICUALS \S. TIME ANO MiEASUREMENT RATE VS.-
RESIDUALS FCFR SPECIFIED PASSES
CALLING SEOUeNCE CALL PLOTER(IPASS.IST)P,.iMWNA
M E ISAV.)
SYPdtL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
IPASS I INPUT - INDEX OF STARTING POINT
ISTOP I INPUT - INDEX OF ENDING PCINT
M" I INPUT - hUMBEP OF POINTS IN PASS
ISAVE I INPUT - INDEX OF TYP' OF DATA
SUEkLUTINES L.ED EDIT ENrPLT F M, AD V HONLIN MAXMIN







SUbROUTINL PLOTER(IPASSISTOP,M,NAM'EISAVE) PLOT 35
DOUBLE PRECISION ELEV , FTYPE s NAMEST, TITLE(8) , TYPE PLOT 36
RLAL*S NA E PLOT 37
COMMGN /A PAY/ IYMC(4CCO).IH'(403).SC(4000),ELEV(40C0C). PLOT 38
* RESID( 4COC. ), OBCOT (40CO) , ICOUNT(430) NAMEST(400)), PLOT 39
SFTYPE( 14),FATIC(4000) PLOT 40
CIMENSICh FMIN(400C) PLOT 41
fEAL MRMAX. RAMIN PLOT 42
CATA TITLE/oH *LH *8H RESIDUA 1OHLS * PLOT 43
* 6H DATE 9EH *8H TIME s3H / PLOT 44
50 FGFOMAT(521- INSUFFICIENT DATA IN THIS PASS FOR A MEANINGFUL PLOT) PLOT A4
C TEST IF ENGUCF- DATA LOT 45








00 IC I=IFASSISTOP PLOT 53
FMIN(I)=FLCAT(IHM(I)-IHM(lI/103(40)-iaMIN+SEC(I)/60. PLOT 54
10 IF(FMIN(IJ.LT * ) FMIN(I)=FMIN(1)+1440 PLOT 55
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J=ISTOPu- I F3S+ I PLOT 5
CALL MAXN li(FVIN( IPASS ). JSVIN,SMA() PLUT '7
CALL pIYNL.M(SMINS'AX. SMINSMA:>,)NX) PLOT 5n
KbAV.= IPAS PLOT S5
t FINDO I.AxI.l;..1 N; WINIMU." VALUIES ANC R0JNO PLOT 5'
cALL NE. h(NAMcR,P-SIO. IPASISTUP,:.<-AX, W-MIN) PLOT 51
CALL F. IYLM(Pk<INMAXKMIhsA;.VA ,NY . PLOT 62
C PRINT TITL" AID GRID FOPF PESICUAL LS.-TIME PLOTS PLOT t-J
TITLE( 1)=tFA'L PLOT 64
TITLeC( 2)-=1YP PLOT 65
CALL ju iI.(MINSMAXNX,5HF4 I, I,14MINtRMAX#NYv3HF6s1) el ) PLOT o5
LALL L (IP)YNC1,3HIc ,TITL ( ) ,9) PLOT 67
CALL cD IT ( IH" 1. 3H16 ) ,TITLE( E ) , F) PLOT 53
CALL HCkL IN(TITL,Eb4,512,1 CC) PLOT 69
CALL hC LIN( IEHTIM IN MINUTES.15.312,C) PLOT 70
IFtMOO(15AV.7).LC.1) PLOT 71
ieCALL VERL IN(24H- Sl CUALS IN ARC SECCNDS224 . ,112) PLOT 72
IF(ISAV8 E.,2) CALL VERLIN( 19HP SIOJALS IN M.TERS, 19,0,512) PLUT 73
IF(ISAVcLEQ.3) CALL VERLIN(31HR-S1UUALS IN C-NTIMETERS/SECCkJDPLUT 74
,1,C 1-) PLOT 75
C PLT RLSIOULAL VS. TIME PLCT 76
00 5 I=IFASS.ISTUP PLOT '7
IF(NAAc&NE.NAvEST(I)) CGGC TO 5 PLOT 7a
CALL PLUT(F'MI( I ),RESIC( I 1,I4- 4) PLOT 79
5 CLNT IN U PLOT 3C
CA..L FAMACV PLOT 81
C FINU MAXI MM WNC INIMUM VALUr-S ANL. ,GCND r*OT 32
CALL NetWM(NAMEUDCT, IFAS5sS1JPAUIAXM,(4 IN# PLOT SJ
CALL PTY W(MRMIN,MMAXMPMIN, F AX.NX) PLOT e4
C PRINT TITLt ANJ GPID FOP MEASLkEMENT RATE VS. RESIDUAL PLOT 55
CALL U(RIC(MRMIN,MRMAX,NX.5HF7.0)1,NMIN,Q4AX*NY5HF5*1s ,1s0) PLOT e-
CALL HGALIN(TITLE. 64,512,10(CC) PLOT a7
GO TO (11,12, 13,14, 15, I8, 17. 18,18,1:,18.22.23,24),ISAVE PLOT 88
11 CALL HCALIN(IIHqT ASC RATE*11.12,)) PLOT t9
O TO 25 PLOT 90
12 CALL HCRLIN(IC-HRANGE RATEtICv512,') PLOT 91
GO TO 25 PLOT 92
13 CALL HCLIN(11HR RATE RATE.11,EI2.0) PLOT 93
GO *TO 25 PLOT 94
14 CALL HCRLIN(14HFREQUENCY RATE. 14,512,0) PLOT 95
GO TO 25 PLOT 96
15 CALL HCALIN(10HALPHA RATE,10,512.) PLOT 97
GO TO 25 PLOT 98
16 CALL HCULIN( 12HX ANGLE PATEs 12.512,0) PLOT 99
GO TO 25 PLOT 100
17 CALL HCALIN(IIHAZMUTH RATEt,1.h!12.0) '. PLOT 101
GO TO 25 : PLOT 102
18 CALL hCtL IN(16HOECLINATION RATE 16,512*C) PLOT 1 3
GO TO 2: PLOT 1~4
22 CALL iMCLIN(SPHbETA RATE99.512,C) PLOT 115
GO TO 25 PLOT 196
23 CALL HCRLIN(12HY ANGLE FATE#12,512,03) PLOT 17
GO TO 20 PLOT 18
24 CALL HILIN(14HELEVATICN PATE. 14,512,0) . PLOT 109
25 IF(MOu(I AE,7).L. II ) PLOT 110
eCALL VERLIN(24HESICUALS IN ARC SECONDS.2A,0S512) PLOT 111
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IF(ISAV-..t0.2) CALL VLRLIN( I h7-31DUALS IN MtTEryS.9 -9'512) PLOT 112
I{ IbAv *.EO.3) CALL VEFLIN(31H-SIDOUALS IN CENTI'A-ETERS/SECONV.PLOT 113
.319. t, 1 ) PLOT 114
CL, 3C 1=IFASSISTOD PLOT 115
C PLLT kCbIoUAL VS. rEASUEMENT PRAIE PLOT 116
IF(N^P4 .NENAMc4ST(I)) CC TO 31 . PLOT 117
CALL PLOT(OODOT(I) PESIC(I)1.,4H J) PLOT 11k
2 LCNTINUE; PLOT 119
ILALL FFMACV PLOT 120
Gu TO L; PLOT 121
41 PkINT o- PLOT 122
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REGANL is the analysis subroutine of the GEORGE
PROGRAM. It uses a least squares method to determine
zero set measurement biases and timing errors for each
pass of data. REGANL also computes standard deviations
of the errors and the noise about the fitted line.
Finally it performs a randomness test of the results.
If data is to be edited, REGANL uses the results
of its computations to eliminate points above a specified
rejection criterion and re-computes all of the results.
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PU-PCSE PERFORMt/,S THE Pr--G.'-ESSIJlN ANALYSIS
MAKES A PAN('W.NESS T:3T AND COiJMPUTES
ZERO SET ANC TIMING -RROPRS IN PASSES OF DATA
CALLING 5,.OU-C-C_ CALL RCGANL(IPASS.IPSS2,NA'iLMM)
SYM=UL TYF ZE DESCRIPTIGN
IPASS I INPUT - INDEX OF REGINNING F'P3INT IN APRAY
IPASS2 I INPUT - INDEX OF END POINT IN ARRAY
NAM OF INPUT .- STATIGN NAME
'M I INPUT - NUMBER OF POINTS IN PASS
SUtkHGUTINLS LED N3NE




SUdROUTINE REGANL (IPASS, I]PASS2,NAME,MM) REGA 3V .
2 . FORMAT(lI-F,16- STATION NAME ,A6// REGA 35
* 16H DATE OF PASS ,16/ REGA 3(
16' TIME OF PASS #16/) REGA 37
2.). 3 FURMAIT(1I-C,51H TIME CF CATA MEAS.R ATE RESIDUAL ELEVATION)REGA 3C
2"r.lv FO, ,AT(IF ,IX,15,1X 114 1 X,F'-.I ,F14.4,FI '.,IF13,I) REGA 39 .
2 IC, FORMIAT(IH 1 YY'-tDD I-hiMM SS.S (MTR/SEC) (METERS) (DEGREES))r-GA A4
2 1II FOR4AI(II- .51H YYMMOD HHl'MM SS.S (CM/SEC/SEC) (CM/S-EC) (DEGREFS))P-.GA 41
2"'1 12 FORMAT(I-h ,51hYY'.'OD HHMM SSS (C SEC/SEC) (ARC S-CS) (DEGREE'S))HGA 42
2)013 FORMAT(IhC.3"H ZERO SY-T ERROR ESTI'iATE =,FI.)1.3911 STANDARD REGA 43
*DEVIATIL% (OIF THE ESTIMATE =sFIC.1/ REGA 40
* 31H TIMING ERFOR EETI/ATE(SECS) =.F10.439H4 STANDAFDORUGA A3
* DEVIATICK OF THE ESTI IATE =,F 10.6,/ ILGA 46
* 31h NOISE- ALAOUT THE FITTED LINE =.F1.2// REGA 47
* 3,H ANALYSIS CF VARIANCIE/ REGA 45
" OH SOURCE SUP OF SQUARCS OF 9EAN REGA 4 9
*SUUARE// REGA 5C
" ; H GRFSSION ,FI .2*11?,FI 3.?/ REGA 51
* 2.H I4E;-"I.UAL ,F1b,2,112.1 .2// RGA 52
2 CH TOTAL ,FIl.2.?1) REGA 53
2.1-4 FI.MAI ( I1-.C.M H INSUFFICILNI DATA IN PASS ) rIEGA .5A
2,I * jfORMAT(1IF .13H ANAlYSIS OF ,A&,1)Hl RE.SIEUALSI RZGA 55
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2' ^1 - AT(1t-C#,31h NOISE ALCUT TH _ LIN" IS ANM/ RIGA 54
S25H AN;): M NCjO -AL CEVI'kT.- -=,G13 .3) RGA 5'
2.~"1,F :AAT(IFCt-F NOISE ALUCUT THE LIN- IS IGNIFrICANTLY NON RANDOII/ r GA 5-
, 251 RANDOM NLVAL UEVI.ATE =. F3.11 RGA 5:
2* F- FUW:.-AT(I1I,31h RFJ:-CT-D POINTS I)REGA 6 ^
CODUoLc. PRcCISIfIN . ELEV *FTYFE .NAME ,NAMEST TYPE R'GA 61
LOBL. P :-:CISICN KSTA,NET R!.GA 62
CO:AM-JN /A kAY / IY ) ('PC C IHM(E F.",3 C(4'- I)ELEV(4 'C) REGA 63
* R S 1D(42 .' - )-.OT(,c'.) ICOUNT( 'C) NAME ST( ^r ),IREGA .",
* FTYP:(14.) ,ATIC(L:; ( ) REGA V5
COMiT.N/,CCNT/NETTYPE.,KSTAA,.UISAVERLJ ECTREJSW ReGA 66
GIMN~lU: I ICHECK(5' ) PEGA f7
LOGICAL EJS 14FGA 6G
C INITIAL/IZ VA FiLES REGA 69
IFLAG=, RLEGA 7A
21 SIGX=.) PREGA 71
Lu 1C3 I=1,5 REGA 72
1 ,3 L r:-CK(1) 3 RCGA 73
SIGY = "JC REGA 7^
SIGXY = REGA 75
SIGX50 = (,: PEGA 76
SIGYS = C.. REGA 77
1,4 " REGA 7i
M,,M I r REGA 79
SIGxi=, REGA 6-
516Y1=T RG A 5 1
S SIGxYl-C.c RF GA 11 XYI = .C E 8;2
SIGXS1= .C ROGA R3
SIGYSI .C RGA 8
K=ISAVL+ IFLAG*7 REGA 35
C PRINT HEADING REGA 86
PRtINT 20C(7sNAMFIYMOD(IFASS),I-M(IPASS) REGA 87
PRINT 2C C 15,FTYPE(K) REGA 88
PRINT 20CC3 REGA 89
GO TO ( vs,3,4,4,I 1 ) ISAVE REGA 9'.
I PRINT 2(C12 REGA 91
GO TO 4 REGA 92
2 PR INT 2CC 10 REGA 93
GO .TO 4 REGA 9A
3 PRINT 2C 11 I REGA 95
4 CJNT INUE REGA 96
DU 26 L=IPASSEIPASS2 REGA 97
IF(NAMEST(L ).N.NAME) GO TO 2 REGA 98
LL=L RFGA 99
IF(IFLAG.EO.1) LL=LL+2CCO REGA 10"
IF (ISAV .EO.3) ORDOT(LL) = 09rOT(LL)*I)00,3 REGA 1^I
IF (ISAVc. .OOISAVE*EO.7I)OPD3T(LL)=UJBDJT(LL)*C,1296E7/6.283135qrEGA 172
NM = +t  1 REGA 103
C SUM T.iE RATES, RESIDUALSs THEIR PRODUCTS AND THEIR SQOLARCS REGA 12 .
SIGx = SICX + t3DOT(LL) REGA 105
SIGY = SICY + RESID(Lt.) REGA 1.6
SIGKY = SIGxY IrT(I.L*,CSIr.(LL) REGA 1(.7
SIGXSQ SIGXSC + Utt)OT(Lt)1t2 REGA 10e
SIGYSO = -IGYSC 4 FE IC(LL). 2 REGA 3('9
PhI INT 2 ', IY. t:D(L). I l L)Li C(L ,OL DOT(LLt SIO(LL)ELEV(L) REGA IIt
2b COul TIN. ,r REGA III
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34 C=FL GAT( WM+I M I) PEGA 112
11FLAG? =- REGA 113
C T*-.T F.j, MLJN-: Ti4AN TWO POINTS RE-GA I I I
If-( MMv It 1)-L T * .3 )Pii NT 1' 4 P': A 115
IF((..~Ib~ L'. 3 ) R7T UR~N R*-GA 115
C CC W-L Tz. T I %AI NC k- POIN PEGA 1 17
V 'AY=SGAY4S.GXY1-(SIGXfS1CX1 )*(SIGY*SI:SYI)/C RFGA I I
VKS IG XSC4S IGXSI -( 51 GX +SI X I)* *2/C P E6GA 119
VY=iIGYs>C4SIGYSI-(SIGY$SIGYI)**2/C FRSGA 12f
C-VAY/ VX REGA 121
C CC.V'TL Zi~iJ 5 T REc.A 122
A--((SI1GY+ IGYI)-93.(SICX+S1GX1) )/C PEGA 123
kN$GS=\fxyovxylvx AFGA 124
C CC,'PUTLz TH= fVCG ktSSIQN MSEAK PE GA 125
iV Y-R EC S S Q -G A 1251
i VA =R E/(C-l. r A I e-
C CC-JL.-' STANC,,V) CEVIAT IONS REGA 12F
tsA S~a;;T FRA - IX Q SIX I)(* XEGA 1 2'
ER1lIM SCRT(FRVAP/VX) REGA 13^
l~z! RGA 131
JJ = V*4+ W-11 -2 RrGA 132
NN = V .1 4 M1 - I PEGA 133
C Cr-NIUTL THL NL15C ALJUT THE FITTED LINE REGA 1 3,
V = 5QkTURVAR) PEGt 135
kSS RES /(C-1.C) REGA 13C
C PR 114T !$U.'AA-kY TABULE AT END 01- EACH ANALYSIS FEGA 137
PI1NT ?LC'3AHAS.,R1.,fG.,I.~.S~S *JJ*RES1S,VY,NNr-CGA 13E
II(MMM1)L.1)OTO 35 REGA 1 3C
EU50% '.i REGA 14'
K=I PASS2- I REGA 141
DO 32 L=IFASS.K PEGA I t-2
I F( 14A.MLS T(L).*N;--NA M E) CC TO 3 2 REGA 14 3
LL=L "EGA 10-tL
IF( IFL AG .EO* I) LL=L L+2 C 1 REGA 1&-5
bL)=MR~ 0 (LL )-A-F*OUOT (LL) REGA 146
C2=QESIG(LL4A)-A-6*OGDGT(LL) REGA 147
CSO=OSu+A[l-D2)**2 REGA I1A
32 CONTINUE REGA 14^,9
CSQ=DSO/(C-1 .d) PEGA 15r
C PEkFLkCM RAN0)ClN:SS TEST REGA 151
RNiJ (ESr/2.r*RVAR)-1.3/(SCRT(CC-2of))(C*C-1.C)3) 1EGA 152
IF (AtsS;D) .L1 .2.52)PRINT 2C ' 16,RNO REGA 153
IF (AJ5$Ct,33.Gr.2.5o )PRINT 2C0)17ekN0 PEGA 15e
35 CUNTINUE REGA 1' 5
C TEbT kC.JCTICN VALUE REGA 15C
IF(a.JT*F;EJS.V )GO TO 36 REGA 15 7
sIGxI=0.c REGA 15 L
S I .p y1 0REGA 159
SICXY1 ~ .C REGA 16r~
SIGXSI 0 .C REGA 161
SIGYS1 ,5.0 PEGA 162
VM1 =C * REGA 163
K=63 MCGA 16 J
00 33 L=IFA$S%.IPASS2 REGA 1(-5
IFN~t.(L.E.A CE O TO 33 PCA166
LL=L REGA 16?
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.IF(IFLA3 Q.1f), 1 LL=LL*? : RFGA If'P
DIFF =R-l IC(LL )-A-OJ-OT( LL) ".GA 16
C T..T A.ZC-PTAL ILITY (iF POINT rFGA 17
Wr:(AJ (1IFF).LT.kEJECT) GC TO 23 !rGA 171
K=K+ I ". E. G A 1"2
IF (K GTol)GC TO 14 REGA 173
C PRINT I,.AOINCS REGA 17t
PRINT 2'.C19 PEGA 17S
PRINT 2, G.C3 REGA 1I"c
GU TJ( 11s 12.13.14,14,11.11) .ISAVE REGA 177
II P INT 2 12 RFGA 171'
GO TO 14 REGA I7?c
12 PRINT 2i0 1. C REGA IP.(
GU TO 14 PEGA .1?I
13 PHINT C II11 REGA 1r2
14 CONT INUL REGA IP3
IF (ICHECK(K).NE.LL) IFLAG2 =1 FGA 1,'
ICH.:CK(K) = LL REGA 1I5
C PRINT TAbL. CF REJ-ECT.[D VALUES REGA 13
PkRINT C(,G2-,IYMD(L),IHM(L).SEC(L).JEiODOT(LL),P.-SID(LL).ELEV(L) REGA 1.7
SI(GXI=S[ C XI-UEFDOT (LL) PEGA 18
SIGYI=SI CYI-RESI D ( LL) R'GA IF7
SIGXYI=31CxY1-U3D')T (LL)*R ESID(LL) REGA 19r
SluXSI1=SICXSI-hDO)T(LL)**2 REGA 11
SI GYS1=SICYS I1-RESI DO( LL *? REGA 192
>Ml =MMI-1 REGA 193
.4.3 COlNTI U PF-r. I -
IF (KGT*'.AND.IFLAG2.EO.1) GC TO 34 REGA 1I'6
IF(ISAVE*Nc.1.ANOD. ISAVF.NE.7) FETURN REGA 137
IF(I'FLAGEO* 1) RETURN REGA 19e
IFLAG=1 REGA 19)
GO TO 31 REGA 2?C
END REGA 20 I
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GROUNDTRACK provides geometric insights into GEODYN
results by plotting the satellite groundtrack for each pass
over a particular station.
The main routine GROUNDTRACK controls the type of
plot (groundtrack only or groundtrack with land plots),
fixe the size of the grid, reads the data required for
the groundtrack requested, and makes the required calls
to the Plot Package.
The subroutine CENTER centers the station position
on the plotting grid. The subroutine LAND finds the re-
quired data in the WRLMAP block data to plot the land
masses on the grid. WRLMAP is part of the Plot Package.
The subroutine DATIME converts minutes into days,
hours and minutes. The subroutine ADDYMD is a member
of.GEODYN; DIFTIM is the same as subroutine DIFF in
GEODYN; RYHDI is in GEORGE.
This program requires a minimum of 500K bytes of
memory and uses as input one 9-track tape.
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The main program GROUNDTRACK reads and separates
satellite ephemeris data into passes by station and
determines from the GROUNDTRACK INPUT CARDS which
data is to be plotted.
GROUNDTRACK calls CENTER to center the station
position on the grid. If requested it calls LAND to det-
ermine the land masses on the grid. Finally it calls
the PLOT PACKAGE routines to make the plots.
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REPRODUtCIBUTy OF Tg
.A ' TS POOR
KA'l WAIN - GPLUNOT.,ACK
PUAPLS. PLOTS SATELLITE C--OUNOTRACKS FJr A SPE.CIFIED
STATION
SUeRuUTINES LEEC ACDYMC CENTER 3ATIME EF IFTIM 
LAND
RYMODI
CCI MCN tjLOCKS NJNE
IIFPUT 1-ILr.b GPOUNDTRACK INPUT CARDS
GROUNOTRACK TAPE
fJLTPLT FILE 5 - PRINTER
q-4TITIuNS MAXIMUM CF CNE STATIiN PrR PLOT
AEFL Rc-N S NJNE
G.IMLNSIOI' ISTANC(1 IE I-(5C), ITIME(50),1PLDAY(1'))G I T 2
G RN T 23
L;. I Nt S I , VIN(7 C C. LYVD(70 3 WLH 4(7000 
 4
LIMtL JN TALAT(1O).STALON(C ),VALU (6),SATLAT(7:S) GANT 
25
obATlLO N (70 C )  S A T H  70 0 -  G.NT 
2f-
R EL*b UFl,UPTION( 5 ),LAST EN
D ELANK ° S T ANAM(1 0 ) , NA ME ( 7
3?)C.) E X T R A S  GRT 27
DATA UPTICN/*FLOTS ' 'TIME *,GRD-ST' LNDPLT * DATA S/ 
GRNT 29
CATA LASI LANK/ILAST I'$ i/ GRNT 
23
CATA rNG/tH -NC / 
GRNT 30








. LAN.PT=.FA LSE * 
GRNT 35
PLOT I N = * F LSE. 
GRrjNT 37






C READ IN STATICN PCSITION CARDS 
GNT 4
it ,-ALU(51,GCG0) STANAM(NSTA+1)9ISTANO(NSTA+I),STALAT(NSTA+I) CRNT 
41
* STALON(NSTA+1) GRNT 42
GRNT 43,
IF(STANAW(NSTAtl).EO9QENO) GO TC 40 GRNT 43
iSTA=NSTA41 
GRNT 44
GO TO t10 
CNT 45
C READ UPTILNAL GROUNDT;ACK INPUT CARDS 
GRNT 46
40 F AL(eICCE) OPTeVALUE GRNT 1.7
00 32 I=1.5 
GRNT 48
IF(UPT.Nc.OPTION(!)) GC TO 32 GRNT 
49
GO 0 (3 
G3- 
. 26 3 7 s 4 ) I  NT 5 1
32 CONTINL 
GRNT 51
C EFFONEJUS INGLT CA -D 
GFNT 52
%,ITE(coIcC.I) OPT GRNT 54
GO TO 4b 
GRNT 54
C SET SaITCH FCF SC4020 TAPE GRNT 
55
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33 CUNTINUE CRNT 5n
FLUT IN=.TRUEo GRflIT 57
14 2 C= 4 G'INT .-
If(VALUc- (1).GT.C,) IZ2C=C-  GRNT 5
.
GJ TO 40 G RNT 63
C SET TIME PAiAETER; FOtR A CATA PERIOD ..=OUESTED GRNT b!
34 LUNT IN,, GA NT 02
STIME I N=.TFU. GwNT 63
1YNi, ST=VALUc I)+.5 GPtNT 64
NHM3T=VALLE(2) +.5 GR NT "3
IYML EN = V ALU ( 3)+.5 GRNT 6
hMtL N=VALLE( A ), - GRNT 57
GO TG 43 GRNT 63
C SET GNIO PARATRS FOR A FIXLD GRID G.NT 69
36 FIxkMu=. tUF. G. NT 70
SATLN1 =VALU (1) GRNT 71
bATL.,2=VALUC (2) GRNT 72
INTY=VALLE(3) GPNT 73
SATLTI=VALUE (4) GRNT 74
SATLT2=VALUE(5) GRNT 75
INTX=VALLE(6) C-GRIT 75
GO TO 40 GRNT 77
C SET wOU.LU WAF CPT ION GRNT 78
37 CONTINUE GRNT 793 -
LANDPT=.TUE. GRNT 8:
CALL HFLMAF GRNT 81
Gu To 4I GRNT 62
+6 CUN I iNUr GRNT e-3
CALLPLOTST(I4C23s.TRUE.) GRNT 8A
CALL FRMACV GRNT 83
WRITE(. C1(07) STANAM(NSTA) GRNT 86
IF(LANuPT) wRITE(6,5 I. 1) GRNT 87
IF(=IXGkRC) wRIT(6.1~1C2) SATLT1ISATLT2.INTX,SATLN1.SATLN2,INTY C-RNT 33
IF(TIMEIN) wRITE(6. 1012) IYMDST,NH4SToIYMOiEN*NHMEN GPNT B9
IF(PLCOTi ,AND.4 14C23.EQ.4) ftPITE(6.1014) GRNT ?3
IF(PLQTIL .ANO.I402C.EQ.6) WAITE(691015) GRNT 91
C REA IN DATA TAPE GRNT 92
30 READ(11.ICOI.END=35)LYO(IDATA+1)oLHM(ICATA+I).NAM--'(IDATA+1) GRNT 93
SSATLAT(IDATA+1),SATLCN(IDATA+1),SATH(IDATA+1) GANT 94
IF(NAME(ICATA+I).NE.STANAM(NSTA)) GU TO 30 . GRNT 95
IDATA=IO AA+1 GRNT 96
CALL DIFTIW(LYMD( 1), 0,LYMD(IDATA) LHM(IC DATA) .LOAY#LMIN) GRNT 97
I IN(ILAT)=LCAYAI440+LVIN GRNT 98
CO TO 30 GRNT 99
C STCRE STATION CATA AND TEST FOR GREENWICH MERIDIAN(PRIME) GRNT 100
35 RE*IND 11 GRNT 101
CALL DIFTIW(LYMO(1),CIYMCST,NI-MST.JDAYoJMINJ GRNT 102
lSTAkT=JCAY1 4, +JMIN GRNT 103
CALL OIFTIw(LY4D(I ) ,0 11YMOENNMEN.MDAYMMIN) GRNT 1' 4
I EN) = 40A Y 144 C + M I N GRNAT 105
CC 7C ISI;=INSTA GRNT 1O
PklMt=STALO( IS1A).LT.45*.OR.STALON(ISTA).GT*315* GPNT 107
IF(P Id4c,.*NU.STALON(ISTA).GT.IE)3.)S3TALON(ISTA)=35C,-STALJN(ISTA) GrnIT 1y9
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C SE-FAFATr- STAT ION CATA GPNT 112
DO 5Z LP=I.IDATA Gg.NT 113
IF(IMIN(1F).LT.ISTANT) CO TO 5C GRNT II
IF(IMIN(Ihi).GT.1IENC) GC TC 55 GRNT 115
tPOINT=NFC IT+I G.RNT 116-
IF(,RI.. IND S36TLJN(NOCINT).GT.1IC.) GRQMT 117
7ATLC1 (NPC.INT) =3 .- SATLON(NPOINT) GrCPNT 113
C T.;T FUR NEa FASS .GFNT 119
IF(1MIN(IF)-JFM.LT.5') CO TO 4E5 GRNT 12
iPASS=NPtSS+1 GRNT 121
C SAV- LAST CATA PCINT GRNT 122
IHMM(NPASS )=Lt-( IP) GANT 123
ITIME( NPASS)=NPOINT GRNT 124
NYMiAL,=LYt C (P) GPNT 125
KYRM=NYNC/I ,0 GONT 12o
IWAYNO= NY N 0-NYRM ~ i C GONT 127
IPLOAY(NF.ASS)=1 OAYN J GPNT 12E
IF(NPASS.EO4.1) wITE0(.1C02) STANA'4M(ISTA)tlIYMDSTNHMSTelYMDENs GRNT 129
*eKH-AN CRNT 13
JHM= IMIN( IP) GRNT 131
CALL LATI,E(IMIN(IP). II-PMIN*ICAY) G.NT 132
JJhM=IhI -IN GRNT 133
IYMO)=LYMC(1) GQNT 134
CALL AU)YNO(I YMOIDAY) GPNT 135
LINES=C GRNT 136
GO TO 43 GRNT 137
45 iFi, ,(LI ,E '.E ,-, ') ',, ITE(6, icic) GR.' T 3 6
Wwl It_ C 1l.'J") LIM I lWl 1 AFLAT(A'i- j-) , i'TLUN( 1P e SATri(IP) P.NT 13-;
IF(LIN4S.EQ.40) GO TO 42 GRNT 140
LINES=LINeS+ I GRNT 141
GO TU 50 GRNT 1&2
42 WRITE(c ICC6) STANAM(ISTA) GRNT 143
43 .LINL=0 GANT 144
wRITL(6 ICl^3) NPASSIlYMC9JJHM GRNT 145
50 CUNTINE GARNT 146
C PLACE STAT ION IN MICOLE OF GRID GPNT 147
55 CONTINUE GRNT 148
IF.(NPOINT.EC.C) GO TO 7C GRNT 149
ITIME(NPASS+ I)=NPOI NT I GRNT 15C
IF(FIXC kC) GO TO 56 GRNT 151
CALL CENTER(STALON(ISTA),SATLCNbNPJINT.SATMIN*SATMAX) GRNT 152
CALL PTYNLM(SATMIN.SATNAXSMINSMAXNy) GRNT 153
CALL CcNTER(STALAT(ISTA),SATLATNPOINTSATLMNeSATL'4X) GRNT 154
CALL PTYNLM(SATL.IN.SATLPX,FMINPMAX,NX) GRNT 155
CALL GFIC(SMIN.SMAXNY,'I3)',IPMI4,P'MAX,,NX,'I3) 9130) GRNT 155.
IF(LANCPT) CALL LAND( SINSMAX ,PMIN,P)MAX) GRNT 157
WRITE(6., IC'9) 3 MIN.SM4X.NYPMIN.PMAX*NX GRNT 158
GO TO 57 GANT 139
C tbSING FIx GID YETHOD GRNT 160
56 CO.*TINut_ GRNT 161
CALL G(IIC(SATL.N1.SATLN2,INTY,*I3)'oelSATLTI.SATLT2*INTX,1I3,) l 0)G
R
IT 152
IF(LANCPT) CALL LAND(SATLNISATL'2,*SATLTIsSATLT2) GRNT 153
57 CUNTINUE CGRNT 164
C CENTE AN'L LAEL-L CPID GANT 165
LALL -CIT(LYMOST 3HI6).ICATEP) GRNT 166
CALL HtILRLIN(ICATE*6.512.1CI6) GRNT 167
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CALL HCIL IN(STANAM'C(IS TA), E12 ,1C^-) GANT '16d
CALL HURLIN(17HPLOTT.D. FEPIOD 15,1730.4 ')1-A) GkNlT I ;
(ALL HC kL IN(25H+ DEN.)TE S 'TATICN PLSLTICN,2c t,3 .1 C0) G NT 17 '
CALL c-LIT(IYM.ST,3HI ) FT( ),p) GRNT 171
C .ALL L;IT(IYM NCH.),FT( ),F) GNT 172
CALL HL LLIN (FT,;21S ,IC) GrTnT 173
CALL hCRLIN(C LONGITUE..,5:12.C) GANT 174
CALL VF L IN(,--LATITUC . -C,512) GPNT 175
CALL PLOT(STALON(ISTA),STALAT(ISTA)9.L4H +) .GINT 17b
C PLLT PASS GRNT 177
O CO IP=1 ,NPASS GRNT 173
IFPT=1 TI E(IP) GRNT 179
CALL- .. , I T (IHM(IP) , 3HI ).JJHMGARE) GRINT 180
CALL VJLT(IF LCAY( IP), 31I2),NCA YNOrE) GNT 151
CALL PLOT(SATLON(IFPT).SATLAT(IFPT).ITIMF(IP+I)-IFPT.4H S) GRNT 1;2
CALL PLOT (SATLON(IFPT) SATLAT( IFPT).1 IH ,) GRNT 183
CALL CLUC(SA TLON( IFPT ),SATLAT(IFPTI TIx.IY) GANT 184
ICALL CLLU C(SATLON(IFPT'C)oSATLAT(I=PTOI)slXINlY1) PNT 185
CX=IX-IX1 GRNT I Vb
L;Y=I Y- IY I GRNT 1 7
k=bOT (Ox**2+CYww2) GRNT 133
IX=24 DX ox/P+ IX GPNT 13?
IY=24. * U Y/R+ I Y GNT 19'
CALL HOiLIN(JJHM,4, IX, IY-) GPNT 191
CALL HLALIN(NCAY,2.IX.IY+ ) GPNT 1-)2
60 CGNTINLE GRNT 193
.ALL Fi i,; ACV G :7T 194
7 . %.CUNT" N u. (iNI L,
C TEST FOR LNO CF DATA GRNT 196
.72 REAC(.1CCC5) EXTRAS GRNT 1'7
I-('XTfA5.EO.ELANK) GO TO 5 GANT 198
lF(EXTRA5sEQ9LAST) GO TO 75 GRNT 199
GO TO 72 GANT 200
75 CUNTINUr. GRNT 201
CALL t.NDFLT GANT 202
STOP GRNT 203
103C. FORMAT(At .I,.4F3.0.12X,F3.0) GANT 204
1301 FJRMAT(16,2X,ILlXA6,2x.FS1.e,2xFIS.S 9.,2X,F15.5) GRNT 205
100.2 FULkAT(i-1,19X,1STATION NAME lA6s/,19Xq'START DATE *I6,/, GRNT 206
*19C xOSTART TIWL VE ' ,I/19X#'ENO DATE '16/*9lgX9 GRNT 207
" EiD TIME '9149/) GRNT 208
1003 FO MAT(It-,I19X,.PASS NUMBER *1I3o/,19XDATE OF PASS ',16,/o19X, GPNT 20q
.*TIME UF FASS *,IA,//,6XlTIMEI,17X . SATELLITEF./,6X,HOURl,5SX, GANT 210
**LATITUDEt'4X.'LONGITUCE'SX.*F-EIGHT'*,/5X.*MINUTE*.4X,'(DEGREES)GPNT 211
o3X sI( CECFEE S) 1,4X 1(METE RS)*1/) GRNT 212
10C4 FORMAT (IH .1x.IX4,5XF9.32.,xF9.3,3x.F10.) GANT 213
10C FUR .,AT(A 64X,(FIC .)) GANT 214
ICCC FORMAT(IFCIXA6,3X,6-CONTDT ,///). GRANT 215
C C7 FOkMAT( 1#-l15X,'GPTI ~S REQUESIED ARE AS FOLLOWS' ,//* GRNT 216
@15X9' STATIJN NAME *oAF.//) CANT 217
ICCt FURVAT(1I- 1 1X. ILLFCAL CPTIICN CAROA6,3X. GRNT 210.l
S**I.NJh.O El-AINING GCFTICNS * E>ECUTICN CCNTINUING') GRNT 219
100 9 F MAT(lI-///,l X , 'ASIC GRIC SIZE'./9 X.'LONGITDO VALUE'#3X9 GRNT 220
* LATITUDE VALUE',/,6X, HIGH LOW INT HIGH LOW INT9/9 GRNT 221
X 5. 1,2) FS I 2X, 12. 2XFS.1. XF3. 1,3X, 12) GANT 222
101C FU MAT(Ix) GRNT 223
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£1-;1 FtKAT ( 1- ,15X. 1G[ I~. i [t 1- ~ vAUI',,LXseyIIMUN LATITUDE 
G P. tjT 7~2E
eLF LAT1Tk~L= I1TERVAL5 *.--v~1hXvAIN I MU A LJO4GrLDZ.- VALUE: ',5 
* I GT 22
*s/1'CX411XILjM L'JN;!rLC~E 'ALUE ,.,1X!J2u OF LX4GITUD'L:GFCWT :.2.
s INT~-VAL '13*/) 
GRNT 2271
V) I - Ft:InNATU? ,1 *TIN*. INT~kVAL 10J Ll PLOT T'./. GKI rT 23
lo~x N C DATE vir-eicX6, EN 0 TL. I AE,14s/) CPNT 232
1014 F Ch NMAT ( II I C X IPIINTEF; PLOT ONLY I/ 
GRNT 233
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CENTER calls MAXMIN to determine the center of the
grid at which point it places the station.
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NAM. CENTER
PUPLS- PLACES A GIVEN PCINT IN THE CLNT:R OF A GRID
CALLIN. S GUENC- CALL CENTE.(CENPToARAYsNICM.INCMAX)
SYMOODL TYFE DESCkIPTIGN
CLNPT INPUT - FCI,.T TO EE C-NTERED
ARFAY INPUT - ARRAY OF POIT'S TO "-" PLUTTED
N INPUT - NUMB8-R OF ENTRIES IN4 THE ARPAY
CMIN OUTPUT - MINIMUM VALUJ OF THE PLOTTING SCALE
CVAX OUTPUT - WAXIMUM VALUE OF TH-- PLOTTING SCALE




A R-"SI-ki CT liL,,IS hNE NF
rEFEkENCES NONE
SUdROUTINE CENTER(CENPT,APRAY.N.CMINCMAX) CENT 34
CIMNENSICh APRAY(N) CENT 35
C CCMPLTE MAXIMA ANC MINIMA CENT 36
CALL MAXvIN(AFPAYN.CMINCMAX) CENT 37
FL-NTH=A'XI(CMAX-CENPT.CENPT-CMIN) CENT 38
C CENTER THE PCINT CENT 39
CMIN=CENFI-FLENTH CENT 40








Subroutine DATIME converts a given number of minutes
to days, hours and minutes.
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hAVE' DATIME i
PU'-P.S- CJNVERTS IVINtUTES TO DAYS ANOl HOURS AND MINUTES
CALLING SEQU:LJEI..CE CALL DATIt:E(MINIHfRIN.IcAY)
SYMOOL TYFE DESCRIPILN
MIN R INPUT - VINUTES 10 DE'CONVERTED
I<HiMIN R OUTPUT - NUVBER CF HOURS AND MINUTES AFTER
CONVERS IUON







SUROUTINE DATIME(HIN, II-RVIN ,ICAY) DATI 31C CCt.VERiT MJ.IUIJLS TO DAYS DATI 32
1AY=MZIN/1440 DATI 33
IF(IDAY.(CE1) GO TO 20 DAI 34
I N 1 = ' IN D A T I 3 5
DAT! 35GO TO 10 DATI 36
20 I I IM=IN-IDA Y 1440 DATI 37
10 CCNTINUE DATI 3S
C EXTRACT Huits DATI 39
IHR=MI N 1/to DATI 4039
LOR=MA.;I - IHR*0 DATI 40
DAT!I 43C C -dlcE I u , H U rtR AN D M INU T E S 
C A T I 4 2










LAND determines the points which make up the
land masses on the grid. It references the block








LAND PLOTS L.N, .ASSES ON GklD
EARTH INITIALIZATION OF APGU-E:NTS IN CALLING SEOUENCF
CALLING SEOLENCE CALL LANO(LC',GI*LONG2.LATI.LAT2)
SYIdOL 1 YF-E OESCPIPTIONi
LCNGI R INPUT - SIAnTING LONGITUDINAL UOUNDARY CF THlE REGION
LCNG2 R INPUT - STOPPING LONZ;ITUDINAL DOUNDARY OF THE REGION
LATI R INPUT - STAPTING LATITUDINAL BOUNDARY OF THE REGICN
LAT2 R INPUT - STOPPING LATITUDINAL BOUNDARY OF THE REGION
CALLING SEQOULNCE CALL EARTH(tEsNBCD.As3)
SY4UOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
NE I INPUT-OUIPUT 
- NLMBER OF UODIES OF LAND
VaIll I TIDIIT-llTOIT 
- Not M p p ri= Vpr 'rTi pniATAI Ti PA.4H R' V
OF LAND
A R INPUT-OUTPUY - LCNGITUDL CF THE VECTOR POINTS
B R INPUT-OUTPUT 
- LATITUDE OF THE VECTOR POINTS
SULRCUT INE USED PLOT





SUmIROUTINE I-AD(LONGI.LCNC2,LAT ILAT2) LAND 49
R'AL L.(D Ci" L O -2:LATI 1 t.AT2 A('I ) * (1) "1LAND .- 0
LOGICAL ,LG LANO 51
Il-.G-' LU t4G 1 . T, C LAND f3
P: I.AND f,4
C FID Fii.:k PCINT IN IDATA IC [1E ON THE GIt' LAND bS
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CO 30 1=1.,t..t,0 1 i LAND 56
P=NDrO ( j LA ) 5'
CO 20 J=1,P LA) U
IP - I P+ I LAI') 59
C' IF NLG.T IVc LtLVAL SUfTRP-.AC T FRC 36 3 LAN' 60
IF(NGG.A.C.A( I ) G] .- 0 0 ) A(IP )= 3 ' A IP) LAND 0 2
C TEST IF PuIlt ARE ON GRID LAND* 62
IF(A(IP).GCT.*CNGI.ANto.A(IP).LT*LONG2..AND.Mi( IP),GT*LATI*AND.E(IP). LAND 64
*LT.LAi2) CO TO 10
C PLCT POINTS LAND 65
IF(N.GT,0) CALL PLOT(A(IP-N),8(IP-N),N#, LAND 66
GO TO 20 LAND 68
10 h=N+ LAND 69
20 CONTINUE LAND 70LAND 71
C IF PLOT PUIirTS EXTEND 6EYCt.D INTERVAL, PLOT TO EXTREMITIES LAID 72
IF(N.GT*C CALL PLOT(A(IP-N+1),8(zp-NI),/N, LAND 73
30 *COuNTrINUE
IF(.eNOT.NEG) RETURN LAND 74
C REV.R1SE PLOTIING LAND 75
IP=0 LAND 76
CC 40 I= I ,NE LANO 77
K.=NUD( I LAND 7)
DO 40 J= 1K LAND 79
IP=ILAND 80
IF(A(IP).*LT.O.) A(IP)=26C,-A(IF) LAND 81
40 CU NU LAND 89 P













WRLMAP contains all the data needed to plot
land masses anywhere on the earth.
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NAME" WRLMAP
PUlc;SE TO CALL EARTH WI Ili TH 1 WURLD MAi DATA





RE SRICT IUNS NONE
REF".EN&CES NONE
SUb EOUTINE RLMtAP WRL14 22
REAL44 A 1(49C0.),A 2(13 ),A 3(13 9 ).,A 4(139),/ 5(139),A 6(139), RL.f 23
* .A ?(13C),A ( 139),A 9(129) A c (139,).All(139),AI2(139), WRLM 24
* AI12(13;) A14(13" I), 55(129) .AI6(139),A17( 13, I a8(139) .PLM 2.5
* AI S(139),A20( 13 ). 21(1 29),A2;(139),A23(1d ),A24( 13 ) WLt.. 26
* AAtel3rjIn l.. 1 sAi2ti 1c9) ,A2 0(139)A29(139) 
.A3C(13 ) WRL'4 27
* A It1395JeA32(139),A33(Cl9),A34(139)A35(13).AA6( 43), WFL.i 22
* .8 1(49C ),B 2(13 9),B 3(139),3 4( _3) sB 5(139),B 6(139), WRL' 29
* 8 7(13S), 8(139),B 9(12 9). ~10 (139), 1I1(139),B12(139)* ,RL4 3')
* 1 I(139).014(13 ) ,E115(1 39) . 16(139), 739) 1 ( 3 ) .FI (139) VP W L.! 31
* 81 (1:9)F20(13S)tu21(13g) 
.U22(139) 923(139),E2 (139), WRLM 32
* B 2 I(13 9 ).,126(139),27( 12-9),28(139),02 ( 139) 30c (139) WRLt1 33
* 821(139), 32(139),833(139),3 3 4(l139),835(1 3 9 ),E 3 6 ( 43) WRLM 34INTEGER C( I 10) WRLM 35
EOUIVALENCE (A 2(1 ),A1(140) )(A A3(I),AI(279)),(A 4(1),A1(418)), W RL M 3
* (A 5(1),A (557)) ,(A G(1).A1(69t:)). (A 7(1 ),A1Al(b35 ), 'RLM 37
* (A 8( l),AI(974)),(A (1),A1 (11 3)).( A1l0(1)%Al(1252)), VRL, 3 8
* (AlI1(1 ),Al(13.91) ),(AI2(1 ).AI(1530)),(AI3(1),AI(1669)), WRLMI 39
* (A14( 1),A1(1803) ),(A15(1),A1(194'/7)),(A16(1).A1(2a 
6 )) WRLt 40)
* (A17( 1),AI(22;'25) ) (A18(I ).AI(2364)), (AI (1),AI (2503)), WRL4 41
* (A20( I) A I( A 2 ?)) ,(A2 1(1) A I ( 278 1)), (A22(1).A1(2920) )* tWRLM 42
* (A22( I .Al(3. s) 1 A24(1) * A 1(31 'J ) ),(A25(1),AIl(3337)) , WRL'4 43
* (A26( I )1,AI(3t.76) J,(A27(1),AI(3C15) ),(A28(1),AI (3754)), WRLP.i 44
* (A29( IAI (3 93) ),(A30(1) , A I(40321) I, (A31(1),AlU( 171) I, t.RLi 45
* (A.2( I )Al(t. 31" ) ),(A33(I ),A 1(444 )) , (A/34(1).AI (,531) ), WRLM 46
* (4.35( I ).AI ( 0 2' c  ),(A3G( I ),AI(4 66)) WRL'4 if7EOUIVALLNC: ( 2(1) .31 ( ZC P).( 3(1) ,1 (279)) *( -(1) 91 18i6) 
,  
WRLM t-6
• (8 U( .3,11 *7 . ) (. 1( ) .1.(096) ,(8 7(1),1A( 5.9 ) , WRL'M - 9
( cLs ( I .- 1( 7- ) C , ( (1) (1 1131) u 10(1 ,f. l (1 I- ), t.* I! L 50
*( (U J( 15. 1 (I !) ), (01I(1 ),I ,(15PL-)), ( l31 *i( , 1 9)) t'L'. 93
* ( 1( ).01 ([.(. , (Rilti( 1,u I( 17) , (9.?. 16( 1) ri (1 2* : , I 1.1 5p* ( I.; "7(1#,01(/-'22 'j) h l , (i') . |, )|( 2.*... ) ) ,( ('19 (1), 01( .. 33 ) * V 1,.*'! -3
* (tt;:'( })*+it(t"2 > *2 ),(DlP- ( i ,f:1(27 l ) ) (t 2(1),.:$ (2., 0)) 1, L'.| t-! 51* (1.AJ( 1.01 (J.,tV:9) I,(,2..(,1). l(31.I *P(l25(1)1, 1(3.-71) , kRLht .5
1 A'
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* (B20( 1 ).o l (3476) S (e27(1) .~ 1(351 ) ,ri -' I 1 'l (3754 1) , 7 4RL.I Ot
* ( 2 19( i 1h' (33 3 3 ). ( 22(1),2 - I 1(4C32) ). ( 31 (1) 1(4. 171) )* W IRLM i57
* (s32( I 1).t1( 3 1 ) I, ( F3:3( 1 tU i 1(4... 9 ) ,(.134 1 JI (1. 5bj0) I V tRL.4 iA* (U3 :( 1 ), I 1727 ) (I ( L I (11 .6B 1( C ) 1 )RL1i ;9SNUPok0 OF D I NICT LBODI ES (CLCS 1 ) CONTu U s) tRL'4 (0
VAIA N/1 IC/ WRLM 61C THIE CATA IN ./CH ",." ARRAY ARE THE LONGITUDE COORDINATES FOR; THE VRLM 62C VECTE) S. T LDEFI NING A (0DY.* THE DATA IN EACH "D" A RNAY ARE THE WRLM 63C CORRiSP3ND 11NG LATITUDE COORDINATES IN THL. VECI, SET. WRL/ 64VATA A 1/ 278.41, 270.71, 278.34. 277.97. 27.34. 277.23. hlt.L 6.1* 276.71 , 275. 5.j. 274.65, 274.79, 275.16. 275.23. 276.41, WRLM 66
* 276.71, 277.*67, 278. 12, 2-7.23, 279.45, 270.71. 277.82, WfLt. M 7
* 276.78o 27C .4 274.86, 274.05, 273.0 1 273.909 273.97 WRLM 68
* 274 .19, 273.97, 274.56. 273.60, 272,94., 273. 31, 273.01, WRL;. 69* 272.27 , 271.31. 270.57, 2991). 268.94, 268.13, 268.87, VRLM 70
* 269.46, 269.90, 27C.42. 271.0-. 271.97o 272.34* 271.75, W RL M 71
* .2 7 0.8us 270.12. 269.0, 2f-.27, 267.75* 267.46, 266.67. rL M 72* 266.50, 266*94. 2C. 72. 2 (6.50., 265.76, 265.51, 264.94 PRL'I1 73
* 264 7. 264.20, 264.2, 2 64. 9., 265.24, 266.27. 267.24o VIRLM 74* 267.16 268.20s 269.3P8. 270.49, 
-271.31, 272.71, 274.27, V.RLM 75
* 275.08, 276. 56, 277.30. 276.93, 276.86, 277.75, 277.67, VRLM 76* 27c;63,J 27;. 06. 278. 6. 279. C') 279.75, 280.12, 280.71, WRLtM 77
* 260.c 12. 2G'.26. 279.67, 279.8;, 28070. 2-2.41 , 282.4D, WP.L'. 78* 251.67. 281.89, 280C.4 1, 2-1.00, 281.45*, 281.45. 281.23* WPLOi 79
* 281.60, 281.82, 283.00, 2E3.59. 284.709, 285.37. 286 .1, WRLM 80* 287. 2. 267.59. 288.33, 2F9.66, 289.07, 289.51, 289.59, ,LM t81
* 290 28, 290.63, 291.29, 292.77, 293.73, 293..5, 293.73, WP L'4 820* 294*.47, 295.36. 295.2;, 2 . 1 . 295.14, 295.53. 296.40, RL%1 13* 296.92. 296.62, 297.58. 297.21 , 297.66, 29C. 4-7 , 298.77/ %RLtM 84DATA 8 1/ 68.90, 68.59 8.2), 67.57. 66.79, 66.35, VRL.M 85
* 66.01. 66.54* 66.35* (5.81, 65.71. 65. 18. 65.13, VR t.M 86* 64.74. 64.649 64.0 1, (3. 81. 63, 18, 63. 18, 63.23, WRLM .9?* 63.71, 63.32* 62.79, (3. 13, 63.28, 63.52. 64.15. WRt-E 8
* 64.49# 64.84. 65.42, E6. 10, 65.96, 65.76. 65.27, WRLk 89
* 66.*67, 65.67. 65.71, (5.57, 65.96, 6;5.32, 65.47, V, R L
* 65.37. 65.13, 65.32. 5.08, 65. 0C8 64.40, 63.57, RLM 91* 63.86, 63.57, 63.76, C(2.93. 62.04.. 63.28, 63.57. WRLM 920 63.13, 62.69, 62.3C, (1.71 , 61.32, 60.93, 60.93, WR L M 93
* 60.15, 59.18, 58.64, 58. 79. 58.45, 58.74, 53.01, RLM 94
* 5659 5.7 5659 .74 5.06, 55*47 9 55.33, 54.69, 54.79, WRL4 95* 54.*99, 54.45. 53.62 52.9,9 52.30. 51.67, 51.23, %JfL 1-' 96* 5009. 50.99, 51.13. 51.52, 51.23, 51.52, 51. 86, IlkLM 97a 52.69, 53.38, 53.96, E4.45, 54.74 55.86, 56.30, 1RL'I '8
* 56.96. 57.72, 58.55. 59.13o 59.47. 60.11, 61,18. RLM 99S 62. 15, 62.54. 62.50C, (2.203, 62.35. 62.01. 61.96, s RLM 199"
* 61.96, 61.03 60.84, 0.45, 60, 15, 59.*42 58.55, WRL 131
* 58.35, 57.42, 57.76. 57.67, 57.67, 58.00. 58 .3*, 9 RLM 102* 59*81. 59.72, 5C.37, 58.55, 57.67, 57.47, 57.72, V.PL 1C3
* 57. 168. 56.90, 5.3 r , 6.30.o 55.86. 55.62, 55.23/ V;RLM 1."4
DATA A 2/ 299.56, 2CC00.76. 3Cls.50 299.388* 300.32, 301.2c, V, LM 1 5
* 302.*17. 303.13, 332.(5, 31 3c. 13. 303.06 
.3 1. 30002, ;RL' 4 1".6
* 299.s 1, 29;.91. 2P".'., 2 7.51. 296.69 295.14. 296.10, ,L. 107
* 297.5 ,I 2 :f.55. 295.5 , 2' 4 55 , 294.9. 294, 5 293.96, rLI ltB
* 293.07, 29 ,3', 294. I. 2. 5t., 25.2I  , 29.23 296.43 WTRL- 109
* 29501 t 295.5.e, 2 6.77. 2 7. 860, 26.99, 295 14 294 2;, k LM,  I C.
4 292.77, 293.* 8 . 294.7Cs 293.36* 292.18, 292.11.s 290.92 L'L 11
1-87
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* 2i;.cjk 29.07, 287.96. 2?3.26, 237.74. 2".'05. 286.92, %L 112
* 26. 18, 28 .' 2tf.3"- (7:,.22, 2 e4.63, 2r5,.30. 2G04. '.' V.'.LM 113
* 254.2 , 283.30, 2; .. 2F3.,P. 2 F. 19, 2F83.5, 253.337, 'LM It-
* 283sC3o, 2 3.0 - 262.41. 2 k.e9 2 2.19, 281. 9. 2c2.0$, v. LM 1-.
* 2o3.l1 262,63, 2>3.1 , 2 f2.: 4, .253 00., 2d2. 3., 260.71, L 11sF I
* du0.04. 27'.5, 2 77.,,SS, 27.4,277.. 27.49), 27d., L 117
* 278*.71. 279.33, 278.41, 217.3 , 276t.64, 277.75, 276.41. V;L 1 118
* 276*.78, 276..04. 275.23. 274.;s, 273.31, 273.CI 27?.27, v.LM 119
* 271 * 09 270.64. 269. 83, 209.,31, 27C.05, 270.f64, 270.27. ,RLr. 120
* 269.53, 26e .42. 266.72, 266.05, 265*16, 26- sC5, 263.75, Vt L\ 121
* 202.43. 262.43, 26161, 2f1.76. 261 .54 , 261.)1, 261.179 % LM 122
* 261.54 260.959. 251.76, 261.939 22.87. 263.31, 2 63. 91 t LM 123
• 265.39 265. 16, 265.43. 2 6.79, 267.98, 267.03, 269.42/ hLM 124
CATA B 2/ 54.74, 54.50, !4. 16, 53.52, 53.28, 53.52, RLM 125
* 53. 1, 53.28, 52.25, 5196, 51.13, 51.33, 50.99. RLM 126
* 49.J2, 50.06, 49,*72, E: .16, 50.21 SC .30. 49.62, %RLM 127
* 49. 13, 48.99, 49.2eo 4 .13, 48.65, 46. -6, 43.35, ,RLM 12F
* 47*91. 47.62, 46.74, 46.74. 46.01, 46.50, 45.82, H PLM 129
* 45o.67, 45.33, 4E.62, 45.28, 44,74, 44.40, , 43.38, ; LM 13(:
* 43.77, 44.630s 4520, 45.23, 45. 18, 44 31, 44.45, WRLM I I
* 4.333, 43.62, 432.28e. 42.79, 42.31. 41.28, 41.35, hRLM 132
* 41*l18 40.35, 40.99. 4 1.53. 40.4C, 39.77, 39.04, R LM 133
* 39.33, 34.82, 38.99, 2 11, 37.48, 37 ;3, 38.01, VRLM 134
* 38,50, 39.48, 38.84, 28.50. 37.37, 37.28, 36.89, b jL.1 135
0 36.21, 35.s7, 35.56. 35.23, 34.70. 34.50, 33.43, WV;RLM 136
* 32.69, 32.4*1. 31.43, 30*41, 29.33, 28.95, 28.11, V.RLM 137
* 27.33. 26.51. 25.60. 25.9 7. 27.04, 27.26. ?27 f92p .. '. A !Ir
* . ?;,o rc.?. 9 2 77: :3 2 ,-e i -
* 30.65, 30.46, 30.60, 30. 16. 29.48, 28.85, 28.65, hRLM 140
* 28*689 29.24. 29.33, 29. 25 29.58, 29.63, 28.85, hRLM 141
* 2865. 28..25. 27.9 2, 27.04. 26.46, 25.87, 24.95, V.RLM 142
* 24.02, 23.04 21.92, 2C 80, 19.85, 19.09, 18.46, V. PLM A. 143
S 18.41 17.97, 17.55, 17.78, 18.26, 18.90. 19.19/ RL'-1 144
DATA A 3/ 268,42, 260-.894. 270.05, 270.49, 271.23, 272.05, UHRLM 145
4 272.71. 271.97, 272.27, 271.63. 271.90, 271.83, 270.S4. VRLM 146
S270.86, 271.09. 270.57, 272.12, 272.57. 273. 90, 275.23, WRLM 147
* 276* 19, 275.60, 275.97, 275.23, 275.90. 275.01. 275.75, hRLM 148
277.01. 277.4,5. 278.26. 278.93, 280.41. 281.02. 283.08, wRLMI 149
S283.15, 283.96. 283.6., 2E4.93. 285.69, 286.55, 287.59, RLM 150
S286.92, 287.0C0, 286.78, 287.22. 2C6.92, 237.37, 238,40, WRLM 151
S287.81, 288.48, 289.44. 289.51, 289.14, 289c29, 290.77, V.RLM 152
S289.96, 289.81. 290.8C. 291.96, 292.99, 294.13. 294.62, %RLM 153
S2?5.21, 296.,10, 2c 6.99. 2-6.69, 297,29, 296.99, 297.88, ARLM 154
. 299.21 , 298. 84, 300.25. 3CO*2, 3C0.99, 302.25, 301.02, HRL'4 155
* 304. 02e 304.47. 306.24. 306.54. 307,72, 307. 94. 3083*46, RLM 156
* 307.80, 308.60, 308.54, 309.42, 310.61, 310C*98, 312.01, RLM. 157
* 312.90 s 314960. 314, 0 2, 314.53. 314.53, 315.64, 315.79, WPL.M 158
0 317,c94, 319.93, 320.67, 321.71, 322.38, 323.34 323. 63 , RLP. 159
0 324.00, 324.30, 323.71. 323.63. 322."3, 321.:3, 321.64, RLt1 160
* 3199.3, 31.56, 319.42, 319.79, 319.42. 319.q6. 319.35, i R L' 161
. 319*.34. 31 e8.60. 318.38. 317.64, 317.42. 316. 7. 316.46, . RLM 162
315.0:). 314.1b. 312.31, 311.42, 3 :0.24. 310.16. 309.79, %RL If 163
S310.2,4. 30..50. 30J.90.e 30 . 1, 307.57. 30 6.46, 306.32/ ARLM 1.'4
DAr, t 3/ 19.95. 21.14* 114,I 21..31, 21.29. 21.25, VRLM 165
* 20, 0. 20.56, 20.12. 1 ).63. 18.65, 1. 1,7 10.17. 0LM 166
* 17o 14s IC51,l 15.65, 15.92, 15.73, 15.53, 15.68, tRLM 167
1-88
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* .14*559 13.78. 12.95,9 12.46, I"'s 7, 1. 15, L10.6'-  'L ' I'.
* 9.44 9.6. 9.2. 9. ,9.49. 9.5, Q.2, 0 L 169
10017, 10 . . I¢ , 11 , 11,20, I.7. v, 0L I.v
* 11.24, 1.90 IC.31(., 10. 17. 9.59.5 C 17 9*7. . "t.1 171
S 10.1 , 1 1.29 I ."!. 11.41 . 11.92 12.91; 12012 L I 1:L I'2
11.55 11.05. 1C.27, 10.41. LCt02, 9.'.5 10.61, :..4 173
* 10.31 , 1..r. 19* 1. 9.6 9.53, . 1 .9 I 0. ,k:l 17:
b .41. 6.15. 7.2. 6.61, 6.27, 5.63. 5. 35. .'L 17 '.
s 5,839 5.34o 5.34s 40,11 3.95* 3.39, 3,.05 .t- 176
* 2.37. 1. 1.I. 2. 0.41. C.37. -0.66, -0.6t1 % 1!LA 1"77
* -0.95, -1.29, -1.73. -1.8, -2.32, -1.95, -2.22, VIL M. 170
* -2.37. -3.39. -2.97. -4.75, -5.24, -5*.24, -5.97. RL ' 179
* .-7.00 -7.95. -E. (5. -9.53, -10.22, -IC. 70 -12.15. WPL 18r
* -12.22. -13.OC. -14.17, - 15I. 14, -12.65, -17.04 , -17.82. %R"'L'I If1
1 -13.85. -19.4L , -2C.05o -20.46, -21.34, -21.48. -22.21, V.P t 1'~ 2
-22.35. -22.31, -23.4 C' -24.55, -24.65. -25. 75, -26.41. ':L t 133
* -27.358. -27.92, -28.60s -29.7.5, -3c.66. -31.09, -31.67/ V.RLM 184
CATA A 4/ 335.35, 304.76. 3C3,73. 3C2.54, 301.F. 30C.84 7 L'. 15
S 300.76. 300.17. 3o1.C69 30 99, 3C2.54. 3)1.65. 30 1.5I, VFLM 18
0 300. 39. 299.43. 297.9i, 296.77. 2' 6.03. 296.52. 296.25. VRL'4 1 7
* 294.92, 293. 96. 293.66, 295. 14, 293.96. 293.73. 293.29, .PLM 1-3
* 293.51, 293.36. 292 .1-. 292.03, 291.07. 291.59. 292. dt, LAiL' 189
* 292.70, 291.37. 2;1.66, 2 0. 55. 2 9 . 1. 2'9.74 , 2049.95. V.f:L' 19 '
0 288.55. 287.96. 257.15, 265.81, 26.18, 2685. 30, 284.78, PLM 191
24.48 . 285.30. 285. 15, 2E4.85, 285.37. 285.15, 205.59. MRL4 192
* 215.37. 236.11. 285.44. 265.81. 285.37. 235.81. 265.22. ,RLM 193
e 2 5c ?- ?.f6t P C ?0 -47, 2ppR-e22 04. P *74- 286.4 Ht 19
o*. 25 :!C6 . 2 12 f. 2 C.7.A h-~S C.r' T ?
* 267*89. 28.7.59, 287.66, 288.10. 288.11, 287.96, 28.48, ,RLM 196
* 28&e26, 287.66. 238.33, 2E6.03* 2C8,40, 287o89. 287.07. V RL'4 197
* 285. 52 284.26. 2.367. .282.63. 282.11, 282.C4, 281.00, .P.LM 1Y3
* 281'. 15, 280'.19, 28C.71, 279.67. 279.38, 27t6.49, 277.82. iRL'4 199
0 27. 19, 279.60, 277.9.7, 278.04. 278.04 , 278.49. 278.41, %RL'4 200
* 279*45, 279.67. 28C.71. 280.63, 281.30, 201.15. 281.15. WRLM 201
* 280. 71. 280.41, 280.26, 279.(8. 278.26, 279.15, 277.82, %RL'4 202
* 277.30, 276.41, 274.93, 274.93. 273.75. 273.31, 272.86, %RLM 203
* 271.38, 272.05. 27C0.94, 270.49, 269.83. 269*61, 268.94/ hRLM 204
DATA 8 4/ -32.75. -33.75. -234.26, -34.36, -33.929 -32.94, WRLMi 205
* -.33. 25, -33.97 -34.16. -34. 80, -36.01, -36.35, -37.23, MALMi 206
* -37.53. -3C.11. -3e8.45, -28 25, -38.89, -39.77, -40.31. %RL.! 207
* -39.96. -39.85. -40.94, -41.53, -41.77. -42.79, -43.55. %RLM 208
-44.01. -44.99. -44.0.1. -44.65, -45.15. -45.77, -46.26, vR.LM 209
• -47.38. -47.82. -48.5, -49 .1 d," -49.33, -50.30, -51.2, WHL4 210
* -51. 45 -51.,6. -51.72. -51.82, -5C0.94. -5Co.85. -50.459, RLtM 211
• -49.38. -48.45. - 48.3i. -46.65, -46, 11, -45.23, -45.C9* .RLM 212
S-44. 70. -44.25, -43.12, -42.65, -42.01. -41.23, -40.o05. %RLM 213
* -39.09, -38.45. -37.43, -26.50, -35.95. -35. 19, -34.41 , WRL4 214
0 -33.97. -32.84. -31.75, -20.75, -29.77. -28.8 . -28,16, %RLM 215
-27.15, -26.41, -25.48. -24.46. -23.5a, -22.95, -22.31, .PL'4 216
-21.4P, -2 C , -20.07. -19.09. -18.31, -17.43, -17.00, %R LM 217
* -16,17, -15.30. -14.31. -13.7., -13.14. -12.12. -11.24, V. LM 218
S-10.22, -a.44, - .06, -7.49. -6.71, -. 83, -5.14, RLM 219
* -4.02, -2.76. -2.51, -1.58, -0.85, 0.22. 1.39. R.M ;??0
* e68, 2.76, 3.58, 4.56. 4,90, 5. 78, 6.66. .QRLA 221
7.34. 6.17 . 6o7!.. 8.51 , 7.33. 7.44. 7,19, V.N LF- 222
S 7.88 8 46. 00.56. 9.39, 9.63, 10.66. 11 46, VrL .i 223
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n 12.Ii I .* i 4. 13.f7, 13 .51, 13,7 , 1 63,3 14.12/ 1RL 24
GATA A G/ 2C 7 ., s .P2 2 I5.r, 2,4.7, 263. l1s 262.72 , ,1Lt 225
* P .. :C 2 f 1' 9 7 77 2 5.23. 255.J9, . 2;!
* 2. 5:.7. 7. ?3c . 2 2. , 2::2.~ o, 25 . . * '..1 ?
C 1.LA, 24 7J 2. 61.6e, ?247.03 2'0. 24 6.22 , 24 >37. L 7 2.3
* 2 4 .44 24 .. 74, 214.07. 24. 37, 24. 245. '.5, 246. 51, I:i..' 2/
p 4j5. 7, 24 7. 247 .332. 249. J , 24R.3., 249. 7), 249.47. V.RL 1 230
* 24 .51, 247.99, 246.5 246..Z , 2.; 6, 244.. ' . 243.55, , ,5L'. 231
* 243.5, 24 .6.01 242.96. 242.'7, 242.15 241.92, 2.0.22, k' L -I 232
* 23b* 7% 230.67. 237.4(0, 2 .P 2. .237.48, 23f. 15. 2315.49, k.L t 233
* 235. 06, 234. 8 9., 235.71, 25. 03, 235.34, 23;.49, 235.72. 2v FL. i 234
* 235.04 235.',, 235.7 , 2 6.45. 237. 4. 237. 63. 237.26. RL ' 2-5
* 23 .71. 237. 4, 235.4q, 223e5.3. 232.5. 231.49-, 231.41, WkL'i 23 -
. 23C. t,2, 23C.2, 23. 16, 229.27, 229. 5, 228.32, 227.94, .PL 2?37
S2?. U 227.79. 22'.52. 2 6.31. 226.46, 226.23. 225.27 h~RFLPM 235
* 2?5.., -, 224.90, 224.16. 223.20, 224.01. 223.50, 222.C, WRL4 23)
S221.35. 219.79, 218.95. 2 10.24. 215.54. 215.72, 214.47, \RL' 240
• 212.64, 213.36,b 21 1.9 5,. 1 .9 . 211 .*5. 210.62, 209.28. V3LM 241
* 20bo 25 , 206.99. 207.21, 2C5.45, 2C9.36. 209.36 , 217.73, hRL'1 2d2
* 26.32 2C6.10. 205t.07, 2(4.99, 205.73, 214.1'6, 202.43. RPL M 2. 3
* 202.48. 201.37, 2 1.37, 2CO.,40 199.44* 198.'2.. 196.85/ ,RL, 244
DATA 6 5/ 14.55. 15.0, 15.2. 1.02, 1E6.22, 15b*73, iRL' 249.
* 16.46. 16.51. 1 6.5, 17.C9, 17.02, 10. 17. 18.85, RLM 246
* 19.039 20.0O. 21.77. 22.05, 23.53, 24.21. 25.43, RLM 247
* 26 3.1 27.29. 28.'7, 28.895. 29.20. 3C'0.07. 3-.75. VPL4i 24
z ;.. , 3C.5. 3..%! ;;.*97, 29.589 28.99. 28.50, ,RL 2 49
" Zi ,c. .2.75, 2 5.15 . 25:10 24.70. 23.02, 23.19. RLM 25.
* 23. Et, 24.21, 24. 85, 25.82, 27.04, 27.97, 29.04, PLM 251
* 29.43, 30.11, 30.80, 21.48. 32. 1 , 33.48, 33.37, \PLM 252
* 34. 55 35.20. 36.31, 26.94. 27.53, 38.45. 38.89, URLM 253
* 39. 67, 4C.45. 41. 18. 42.55, 43.67, 44.60. 45.67, .RLM 254
* 46.69, 47. 57. 47.23, 47. 2?, 47*58, 47.62. 48.?21, rLM 255
S40 .65 , 49.0G, 4 9.82, 5E0. , 50.59, 51.23, 51.86, kPL'4 256
a 52. 74, 53.77, 54.2C, 53.33. 53.91, 54.69. 55.77, ARLM 257
* 56.25, 56.79. 56.69, 57.63. 57.47, 57.86. 57.33. RLM 253
* 57. 72, 57.91, 57.23 57.62, 586 3.5. 5e,94. 58.25, WRLM 259
o 58.74. 59.00. 59.03. !9.42, 59.52, 59.42. 59.86, hPLM 260
S 5(.*57" 60,25, 60.59, 0.11, II 59.52, 59.23. 59.37, V.PL4 2-,1
* 59.00, 58.94. 59.81, .AC.35. 60,20, 60. 69. 60.79, W RLM 262
* 60. 15. 59. 47. 59.08, 5835. 58.45, 57.76. 57.23. HRL.1 263
. 56.C9. 56.79. 56.11. 5 E5.77, 55.72, 55.33. 54.99/ %RLM 264
CATA A 6/ 197.22, 198.33, 199. 29, 2CO.63, 20C.92, 201.66, WRLM 255
199.66. 193.85 197,61. 196. c.2, 197.29, 197.29. 196.33, WRL' 266
-195.15. 195.74. 194.56. 194.11 193.74, 194.56, 195.22, URLMI 267
S195. 59, 197.22, 198.63, 1C8.2!5 19.,77, 197.6 , 196.6 3, IRLM 263
* 195.52 194.63, 193.15 192. 71, 1I1.60 192.93. 194.1, WRLM' 269
S194, t. 195.9. 19C.26, 197.37, 198C.70, 197.74, 197.44.. RLM 270
S 196. I:, 195.74 ., 194. 5. 1;4.226. 12.:. 1 .19, 196.11. hRLI 271
* 197t Io 19(.-0. 195 195 J19.92, 200.92, 201.29, 202.77. VRL.i 272
* 202. 2. 203. 1. 2 -'4.33. 2C5.C7. 206.77, 297. 43. 2C0. 03, WPRLM 273
S 20Y. 1- , 20-. . 29.<- 5, 211.E8,. 213. 13, 21,4', 17. 215.25. L' I 27t,
* 2134.. 17. 217. 7., 219.t7. 22.' ; 3, 222.98, 223. 04
.  226.09, 'Rt..M 275
* 22P7.C. 220. 1, 22P.C. 23r,..1, 23(.3 , 2 2.3. 233.4 . V.:LM 276
23...'. . 235. " . 23 .67, 227.26, 23', 52, 23 6.5., 240.96. V L1' 277
* 241.70s 242. S'. 2 42.9?, 2 5.25. 2-..18, 2a5. 22. 247.G2P I.. 27.
* .... 250. 7. 25095. 251.77. 251 69 251. . 252.73. V.RLI 279
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* 251.77. 253.77. 2 t:.( . 255.0C2. 256.73. 257.39. 2V , , L4 "?,C
* 2 c,9.4 2&.. C 25 .3:, 2(3.54. f-.2: 255..2 265.f. 2 :PL 281
S1 7. 1. 2PC. 2., 1'.7. 2(?3.6., 22. 4. 2.4.3",. P 72, WPLt 1 282
* :2 0vr, 26 .4 2. 2-..13. 10( .64. 267,.7 . 2f7.6", 2 ... , t:L". 2F3
* 2 -;.24. 2 '2. . 70*.7 9 271.31. 271. C, 272. ., 273.3 / 1*-L t 28s4
CATA 8 u/ 55.77, . '6.CI. .":- 7. 57.23, 57.91. .!5 , LV.P:L 2 '
* 56.11. be8.#4. 5&-25. 5.25s 59*1(, 59. l * 59.62. 9 hLF 256
5" .47. , .54. 60.93. (1*57.. 2.39, 62. 43, 63.37. "'.*'L 4 287
* 62.0, 62?.7;. 62.93. 63. 76, 64.30, 64.o 79 64.20. ViL4 208
. 64,54. 64.10. 64.45, (5.0. 65.;2, 66.15, 66.35 5PL.i 28 '
* 65.801 66.1i0. 65.71. 65.81. 66.3C0 66.35. 67o1. t t 'L 200
* 66.88. 67.42, 67.62. 8.01. 67.71. 68.93. 68.95 tvR Lf4 291
* 69.37, 69.76, 7G.01, 70.44. 7T.4?4  70*74. 71.22, t1L' 292
* 70* 44 70.10 70.74. 7lC .230. 70.3. 70.25. 70.93. VRL-1 2c3
* 70.10, 70.83, 70.05. 70.01. 7r0.25, 69.6. 70.30. URL'4 294
.. 69.01. 69.81 e, 69.96. 6P.90. 69.1 . 68.59, 69.66. V. L'4 295
S69.66. 70.15, 6;9.91, 70.64, 69.76. 69.96, 70.25. fRL 1 2.6
* 6927.' 70. 10, 69.23, 9.76,. 69.76. 69.03. 69.23, RLM 297
S68.74 , 6F.79, 6E.54. (f.74. 67.91, 67. 36, 67.91. VrL4 298
* 67.66. 66.8, 66.74. (5.66. (6.59. 67. 42. 67.91. WkLM 299
* 68.69, 60.59. 60.93. (68 10 68.25. 68.44. 67.91. WRL4 3S0
S66. 15. 67.57s 6.*25. 7*76. 67.23, 66 .64, 67.62, WRL' 301
* 67.81, 686,98, 69.32. (9.57. 69.96, 70.69, 71.57, t, PRLM 32
0 71.76, 70.79. 7C.6. 70.01. 69.66. 69. A. 63.08, %L .L1 303
* 6d.10. 60.55. 60.48,. 8.35. 67.52. 66.9d, 67.71/ V,;RLM 304t
CATA A 7/ 273.82. 274.42. 275. 16, 59.685. 58.67. 57.75. wRL M 305
c 57.41, 56.97, f .15. 55.41, 54.38, 53.19,. 52.60, WRLM 3n6
. .. 3:4. 51.34. 50-(67. .01 . 49.27. 47.7qt 47.27. '.L.M 307
* 46.97, 46.16, 45.35, 44.61. 44.09.,  43.57. 43.CS, %PL4 308
l 42.83. 41.57. 40.61 , 40. 31. 41.13, 41.72. 42.24., RL'41 309
a 4 1.57. 40.76. 40.09, 38.61, 38.91 , 38. 39, 37.87. %RLM 310
. 38.31. 37.94. 37.94, 38.C02. 39.13. 39.57. 40.24, VRL' 311
. 40.76. 41.05. 42.16, 43.053. 43.50, 43. 87. 44*0C9. RL'4 312
* 45.72. 46.68,. 46.97. 46.97. 46. 3. 47.27. 47.49. VRLM 313
* 48.31. 48.90. 49.34. 49.19, 49.71. 49.79. 50.01. RL'4 314
* 51.04. 51.12. 51.71. E2*67. 53.63, 54.15, 54.60. VPLM 315
* 55.19. 55.63, 55.86. E5.85. 56.30. 56.00. 56.60
l  %RL'4 316
* 56.82. 57.48. 58.22. E8.82, 59.70, 59.41 , 58.59. RLM . 317
* 576.85. 57.63, 57.34, 56.52. 56.00. 55.93, 55.41, hPL'i 318
* 55. 12. 53.63, 52.3C. 51.56. 50.38. 49.64, 49.19. afPL?4 319
* 48.08, 47.57, 4631, 44.98. 44.01. 43.05, 42.90. VPLM 320
* 42.90, 42.31. 42.46. 42.30. 41.94. 41.50. 41.20., VLL4 321
0 40.90. 39.94. 3;.13, 38.03, 33.91, 38.03. 38.24. PL*4 322
S38. 17, 37.50 36.83, 26. 17. 36.09, 35. 60.0 35.58. kL'4 323
* 35.06G 35.13, 34.47. 24.24. 33.56s. 32.99, 32.04/ v, RLM 324
DATA 0 7/ 67.62, 66.25, C8.93,- 25.14. 25.C9. 25.38. V.RL' 325
* 26.11* 26.65. 26.46, 26.36. 26.31. 26.E5, 27.33. . LM 326
* 27.33, 28.11 20.75, 29.09. 29*48. 29.72. 30.26. V RL M 327
0 31. 24. 31.82, 32.36. 22.90, 33.33, 34.36. 35.43. ,RL t 32.8
* 36 53. 37.04. 37.53. 37.97, 38.31 3. 36, 39.14. L 329)
• 39.04 * 30.89, 3 6 .75., 28.65. 37.97. 37.62, 36.89. V.RL'.1 ?30
* 36.52. 21.36. 36.01, 25*7? 35.67. 3'.94. 34 .*7). L 331
. 34.41 34C06. 33.5 "  3. 19 32.55. 31.43. 30.s5. ltL'.t1 332
. 30.3 . 30. ?5. 29.77. 9.3 03 28. ,. 20.31., 27.8?. R L.'4 233
27. I, 26.75. 26.36. 26. 3-. 2 0;.%7 2 0.43, 24.01. L W " 3J3^.
. 26."00 24.41. 23.77. 23.62 23.0?, 2-3.82. 24.02. V.QL'- 335
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* 24.1, 2E.04. 25.72. 2.97. , 5. -9 2'4.7 V.L'4 335
S24 . 129 2 3.2. 23.6c, 23.1+,. 22. 3. 22.17. 21.4k WL'4 2137
* 20.70. 2"02 . 1C.7 . 1 1"4 1C.56., 17. 7 17.3A, V.;L. 'P.
* 16.806 Ie.36. 1 .1 2, 15 6, 15. !O, 14. 17. 14.26, 1:!L.
'i. ?3.1
* 14.26. 14. C2. 13.7f, 13.24. 12.75. 12.695, 13.6 . :. I 34
* 14.2o. I , 5, 15.73. 16.73. 17.14, 177 , 1 .1,  7L.'W 21-
* 0,l 5, I d . 1. 2. 21.04, 21.63% 22.07. 22. '0s 23.4-3
,  W' L ' 312
* 24.02. 24.41, 24.8C, 25.53, 25 .A7. 26.94, 27.68. .' PL - 3143
0 2.07, 23.65. 29. so 28*50 28.50, 28.55, 29.04/ %ML. 344
CATA A 8/ 32,39, 32.25. 22.47. 33.2i, 33.65. 33.95, %LM 3f5
* 34.61, 35.35. 3!),0 f 26.17, 37.2o. 36.76. 36.76, '1rL'i 346
S376.5, 3E.46, 38.. 29.05, 3868s. 39.42. 4().8. ' RL.M 347
* 4187, 42,01. 42.31. 42. 75, 44.01, 45. 42 46.23, V Li 3,'0,
* 47.27t 40.01, 46E*75 50.23. 50.75. SC.53. 50.53. %1 i 349
* 50.9u, 50. 53, 4 9.93, 49.55, 48.60, 48.01.6CI , 46.60, RLM 350
e 46.09, 45,12, 44.53, 44.24, 43.20, 42.75. 42.38. WOPL. 351
. 42 .31. 4 t120. 41 13. 29.94, 39.42. 33.91 , 33.39. fLALM 352
* 37.439 36.98, 37.57, 27.65, 37.94. 38.61, 38.46. VLt Z53
* 3.54. 39.50, 39.72, 2g9.05 . 39.35, 39.65. 39.C5. %LM'4 354
.
39.57, 33.17, 37.72, 36.33, 35.95, 35.21, 34.39, b nLM 355
* 33.568 32.99, 33.28. 24. 17, 33.87. 34.69. 34.32, 'RL't 355
* 34.47, 34.32, 32.72. 22.10. 31 .80, 31. 55. 31.65, b.LtM 357
S 30.62. 29.65. 29.14. 2 e8.84, 28.25, 27.43, 26.62. WRLM. 358
* 26b.62 25.95, 24.25. 23.07. 21.809 21.C00 20.49. ALM4 359
S 20. 11, 19.81. 19.44. 19*37. 18.92, 18.48, 17.44. WPrL'I 350
S 16.78, 16, 18. 16.I 92, 17.15. 16.33, 16.48, 15.52. V. RL.I 361
S 15.67. 14.70. 13.67. 14.25, 14.04, 13.30, 13.15, WRLM 362
S 12.56. 1P2.85. 12.34. 11.82. 12.19. 11.74, 11.08, V.PL.LA 363
* 10.71 , 10.78. 10.49. 11.00. 10.78. 10*63. 11.15/ V.PLM 364
CATA 8 ,/ 29.77, 26.80. 27.63. 26.0, 26,.07, 24.*99. RL'4 365
* 24;51, 24.02, 23.04. 22.26, 21.34. 20.41, 19.68, ' RL'M 366
0 19.04, 1C. 17, 17.19, 16. 12, 15.24. 14.95. 14.07, VRL.M 367
* 13.29, 12.70s 1 1.78, 11.29. 10.70, IC.56. 10.80, FRL t.. 368
* 10.95. 11.09, 11.3), 11.87. 11.33, 11.39. 10.90, Y.RLM. 359
* 10.51. 9.92, 8.5. 7*83, 6.95, 5.97. 4*66, ,PLM 370
* 3.34, 3.34. 2.71. 1*73, 1.49, C995 0.61, Vt.'i 371
* 0.17. 0.379 -1.05, -1.95. -2471 o -3,63,. -4.46. AnLM 372
0 * 4.75. -5.34. -5.83, -6.83, -7.78, -7.92. -8.80, WPL4 373
S-944. -9.60. -11.09. -11.,53, -11°92. -12.90. -13.97. %PLM 374
a -14.90, -1f'.079 -16.46, -16.55, -17.63. -10.07, -18.56, HPLM 375
* -18.85. -19.14, -20.12. -20.90, -21.34, -22.12. -22.90. %PLM 376
* -23.77, -24.07, -24.55 -24.55,. -25.14. -2C.36, -27.38, hLM 377
* -28.36. -20*89. -29.67. -20*.15, -30.75. -31.04, -31.67, V.RLi 378
* -32*31 -32.55, -33.04, -23.53. -33.14, -33.63. -33.82, .PL4 379
* -33.67, -33.92, -33.77, -24.21t -34.36, -33.87, -33.53. V.RL.!l 330
.. -32.75, -32,02. -31.82. -21sC9, -30.26, -29.77, -28.94. WRLM 381
, -28. 50. -27.68. -26.75, - ;25. 97, -25.53, -24.75, -23.82. VRLM 332
* -22.85. -22.26. -21.4 , -20.60. -19.68. -18.99, -18.46, 1HPLM. 383
* -17.09. -16.61, -15.19, .- 14.31, -13.39. -12.61 -12.07/ VhLM4 3.4
VATA A 9/ 12.11, 12.1 , 12.26, 11.97. 11.97. 11.82. ,PLM 3,5
0 11.00, 11.37. 10.71, 10.2 , 8.78., . 56*, 8.41. rL M 36
* 70.82 7.67, 7.75. 7.6). 7. 7. n49. 8.63 . PL.1 3 V.7
* 0.26, 7.67. 7*75, 7.3. 7.30, 7.23. 6.12. WL 0I 38
* 4.71, ,.64. ,  4.',5. 3.01, * ..2, 1.53, 1.01. .PL 389
. 359.90. 0o0o, 359.75., 3 3. 4,, 35.?.P, 357.46, 356.50, .RL 39.
* 355.76. 354.94. 353. 17, 3.1.54, 350.95, 350.,6, 349.32. .PL M 391
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* J4., 3. 8.3, 34t 2 1, 3 5. f4 345, -2. 342. ,4 343* 46 .2.M 3)2
* 443 C3 .34 2-F. 34.2S. 343 3411.77. 34' 1. :4 341.92, VRL.* 33
* 342.2. 341. 4 , 3:2.43* 3 4. o. 342.7:, 342 5 ,9 34?.$, .RL11 "I'lv
* 441. 62 . 3.41 . . ,; 342.a 5. J43. 17. 31.4. 1 3, 34^. i1 , 3*-!4 f* z ! " L :1 -" ',
S 345. 7c, 34 7.99, 348.36 l 3 . 34. 17, 349 .17, 34. 35. 34 .(.7, L:L I :3.65
* 350. 6 . 35n.. . 351-39 352.20. 353.31. 35 4.28 ; 355.76, .:. L 3 7
* 357.24,. 358.72. 0.429 1061, 2.71. 3.23, 4.19. " r.L'4 3 .-
* 4.5~*S, .,3, 6.04* 7. e2 9.3C, 9.97, 10.2C, V.L I 399
* 10049, 9.82, 9.60, 8.71 10.12, IC.C4. 11 .68, . LM L C :
* 12.71. 13.43, 14.63. 14.73, 15.96, 17.5.9, 19.51, R L "' 4eC1
* 19. 51 , 2C*48, 21.44, 22 .95, 23.73, 24.55, 26.10, R LM . 2
* 27*21, 28.40. 29.65, 31.50, 31.5, 31.73, 32.60, 9 9LL 4 03
* 31*95, 32.17, 323.21, 2 4.54 , 34,91 34. 76 , 35.21/ LRL 4C.
CATA U 9/ -11.83, -11.39, -10o36, -9.39, -E.?2o -7.39, %.PL4 tb
* -6.02. -5.39. -5.14, -4.07. -3.10, -2.12, -1.34. % QLM 0 C)
* -1.05. -3.61. 0.17. 1.Co. 1.7a, 2.41, 3.05, VR L. '1 407
* 3.34, 3.78, 4.27, 4.51 * 3.63, 3.49. 3.97 LM 4"3
* 4.36, 4.90, 5.19. 5.3?, 5.93. 6.17, 5.83. VA'L'4 09
* 5.68o 5.54. 5.29, 5.39, 5.19, 4.56. 5.00. tRLM 41'A
S 5e24, 5. C5. 495., 4.27, 4.46, 4.0 . 5*10, Vir LM 411
* 5.68, 6.17, 7.24* 8.*41. 9.39*. C10.61. 10.80, VRL'i 412
* 1 1.24, 12.22, 12.56, 13.19, 13.58. 14.22, 14.5, , WR L -i 413
* 15.43., 16.07, 17.4F, 10.51. 18.95, 19.68. 19.87, '.L. 414
* 2(,809 22.07. 22.64, 23.55. 24 .99, 25.53, 26.02. V. RL'I 415
* 27*2~, 28.21, 28.75. 29.48, 30.02, 31.14, 31.77. V-RLM 416
* 32.45. 32.89, 33.97,*. 24.45, 35.38. 35.38, 35.288 hRLM 417
* 35.23, 35.53. 36.01. 36.31t 36.36, 36070, 36.70, WnPL ; 41 8
* 3t-S4 . 36*864, J6.94, 26.94 37*14. 36*70, 35.72, hP.LP.i 419
* 35.0;* 35.04, 34.60, 34.41. 33.82, 33.14, 32.89, HPLM 420
* 33 14, 32.36, 32.65. 31.63, 31.43, 30.26, 31.14, ViRLA 421
* 32. 16, 32.45, 32*89, 22.06, 32.11, 31.53 31.53, PRLM 422
S31 .p9, 30.94, 30.94, 30o 89. 30.36, 29.63, 28.65, WPL.4 423
* 30.07, 30.65, 31*09, 21.82. 32.4.5, 33.48, 34.36/ VPLM 4,24
CATA A10/ 35.28, 36.09;, 25.35, 33.67, 32.39, 30.99, %RL'.M 425
S 299';5, 28.69. 27.80, 25.51, 25.81 , 26.18,. 26.77. V.RL'i 426
* 26*69, 25.73. 25.07. 24.84. 23.51. 23.07. 22.11. l RL'- 427
* 22.62, 22.55, 22 . 99 , 22.62, 22.03, 21.59. 21.00. hPLP4 428
a 20.92* 19.96, 20.77, 19.*44. 18.92, 18.11, 18.63, RLM 029
* 18 s5, 18.33. 18.1 t 16.63, 15*44, 15.52, 15.37. V.RLP4 430
* 14. 11v 14.04, 14.48, 13.0 8, 12.85. 11.74. 11.89. WRLM 4 431
* 12*71 12.85, 13.96, 14.73, 15.15, 16. 18. 16.92, IR LM i 432
* 17* 4 ,4 17.29, 16*18, 16.04, 16.41. 150679 15.150 VRLP4 433
* 14.63, 15.00, 13.8;:. 13.45, 13.30, 12.26. 11.97, R L'1 434
* 1086, 9. 89, 9.60, 10.19, 9.00, 7.23, 5.53. hRLM 435
* *49. 2.71. 2.eo6. 2.57. 2,05, 1.16. 0.94. iFRL I 436C
* 359*.68, 359.24, 359*.38,. 35 8.87, 358.79. 357.98. 356.57. V.fNL1M 437
* 354o72, 353.61. 353.24, 352.20, 351.98, 351.39. 350.21, G L'1 436
* 350.35, 349.C4. 349.04, 350. 7, 3.0.95. 350.80, 351.32. t.PLM 439
* 352.50, 353.46. 354.42, 3E5. O, 356.64, 358.13, 353.20, V.1.'4 .40
* 357.75, 358.57, 357.6es 3f6,7o. 350.57. 354.79, 355.68, hRL* 441
* 357.31, 357.6C. 359.01, 359. 2± 0.12, 1.53, 2.059, .L'4 442
* 2.42, 4.1 2, 2.31, 32.97 4.3,. 4.79, 5.67, bWk<LM 43
* 6*78d, 701. 7.75, 6.26. 8.93, 8.49. 7.67/ 7L0. 444CATA 810/ 35.04, 35.82, 25.97. 36.31 , 35.07. 36.21, r:L. 4 45
* 3,.77. 35.67 36.36. 2r 11. 28o31. 38. 4. 39.67, %%1:LS ,' A6
S40.31, 40.13 40.35, 4 0.6),0 40.40, 40.53 39.90. VLRtL. 447
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* 3,.60 . 39.2. 3L.45o 277. 3 J9 36.21. 36.45, '.rL'4 4
* 37.23, 37.72. 3. 9, 35 .,'. 3%.07. 3o,92. .0. V- L t -
* 41.53, 42.21, 4 2.3 , 2.70., .,., 4 . 5 2. 43 . -a ;L#.' '-
* 44 ?.26, 4.7 . 45. . 4 :.13, 45.2 , 45. 20s 44.L'L, .- .I Z'"lI
. 44.01, 43 .13 4 2o 1,s 42 11" 41,33, 41.43. 41. 14. vt.L 1;2
* 40s70s 40.40, 4C.1 1. ;.; 2. 3c, 44 3'.21. 37.92, V:r:LI *''3
38.31• 3 .33. 4C.I 1, 40,.53. 41.14. 41.3t3, 42.2 6. V.L.- , 4
* .42.65. 42. 6 , 4 3. 1. 44. 6, 44.40, 4Z.77, 43.4 , .:L 4:55
S' 43,77. 43.33, 2.65. 41..2, 41 6,;! 41.28. 40.40 . %iL ' -5
* 40.21, 30.57, 3.94. 37.67. 37.38,. 36. 34
,  36.55. 9 hL 5 b7
* 36. 55, 35o .82, 35. 7, 26.31, 3 .99. 37.04. 37.C4. LF'1 t ,58
* 37.62. 33.40 3' .62. 40. 65. 41 .33, 42.65, 43.04. %%NL'l 5
S .42.79, 42.89. 4 2.74, 42.99, 42 94. 43, .4, 43.77, .PL..1 -.6.
* 44.26. 45.52. 45.35. 689, 47,47. 47.77. 48.21. VLM 461
* 48.30, 49.28, 49.08. 49.62. 49.18. 50.06, 49,72, Vl 1 ,62
S 50.3., 5C.39. 51.77, 51.91. 52.40, 52.16. 52.79, " L t'. 463
* 52.69. 53.23, 52.99, E3.13, 53.33, 53.56, 54.5Z/ VI'L4 4ft.
CATA AII/ 7.67, 7.01. 7.97, 9.15. 9.75, 10.71. r'.L'A4 455
* 9.23, 9.75. .1 .19. 10.7-3. 12 .43. 13.82, 14 04. * rL1 4 6
* 14,85, 15.52. 16.1t. 17.52. 16.26. 19.66. 19.81, L. M 467
* 20.92, 2 .85, 2.5 5, C.92, 20 .85. 22.55, 22.77, hkLi' 44)8
9 24.03. 24.03. 23.81. 24.92. 26.40, 27.29, 28.54. Y.PL i 469
. 27.88. 28.17. 27.4 3, 26.40. 24. 84. 24.03, 22.92, ? LM t.70
* 22.03, 21.14. 19.66. 17.95. 17.29. 16.85. 16 .18. ~L 1 471
• 15096, 17.CO, 18. I ., 17.119, 17.0, 16.70, 16,92, Q L *1 4,72
* 17.00. 16.41. 16C.26. 15.300 14*40. 14.19, 13.37, .P L 1 473
* 13.00, 13.15. 12.04. 11.63. 10.78, 9.15, 849, -, L 474
* 8.04. 7.23, 5.97. 5.3d. 5.97, 5.60, 6.64. .PL'i '5
" 6,49, 5.16, 4.869 5.67, 6019, 6.55, 7.30, VRL M .6
, 7.7. 9.60. 9.89, 10.26, 10.93. 11.15, 12.11, RL 4.77
* 12.56. 13.45, 13.59. 14.56. 14.70, 15.67, 14.78. ~PL M 478
* 15.37s 16,41, 17.29, 17.29, 17.64, 18.70. 19.CO. P LM 479
* 19.37, 19.66, 20.63, 21 .59, 22.9G9, 24.33, 25.66, L ' 43C
* 26o 10, 26.84, 27.51, 23.17. 28.77, 29.36, 30.54. ,.LM .1b
. 30. 54, 29.51. 29.43. 29.29. 28652. 27.58. 28.69. V. FL1 482
* 29 58. 30.25, 31.73, 22.47, 33.43, 34.76, 35.65, hRLP4 483
. 39 17. 37.35. 39.35. 40.39, 40.31, 40,09. 38.91/ VRIPL. 1 .
DATA 811/ 55.18. 55.96. 56.55, 56.45. 56.45, 55.86. WRL'
. 4,5
S 55 .33 54.04: 54.06 53.57: 53.86. 53.28, 53.72, VRLI 486
* 53, 6, 54.259 , 1, 1 54.40,v 54.11, 54.11, 54.94. W RL eM 37
54.84, 55.33. 56.01. 6.C9, 57.23, 57.86, 57.13, 'L *1 4 88.
* 57.0 , 5 . 06 58.94, 59.03. 59.08. 58.25, 57.62, L '4 489
S5.a,94, 59.7?, 6C, C, (0.6 4. 60.20 59.81. 59.81, L' . 49vC
. 60.01. 59 .57. 5981. 59E.*62, 59.37, 59.08 59.47. %.RL'l 491
S.59.03 ; 58.64, 5E. 89, 5.45, 50.15, 57.76, 57.47. V.:. L 492
. 56.79. 56.59, 55.91, E6.,01. 55.4'2, 55.62. 55.52, RL' 1. 9 3
* 56.30, 56.59. 57.13, 7.69 5. 58.84. 58.50. 57.91, t PL' £94
57. 6. 57.67, 57,96, . .94,9. 59.47. 59.76, 60.59, I.PL 495
* 60.S3, 61.23, 61.76, (2.25. 62. 15, 62.45, 62.45, % RLM 496
* 63.18.6 62.93, 63.37. (4.1) , 64.3", 64.54 ., 64.54. v. I:L'M .97
* 65.13, 65.32. 66.15. 6O.4;, 67.03. 67.62. 67.96, - PL4 8
e 6c25s, 67.,. (7.66. (8.25, 68.iB. 68.40, 68.40. .F:L4 499
* 69, 1L 69.66. t;9.27, (9. V. 69.57, 70.15, 69.76, .PL' !;C
* 70. 40, 70,64o 69.7. 7?.o2 7, 35. 70.35. 70.10, V L t ll I
* 696 r . .. 9 66, 69.6,, ((.7:'t,. 61.3 , 6f.44, 65.40, v .iM 5"2
S68.59. 69.*23. 69.57, (13 .8. 6 .354, 6.54, 6.15, PL'.1 503
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* e.'.: 9, 6 .0.) 67.71, 67.23, 6 1 f C Lt l15, 65,. / V.RLA 5'!
VATA A12/ 31L.'f., 3"7.26 25.21 9 3) . 7 32. .97 37.17, "PFLi 5"
* 32. ..4, 23.. , . 33. 5. .( f? 36 2 . 13, :!. 1;oi 3f.3 .  '.L14 .'
* 37.72, 37. s7, 3P,7. 2.. 37.5)0, 3t. 17. 30.91. L1 " 7
* .4.24, 46.53. 7 3994s 4)20, 42.15. NL I !^9
* 43. ,4 , 4 .24, 44.3 , 43 .0-3, 43.-2. 44.24 44. ,C . .-L " 's
* a"*:fj 4 .27,. 46.3), 45.3j. 45.42, 46.33, 47.57. tLM 51-
* 48.23 4. .'3,5 4C;.7, 3.C.. 50.0-. 52.15, C?.75. P L- .11
* 54.23. 55.126. 56.37. 57.04,. 5,.3'.) 59.56, 60.15, '1 L4 5 ,12
* t.& 189 62.22, 62.5 ., (3.73., 4.29, 6.63. 66.51. "." vL13
67.2s. 67.70, 6L0.8 69.A7. 68.3'S, 69.10. 70.73. WL'A E-14
. 71.77. 71.84 72.66., 72.36, 72.8, 72.51. 73.10, %RLM 515
* 72.51. 73.4.0, 73.10. 73.4 , 73.17. 73.91. 73.54. PRL'i ! 1'
S 14 .43v 74.36, 74.21. 74.65. 75.17, 75.17. 74.73. V.RLI 517
* 75.39, 75.91. 7612. 75,97, 76o50. 76.28. 76.95, RPL-1 518
* 77.76, 78.36, 78.5 E, 79.47. 79.34. , 79.84, 79.54. W F LM. 512
* 79.64, 7 .' 1, 79.4. 79. *93, 1.32. 82.87, 83.91, WLM -52
* 84. 35. 84. 2, 5.tP9, E(6.1.3, 16.37. 866. 53, 87.09. P L '. 521
S , 8.13, 89.4 65, 90.27. 9 .64. 91.01, 91.83, 92.12. PL'- S22
* 92. 12. 92.12, 92.64. 93.63, 93.38, 94.05, 93.6!t, VLM E 23
a 94 19, 93.02. 93.38. S3.90. 93.75, 94.19. 95.01/ %RL4 !21,
DATA U12/ 65.57, 65.67, 65.9., 66.0C6, 66.79, 66.93. PLM 525
S66. 15, 65.96, 65.62. 64.74 (:4.06, 63.67, 63.23, V. P'LM 526
* 63.03. 62.54, 62.98*, 63.57. 64.54. 6f. 30, 63.71, h L4 527
* 63.66, 63.47, 64.15. C4. 83, 65.32. 65.8, 65.57, W L.M 528
* 65.37, 6C.67. 66.15. 67.42. 68.20, 68.15, 68.40, WRLM 529
S68 15. 68.15. 67.81. 6.93, f6.^54. 6 6.30. 65.96. wPt 5 :-Cr
. (.6.59. 67.'I.. 67.52. f7.14. 67&2. 67.71W ni.eA. wfl a I
. 67.23. 67.76, 67.96, 67.57. 6J. 30, 67.71, 25.OOL, hRLM'4 532
* 26.58, 25.43. 25.72. 25.43, 25.72. 25.19. 25.04. WRL4 533
. 24.169 23.63. 22.95. 22.51. 21.97, 21.14. 20.99. %RL- 53t
* 21' .43. 22.26. 21.87. 21.34, 20*99. 20.56. 19.92, RL . 535
* 19.48. 1.95, 17.92, 16.90, 16.22, 15.43. 15.24. RLM 535
* 14.0C1 13.78. 13.34, 13.09, 1?.70. 12.12, 11.92, WRLi 537
* 11*58. 11.14, 10.75. 10.17, 9.73. 9.0CO 8*70. hRLM 538
8.31 8.41, 9 .44, 9.92. 10.51, 11.39. 12.12, WRLM 539
S 12 41 13.48, 14.51, 15.53. 16.26, 17.C3. 18.17. HRL4 540
* 1880 19;.48. 19.58. 20. 17, 20.51, 21.48, 21.92, RL'4 541
S 21.92. 21.77. 22.75. 23.19. 22.95. 22.83. 21.97, WRLM !:42
e 20.99, 20.46. 2C. 17. 19.97, 19.53. 19.04, 18.41, hRLM 5 43
* 17.97. 17.29. 17.00. 16.70, 16.22. 15.82, 15.63/ VRLM 544
DATA A!3/ 95.97. 97.01. 9 6.78, 97.08. 97.23, 97.01, ,RLM 545
* 97.67. 97.38, 97.67, ,8.04, 97.89, 97.67, 97.38. WRL. 546G
* 97.67, 97.52. 97.82. 97.45. 97.60, 98.04. 98.63. WqL4 547
. 99.45t 99.52. 9S,23. 99.3%. 99.97, 100.26. 10C.12, ,RLM 54,h
100.56. 102.11. 1I4.04. IC4.25, 103.52. 103.89. 103.59, WPLM 549
103.69. 10.02.. 102.71. I C2.19. 101.52. 1I0.63. 99.07, RLM S50C
1 00I.12. 99. ., 99.82, 9.75. 100.26. 99 .75. 99.32, :RL4 551
S 100.6 .5, 102.1', 102.26. . C103.5. 104.70, 104.2 , 103.74, V.P-LM £5 2
* 1:04. 10.~, :. 3 106. 33. 1(c'.55. 1I7.81. 10 .70. 109.00. # PrL'4 553
* 10.52. 1, 2 9. , 10 .6 .E759, IC 7. 9 6 .4 136.70 106.7:' , U 1-Lr 55.
. 107.90. ..210. 1)6.77 . 1 C.14. 10 0.7 1 1 0.4)3. 110.5 5. R L.1 5'5S
* I 1.51, 1 12.40.. 1I 12.70. 1 13.44, 114.40, I 1),.10, 117.51. .L S'.f.
S106,. I 11.5 1. 1 1.65., 1 20.76. 120.69, 120.034. 121.65, wR.L M 557
* 121I.06 . 120.54,, 120 .91. 121.5 . 122. 17, 121.50. 121.9. i'; sr'.. 53.
* 1 :.L0., 120. 02. 11.0. 19.L: 11 . 73. 120.47. 120.54. .L. "59
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* 1'0 9 9 121.5.:. 122.3. 1 1.3, 2C' , 110 119.73. 119.8.* WqL4 5GO
• • 121 13,1 G , . . 1210.3, 1w2.3'. 1 ;3.2", 123. ,5 124.6 1 W L'A 5', 1
* 1?s. & , 12 .2 .1 4.54. 1i. CS, 1 i.3,. 126. 5, 126.17. ::LV 562
S12j2, 125.1I. it . 7 I 1 1.2u 'i3. 12.76 % L'L1 Al3
P 1 i.2- 2 12I."1, 1 I ?Ce .6 3. 127.50, 127.72. 12 .e;./ r '1 564
DATA LJ1/ I 1.5, C.5. IG*C7. 15.76, 14.5, .14.61. F-LM. 65
* 14..02, 13.63. 12.t0, 12.61 * 11.73. C.9 . 10.61. 'M_4 566
* 9.73. 9.63, 910, *.56, 7.3, 7.9 2, 7.39, UL 5 7
S 7.0, 6 .61, 7.29. 6.556, 5.54. 4.75. 4.02, r'L M 56I
* 3.29, 2.56. 1.83, 2.24, 2.85. 3.29. 3.63. % PLM 569
* 3.83. 4.17. 5.00, 5.*63 , 6.46, 6.95. 7.34, R L 570
* 8.61b , 9.34. 1 .41. 11.0. , 11.73. 12.1 , 12.80. W;LA 571
* 52.56, 12.22, 11.67, 10.61 , 10.02, 9.53, 8*90. UPRLM 572
* 68.46. 8.80. 9.29c 9.8, 10t56 11*39. 12.61. LM 5373
* 13.58. 14.80, 15.48, 16.70, 17.563. 18.36, 19.63. wRL. M 574
* 20 21. 20.60, 21.1 t *65 20.26, 25.90. 21.58, V.FL 4 575
* 21.?7, 21.97, 22.51, ;2.65, 22.51, 22.)0, 24.12. .RLM 576
. 25.04, 28.169 2.65, Z7.63, 2807. 28.75. 29,67, tiRLM4 577
* 29.97. 35. 11, 30.5S, _0.65, 3114., 31.43, 31.72, V 'LMI 578
* 32.50, 32.84, 33.92. 34.45, 35.33, 35o72, 35.72, %QLM 579
* 36.26. 36.65, 37.48, 27.6-2, 37.92. 38.45. 39.53. 5DRLM 560
* 40.35, 39.72, 3.89 , 39.43, 39.67 , 39.43, 39.26, V QLM 581
* 38.84, 38.31, 37.58, 37.72, 37.97, 37.33, 36.70, WL.Mi 582
* 35.87. 35. 19. 34.41. 24.02. 34.26, 3 4.55, 35.48, W.LM 5083
* 36.45, 37.33. 38.2, 28 3.8 . 39.28, 40.35, 40 ./ RLM4 584
DATA A14/ 129.28, 129.42, 1-23.24, 131.940, 133.13. 134.68. 6RLM 585
* 134.90, 136.53, 13.68. 1 27.8sb, 138.3t16, 139 4, 139.49, 'WRLM 56
* 140.23. 140.23, 140.97, 140.62. 141.04, 140.60s 140*08. WRLM 537
* 13d8.90 , 137. 4. 13-.60, 128. 16, 137.34, 136.16, 134.90, PR LM 588
• 136.09, 137, 64., 138.01, 139.3~4. 141.12, 142.0, 142.75, WnLM 589
0 143. 34, 144,15, 145, 86, 146. 15, 147, 19* 140,59. 149.55, .PLM 590
0 149.19, 150.59, 150.74, ICC0.95, 151.P5, 153.26, 154.59, ;WNLM 591
* 154.59, 155.55. 156.746. 158.07, 158.81. 159.62, 159.77, V.RL'4 592
0 160,07, 161.32. 1-?.66, 1 C3. 7. 163.77, 164.14, 165.91. WRLM 593
0 164.60. 163.77, 164.21, 13.40. 161.47, 161.1. IG 159.99, WRLM 594
0 159*55, 158.81, 157.92, 156.96, 155,92, 155.40 , 159.22, WRLM 595
* 155.85, 156.59, 156.44. IE6.81, 158.51, 158.51, 158,81. %SRL4 596
* 159.10, 160.07. 160.73, 161.55, 18251, 162.14 o 162.51. WRLM 597
* 163.17. 163.69, 153.40, 182.51, 163.25, 162.66, 163,10, VIRLM 598
* 163.91. 165.62. 166.12, 1f7.69. 169.32. 170.28. 171 C.02, WRLM 599
* 171.*83. 172.43, 173.83. 174.72. 175.76, 177.09. 178.35. WRLM COC
0 179,75, 17,.09, 178.72, 177.16, 176.20, 176.57, 177.09, WRL.M C.01
0 178.64,. 17;. 61, 179.66s. I (0,05, 18 d0.6, 1 1.46. 181.46, 'R L'i 602
a 182.49, 183.31, 185.(01. 1 4.79, 185.67, 186.04, 186.55, W RL 6,03
S1835.* 97, 187.01, 167.6C, 1E9.52, 189.52, 138.41. 187.00/ WRLM. 604
DATA 8314/ 41.53, 42.11, 42.16, 43.09, 42.84, 43.43. WRL4 6C5
. 44.06. 44.79. 45. 48 , 45.82. 46.45, 47.8 2, 48 .7, h RPL.' 606
. 49*47, 50.79, 51.28, 5O.CS, 52.55, 53.2. 53.964, WRLM 607
* 53.81. 53.52. 53.91. 54. 35, 54.74, 54.50. 54. 64. WrLM 608
0 54.99;. 55.03, ' 5.81. 56.69. 57.96. 58.74. 58.74. wRLi 609
* 59.23. 58.84. 5 F. 4, - . .a, 59.13. 5 8.40, 58.74. W. L 1i 610
. 59.17. 5.33. 5 .69. 5.;. 2 50.30. 58.7. 5G.94, ', L1 G611 I
* 59.76. 60.30. 60e.79, CI.A, , 61.32. 60.79. 60.40, VRLM 612
* 60.01, .60.30. 6C.79. E.23, 61.6f, 62.30, 62.11, WRLH 613
0 61.47, 6 1. C6:. 6 ( .5 . (0.25, 59.',7, 59. 13, 59.03. W.L'1 I 14
0 59.03, 57.96. 57.72, 57.13. 56.06. 55.09. 54.25, WR M 615
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5 -.72, 52.79. 51.-91, ,3.o 51:2, 52.33. 52.9'j VL.M t16
* 53.42. 5,4. 05. 35.30 -3*. 4.3. 594 55.32, vLM 617
S 6 .6 l 55. , 56.50. 7.C3, 57,?3, 50i 11 58055. :.:L t 610
* 9.42., 59, ./, .". 0-. 11 6.'.1 59. 2. 6.0,51 .. tLM , .
* 9.72, 60.'5, 51.2 V c1.03. 61.52, 62.16, 61. , '.:L .22
* 61.81 62. 45. 62.32. (3.47. 64.10. 61-4.79 64 . " 6. L 21
9 63.'1, 64.49, 65.13. (0L.6, 66.10, 65.37, 64.7a 
, W7Li 1 22
* "S.2,, 64.35. 64.4o9. C4oC 63,91, 63.67, 64.15. QL'i 623
i., 1, 65.27. 6E5.57, 5.37, 65.96. 66.35, 66.79/ W.Lf 624
CArA AJ t/ 106.34. 185.08. 1 E-.79 164.34. 182.27, 180.7). 'Lr L :'25
a 1B0.72. 179.16, 177.83. 176.79, 176.279 177.6-I. 177 16. W RL. 626
* 17b5*3. 17 39. 172.03. 172.57. 171.39. 1705 171. 1, W L. 627
0 171*32. 169.84v 1668.36. 1C *21. 166.13, 165.17. 163.84, 3  ILM 628
* 162.66. 161.77. 1508 C8. 1 9.9,) 159.62. 15.44, 157.33, WRL1 62s
* 1E5.25, 153.48. 153.77. 153.03. 152.74. 151.04, 150.59, WRL'4 :30
* 149.26, 145.30. 147.56, 146.0). 144.75, 145.63. 144.82. R L4 631
* 142.67, 141. 56. 139.79, 12o.82. 13905,9 130.23, 137.42., WRL 'i 32
* 136.3, 135.05, 132.94. 12?.63. 131.57. 130.76, 129.65, 5V.rLM 33
* 128.91 12. 65. 129.659 128.639 128.02, 126.sG , 125.35, V'L4 634
* 12, .76, 124.61. 1232.87. 122.91. .121.50. 12C.02. 118.10. VL4 635
* 116-55. 11.07 113.44. 112.85, 111.07. 199. 081. 108.92. WRLF 636
* 107.37. 106.41, IC6.35, IC?03.26 1C9.59 111.22, 111.74, WRL4 637
0 112.40. 111.59. 11C.33. 109.81, 108.92. 108e.48, 107*74. V. LM 638
* 107.07. 106.33, 1C5.81. 104.19, 102.41o 101.82. 101 .309 V.RL. -C39
* 100.41. 99 35. 97.52, 96.04. 9 5.90. 94.79, 93.08. 14RL'i -40
* 92.94* 91.46, 89.53, E8.13. e6.79. 85.83. 84.65. , WRLM 641
e 4 ,- ;" c . P3-.3! , -.. 2,65, . . .1 .-":. V L!I f- i2
* 684,*79 85.53. 86f.05 E5.76. 86.50. 87. 16, 36.50/ RWLM 644
CATA 815/ 66.74, 66.93. E6.54 67.57, 67.81. 67.81, wILMt 61.5
a 6d!59, 68.54. 68.93. C3.93. 69.27, 69.66, 69,71. VRLM 646
* 69.62, 69.42, 69.62. (9.52, 70.25, 69.47, 68.34. WRLM 6.7
* 66.20. 6V.30, 69.23, 69.23. 69.81 , 69.86. 69.57, WRLM 6t,8
* 69.27. 69.42, 68.98, 9.71, 70,54, 70.54, 70.44 WRL 1 649
4 70.40, 69.86, 70.54, 70,35, 70.74. 70.59, 71. 22. WRLM t65
* 71.32.. 72.00. 71.61, 71.03, 70.93, 71.66.* 72.05. VRLM 651
S72. 15, 72.40, 71.86, 71.66. 70.59. 70.88. 70.59. V.RLM 652
* 71.13. 70.79. 71*27. 70.839 70.40. 70.40. 71.42, WR L4 653
* 71.96. 72.54, 72.13. 73.03, 72.98, 73.47. 73.52, V-RLM 654
.0 73.27, 73.71. 72.32, 72.79. .72.54, 73.52. 73.47. WRILM 655
0 73.61. 73.37, 73.13, 73.76. 73.65. 73.32, 73.03. WRLM 656
* 72.93, 72.98. 73.55, 74. 15. 74.00, 74.54. 75,03. Vd L -I 657
* 76.0: , 76.35. . 76.20, 77.03, 76.30. 76.55. 76.20, WRL'1 658
S756.0.u 76.69. 77*27, 77.25, '76.83, 76.C0. 75*06* WRLM 659
* 76.0 05, 76.C5. 75@52, 75.66, 75.61, 75.86, 75.95, VRLM (.60
* 75.56. 75.22, 75.17. 7. 74. 74*75. 74.78. 74.44. VwRL4 661
* 73.7b. 72.74, 72.85. 73.42, 73.37, 730 .18 72.49, "RLM CG2
0 72.15. 71.66. 71.22. 70.69, .70.15, 69.65. 69. 65, %RLM (63
.0 69*52. 60064. 68.05, 67.32, 66.84, 65.96, 66.64/ VR LM1 664
CATA Alb6/ 85.24. 85.24. E4.42. 03.31, 02.23o 81. 91, WRLM 665
* 80.et. 80.21. 79*02, 77.1, 77.02, 77. 25, 76.65. WRLM  -. 6
* 7.99. 75*69, 74.*1, 75.02, 74.06, 73.04, 75.69. VRLM 667
" 75.91 , 77.02. 77.32. 7.3,t 79.,32, 3C,06. 80,06, V.1'L 60
0 80 .95. 80.72. 79.(1. 78. 7. 77.47, 76.50. 75.9. htLM 659
S 7 -*91 74.'i *. 74.2 .1 75. ?. 74.6. 73. 17, 72.29, WIRLM I 670
0 71.40 , 70.21 , 70.61, 71.10, 71.47, 71.84. 72.21. Wi' L4 671
1-97
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* 71.b4. 72.21. 72.21. 71.~, 72.43. 72.356. 71.10. ~ .l1. 6'2
* 70. 14. 69.47. 67.85. (6.37. CG., 07. 66.Z,3 66.C , 1 -'LV 7: 3
S 665.90 C 7 .99, 67.40, 6c. 2), 64 9'., 635. '92 63.4*' n Lj " 74
* t,2.74 , 6.2.07, C1.04 , C;.74. 7 , (.r . 59s85 5d., -) '" .'
5* L 1,,t.9, 56.00, -b .63. .,67. 53.93. 52.7t 52.01. .1L L t. .
* 51.L , 51.19, 51.04. EC.2.5, 4 ,940 4e~45, 46.16, * '1 6 '1
S 460b.6 . 46.31, 45.35. 44.01, 43.05. 41.13, 40.39. A .'M t. .
* 30893. 38.31. 37.06. 35* i1, 35005, 33.95. 32.94, 11 L 1 679
* 30 0, 31.28. 3C.69. 30.39. 29.95. 268.9. 27.2), U.LM . G. C
S 25. b. 24. 03. 22.92. 2.25, 21.00, 19.59. 18. 3. %9LI. 4 1 1
* 17*9 , 17.5C 9, 1 .7C, 16.4r, 15. 15. 14.11 13.59-, WPLM 632
* 12.63. 12.26, 11.67. 10.86, 10.04, 8.93, 8.04, W2.LM 6.83
* " 7.23, 5.30, 4.34, 2.49, 1383. 1.09. 0.49/ VPRL' 634
GATA 016/ 67.42. 68.44. C9.08. 68.96. 69.139 70*30, V.PLti 605
* 71.32, 72.15, 72.10, 72 C-.93, 7249, 71.22. 71.61, %R L.M ;f6
* 72 49, 72*6.4, 71.96, -1.27. 70.49, 69.7. 69.27, V.: LM 6Fj7
S6d .79.; 6. 564, 67.62, 67. 37, 67.62, 67.27, 66.49, WR RL 4 6i3
* 65.27. 63.37, 6C.01. C6.q4. 67.03, 66. , 67.42, '' LM4 6'09
* 68.2. 68.98, 66.30. (7.71. 67,27, 66.35, 66.25, %RL"1 690
* 66, 20 , 66.20. 66.15. 6.35, 66.74, 67.13, 68.05. VRLM f91
* 69.32. 70. 30, 71.37, 71085. 72.30. 72.98, 72,93, v'RLM 692
* 73.13. 72.E', 71.71, 71.57, 70.93, 7C.25. 70.05. V;PLM 693
* 69.18, 68.54, 6e8.10o, c8.5, 68.7'4, 68.79. 69.13, WRLV (:94
* 68,88, 69.23, 69.37. (8,69. 65.49,. -66.45, -66.54, WZLM 695
* -66.45, -6 5.71, -65.81. -65.5 81. -65.23, -65.47, -653.13, wRLM 696
* -65.03, -65.32, -65.42, -(5.27, -65.62. -66.01 -66.69, V RL M 607
f -66eP t - 66.54. -66.25. -(6e 69. -66.49, -66.64. -66.98. WvRLM 698
6 .7 ' Q -67.t65: - -f R *7. -6A.7A. -68.84. -68.159 %.0LA 6c9
* -67.47. -67.47. -67.86, -C. 25 -68.59. -58.64. -69.27, PR L m 700
* -69.37, -69.47, -69.27. -69,71, -69,52, -69.27, -69.52, WRL'4 701
S-b9.o23, -69.81, -69.71, -69.91, -68.8, -68.74. -68.33, WRL4 7C2
* -68.7;F, -69.62, -69. 86. -69.62, -69.47, -69.71. -69.37, WRiLM 703
S--69. 52, -60.03, -69.c66, -(9.52, -69.62, -68.93, -69.18/ iRL M. 704
CATA A17/ 359.53. 358.42. 357. 15. 356.94 356.42, 355.90. WRLM 705
* 355.02. 354.72. 355.02, 354.13, 352.37. 351.76. 351.93, VRL. 706
• 351.39, 350.87, 350.21. 349.17. 347.99. 347.54, 346.8d. V.RLM 707
• 345.76. 345.10, 342.77. 341.77. 340.73. 340.*PI, 339.18,. W;RLM 708
* 338.66. 337.55, 337.1 . 325.73. 334.74. 335.03, 333.35, WRLM 709
* 333. 11, 333.26. 333.26, 322.15, 331.63, 331.10, 329.43, WRL3- 71C
* 329. 19. 327.93, 327.41, 325.49. 324.82. 322.89. 322.01. P LM 711
& 321.19, 321.12. 320.30. 319.85, 319.19, 318.45. 317.71, WRLM 712
4 317.12. 315.05, 314.09(. 313.42. 312.01. 310.31. 309.42, VR L A 713
* 308.24. 307.43, 305.50. 3C4.2 4. 302.69, 301.24. 300.39. V, LM 1 714
. 29.t 71. 298.84, 297.88, 299.28, 2SS.99, 299.36, 298.91, V.RL4 715
S299, 43 , 299.36, 299.95, 299.43. 29b.32. 297.838. 296.69, 'MRL;1 716
* 296 .5;, 295.51. 29q.51. 295.21, 294.62, 293.88. 294.8., WRLM 717
* 294.92, 296.4 0, 296,55, 27.2 9 297.43, 298.10o 293, 84., v. fL.1 718
S299,65, 3C00.17, 3 0.76, 3Cl165, 3CC0.91. 299.65, 298.77. WLM 719
S 298.03, 2'7.66, 29 .8. 295.21 293.53. 293. 14. 292.55. .1"i 720
. 292. 3 291.29. 20.63. 2 0.55. 291.51. 292.40, 291.8 , CLM r 721
* 290.SS. 2.9,81, 29{C.40. 2 1. 379 292.25. 2 1,37, 291.29, WR L '. 722
S 290.7t 290.03, 2P ~.4 . 2E6. L,3. 2e6. . 2 5. 7. 284.63. 9 .mL.'.1 231
o 21.3. 15, 2 . 9, 2tU0...6, 2 . 8,.f 200 . 3 , 279. 1., 277.82/ b.iL4. 724
CA'TA 317/ -A.93. - 1.-n -(I.6. -6.37, -- ,9.27. -6 .37. ViRLI 725
S -69.13. -- .. ,. -6 .. 1. -f(9.3 s -. 9.C: , -65.42, -- 70.2' . iiL..i 726
a -70.,9, -7C33.' -7C6. -, Ci -69.' . -70.44t, -70.64, hRLM 727
1-98
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* -71.03, -7 1 .32, -7147. -71.32. -7 1'9',. -7V1'6, -71. 5!, L'1 72.
9 -72.25, -72. 15, -72.74, -73.C l, -i* ./, -72.25, -72.010. W-t .: -IF29
* -7~.33, -73. . -73.71, -73.71. -74.30., -7 .49, -- 74. :, L '1 7. 
* -74.7 . -75. 3, - 3.+,, -7 .,2. -7 .96,. -7€. ,, -7t.+. .J L.' 7:
• -77.u . -77.5, -7./ , -76.7 -7 , -. '.3, -7.,t3, t.<L 732
-7.C7, 0 -78.83, -7E.7C7 . - 7. 17 , -79.2, -79.47, -30.J.' ,..:Li "'.1
* -80.5-. -C 0.!4, -,C.I -79.7 -. -- 77.66 . - .03 s..B -7.t . " 'L 734
* -77.47t -76.93 ,. 3 -7f.2C, -75.03. 3 -74. 35 -73.,22 , -72.1, L '1 .1
* -72 15, -71.57. - 7 C0O9, -7 t. -7 .10. - c,4.47, -69.12, V:.LS 7.s
* -6*3 . - 67.96, -67.52,'. -67.13 -67,13. - (, 6 4. -66e45. .. 4L I 737
* -66. 42, -64.98. -6.49. - 4.4,9 -4 .4 9 -63.57, -63.71 V RL1' 7 ! .
* -63v23, -63.42. -62.6S% -f2,Yi. -61 .62, -62.54, -62.r1 9 WfLf 739
* -62*. 5, -63.13. -53.,2' -f4.6, -64.84, -6 27, -6c.C40, ;L I 740
* -66.45 , -65.71. -65.6. -66.15,-- -67.13, -57.62, -67.76, 1 RL M.' 7'1
* -67.76, -68. 49, -68.79. -69.669 -70.49, -76.64, -71. 596. W' r-L? 7;2
-72.3, -72.54., -72.74. -72.69. -71.91. -71.22, -71.2, L'P  ' 743
* -71.61. -70.7 , -71.22, -72.030 -72.35, -72?.05. -71.63/ V;P.L 7 4,
CATA Ald/ 276.34. 274,93, 272.71. 271.53, 26'.90), 268.30, WRL i 7':5
* 266.94, 265.39, 263.83 , 262.5., 261.32, 25_.80. 257.25, Vw;L1 7-A6
* 255.62. 254.14, 253.9, 252.65, 251.77o 251.10. 25t.58, .RL'. 747
* 249 47, 246.1, 246.44, 244. 96, 243.40. 242,07., 240.0 ^ , hRL P4 748
* 238.59, 237.04. 236.06. 224 .3, 234.00 232. 2. 23C.c2. vL'4 749
* 229.C5, 227.34, 226.83, 225.94, 224.38P, 223.64, 222.53, W LrLP 750
* 222.01, 220.02. 219.0CS, 218.* 17. 217.43, 215.13, 213.8 t' W LM 751
* 213.5,* 213. 95, 213.43, 212.62. 211.985, 211.90# 210.75. W L ' 752
* 211,28, 210.69, 21C.10. 2C8.62, 207.56, 205.9 5, 206.84. RL.1' 753
* 20c8.32, 20;.80, 211.13, 2C9.73., 210.99, 212,.28, 214.969, WP.L 4 754
216.39. 218.r2, 21Z.83. 217.94, 216.B3, 215. 13, 213.583, RLM 755
* 212,32. 21 .91. 21C,76, 211.28, 211,88. 213.C'6, 214,54, WPLM 756
& 214.32. 215.20. 214.32, 215.13. 214.39, 214.61. 214.61. WRL. 757
* 213.63, 211.95. 21C.99. 210.62, 210,84, 209.43, 209.95, WRL'PA 786
* 209.14. 2C7. 5 6 205.95. 2C5.95v 2C6.40, 205.88. 205.14, V;RL' 759
* 204* 1, 204.10 2 22.92 2C 1.44, 200.77. 199.74, 20C.63, .RL4 760
* 230.33, 199.59, 199.74, 193.77, 198.70, 197.96, 196. 11, 'RLM 7.1
* 195.00, 194.11, 1935 1952 192.11, 191.37, 18I9.97, 186.71, 1RL4 752
7 18 .30. 185.53 184.0(5, I 2.57. 11.16, 170. ?B 9, 176.72, WRL4 7563
* 177.61, 176.05, 174.20, 173.02* 171,91, 171.54, 170.87/ WRL'i 764
DATA 818/ -71.76, -71.47, -71,37, -71.22, -71.66. -71.76, VRL'.4 765
0 -71.52. -71.2?7. -71.13, -70 .8, . -70.05, -70, 83, -70.8C, RL'4 7 66
* -71.03, -71.96, -72.74, -72.83, -7205, -73.52, -73.91, WRLM 767
* -73.03, -72. 89, -72.88 -73.039 -72.74, -72.49, -72. 44, W RL' 768
-72.50 -72.-4 -72.15. -72.79, -73.81, -74 .69.' -74.8G, WRLK. 769
• -74.,49. -73.96, -73.61, -73.61, -74. 15 -74.69, -74.39, WRLiP4 770
* -74.25, -74.49, -74.9(, -74.93, -74.54, -74. 35, -75.C8, t"' 1. " 771
S--? 75.37, -7( .30, -76.20s -75.96. -76.54, -7.3. -70.64. rLiLM 772
* -76 .25. -75.91, -76.15. -75.96, -76.00, -76.15, -77.05 WRLN; 773
* -77.27, -77.17' -77.61, -77.95, - 7 .54 , -78i.93. -79,47, wLM. 7 7.-
* -79*.2 7 -7.( , -80.1, I C -E0.15, -0.39, -850, 25, -80 44 V h-.L'i 775
* -79 S1 , -80.25, -81.23, -E2.22, -02.73, -53.42. -04.25, WR L'-M 776
* -- e0.6 ,. -0 .17 -05.71, -[6.13. -86620, --- 68, -67o22 W rLM 777
* -07.27 -- 7.07, -8.54. -E5.1 0. -65,27. -9r.22. -04. * L LM 773
0 -c$4073, -4.95, -4.. 92, -E5.27, - 5.6, -3.75. -3.37, RL: 179
* -1 5.27. -;65.03 -84.73, -65.37, -35.9 , -. 6.0, -05.32, 0.-5' 7.30
* -64.3, -55.12, -0 ,4.6, -E4.5'. -34.3 * - . 00, -83,6 , ' i t 7JI
* -8., ., -- 3.90, -63. (6, -E 3.93 ;,61 63. , C-f .. ) -03.., RLM4 732
* -0.3. 7, -8342. -83,5 ,fj - 3.27. -03 .47, -3.332, -83.22, R L 11 -3
1-99
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* -8312, -83. :37. -3*17, -C3.22. -83.27, -12.83. 8 3.0/ rL' 7.1
CATA AIV/ 17C. :0, 17C,5 o 110-.'70 l,)* ,/2-., 16c;. 39 166o739 , W,. 7 .t,
* 1t 7.7u, I O6 ,. i: C. I d46:i. 1/;3. ,4 16 4. )6. 164. 1, tr..L 7 ;:
* 165.91 * 167.54. 15.42. I L-, ,l 1L9.69. 17.?1 , 18. , , ','L I 7':
* 169. 10 I. 1 1 ., 167.3 . I c6.6., 1C25, 16'. '4, 1 4.6, Lr.-! 7:1k
* 163.25, 1 61C, ., 16( .35, 1 6 .51 159,77, 15,. 332. 159. 2. .; L'! 7 .9
* I ;9.030 150 .21, 161.47* 1 62.9 , 1653.916- 16 .7 -1 164.35f, "!:L 7 C
* 164.73. 1 6,.21, 162 '73, 163.10, 161 2,') 162 .53, 162.14, ?..,t.' 791
* 162* 73. 1,4.43, 164.14, 1 65. 1, 1 5.17, 165.91, 166. -3, :LM 7",2
* 167.76. 168.73, 170.28, 1(9.91, 170.65, I 9. 76. 168.13. ;! LM 7'?3
* 16.'Z, 16576. 165.54.- 1 63.54, 162.36, 160.29, 156.81, V;M1 7 -4
* 157.A2. 155.4, 153.77. 1E3.25 152.89, 152.c00 151.04, WLM 795
* 150.00, 1.852, 14.23, 146.23 145.86, 144,75, 143.26, RL'. "-,6
* 142* 15,* 141 19. 140.16, 129.42. 12 *45, 136.83. 135.05, hr<Lm 7n7
* 133.94. 132.46, 131.13, 120.39, 130.16v 128 .C-3 128.02. RL4 790
* 126*09. 124.91, 123.36, 121.13t 120,39. 118.25. 117.21, HPRLN, 799
* 115.51. 113.66,. 112.70C 111.4I I . 110.77, 11C.18, 109. 0. ;RL .C C
S107.37 106C,.26, C104 ,46, 1C4.11 * 104.04, 1302.78, 101. 45, L4 8C1
* 100.34. 99.23. 9752, q6..41. 9585, 94.71, 93.60, V.RLM 02
* 92.7t 91;7., 90.12. 8.72.. 06.87, 85.90. 83.98, AiLM Sr3
* 82.65. 81.39, 6C.72. 79.32, 77.34, 76.36, 76.06/ VRL'I fi64
CATA 1319/ -a3.66, -82.90, -E4.44, -84*59. -84.98, -85.12, kRLf VO05
* -85 17, -84.88. -84*49, -E4.39, -E4,78, -84.44, -84.C509 P.LM 806
* -84*44, -82.71, -83.I81, -83.71, -t3.27, -33.12, -82.0. ;RL'i C07
* -82.64, -82.64, -82.83. -82.49, -82.20, -82.0C, -81,76, .PLM 800
* -81.32, -01.61, -81.52, -10.93. -00.49, -50.34, -79.55. v. RL 8 9
* -79'0a. -77.95 -77.76, -77.65, -77.81 , -77.61. -77,17, RL'i 810
o -76*,93o -76o,549 -76o2C, - 75s76, -/5.37 , -7439, -74, 9 , L 81 j 1
* -74. 10, -74.10, -73.76, -73.42, -73.27, -72.03, -72.40o. RLM 81e
* -72.30. -72.49, -72.25, -71.71. -71.42, -70. 30, -703.20, N L. 8 13
a -69.86. -69.62, -69.27, -69,62, -69.23. -69.42, -65.84, %YPLM b14
* 65 -6 ,2535 .-6C. -67.01, -67.95, -67,86, -67.76. -67.52, hRL'4 815
* -67.81, -67.52, -67.57, -66.93, -66.69, -66.35. -66.20, kRLi 816
S-66.35, -65.6, -65.81, -65.23, --65.81 , -65.62. -65.32. hRLrM 817
S-65. 32. -65. 13, -65.13, -65.32 -65, 57. -65.67, -65.37. WRLM 818
• -65.37, -65.86, 
-66.40, -66.40, 
-66.01, 
-66. 10, -5.27, ~RLM4 819
* -65.27, -65.13. -64,Er, -64.9;, -64.54, -64.88, -65,42, %PLM 820
* -65.76, -65.^2, -65*9., -(5*76, -64.98, -64.69, -64.84, WRL'I 821
* -65. 52, -65.52, -65.42, -65.42. -65.13, -65.47. -65.23, hRLM 822
* -65.37. -65.42, -65.E57, -65.86, -65.71 s -66.01 -66.01, RLM 823
* -66.40. -66.45, -67.13. -67.03, -67.96, -60.84, -69.23/ 'aRLM 824
DATA A20/ 75.e23. 74.58, 73.17, 72.43, 70.95. 69.77. tRLM 825
. 68*,4, 67.03, 65 18. 63.48 ,9 61.78, 60.37, 117.95. RL'4 6 26
a 117.14, 116,32, 115.07,' 115a81, 116.18, 11551, 115.31, WRLM &27
* 115.21 I 14.2, 114.47, 114. 33. 113.81, 114. 18, 113,4 , RL'.I 828
* 114.33, 114.A33 , 1138El 113. -3, 113.22, 113. 59. 113. 44 WPL.M 8..9
* 113.36, 114.18, 114,47, 115.29, 116.18. 117.58. 118.4., LM 830
* 118.84. 120.25f, 121.5E, 121.50. 122*54, 122.76, 122.69, kPRL.M 31
S122. 99, 123.73, 124.32, 124.61, 124.32, 125.35, 125*50, bRL'4 832
* 126.54, 127.C, 120.31. 128.90. 130.02, 13(C.16, 13C.53, tRLM 833
0 130.98, 130.,'3. 131c.30. 132, 16. 133.05. 133 . 13, 132 .6. V.RL?L P334
S 133.7. 134. 61, 1307L , 126 .38 137.27 137 86, 137.71, 10LL 835
136.9s 13(.16. 13C,46 1250(4 136.97. 136.90, 138.1, 61. 836
S 13 ,6 12,  1 39. 5s 141.04 * . 3' , 1 ,41 * 78, 141.64, 14 2. 1 5, V. R L .b
1 40 , 1  ,7 1 242,., I/2 0, 143,04, 143 12, 144100 .(1. 0
* 14 3,05 1, /..23, 143,93 4, 3,, 1 .04, 11:507 s 146s.107 V.RL 5 39
1-100
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* 146.23, 146.32, 1-. 37. I 47.2, 1 0 4. 9. 4.. 5 1 148.3?, 'V ~tL ' ' E
* l 6*o.J 150.C0, 149.41, 11..,K 1, . 151.4-.0 151.4 . '..L r:.1
* 152 t.j, 152,96. 3., 1 -3. 1 9 153.1e0 . 153 11. 153.'J-, ' . . "..
* ,1 2 9 d . 153. ,f . 1 .4 4, 1 3.70, 4 t. -4. 14, 15 3.'. 152.'- . h.:'t' L '*.
* 153*03, 153.11, 1 2*4. lttP 2, 1t2.29. 1 5. f4. 151.L.1/ Vi.0:1 F 'I
VATA 020/ -6 .37, -65,37 - d- 0 -6 ti 79 -,. - 1 '3, -67.37o %.;!L-I -!4..
* -67.47. -66.9c, -67.CP, -C 5 6 , - (.9,..- -C,(.6 9, -34.41. .;L'4 F.-.o
* -34.6,3 . -34,209 -32.77, - 2. o -32.31, -31.77, -309. . L . ' 7
* -30.36. -29.VI2 -2.70 -27.72, -27.33. -26.9r. -26.31. 'i.L'i .4
* -25*0 8. -24*65. -24.2. - 23. 73. -23.34 -22.70, -21.87, ,'PL' F"9
* -20.46, -21.60, -2C.*9Cs -20. 9, -20.26. -2C.o 26 -20. , LM 83'
* -19*68, -19.50, -19,29, - I.41. -18.02. -17.29, .- 16*61, 1 I.rL 8,51
* -16.17. -16.90, -16.22. -15.87. -15.34. -14.60. -13*97 , RLM ;52
* -13.97. -13.53. -14.41, - 14.22, - 1. 65. -13.73, -13.24. V:KL 4 653
* -12o90, -12.36, -11.97. -12.61. -12.22, -11.67. -11.05, H<LrLM 853--
* -11.44, -11.92. -11.97. -11.73, -12.07, -11.L7 -12.65, fLM 'S:5
* -12.95, -13. 4. -1 3.78. -14.22. -14.95, -15.39, -15.7S, V.PL4 E 55
* -I.17 - 17.24* -16.95, - 16*.2G. -15.24. -14.22, -13.14. WnLM 557
S -- 12*75 - 11.92. -11.52. -10.75, -10.31, -11.24. -11*48. WPFL'4 58
* -12.02. -12.65 -13.58, -14.07. -14.12, -14.L.3 -15.14. , L4 839
-16,07, -17.30. -1.23. -1-.70, -10.70, -1c.34. -19.97, W;-LM 000.
* -20.21, -20.26. -21.24. -21*39.3 -22.31, -22.70 -23*495. .RLM 4 61
* -24.07, -24.51. -25.33. -25.33. -25.68, -26.62. -26.31. R L 'l 852
* -26*55. -26.99. -27.38, -28.41 -29.19, -29.63, -30.16, P L'4 b63
* -30.5,s -31.0t. -31.63. -22.06 -32.55, -32. 0. -33.67/ ,PL. i 664
DATA A21/ 151.04. 15C .44 150.30, 149.'-6, 146.74 . 147.56 V, RL' E(5
* 146.89. 145.86. 144.75. 113.86. 142.97, 142.03. 141.34^, PLM C66
* 139.e86b, 139.56. 139.46. 129.12, 129.56, 139.71, 139.34. rL'4 6567
* 138.97, 138.16. 137.49, 127.49, 138.08, 13e.01. 138.75, %P.LM 856
* 137.71, 137.49, 136.75. 125*79. 136.09, 135.C5, 135.12, P L.M 869
* 134.09. 133.27. 132.16. 121.503. 130.61 . 129.20. 127.43. RL4 875
* 127*43. 125. 3 124.61. 124.17, 123.28. 122.76. 121.65, L'i 671
* 121.13, I19.43. 118.25, 117.29. 116.32, 295.44. 296.03. L L M 572
* 297.58, 298.47. 296.47. 296. 18, 297.06, 297.73, 298.40. V.RL'i 873
* 299* 14. 3CC,91 3"0.32, 3 C0. 76, 302. 39, 303.21. 3C4 * 1 o .L'l 874
305 .28 305.72. 35.o 87. 3C5.65. 305.65, 306.69, 307.43, t. P LA 875
* 300 .31 , 309.20. 309.94, 311.72. 313.05, 313.C05, 313*07, R L'. 876
* 314.31. 314.90. 315.8 C. 316.46 . 315.72, 315.27, 314.680, RLM4 677
* 314.24. 313.94. 314.68, 315.64, 316.60. 317.27, 315.16, vL.'4 e7,
* 318*23. 319.19, 319.64, 320.45, 320.90, 320.45. 320.16, URLM 879
* 320.75 321.19, 322.82, 324.45, 325.26 325.086, 326.52. ,WLM 880
* 327.41 328.22, 329.33, 329.70, 330.44. 331.70. 332.81. :LM 881
* 332.29, 332.07. 333.32, 324.A4, 335.25. 336.74. 338.22, V PL4 882
. 339. 18, 338.59.g 337.70, 326 01, 335.92, 334.74. 335.25. WL 803
* 336.07. 336.8. 337.92, 327s704 336.59,9 336.C0. 337.15/ ,RL', 884
CATA E21/ -34.60, -35.53. -26.26. -37.19, -37.33. -37.87, Ir'LMt 85
* -38.36, -38.36. -37.92. -26.55. -38.26, -37*87. -37.53 , LM 886
* -37. 2. -36.55, -35.87, -25.33s -54. 6 ;, -33.63. -34.65. .PLi b87
* -33*97* -34.21. -34.6C, - 23.82, -23.43, -32.99. -32.50, 'RLM 8E 8
-32 26. -32.84, -32.99. -33.19, -34.1. -33.07, -33.09, ,RLM , 659
* -31.87, -31*38, -31.24 - Z L-0v -3C,99, -31.58, -31.30, .RLki 0.90
* -31.97, - 31.2, -32.41. -23.04, -33.43. -33.77, -33.87. RLM '1I
* -34. 11, -34'2.), -34.45, -24.70, -34.41. 82*59. 82.78. LM f92
* 82.9.', 02.34. C1.0C6. f0.. q 6C0.93, 8 .59, 81. 17* %rL'4 ;093
* 61.4/7 81. 8.3, 81.42, (1.76 61, '.90 , 82.-4. 82*10. L M E'4
. .02.21, 82.59, 82 .15. EI.71, 81.42 81.71 081.37. rL'4 695
1-101
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* 81. ,, 82.54, 31.95, £2. 1. c. 137. 81.ii, 31.1 ir;L'I t IC
* 81.37. 1.0I. 81.17, 1.42. .. 5* * 81.t3 . 3Il. * WL1 E)7
* 81.61, 82.29, 82.73 62.83. 3.3 E. 3.27 2'2 'L'" E'
* &2.. u2.3, 32.64 f2.3.. 64 1. A  82.93, ":;'L -.')
* -322. 82.17. 53-.37, E36t o 3,.32. -33Z.,. 3.2~2, ..PL I '
* 63.51bS, 83.51. 2.22, U3.61. .3.32, 33.:1. 3.42. L '"
* 83v3.'., 82.73s u2.0 . E3., 03. -2.59. 82.-39 ! 3.03, L- 2;
* 62* , 82.39. 82.25. (2.0). 61 .66 81.42. 81.12. St.' .'' 3
* 1. 32. .81.76. 81.6L. E81.27. U1.12. 8C.54. 80.73/ HLA '4",
CATA A2.2/ 337.48, 34(..r7. 3C0.51, 340C935. 341.18., 341*47, YLt1 915
* 34-2 4 3* 343.25, 34t. ,C 345.75, 346.36. 347.91. 346.CO, 'L:M c 36
a 346..3, 345.02. 344.28. 344.43, 343,.47, 343.03. 343.10. VFRLM 9S 7
* 342.7J, 342.51, 342.14, 340.656. 340.58. 339.62. 340.36. VRLM 91)(
* 340.0", 33E.66, 33-55, 3/.0.07. 333.59 , 338.066. 339*99, DL' 929
* 338.96. 337.62. 337.70. 328.3 35 , 339.33, 339.*2, 338.85, .PL'.M 910
. 337. 5, 337.25, 335.V0. 324.44. 333.26. 332.44. o 332.22 LIM1 C11
* 333.4 , 334.89. 33C.5 1. 327.40. 337.7C. 338.07. 337.8!. .LM 912
. 337 .1, 336.2. 335.18, 324.22. 333.33. 332.52. 332.C7. VRL'i 913
* 331.03, 331.26, 332 .C. 322 .6. 334.00, 335.03. 336.22. 'PL -l 914
* 335.63. 33r.33, 333.7f, 322.0('4. 331.92. 331.11, I 330.00. .,RLM 915
* 329.11. 328.30. 327.4 1, 32 6.6 , 326.0 39 324.32. 324.45. V.PLM 916
* 323.34A 322.3., 321.64. 320.45, 320.16 319.34, 319.19, YRL4 917
* 318. 16, 318.08. 317.71. 317.34. 316.46, 315480, 315.C5. PL V 913
* 313. b0, 313.13, 312.53. 312.01, 310.90, 31C.31, 309.65, .L -1 919
* 410.24. 309.65, 309.42, 3C9.35, 307*80, 307.72, 306.91, HRL 920
* 307.57. 307.57, 3C . C 9 3(8.02. 3c7.2C. 306.32, 306.C3, RL" 921
31 rC~~ 7A0 C."; 3 C!-?4 t 3 r n, p l RP. C)I I0r."f n P. 9n.
* 307.13. 307, 65. 306.91. 3C6.76, 307.20. 308.31, 309.35/ HRLM 924
CATA 822/ 81.12, 81.66. E2.15, 81.56. 81.27, 81.47. 9 RL*t 925
a 81,.47, 81.81. 82.2C. 2, 29, 81.90, 81.81. 81 '.51. . R LM 926
a 80.8. 8C0.78, 8C.73, 0. 10. 80.30. 80.30. 79.71, %RL.1 927
* 79.61 , 79.81, 7E*93 78.v3 77.95. 77.47, 76.54, %RL'A 928
* 76.15, 76.30. 75.91, 75.17, 75.47, 74.74. 73.65, %RL1 929
* 73.71, 74.25, 73.66, 73.57, 73.37, 72.74. 72.69. WPPLM 930
* 73.27. 73.22, 73.57, 72.95. 73.37. 73.27. 72.59. 'ARLM 931
* 72.20. 72.69. 72. 10. 71.91, 71.52. 71.22. 70.88, PRL" 932
* 70*98* 70.69, 71.32. 71.57, 71.47, 71.08, 71.22, ,RLM 933
O 70.74. 70.35, 70.15, 70.40, 70.20, 70.25. 69.91, %RLM 934
* "69.62. 68.93, 68.93. C8.79. 63.49. 68. 54 68.25, V.PLI 935
* 68 *5. 67.47, 67.66, 67.47, 66.88, 66.55, 65.e6, hRLM 936
* 65. 2. 65.42, 65,18., 64.98 64.59. 64. 10, 63.67, URL*4 937
* 62.79, 62.11, 61.76 (1.32, 60 .45, 59.67', 59.52, hRLM 936
* 59.57, 6C.06. 60.35, 60.15. 60.11, 59.57, 59.81, %RL1 939
* 60,84, 61.23, 62 15, (2.69. 62.80, 63.25, 63.71. .RL'4 94C
S64. 10, 65 .13. 65.42. 65,91 65.36. 66. 15. 66.74, ~ RL' i elI
* 67.86. 67.57, 67.52, 68.30 . 6.54. 69 13. 69.42, ,RLM 942
* 69 Id, 68.69, 68.74, 9.32, 70.15o 70.15. 69.71,. .rzLi..1 943
* 69.47. 69.57. 7C44. 7 20. 74 70.54, 70*15, 69.96/ rQLt. 94.4
CATt. A23/ 309.35. 300.61. 308.24, 307.13. 30*46. 305.72. %.L.I 945
* 305.72, 30-4.54,. 3, A4.24, 3C .61. 3C 4.3:2 304.1.', 303.13, t '. 4
* 303,.'21, 302.47. 302.3c, 301.65, 301.06. 30CC ? ., 299.CS, ' RL'4 9"1
* 298.,. o 2.- 32, 'Q (.69e 24.6?* 294.;5, 293.51. 292.25, '.PL'1 91!.n
* 292.03, 290.25, 2C. .40 , 28. (6 ., 2 i9 . 1 291.29, 292.40, :L'4 S 94J
* 291 ,. 2Q0. 33. 2t;C77, 2 ' 7), 2t. 7 .59, 286.63, 206.4 3, -rPL4 9 S
* 287.00, 287.59, 26E 33. 2 .92o 2#;4. 4, 239.;. 291*81, .PRLM 951
1-102
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S .92. 77. 29-3.73, 2 . E . 2 .Z 1 2  " . 293.66, 24.,3. C3..M .52
2 . .40. 21. a9. 21. 1 . 1 .& 0 , 19.7 19 14. 19.7. f, 0 V.i
I C.,,0 20.E., 2C .'. E, 2 . 1'3. 2C.11, 1 .3 7, 16.7. .L't c,.
1 s.48. 17. . 16.$5. 1 * l 1C.2 , 15.74. 1t. C . VRi
* 15.'.i, 14.63, 1 .2. 13.67, 12.19, 1:.11 11 15. 1 rL"" 95L
10.,3. 11.23. 12.71, ! f ' 2 . 16.!1. lT2 s 16.46. C;LV I 7
* 17.37. 19.C0. 2C.63, 21. 14. 21.74, 22.4 3, 23.569, .PL 5
* 24.77. 25.21* 24. I 8. 34-.8*-3. 345.84, 3-45. 17. 343.4 ;'t4 .39
* 343.10. 342. 14. 34L.6 6,. 341.62. 340.5 >J 33S.92. 339.25. 1. L I iS4C
e 339.77, 338.B8, 336.74. 327.6?.2 336.31 , 335.92. 335.25. W!fLt 961
& 336 51, 337.25 , 335.,0*. 32 5.03 . 336.29. 336.96. 330.29, V'Lt' . 2
* 33 .,96, 340.07, 34r.2 1. 3 1.4 . 342.35 . 343.54, 344.20. A'Lt- 9 3
• 344. I i 344.95, 345.47. 292.9. 2;1.66, 290. 11. 283.63/ V. RL.1 G6
CIATA 3 / 7C.40, 7C.59. 70.,83. 71.8OP 71.37, 71.96. t.!.M .;6"t
* 71.61. 71.03. 71.5 7157 71.81. 72.37, 72.98. 73.42. ; RLt 966
* 74.20. 74.304. 74.64 74.9 ;3., 75.47,. 75. 47 75.71. s ,LM 967
* 7. 7b,6 75.96. 75.8 1. 75.71 , 75.22, 75.32, 75.52. V PL4 968
. 75.32, 75.81, 75.96, 76.4 . 76.93, 76.74, 76.93, PLM 969
* 77.27. 77.13. 77.56. 77. 13, 77.47. 77.76, 77.95. VPL-4 970
* 78 0, O, 78. 05, 78.20. 78. 15, 78.69. 79.27, 79.12. , RLM4 9 71
* 79*22. 79.32. 79.52, 79. 66, 80.20. 8c.39, 78.54. PLI 97Z
* 78.69. 79.03. 79.03. 79.22, 78.93. 78*.69, 78.64. , R LA 973
* 73.44, 7 8.34 , 77.91, 77.65. 76.93, 77.52, 77.565 t V.RL 974
* 77.47. 77.32, 76*..15, .03. 76.69. 77.27. 76.00, %L-t4 975
0 77.86. 77.27. 77.32. 78.13. 3 78.25, 78.9b. 79.22. tr. F L M 76
* 79.95, 80.15, 79.61. 79.03, 78.78, 79.03, 79.47, .F L. M 977
. 79.95. 79.95. 7C..7.I 79.95. 80.00e 8C. 30. 79.81. .I I 978
A 79.E1 7O. . 7F.... P. 6A.5 0 . f 63.6 . 1.4 970
* 63.86. 63.62, 63 .18. (2.79. 62.64, 62.40. 62.45, iF.LM 9c80
• 62.98. 63.08. 62.23. (3.71 , 64.15. 64.25, 64.59. V.PLM 931
S64.' 69. 64.79. 65.18, (5.76. 66.40, 65.57. 65.1. .RL..M 982
* 65.966 65.71. 65.96, CS. 76, 65.96. 66.1 . 65.91, V RL MF 983
* 65e37, 65.32. 64.69, E1.47, 61.71. 62.11, 62.79/ h RL..M '84
DATA A24/ 287.89. 236.65. 2C 5.59, 283.90, 22. 11. 281.00. WRL'i t,85
£ 261*23. 282.34, 2d2.45. 2 4 .?. 2E5. 15, 285.59. 285.59. V.r!LM C 30
o 285.37. 295 .81. 285.52. 2F(.C4, 284.7u. 283.96. 263.74 , '. Lt 987
• 282.34. 281.00. 27S.67, 28O.12.? 279-82, 279.C8, 277.82. .. L. 988
* 277.01, 276.04, 275.23. 274.27. 273.97, 272.71. 272.05, VIPLA4 989
0 272.20. 271.16, 27C.42, 270.230s 270.42. 270.57, 271.38. WRL4 990
271.75, 272.42. 273.97. 275.16. 275.01. 274.56. 274 .49. ~L, PL9M 91
* 274.86. 275.53, 275.52. 2 7.-. 82. 275.01, 275.39, 275.39. VPLMi 992
* 276.86, 270.34, 278. 12. 277.97. 278.41. 279.00, 279.67, VRL4M 993
4 279.00. 27.63. 279.23, 2C0.2. 200.71 251. 52. 232.34. VIrL4 994
S283.,15, 282.71. 283.0E. 23.4&5, 204.41 , 284.93. 285.67. V.PL4 995
* 286. 1e, 287.52. 286.92. 2E7.8. 2e8SA.O, 289.44. 290.40. kL't 996
291.29 . 29'2.33. 2?1.51. 291.66. 2 3.07. 294.33. 295.51. PRLM4 997
* 295.07. 295.95. 296.32. 2S7. C6. 296.99. 296. 10. 298.69. RLFi 9-98
* 2"?ts.32, 296.10. 2;4.7C, 2C3.-2". 292.25. 2"0.0O C , 291.51. PL'- 999
O 292.659 294.10. 295.44, 25.14r 295.449 294.62. 292.99. ViRLt1C00
O 291. 9. 2J*3.55. 291.22, 22. 7). 2 2.99 . 29 3. 83. 293. 29. V.kMt.IC 01
6 250.41 .?7t 27 C , 2'E. f':. 276. 1 2 74 , ', 273.01 , 272.05. V6dL'i 002
* 271.0. 27C.0.. , 25.90. 2' 0..2. 270.866, 272.C:. 273.3j . .nL'410i03
?74.4-) 27. a1, 27L-.(.4, 275.3'., 275.67. 276.71 , 27L.19/ %PLM1 C4
DATA L2-4/ 62.23. 63.91. ( 4.35 63.91, 64*.C e 64.01. 1:;L'A100 5
G .4. 3 ,. 6 t.i. ,P- 6"; ... 4 , C.(6, (.d k.," 1 ('* . 3., 65.32, 1F.L410 06
O 6.3:6, .6.74. (.8,.1. (b*.8. 0 8. 9, 69.37, 69.8~, WrILLMC 07
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* 6;.91 69.;. 69.27, 9.65, 6 1/. 69.;57. 69.62. L lr.'
* 69; .47, 69.57, 7C.0~ 81, 7o05. 70.20, 7"6f. VL' ".
* 70 .3s 71. 10. 71.-2, 72.2;, 72.'5. 12,5i. 73.1', FLri.;_ "
* 73.60 73.51, 73.c t 4.13. 73.01, 72c79* 71..81, e.r*L' , 1
* 71.42. 71.22, 7C-.74, 71.1 5 71.52, 71.91) 72.aI, VPL':1 2
* 73.52. 73 1 1., 72.54. 72. C.5 , 72.20, 77.14. 72'.4 , VF!L 111 !3
* 72.63, 73. C, 73.47, 73.42. 73.52, 73. C08. 73 3,' " i. ( 14
* 72 74, 72.25, 71. ; . 72.C), 71.71. 71.61. 71.13. rL 15
* 71.d6 71.61. 70.93, 7C.6", 7C.59. 7C.59. 69.95, v.L 11C!L
* 70*05, 69.32, 68.98. 67.6n, 67.23, 67.32. 67.13, "PL1' -17
* 66.69. 66.73, 67.?3. 7. 13. 66.45, 66. 59, 66,06, W R L 410 8
* 65ebo. 65.52. 64.9C. C5.71. 6.20 65*91. 65.1. LilrlC19
* 64.30, 63.67. 63.57. E3.0". 62.2. 62.35 62.59. C W RLMC. I c
* 63.47. 63.76. 62.74. (2.59, 62.11. 51.96. 61.81, v QLM121
* 7o.20. 76.10. 76.3C9. 76.3),3. 75*91, 75.56. 76.21. RL J r'22
* 75.91 . 75.56, 76.15. 76.6;, 76.93. 77.17, 76.80j , 1.LM 1C 23
* 76.83, 76.69. 77.17. 77.8i6, 78.05. 77.91 78.25/ 'RL. 1C04
OATA s25/ 277.15. 275.75, 275..C, 274.55. 273.75. 274.19,. ' RLMIC25
w 273. 7. 274.19, 275.97, 277.15, 278.71, 279.97, 281,97, %RLMI.26
* 281.23, 280.63. 279.52, 279.03), 277.60C, 276.55, 275.60, kPRL'10 27
* 275.01. 27.3.60. 272.49, 271.6), -269.90, 26),75, 270.94, V.RL"'1 C 2
* 272.49. 273.23. 274.27, 275.6 s 276.56, 27-8.4 9, 279, f57. VPL' 11C29
* 280.71. 281.97, 283.52. 2ES.07. 2(26.18. 217.44. 289.59. WRL41C30
* 291.29, 292.03, 29C.55, 291.37. 293.22. 291.59. 289.8 . ,rLP.I1C31
* 288.77. 288.40, 236.4 1, 2E5,22, 205.15, 283.45, 282.85, wfL'1132
* 283.22. 284.41. 253.89. 2E2.93. 282.41. 21. 15. 280.41, CL1 33
* 279.82. 278.93, 278.!2, 276.78, 2/6. 19, 274,64, 273.45, WRLM1034
* 2.2j, 270.64. 2o'.75, ;69.3., 269.90. 27C.12, 270.12, WRLM1035
* 270.49, 271.09, 271.6P, 272.34, 272.20, 272.49. 271,75., WLMIC36
* 271.38, 270.49. 269.46, 268,27, 267.31, 266.87. 266.35, W LM 1037
* 266.27, 265.39, 25.16e, 2f5.93, 266.35., 267.83, 269,01, V.RL41C38
* 269e61. 269.61, 269,46. 2(8. 35, 267.09, 267.63, 268.42, %PLM139
* 268.S09 269. 30, 270.57, 271.31 , 273.01, 274.19, 275.97, WRLMIC4O
* 277*23, 276.,26, 27E.78, 279.45, 278.75, 279.97, 257.10, WRL'41Ct41
* 255.44. 254.43. 252.73. 251.47, 251.62, 250.58, 249.62, WRL I1042
* 248.59. 247.92, 246.E8, 245.63, 244.66, 242*89, 242,74. RL'4M1C43
* 244.29, 246.44, 247.55, 248.22, 247.55, 246.37. 244.59/ RL'4.1044
CATA 825/ 78.25, 768.39. 78.25. 78.73. 78.78* 78o98. hRLM1045
* 79*32, 79,42, 79,.66, 78*983, 79.61, 79.91, 80.209 WRLMI(C46
* 8088, 81.47, 0C.9, EO.44., 80.39, 80.39, 80.98, %RL'41047
& 80*73, 80.44, 80*54, 0.69. 80.93, 81.27, 81.61, WRLMI'C48
* 81.51, 81.47, 82.29, E2.10, 32.64, 82.39. 82.73, WRL41 049.
* 82.64, 82,78, 82.64. E2,29, 82.98, 82.44, 82.59, .RL '. 50
* 82e73, 82.15, 81.22. E1.32, 081.22, 80.54, 80,30, hNLl r51
* 79.61, 7L.98, 79.27. 78.78, 78.39. 78.88, 78.69, WRL. 1052
* 780. *10. 77.91. 77.56, 77.66. 77.13. 77.08, 76.59. WRL tM.I CS3
o 76.96. 75.91. 76.2!. 76.00.. 76105. 75.76. 75.52, WRL'41 C54
0 75.u1 , 75.47t 75.52. 76.10. 76.69. 77.17, 77.55. PL41055
* 78 00, 77.86, 77.91. 78.49), 79.17. 79.32, 79.71. WPL'41 56
0 79.61. 80. ,C. I C.3. E0.49. 80.83. 01.089. 80.98, PLM.1057
0 80.76. 79.95. 79.52, 78.C t  78.0b, 77.91 . 77.76. piRL. 11 .8
* 77.37,. 7 .76 7(.20, 76.25. 76.30. 75.*71 . 74.93, -L410C;;
S 73.0I1, 73.96, 74.10 74.83, '. 74,* 7..o88 75.06, I L t 1 60
* 74.69. 7..9. 74.74, 74.03. 74,.59. 75.61. 68.* -0, tP.L 161
* 6r.9i C  . 6 .10. 68.8 , 8.98. 6-.1. 6V!.59. 60.79s V:RL'lf,2
* . ;69. 6 8 ., 68.79. C9.47. 69.37, 69.52. 70.*10. RLt: 63
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* 70.23. 70.15. 7.10. "049. 
7C83 ,s 70*83/ ILM15W
t
CATA A20c/ 24.3.40s 244-37, 244.65, 243o 7C 
242.96, 242.44, 'ALi' 3
243.10* 24.4. 22, 24 .40 24 .4
4
. 247 
i 5  2489 7.9 , 249.25, w1L I1'
* 20L*OJ,. 251.5 6* 2 - 1.62. 2'06, 252.36, 29 3 *7 254.9. FL' iC 
7
* 25.,I' 236. if 2536, 25.5E 
23 .2 -  2*6r5. 257. 10 *q 6 9.6
S24.22, 243.33. 2
- 1.b5l 24.?,P2, 239.33. 238.57@ 237.0':, 
WPL'1,r
9
* 235 cS6, 234.7 5, 5.63. 2 Z5 
5" 225.93, 236.6) 237,6.=, hLMI '
7 0
* 23869. ; , *15v 2-.C.59# 241*33, 242.59, 
244.C3 253.99. WRL'i5C7I
S.252s So 251.47. 25C.5. 248, o14 249*33. 
247.92 245.77. IPLMI f 7
2
S24bb.22, 247,70, 246,44* 244.7-+, 242.31. 
243, 13 , 24492*, .PLMI C3
e 244.6i1, 245.63, 247.03, 247.85. 
249.03. 251.2I . 252 4, lw L lC7
4
* 254.14. 254.58, 254.06, 2f3.31. 
261 9, 261.52, 260. 
5 
. wRL14lC75
* 259.32, 259,02, 257.32, 257.17. 25,21, 
25921., 250.87, V
J RL* 1C7 6
Sk5b.21, 259.69, 259.84, 2 0.13. 261.51, 
262.57, 262.13, %RLMIC77
* 263.39-, 263.17, 269.01, 2B.20. 261.67. 
265.24, 263.98, VRL1C70
* 264.05, 264 57o 266.13, 2(6.7, 267.46, 
268.57, 269,09, WRL i4 C79
* 269.69. 255.62, 257.02. 2E57.99 259.24. 
259.39, 261.249. WRLM1C0
* 261* 54 26C.21. 2538.*50, 257*84, 257.10 
255.99. 255.69. VRLM 1081
S2365.93, 235.86. 238.45, 237.41t 238.0S. 
239.78. 240.59, IAQL41C32
* 241.7d. 242.52, 242.37. 241 26, 24C.15, 
239.93, 238.82. 'ARLMIC33
* . 238*00, 237.C4, 236.45., 2.* 3, 260.56 
259.76, 259*76/ RL10154
CATA B26/ 70.93, 71.32, 11.52. 71.66. 
71479, 71.52. RL'.IC85
• 72. 1:, 71.96, 72.59, 72.15, 72.49. 
72.9"3 7.2s35. WRL'1086
S.72.59. 72.05. 71.76. 71.75. 72.74 
64, 7264 71.57, RL'IC8
7
S71Te 13, 70,93, 70.64, 10.5)v 69.31, 6 .42. 
0.64. PRLM I 8
* 72.59, 72.25, 72.30. 7142. 70.93. 
7.*93, 70.83, RL 41039
* 71.22. 71.91. 72.5C0, 73. 13 , 73.76 
73.91. 73.81. WRLMI(9C
e 73.*27. 73.57. 73.13. 73.52. 
72.98. 72.88, 74.59. WRLMI091
* 74.44. 74.25, 74.399 73.86. 74.10. 
73.66 73.71. s RL410
9 2
* 74.10, 74.44. 74.69, 74*73s 75.33, 
75.17 75.31, WRL'A1C93
* 75.71* 76.*05, 75.42. 75.47. 75.13 
75.91. 75.52. .RL'41C9
4
* 75.66, 75.32. 74.74, 71.03, 
71.18 * 70.63, 71.52, W
R L M1095
S71*32. 71*969 72.10, 72.83. 72.59 
72.64, 72.79, WRLM1 C6
* 73.47, 73.71, 74*15, 73.37, 73.32, 
73.03, 72.59, wRL41C97
* 72.40. 71.52. 72,44, 
72.35. 72.309 72.10. 72.35. 
%RL41 C98
* 73o08, 73.47. 73.18. 73.57* 73*37. 73.479 73*32. 
%RLM1099
S72.93* 75.61, 75.479 75.86, 75.56, 76. 00, 76.00, 
WRLA1100
* 74o49. 74.54., 74.69, 74.39, 74.74, 74.93. 75.66, 
WRLM1101
* 75.56, 75.86, 76.25. 76.33. 7654. 77.03. 76.93, 
WRL411 I02
S77. 13, 76.49, 7.05, 76. C5, 75.91, 75.47, 75.42, 
'RL41103
* 75*27, 75.47, 75.42, 75,71, 76.08, 76.69. 77*47/ ,RL4110
4
DATA A27/ 25.65. 257.39. 2!25 256.50. 256.88* 257.17, 
1ALM'1105
S258 21, 25895. 259.54, 2C0, 13, 260.87, 26C0.43, 260*38, RLM1 106
. 250.21, 24S.25. 249.84. 249.92. 248o59, 247.49, 247.70. 
WiRL'41107
* 249*10, 250.44, 251.25. 251.03. 262.00, 261,83, 260.73, WRL'4110B
* 260*87, 261.32, 261.76. 2C2.65, 266.57, 265.93. 265.24, WRLM1109
* 263.83o 263298, 2C. 0. 2C3.9&0 264.79, 265.39, 266.50, 
WRLMi11I0
* 266.6. 265.61 254.57 2(3.45,
6  263.31. 263.98, 264.79, WRI.P41111
265.61., 266,72, 265e39, 283. P3. 
2,.72, 265.31. 265.83, WRL:.111
2
-.266.42, 264.13, 262.31, 2C2.72. 
262.13, 261.46. 261.02, VRLt1113
* .261.39 262.13, 263.241 2(3.76, 263.90, 264.28, 150.39, aRLM'41114
* 149.939. 149.26, 14. 30. 147.71, 147.1. 146.97, 146.459 WRL'41I115
S 146.15. 145.26, 14 4.60. 143.93. 
14A.50 143.19, 142.23, RL'41116
* 141.64, 141.41, 140.67a 13 .79, 
139..2, 139.'$2 13(.3 . WRL'41 117
S 138.45, 13..29 131.07. 1'-d.Is2 "13.3 
q . 138.31. 138.31, bRL4111
* 137.(54 137,279 13. 90. 12. 4"; 135.7 , 13o46* 
135.42. WRL1119
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* 135. 12. 134.61, 133.94., 1 2.92 . 13 25,, 132.0. 132.0!, 1 9 rLM.i
* 131.72 1"1.320. 130.90. 1 1. *27, 1.'1 ., 131.72. 132.4'., o -L. 1 !
* 133,;7, 132.16, 135.13, 124.16, 1 ..,o4, 134.- , 135.:$, ' L 122
* 130.:.3, 133.C I 139.55. 1." 3) 141.19  142*"5 4l .i'(.1, .QL 11i 3
* 14.59- 145.49. 14t.23. 14 4 9 1 ies , 147.c'3 t, 148.4!/ . k L.'11' 1
CATA U21/ 77.42.,  77.47. 717.1, 7(;.15, 7L. 10. 7 .3 . 1 :L' I
* 7b.25, 7[.64. 738. 3 -, 78. 3 , 77.91 s 77.67, 7 .83. ' I.1 1t
* 77.3 76.93. 77.52. 77.91. 77.95, 78.10. 7 .3-^', V. L'.! 1 7
* 76.34. 7e.54. 77*'6. 77.17. 73.33. 7.73, 79.0 3. VRL") 12-3
* 79.71, 79.52. 74.37 78.93. 7381. 73, .6 73.76. .FL 11;!
'
* 73.8, 74* 15, 74.69. 74.74. 74.93. 74 .59. 74.50, .RL?113^
* 73,9, 77.17, 76.76. 76.88. 77.27, 77.47, 77.61. hNLMi 131
* 77.27. 76.20. 75.81. 75*91 76.35. 76.20, 76.5., .-L it 132
S7b6.30, . 68.40, 68.4. 63.40. t 0.74. 68.69, 68.98. UPL'! I33
* 69,37. 69.66, 69.47. 69. 18, 68.83, 68.40, -10.27, V.Lt M134
S-10. 12, -9.92. -9.92. -9.34, -9.14. -c.66, -t.27, HRL.M1135
* -b6.0, -7..58 -68.02. -8.02, -3.85. -9.29. -9.24. ViPL1 11 .6
* -8.95 3, -8.17. -8.07. -8.12. -7*97* -7.39, -7.4). P L'1137
S -70 1p, -7.10, -6.71, -6.27. -5.97. -5.39 -4.95, V:PL'i1 133
a -4*56, -4.27, -4.22, -3.68, -4o.12, -4.46. -4.02, rIL'. 1139
6 -3.49, -3.78, -23.63, -3.29, -3.19, -2.41. -2.37. 1PLAI11 :f
0 -2.12. -2.32, -2.02, -1.54. -1.54. -2.02, -2.12. tV;RL 11141
* -2.02. -1.24. -C.27, -071 . -1.54, -2.41. -3.05. VQL'- I Ilt. 2
o -3o 15 -1,73, -2.07. -2.56, -3.00, -3.05, -3.58. PRL'4 14 3
* -3.7 o -4.17. -4.71. -5.19, -5.56, -5.63, -6.32/ V.P.L.I l4,4
DATA A28/ 148.00, 148.30C, 148.67, 149.04, 149.63. 150.67. %SRL' !145
* 151,26, 151.78, 151.04. 120.147. 119.43. 119.43. 119.20j, YRL'i 11 &6
* I 19.65. 119.21. 118.91. 119.51, 119.51, 119,65, 119.80. RLM 1 147
* 119*43, 119.95, 120.91, 1 21.65. 122.47. 123.23. 123.50. V. PL4111 .8
S124.47, 124.69. 124.69. 125.43, 125.65. 125.58. 124.84, %RLM1149
S124.24. 122.84. 122.02. 1 21.29. 122,10.G 122.9, 123.50, WRLM1150
* 123.0. 124.76, 124.69. 123,87. 123.58. 123.28, 122.39, WFL' 1151
* 122.t9. 122.62. 122.91. 123.5), 123.069 123.73. 123.43. %RL'1152
* 122;69. 122.47. 121.95, 121.8,E 121 .65. 121.8. , 121 .28. VRL'I 153
6 120.8e4. 121.23, 120.9G9. 120.99, 120.99. 121.C6, 120*84, S RLM 115 4
* 120.91. 120.62. 114.92, 1 13. 83. 112,99. 112.70. 111.00. %RL'41 155
* 111.37. 110.55. 11C.4. 110.55. 110.40. 109. 14. 109.22. WPL'. 1156
S 109.37. 109.07. 110.33. 110.70. 111.22, 112.4 ,. 112.48, WRLM1157
S 113.36, 113.51. 113.59, 114.92, 115.36, 115.51, 115.36. WRLI 115F
* 116. 18. 116.77, 117.43, 118.40, 1 10.32, 110.77. 118.25, hRLM1 150
* 118*,32. 118. 7 17 7.73. 118.17. 118,17. 110.69, 119.06, IAL 4116C
118.69. 118.17. 118.03, 1 18,03, 116.99, 117.14, 116.47, V.RL'i1161
* 116*25, 116.25, 115.95. 114.92. 95.60, 95.60. 95.39, tPLM116 2
* 95., 0 97.38. 97.45. 97.67, 96.26, 95.63. 98.56, V.RL'1 163I
* 98,5u, 98.86, 100.34. IC0O.19, ICO.34. 100.34. 101.82/ URL'41164
DATA 628/ -6.95. -7.44. -7.97. -8.61, -9.24, -9.14. ORLM1165
a -9 10, -10.02, -10.22, -5.49. -5.14, -4,51, -4.12, W;fLA41165
0 -3.39. -2.76. -2.22. -1.53. -1,19. -0.37. 0.22, PLM 1167
4 0 .51. 0.90. 1.10. 1.34. 1.10, (. 05. 0.76 LMI1160
0 0.71 * 1.5,.* 1*73, 1.73, 1.15, 0.76, 0.32. " tLM1169
0 0.32, 0.32. f.37. -0.22. -0 '.32-,  -0.7, -0.56. WRLM1170
* -0.41 -. 24 -14 -1. 19. -1. 10, -. IC. -.. 24. -1.34, WRL :1 171
. -1.00. -2.32. -3.19. -3.44. -4.12. -4.51 -5.10. fRLMi1 17?
. -5.00. -4.2'. -4. 12. -3.63. -3.34. -3. 10, -2.32, VRL'I1 173
S-2 (61 -3.10, -3.005. -3.49, -4.17. -4.22. -4.56. INRL'.'1174
. -5.00, -5.63, -'s97, -3.49, -3.5 3, -3. 10, -3.19. .RL M 1175
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. -2.74 , -2.41. - l.f. -I,7-, -1.15, -c.65. -0.12. r'L -. 17,
* 0.01 0 1.39. 1.53. l..51 2..7/, 2.37. 3.05. .L.1 1i /
* 3. 2'. 2. (3, 4.36. 4.4 ., 4.46. 5.19. 5* 63. 'r LI75
* 5.93. C.41. 5.5 , 5.44, 5. 14. 49(1, 4.27. ,4t.'is "
* 3.73, 3.39, 2.76, 2.46. 2.07, 1,"3. 1.3". .. 'L. l: 1
o 1. , -. 71, 0.61. 0.32. -0.41, -1.15. -1.73. :'L "11 I1
a -2.27, -28,3 . -3.19. -3. 3. 5.24. 5.00. 4.6., LM1 1.?
0 4.41 3.49 . 2.1C 2.22. 1.78, 1.54. 1.24, ;::LM I '3
* 0.66. 0*27 -v0229 -0. . -1.63, -2.32, -3.10/ 911F A
CATA A29/ 102.56, 1 2.59. 1 c5.C'. 105.'.4 19 633, 106..S, V.QLI1 0 ld5
. 106 04., 4 106.41, 1Ce.24. I C6.04. 105.37. 104.11. 104.11, 0rL .i (
S1C4.04, 103.4 5, 10 2.3£ 1(2. 26. 101.606. 100. 63. 99.39, :.RLL 1137
* 99.67, 9 .86 98.CA, 57.97. 97.01. 95.90. 123.65, V. L. I18b
* 123*65. 123.65, 122.21, 122.69-). 122.76, 121.95, 121.20. hcLM1189
S 121.36. 122.47 123.13, 123.36. 123.53, 123,739 123.65, ViRL'-i1190
* 123..3, 12 3. 7, 124.54, 1 24* 1 , 123#21, 123,oC61 122 . 9. I'-r..L'4 1 1
124.39. 12 f.54, 125.35. 1 ;24.91 124.7b. 125.230 125.43. W L 11 i 2
0 125.13. 124.91. 124.84. 125o.13. 125.95. 125.05, 124.54, RL'i1193
0 124a47, 123.73. 122.65, 123.25, 122.91. 123.21. 122.76, h".'LM11 4
0 122.1/. 130.q8, 131.79. 122.31, 133.20, 134.75, 135.6t, hP LM1195
O 135 .64, 135.72, 13(.90, 128.16, 138.16, 138.16, 139.56, ?aL'A11O
* 139.79, 139.03, 139.56. 129.64, .140.3 , 140.82, 141.12, WL'41197
0 141.s6, 141.49, 141.34. 1I0.6. 140.75, 14C0.53. 140.82. iRL'4119i
O 140.60, 139.49, 138.97. 127.57s 137.12, 136.97. 136.46, VRLI1199
O 135.27, 134.16, 132,209 12?.61 121.139 146.23. 146.15. R-L il1230
* 145.49, 145.41. 144.38, 144.0). 143.19, 141.93. 140.38, -r!L.41201
* 139.,-&( 140.08. 140.38. 141.41. 141.78, 141.71. 142.33 . .iL'1202
* 142.75, 143.26, 143.7 . 14 -.6), 145.49* 146.45, 143.36, hN L' 120 3
* 142.97. 142.23, 141.71 142.33, 142.O08, 141.86*, 142.08/ .RqL*.I12) .
DATA 029/ -3.83. -4.8C -5.63, -5.24. -5.014 -5.05, V.RLi 1205
S-4.12. -3.34, -3.34, -2.66. -2.12. -1t5S9. -0.85, WRL41206
0 -0.46. -0.12. 0.37. O.80. 1.24, 1.85. 2.17, WRLM1207
a 2.71 o 3.39. 3.689 4.56. 4.66. 5.34. 9.5,. WRLM120
S 10. 12, 10.51. IC56 11. 19 11.44, 12. 12. 12.56. iRL'41209
O 12,O0, 12.51, 12.22. 11.58.do 11.05. 11.34, 11*87. WPL'i1210
* 12.36, 12.61, 12.41. 12.8.o 12.95, 13.24. 13.78. WPLF41211
* 13.24, 13.39. 12.95, 12.55. 12,02. 12.46, 11.44. 'hP.LM1212
11*58 11*44, 10.51. 10.46. 10.361 10,46. 10.12, URL~M 113
O 9.83, Se68. 9g I , 9.053. 9*63 10C.41, 10.51. PLMI1214
* 11.44, 34.20, 34.65, 24.89, 35.53, 35.43. 35.23, VRL41215
* 36.21 , 37.33, 36.50. 26.99, 37.48, 37.802* 38*31, WfLM1216
38.84v 3.38, 4C.26, 40.63, 40.70, 41.04, 40.45. WZLM'1217
0 39.62. 38.65, 37.87. 27.62. 36.94. 36.36, 35.26. ( PL'41213
* 34.0. 34.* 89, 34.70. 24. 89. 34.55, 34.06. 33.43. .rLM1219
* 34.36. 34.06, 34.21 3.o 97, 33.97. 44.*C06. 43.38, '.RLM 1220
* 42,9, 42.21, 42.55. 12.C6, 42.01. 42.26, 41.3e. hRL4MI221
* 41.72, 42.26. 42.23. 43o 57, 44.06, 44.79. 44.65. trL,41222
* 44 16. 44.16, 42.62. 43,67, 43.67, 44.01. 45.72, RL'-11223
S46. 16, 45.,67. 46.45. 47. 13 47.62, 48.69. ^8gO.99/ UL-i12 4
DATA A30/ 142.00 142 23. 1 1. , 93, 142.15, 4 1. L6S, 141.78, ML?."122 5
a 141.46. 142,38. 14 2.5,2, 1t2.o45, 1428o?9 143.04., 143.3'*, VRL'. 1226
* 143.3~,. 143.26, I .93 1t.4.-0. 14t.38, 144.75,: 143.4'0. L'l 41227
* 143 .34 143. 04. 142.49 , 144.,CO 144.00, 125.729 125.06, ol. 4A2 I. "3
* 124.3' s 123.581 122.65. 123.80, 12':.32. 124.32. 123.36, hRL 12. ?
. 122.9, 1I23.2 . I2 .21. 122.91, 122.76, 123.3. , 123,58. WR LMI :i
. 123.U.0 124, 10.o 124.40, 124.61 120,13. 125 3., 125.50, 0 VPL .1231
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* 125.0. 12C.17. 12t.91. 127.21, 126 9 9, 12.,75, 126.22, V.' L41222
o 1256.9 , 12 . : : E. 125.7 . 122.25 121..'1. 121.43. WPL ':. 4J
* 120*L4. 120.2, 2IC.0?. 12 0.25, 11 i.95. I'e., 12.0.4 , 7IL I12.-
* 120°o.* , 120., C', 1 ?C • ef., 120, 29. 120, .47, 120o.!i, 121.25e \,PL t12 ":;
* 122..2, 122.17, 122I.76 122.91, 122.25, 122.2 .5, 1212.32, PL 123 .
* 121 88.6 121.73, 12:-.47. 122. 2. 0.21, 75.e4o 79.61. tVr:LLI .'s7
Sbo.lj 13, 80.30, 79.47, 79.91 , 8s 0.43 , 8r.7, 1.61. V.PLMI 23
S 81 .70 82 .20, 82 13, El 4, o!'*5  99. .* , 80*'.5., 5..L 1 2 30
* 127.20, 125.95. 12? 4.76, 1 24.1), 124.10. 12A.32, 125.13. Wf,?'L.'.!1 '.
* 125,2u, 125 .72, 12 .39. 127.23, 1;:?.20, 12'0.9, 121 . t, V -I_ Z.;I
* 120. 10. 119.36,. 120.32 , 1 2I*C, 12-.2 , 122.32. 121.13. .I 51242
* 121.06. 121s,Z 122.47, 123.21, 119;.36, 11E.77, 118.03, L'41243
* 1-16.92, I116.t, 117.1 . 1 18.32, 119.21, 119.36, 105.09/ Vr:LL1247, 4
DATA E330/ 49.62, 50.01. 0.55. 51.13. 51.52, 52.11. W (L I.2 5
S52. 60, 53. I1 . 53.47, E3. 862. 53.47, 52.79. 52.35, I.RL'1246
S51, 6 51.20. O C 2.23, 4 .43., 48.55, 49.08, L. 112,-A7
S 4C.21 , 47.62, 47c33, 46.65, 45.57, 5.539. 6.32. V RLM12!-.
S -6. 22. 6.66, 7 .14, 7. 24, 7.53. C02, 7.35, FL 1249
* 7.97, 8.61, 9.00. 9.34 , 1C.07 1C.56, 10.07, PL 4225
S 9,49. 8.666, 8.085, 8.61, 8.61. 9.g14. 9.49. hL41 251
* 9.19. 8.61. 8.61 , 7.63. .73. 6.61, 7.14. .PL' 2C2
* 61.66, 6.36. 6.02, 5.63, 13.48, 13.73. 14.02?. "RL 1 253
* 14.4 , 14.12. 14.36. 14.9 e , 15.39. 15.97, 16.07, V.PLil1254
* 16.26. 16.36, 17.04. 17.39, 17.02. 18I.41, 18.95, WRVL.'125
* 18. 75. 18.36. 17.82. 17.43. 17.04. 16.46, 16.02, IRLM125.6
* 15.39, 15. 14. 1 46. 13, 83. 9.34 8.95, 8.3., ALM 1 .:;
. 7.j.- 7. 6 . 7.53. 6.9- . 6.95. 6.- 27, 6.17, PL.'-l2 1 .
S A7. . 4.oft . 7. A. 7.4-. 8,. I• . 9A. Q .3A,. qI\1?0
-8.27, -8.51, -8.56, -9.00-, -9.83. -10.37, -10.t,1. , l.RLM i260
* -9. 3. -9.39. -9.19, -8.95, -8.22, -10.31, -9.92, .RLM 1261
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b 16 .95o 16 . .1 17 .13, 177.. 17.o 13 17 7 2, 176.3 ., WRLL- 1467
* 178.57. 177.9[. 1713, 179.93, 13 .20, 78.57, 179,53, WRLVI1460
* 164.4 2 , 184.34. 184.64. 1E3.68. 153.53. 184.05. 184.3;, wAL,1469
* 165.69. 166.13. 160.959 167&2 . 100.36. 16E.58. 168.28. WAL. 
.147C
* 166.9;, 1F6.13/ WRL 1471
CATA 83o/ -2C.00. -20.99, -21.e3 -50.94, -50.60, -50.2!. 1 .RLP1472
* -49.62. -49.52s -4 .96. -50.6%, - 2.16. -51.82, -51.52. WRLVS1 %73
S-51.65, -52.16. -52.01, -).04, -48 69. -4b.55, -48.25, WRLMI 474
S-47 .91, -486.26, -4&.50. -7. C3. -46.40, -46.16, -46,74, waRLIt475
* -44.01, -43.36, -4 .04, -4 .83. -43.38, -43.52., -43.o91, .L M 1 t, 76
* -76.93* -76.30, -7C.25, -7571, -76. 15, -76,49, -76-93. WRLL4 Ie 7
S-76.69, 76.8 / WRL4t" ?
C THE CATA IN TIE "C" ARRAY APE THE .UMDER OF VECTOR SEGM 'NTS IN EACH WRLM1I79
C D15T INCI UODY STORED IN ORCDR IN THI-E "A" AND I"U" ARRAYS W.RLMt,8O.
DArA C / e37, 746. 576. 494. 130, 279. 46. 35, 122, 83. 55. WRLPI, 1481
0 49. 20, 25, 20. 13. 13, 18. 16 11 , 7, 11. 7. 7, RLPV14 32
0 12. 0* b2. b51 43, 44. 39. 22. 33, 344. 2 17, 12 , W.LMI. 3
. 6. 7o 9. 21, II, 6, 15. 14, 13. 10, 10, 7, 11. WR.L 11"34
.. 10, 7, .6. 6. 5, 4 , 5, 4. 5, 10. 8. 6 7, ,RLM I4a 5
* 40s 45. 22. 5, 6. 6s 5. 9, 9. 11, 11, 7.. 9, WRLMt1486
4 22, 13 1S9. 12. 9. 11, 13. 5, 5, 16. 28, 8. 6, WRLM1457
0 6. 7s 6, 5. 11. 79 4, 6. 6. 29, 23. 14, 6, WRL'4IL-3S
* 8. E 7. 6. 7. 49 7. 9/ WRLM 14 59
CALL EARTt -(N CoA I, 1) WRL'1490
fRETURN WRLM 1491
LND WRLMI492
1.1.4 WOLF -SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE
INTRODUCTION
The WOLF Plot Package is a domplete system for pro-
ducing SC4020 and/or printer plots. The package has been
designed to be highly flexible and easy to use. Any plot
from a quick simple plot (which requires only one call to
the package) to highly sophisticated plots (including
motion picture plots) can be easily generated with only
a basic knowledge of FORTRAN being necessary.
The SC4020 (Stromberg Carlson 4020) is a cathode
ray plotter whose outstanding feature is its plotting
speed. As such, any user who is producing series of
plots should use this plotter. Film (35 mm and 16 mm)
and hardcopy are available and the WOLF Plot Package
also allows for printer plots which can be used as a
quick look for the SC4020 output.
A typewriter mode is available which conveniently
allows plotting of character information on the SC4020.
This is especially useful as a printer substitute for
large amounts of output.
The routines in the Plot Package are all in G and
H level FORTRAN with the exception of TIMING which is in
IBM 360 Assembly Language. These routines were designed
to be efficient on the IBM 360 series machines; no attempt
whatever has been made to pursue the myth of compatibility.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The system requirements for this nackage are:
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* .An IBM 360 which supports G or H level
FORTRAN. The 360 Assembler must also be
available.
* This IBM 360 must use 'O.S. (360 Operating
System)
a The Plot Package requires 45K bytes of
core storage.
o An IBM 2400 series 7 track tape drive must
be available for the SC4020 Plotter Driver Tape.
In addition, the WOLF Plot Package requires the
FORTRAN library routines ALOG10, SIN, and COS.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The WOLF Plot Package is a sysitem of FORTRAN call-
able subroutines which are used tocreate plots. It is
structured into four major levels as follows:
1. Basic Level - The basic level routines perform
the primary functions of the plot package. Except for a
few auxiliary routines, the basic level routines are neces-
sary for all other routines. However, few of the basic
routines are user called.
The primary basic routine assembles the instructions
for the SC4020 tape. There is a printer simulation (of
the SC4020) in this routine. This allows for SC4020 plots,
printer plot or both simultaneously. The other major basic
level routine is used for initialization and termination
of the Plot Package.
2. Intermediate Level - The intermediate level
contains the major user called routine. Some of the func-
tions of this level are
a. Grid Overlays (both Cartesian and Polar)
with labels
b. Scaling functions
c. Plotting of vectors or characters in any of






3. High Level - This level is for quick plots with
a minimum of programming effort. At this level, all of the
other levels are called upon. Only one FORTRAN statement
is necessary to produce a plot of an 'array of data complete
with a labeled grid overlay.
4. Independent Level - These routines perform func-
tions that are independent of all other levels except the
basic level. The following are among the functions of this
level:
a. Labels: A string of characters can be plotted
horizontally, vertically or diagonally (at any
inclination and direction).
b. Graphic Letters: Letters can be output in any
size and in any font design (i.e., standard
block letters, mathematical symbols or even
old English script).
c. Typewriter Mode: The typewriter function in
the SC4020 plotter can be used by calling the
various typewriter routines. These allow for
information to be typed (strings of characters
output in page format) on either the SC4020 or
printer.
In addition to these four l.evels, there are also a
number of auxiliary routines. These perform such functions
as conversion of decimal (binary) numbers to EBCDIC equi-
valents and dump of the SC4020"plot tape.
The functional structure of the Plot Package is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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FLOWCHART OF SUBROUTINE STRUCTURE
' I
The flowchart of the subroutine structure is
presented below. The entry points associated with
each subroutine are presented with their respective
control section names ("subroutine names").
It should be noted that the flow chart is
divided according to the four major levels of the
Plot Package:
* Basic Level - The basic level routines
perform the primary functions of the Plot
Package.
o Intermediate Level - The intermediate level
contains the major user-called routines.
* High Level - This level is for quick plots
with a minimum of programming effort. At
this level, all of the other levels are
invoked.
* Independent Level - These routines perform
functions which are independent of all
levels other than the basic level.
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SUMMARY OF SUBROUTINE ENTRIES
IN THE WOLF PLOT -PACKAGE
BLKLET Draws any set of characters on the SC4020
to any size.
CONDNS For one page printer plots.
COORD Recovers the raster coordinates of a point.
CSET Initializes the character font in BLKLET.
DATE Returns the current date (in alphameric).
DIAGLN Generate a diagonal label.
EDIT Converts and edits binary numbers to
EBCDIC.
EMPTY Terminates the ploter tape output.
ENDPLT Terminates the Plot Package.
FORMAT Generates a format code for use with EDIT.
FRAMES Returns frame count.
FRMADV Advances the frame.
GRDNUM Computes arguments for GRID or OGRID.
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HORLIN Generate horizontal label.
IDFRME Generates the identification frame for
the Plot Package.
INTENS Sets the intensity for PLOT or PPLOT.
MAXMIN Finds maximum and minimum of an array.
MINT Truncates to the next algebraically smaller
number.
NEGLOG Enables plotting of negative arguments
logarithimically.
NOW Obtains the current date and time from
the system.
NWUNIT Sets the output unit numbers.
OGR'ID Computes the necessary scaling for PLOT;
plots and labels an open grid.
PLOT Plots a set of points or a series of
contiguous vectors.
PLOTST Initializes the Plot Package.
POLAR Computes the necessary scaling for PPLOT
or PLOT; draws and labels a polar grid.
PPLOT Plots a set of points or a series of
contiguous vectors in polar coordinates.
PTYNUM Computes esthetic plotting limits on
data.
J
QUICKY Plots X-Y values on an appropriate grid.
SCALE Computes the scaling for PLOT.
SCHAR Function value is EBDIC character value
corresponding to the input SC4020 char-
acter value.
SC4020 Translates plot commands into SC4020
instructions and/or printer plots.
SETGRD Sets the raster grid limits.
SETPAG Sets the line count and starting column
for TYPLIN.
TYPLIN Type a line of information on the SC4020.
UCS Calls CSET with a standard character font.
VBAR Set use of vertical bar "j" instead of
"I" for vertical lines on printer plots.
VERLIN Generate vertical label.
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SUBROUTINE CROSS REFERENCE CHART
The cross reference chart for the WOLF Plot
Package is given below. The calle-airoutines arej
listed across the top; the calling routines are
listed down the left side. It should be noted that
this chart is by subroutine and function entry rather
than by control section name. The appropriate control
sections have been designated in the flowchart of


















POLAR 0 0 0
SPPLOT 0











o CLOTS "l 0 0 0
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BLKLET is primarily a user routine which is used
to produce block letters (letters that are drawn as vectors
instead of being printed).
Before BLKLET can be used, a character set (which
consists of the character description arrays) must be input
through the entry CSET.
BLKLET first determines the position of the first
character and then for each character, using the character
description arrays, determines the vectors that make up
each character and calls SC4020 tolplot these characters.
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OLKLET TO DRAW ANY SET CF CHARACTERS ON THE SC4C20 TO .-
ANY SIZE
CSET TO INITIALIZE A CHARACTER FONT IN BLKLET
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL BLKLET(CHAR,N.IXX.IYY.IDLTX,1DLTYJSIZE)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
CI"AR L*1 INPUT - CHARACTER STRING TO DE PLOTTED
N I INPUT - NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
IXX I INPUT - X RASTER COUNT OF CENTER OF LINE
IYY I INPUT - Y RASTER COUNT OF CENTER OF LINE
IDLTX I INPUT - X INCREMENT BETWEEN CHARACTERS
IDLTY I INPUT - Y INCREMENT DETWEEN CHARACTERS
JSIZE I INPUT - THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF JSIZE IS THE SIZE
FACTOR: =1 NORM.AL PRINTED SIZE
*GEI NORM4AL UPRIGHT CHARACTERS
eLTl CHARACTERS ROTATED 90
DEGREES COUNTER CLOCKWISE
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL CSET(NC,ICH/RIPOS,IVEC)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
NC I INPUT - NUMBER OF CHARACTER IN SET
ICHAR L INPUT - CHARACTERS
IPOS I INPUT - ARRAY OF POINTERS TO IVEC





RESTRICTIONS MASTER CHARACTER SET MUST BE INPUT THROUGH ONE OF
TIE FOLLGW ING ME 11ODS:
1. CALL UCS WILL INPUT A STANDARD FONT
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2. SPECIAL CHARACTER FONTS HAY BE INPUT
VIA CSET
IPOS AND IVEC CANNOT liE CHANGED AFTER THE CALL TO
CSET DECAUSE THEIR LOCATICN AND NOT THEIR VALUES
ARE SAVEO
REFERENCES NONE
SUBROUTINE BLKLET(CHAR.N.IX)(.IYY.IDLTX,IDLTYoJSIZE) BLKL 69
LOGICAL*1 CHAR(I),IChAR(I),LLI(4) BLKL 70
EQUIVALENCE(LL.LLI(1)) BLKL 71
INTEGES IX(4),SHIFT(41/ ZI0C0,Z0100ZC0.10,Z00I / BLKL 72
INTEGERA2 IPOS(I).IVEC(1) BLKL 73
C COMPUTE CENTER OF FIRST CHARACTER BLKL 74
ISIZE=IABS(JSIZE) BLKL 75
IX=I X>)-(.(N-1 )* IDLTX-6*ISIZE)/2 eILKL 76
IY3=IYY-( (N-I)*IDLTY-9ISIZEI/2 BLKL 77
C LOOP ON ALL CI-ARACTERS BLKL 78
DO 50 I= 1I N BLKL 79
LL1 (4 )=CHAR(I) BLKL 80
IC=LL BLKL 81
C FIND CHARACTEP BLKL f2
LLI (4 )=ICHAR(J) BLKL 84
IF (IC.EQ*LL) GO TO 20 BLKL 85
10 CONTINLE BLKL 86
GO TO 45 BLKL 87
C DR-W CHARACTER BLKL 08
C NOTE THAT IVEC IS PACKED XYoDX-6.CY BLKL 89
20 IS=IPCS(J) BLKL 90
I-= IPCf(J+1)-i .BLKL 91
DO 40 I(=ISIE BLKL 92
DO 30 L= 1 , 4 BLKL 93
30 IX(L)=POD(IVEC(K)/SHIFT(L),sHIFT(3)) ISIZE BLKL 94
IX(3)=IX(3)-6*ISIZE DLKL 95
IF(JSIZE.GT.0) GO TO 35 BLKL 96
DO 32 L=1,3.2 BLKL 97
IT=IX(L) BLKL 98
IX(L)=I X(L+l) BLKL 99
32 IX(L+I)=IT 
BLKL 100
35 IX(1)=IX(I)+IXB BLKL 
101
IX(2)= IX(2 )4+YIYB OLKL 102








C CSET ENTRY 
OLKL 107
ENTGY CSET (NC.IClAR.,IPOS, I'EC) BLKL 107








DATE produces an array describing the current date
in alphanumerics. This routine is used by PLOTST to
produce the ID frames, but can also be used by the user.
DATA calls NOW in order to determine the current
date in the integer form YYDDD where YY is the year and
DDD is the number of the day in the year. The year is
determined by division by 1000 and the day is the modulo
1000. Then using the array IDAYS (which give the relation-
ship of days versus month), the month and day of the month
are determined (leap years are taken into consideration).
Finally the year, month and day of the month are
put into character coding of the form year/month/day.
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NAVE DATE
PUFFCSE TO RETURN THE CUFRENT DATE,(IN ALPHANUMERIC)
,CALLING SEQUENCE CALL DATE(CHAR)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
CHAR L*1 OUTPUT - CU








SUUKUL INiNE DATE (CHARi DATE 2 7
DIMENSION ClIAR(68),ICAYS(12)•IDATE( 3 ) DATE 28
LOGICAL, 1 CHARLCHARILCHAR2,LSLASH DUIM(
2 ) DATE 29
INTEGERF2 ICHAR DATE 
30
EOUIVILENCE (ICHARCUM(I), LCHARI) ,(DUM(2) ,LCHAR2),(IDATE(2), ID)CATE 31
C EBCDIC ZERO.ELASH, AND ONE CHARACTER SHIFT CONSTIANT DATE. 32
DATA IZ.LSLASH. ISHtIFT /ZF0.1H/,236 /DATE 33





3 6 5 / DATE 35
C RECOVER DAY GF YEAR IN IBM FORMAT (YYDDO)) DATE 
36
CALL hoW (IYDDDUMMY) DATE 37
C GET YEAR.MONTI- DAY 
DATE 38
IDATE(2)=IYODD/1000 DATE 39




3 1 ) ICOR=I DATE 42
DO 10 I=l,12 DATE 43










C CCNVERT DATE 10 AL'I1.A1JUlERIC - REMEMBER EQUIVALENCES 
DATE 50
50 s. J=1 
DATE 51
DO 60 1=1,3 DATE 52
IC.iA.-(IDAE(I)/1 IZ)¢ISIIFT .D(IDATE I , IZ DATE 53
CIIAR(JJ=LCIARI DATE 54
CItAR(J41):-LCHA; 2  DATE 55
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60 J=J+3 DATE 56
CHARC(2 )=LSLASH DATE 57
CHAR(t )=LSLASH CATE 58











EDIT is used to convert any single precision number
(integer or floating point) to an equivalent character
array. EDIT is used for labeling values. Such routines
as QUICKY and GRID use EDIT although the user often has
the need to call EDIT.
EDIT first determines the characteristics of the
format. The type (E, F or I), the width, the decimal
point position and the power factor must be determined.
Then by using divisions by-10 to determine the least
significant digits and modulo 10 to determine the remaining






PURPCSE TO CONVERT AND ECIT BINARY NUM0ERS TO EECDIC
CALLING SEGUEhCE CALL EDIT(A*FCRi ,OUTN)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
A R INPUT - NU1BER TC BE CONVERTED(I)
FCRM A*I INPUT - EDITING FORIAT (K IS THE NUMBER OF BYTES
(K) IN THE FCRMAT)
OUT A*I OUTPUT - EDITED EECDIC NUMOER (W IS THE REQUESTED
S(W) FIELD WIDTH)
N I OUTPUT.- NUBER CF PRINTABLE CHARACTERS(I)
SUEROUTINES LSED NONE
CCV CN BLOCKS NONE
-INPUT FILE" NONE
UUI PoL/I FiLE NONP
RESTRICTIONS NONE
REFERENCeS NONE
SUBROUTINE EDIT (AFCRPOUTN) EDIT 36
LOGICALeI SETOIG.LODIG,LMf'GDEOUTFORtM.NEGZSW EDIT 37
INTEGER SPECS,v. D.,EEPERDLANKPLUSPZZ EDIT 38
QIMENSION SPECS( 3),SETCIG( 3 ).OUT( 1),FORM( I1) EDIT 39
EQUIV.LENCE (SPECS(1).1),(SPECS(2),D),(SPECS(3)*P) (MoB1) EDIT 40
EOUIVALENCE (SETDIG(1),PLUS),(SETDIG(5),MINUS),(SETDIG(9).ZZ), EDIT 41
0 (SETDIC-(13),PER) ,(SETDIG(17 ),II),(SETDIG(21),EE), EDIT 42
0 (SETDIC(25),U3LANK),(SETDIG( 29),IDIG),(SETDIG(32) .LDIG), EDIT 43
" (SETDO I ( 33) MOFE ).(SETDIG(36) ).LM.'4ODE) EDIT 44
DATA SETDIG / EDIT 45
* ZOOZOCZOO.1H+.ZCO*ZOOZO0,1H-,ZCO0,Z00,Z00,1HO, EDIT 46
* ZOOZCZIHsZOCZ H .Z00,Z00,ZOOIHI,Z0,Z00OZOOI1HE, EDIT 47
* Z00,ZOC,700,1H .ZO,Z00.ZO,ZOC,Z00.ZG0,ZOO,ZOO / EDIT 48
C CLEAR FOkiiA" SCAN CUFFER EDIT 49
D00 5 .1-=1.3 EDIT 50
5 SPECS(I) = 0 EDIT 51
C SCAN FORMAT EDIT 52
J=l EDIT 53
LOIG=FCIM( 1) EDIT 54
MODL= ICIG EDIT 55
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IF ( -11G.LT.ZZ.OR.ICIG.GT.Z2-9) GO TO 10 EDIT 60
SPECS(J)=SPECS(J)*IC+IDIG-ZZ EDIT 61
. GO TO 7 EDfT 62
10 IF (IEIG.NE.PER) GO TO 15 EDIT 63
SPECS(J)=SPECS( J )*NSIGN EDIT 64
NSIGN=1 EDIT .65
J=J+1 EDIT 66
GO TO 7 EDIT 67
15 IF (ICIG.EC.PLUS) GO TO 7 EDIT 68
IF (IDIG.NE.MINUS) CO TO 18 EDIT 69
NSIGN=-1 EDIT 70
GO TO 7 EDIT 71
18 N=W EDIT 72
C GET ABSOLUTE VALUE OF NUMBER IN FLCATING POINT EDIT 73
NEG=A.LT09 EDIT 74
i B=ABS(A) EDIT 75
81=A EDIT 76
M=IABS(M4) EDIT 77
IF (M.LT.15728641) 8=M EDIT 78
IF(mOCE.NE.Il) GO TC 20 EDIT 79
C INTEGER PROCESSING EDIT 80
D=-1 EDIT 81
=4L, I. EDIT 82
GO TO 25 EDIT 83
20 IF (tIOCE.NE.EE) GO TO 30 EDIT 84
CE FORMAT PROCESSING EDIT 85
D=MINO0(DN-4) EDIT 86
W=tAXO (D .N-4) EDIT 87
IF (B.CT.0.) IPOVw=-VINT(-ALCG10(BI)-P EDIT 88
B= .I.0-(- IPOw )+.5*10.0* (-D) EDIT 89
IF (B.LT I0.0'*P ) GO TO 35 EDIT 90
8=8/10.0 EDIT 91
IPO1I=IFOW+1 EDIT 92
GO TO 25 EDIT 93
C ROUND E AND F FORMAT NUMBERS EDIT 94
30 B=[Ut.5410***(-D) EDIT 95
C EDIT WORD INTC OUTPUT AREA EDIT 96
35 IPER=V-O EDIT 97
POW=10.4-( IPER-2) EDIT 98
IW=1 EDIT 99
I W M=0 EDIT 100
ZSW=*F/LSE. EDIT 101
1=0 EDIT 102
38 1=1 4-1 EDIT 103
IF([.NE.IPER) GO TO 40 EDIT 104
IDIG=PER EDIT 105
GO TO C0 EDIT 106
40 IDIG=.CD(II,:T(D/POvi) ,10)+ZZ EDIT 107
POW=PC /(10.) EDIT 108
IF(ZS:.OR.IDIG.E.ZZ.OR.I.EC.IPER-1.O.I.EOQ.') GO TO 60 EDIT 109
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GO TO 7n0 EDIT 112
60 ZSh=.TFuE. EDIT 113
70 1ATt=0D 1
GO TO 200 EDIT 115
80 IF(1ILT.V:) GO TO 38 EDIT 
116
IF( .;O:LE.N ,E.EE GO TC 130 
EDIT 117
IF(W.Cl.N-4,) GO TO SC EDIT 118
I DI G=E EDIT 119
GO TO 206 EDIT 12
90 IRTN=IFTN+1 EDIT 121
100 IDI G=FLUS EDIT 122
IF(1PCiLT.O) IDIG=MTINUS EDIT 123
IPOw=IAS(I POW) EDIT 124
GO TO 200 EDIT 125
110 IDIG=IFPow/10O4-ZZ EDIT 126
GO 10 20C0 EDIT 127
120 IDI G=P.CD( I POW, 10 )+ZZ EDIT 128
GO TO 200 EDIT 129
130 IF(IUWM.EO.0.OR..NOT.NEG) RE TURN EDIT 130
1D I G=' INUS EDIT 131
1w=1Wy EDIT 132
IRTN=5 EDIT 133





GO TO (8C 1009110vl20. 130,1 ~0)IIRTN EDIT 137




























GRDNUM is a routine which computes certain character-
istics of an array of data values (usually either x values
or y values). These characters are used in calls to GRID
or OGRID. Each characteristic can also be had separately by
a separate entry and calls to GRDNUM go through each of
these entries.
MAXMIN determines FMIN and FMAX (the minimum and
maximum values of the array, respectively).
PTYNUM, given FMIN and FMAX, determine rounded values
PMIN and P\MAX of FMIN and FMAX, resp., such that [FMIN, FMAX]
lies in [PMIN, PMAX] and PMIN and"PMAX are esthetically nice
boundaries. NINT, the suggested number of intervals in
[PMIN, PMAX] is also determined.
Finally, FORMAT determines a good format for numbers
in [PMIN, PMAX]. An F format is usually produced unless
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NA K-': GRDNW!
ENTRY POINT PU POSE 
CGRUNUAM TO COMPUTE ARGUM'4ENTS TU GRID AND OGiID
MAXPIN TO FIND AR AY IA>If.U, ANJD MININUM- VALUES
PTYAUM TO COMPUTF ESTHETIC PLOTTING LIM.IT5 ON DATA
FORVAT 1O GENERAFE A FOGMAT CODE TO LALUIL. NUMEPrS ':HOSE
VALUES LI EETwEEN PiIN AND FMAX (FLR USE WITH
EDIT* )
CALLING SEQULNCE CALL CGOUM(ARRAY,NPMtINPt.'AXNINTFMTIT
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTICN
ARRAY N INPUT - FLCTTING ARRAY
N I INPUT - ,UMEER OF ITEMS IN ARRAY
PMIEN R OUTPUT - SUGGESTED PLOTTING MINIMA
Pt.AX R OUTPUT - SUGGESTLOED PLOTTING MAXIMA
NINr I OUTPUT - SUGGLSI'EU NUMLUIR OF LNILUVALS>
FMT A OUTPUT - SUGGESTED LAUELING FORMIAT
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL MAXt.IN(ARRA1Y.NFfINFMAX)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
ARRAY R INPUT - THE ARRAY
N I INPUT - NUMtER OF ITEMS IN THE ARRAY
FMI4N R OUTPUT - ARRAY MINIMA
F.AX R OUTPUT - ARRAY MAXIMA
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL PTYhUI(FHINFMAXPMINPMAXNINTj
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
FKIN R INPUT - ARRAY MINIMA
FKAX R INPUT - ARRAY MAXIMA
PMIN R OUTPUT - SUGGESTED PLOTTING M.INTRI A
PMAX R OUTPUT - SUGGL'STC PLOTTING MAXIMA
IlNT I OUTPUT - SUGGESTED UM&,'W-'R OF INIEVVALS
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CALLING SEQUENCE CALL FOrGAT( t. IN,PMA(,FMT)
SYNtLIUL T F E DESCRIPTICN
PIRIN R INPUT - SLGGfSTCC PLO3TTING MINI'A
PMAX R INPUT - SUGGESTEC PLOTTING MAXI'4A







SUBROUTINE GRDNUM(ARRAYN.PMIN .PMAX.NINT.FMTI GRON 02
CMlhSNblUh ARR'YtN) GR UN 03
LOGICAL*l NUMS(10)/'0123456789'/,EFMT(7)/'E9.2.1)'/,F/'F*/* GRDN 84
SFMT(1 ),PARENPOINTGPDSW/,TRUE./,ANI/'I'/ GRDN 35
EOUIVALENCE (PARENEFMT(7)),(PCINT.EFMT(5)) GRON 06
GROS =*FALSE* GRDN 87
C MAXMIN ENTRY GRON 08
ENTRY fAXHVIN(ARRAY,N,F'IN*FMAX I GRON 89
C FIND ARRAY MAXIMUtM AND MINIMUM GRDN' 90
FMIN=ARRAVY( I) GRON 91
FMAX=F IN GRDN 92
IF(N*LT.2J GO TO 20 GRDN 93
00 10 I=2,N GRDN 94
IF(ARRAY (I) .LT.FMIN)FM IN=ARRAY (I) GROWN 95
10 IF(ARRAY( I1). GT.FHAX)Ft..AX=ARRAY(I) GRON 96
20 IF(GRDSi )FETUPN GRDN 97
C PTYNUH ENTRY GRON 98
ENTRY PTYNUM(Ft4IN.tFMA) ,PMINPMAXNINT) GRON 99
NINT=0 GRDN 100
IF(F1.IN.ECF./M.X) GO TO 50 GRODN 101
C COMPU ESITH"TIC PLOTTING LIfITS GRON 102
DMAG=10f (-IT(-ALOG(AS(FAX-F41))-) GRON 103
NL=tIINT(FI IId/LA.) GRODN 104
p.II t ,r- :)rL.!()T4 L.. m 4G GRDNj 105
NH=-I1 KT (-F..X/D.AG) CRON 106
PtiAX"F;LO '(NI-iH)1!' AG - GROW 107
NINT=NIi- t.L GRDN 108
tIt 1-: i/It. INT NI II GRON 109
Ii-(Nt4-,L .s.3 )!tT=15 GRON 1 10
IF(GE:O, JGU N GR6N Il3
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C FC t4AT ENT&Y GODN 112
ENTRY FOcj.FAT(FMINrF-'AX,FMT) CiI'N 113
C GEhfERATI FUd'/T TU 3E USED v,[ TH PI.IJr AND PMA- I CQ ON 114
VAG=I-riT(1.+ALUG1O(A.AXI(AB S(PMAX) .AS1P .AN I)) GRON 115
IF( MAG LT I )MAu= 1 GR DN 116
MAG;=-M IT(ALCO0(AS(Ft, AX-PM1t I)+1I GRI'N 117
IF(K;A.GUI.C.G) GO 1YO 2?5 GRON 11
IF(MA(..GT.7) GU TO 30 RDN 119
FMT(1) I AGRON 120
FMT(2) = -NL 3( MAG +2) GRON 121
FM4T ( J)=P, 1-EN GfDN 122
GO TO 50 GRD N 123
25 IV=MAG+M CD42 GRDN 124
IF(IW.GT C ) GO TO 30 GRDN 125
FMTi( l)=F GRON 126
FMT(2)=NUS( Iwi ) GRDN 127
FMT(3)=PC lNT GRDN 120
Ff1T(4)=t, .LS(MAGD+1) GRON 129
FMT(5)=PAREN GRDN 130
GO 1O 50 GRON 131
30 DO 40 I=1.7 GF!RUN 132
40 FMT(I)=E:bFlT(I) GRON 133









GRID is the major user routine in the plot package. It
is used to set up the scaling factors between subject space and
object space, draw grid overlays, to plot vectors.
The object space (the space in the raster world on
the SC4020 screen) is defined by SETGRD. If SETGRD is not
called, a default object space is used.
The subject space (the space in which the user units
exist) is defined by GRID, OGRID,POLAR or SCALE. SCALE defines
this space and also sets up the scaling factors and initializations
for the routine GRID. GRID and OGRID use the same coding as
SCALE (and therefore perform the same function) but also plot
a grid overlay. GRID plots a 'full grid while OGRID plots a
partial grid with tick marks. POLAR is essentially the same
as GRID except it is used for polar plots.
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PLOT is used to plot vectors or characters. Given an
array of coordinates in subject space and using the scaling
factors from SCALE, PLOT determines corresponding coordinates
in the object space and then either.%pTints characters at the
points or draws vectors connectingthese points. PPLOT is the
same as PLOT except it is used for polar data.
COORD is used to recovery the raster coordinate correspond-
ing to any coordinate in the subject space. NEGLOG specifies the
error procedure for negative logs and INTENS is used to set
character intensity.
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GRID TO COMF'UTE THE. NECESSARY SCALING FUR SU8IZ;UTINE
'PLOJT* AND TO PLOT AND LAULL GRID LINES
OGRID TO COMPUTE TI E NECESSARY SCALING FOR SUOROUTINE
*PLOT' AND LABEL AN OEN GRID
POLAR TO COMPUTE THE NECESSARY SCALING FOR @PLOT- G'PPLOT'
AND DRAW AND LA3EL A POLAR GRID
SCALE TO RECOMPUTE THE SCALING FOR SUBROUTINE *PLOT'
SETGRD TO SET TI-E LIMITS FOR THE GRID
INTENS TO SET Tf-E INTENSITY FOR SUOROUTINE 'PLOT*
NEGLOG TO ENABLE THE PLOTTING OF NEGATIVE ARGUMENTS
LOGARITHMICtLLY IN 'PLOT' WITH EITHER A DIFFERENT
SYMDOL OP SUPERPCSITION OF SYMOOLS
PLOT TO PLOT A SET OF POINTS OR A SERIES OF CONTIGUOUS
VECTURS
PP-.CT TO PLOT . SET OF PO!N'TS C A ,. 0 ;TU3
.. .... n e-, ... e. CL ,. --; -- - T--
CCORD TO RECOVER THE RASTER COORDINATES OF A POINT
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL GRIC(XLO.XHI9NX,ANXSYLOsYHI*iNY,BeNYSLOG)
SYMOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
XLO R INPUT - LOWEST VALUE OF ABSCISSA (LOWEST VALUE OF
X) AT LEFT SIDE OF GRID
XHI R INPUT - HIGHEST LALUE OF ABSCISSA (HIGHEST VALUE
OF X) AT RIGHT SIDE OF GRID
NX I INPUT - INUM ER OF INTL-RVALS ON AUSCISSA.
A A INPUT - LABELING FORMAT FOR ABSCISSA
NXS I INPUT - tUMOER OF INTERVALS AT WHICH TO LABEL THE
X-AXIS
YLO R INPUT - VALUE OF ORDINATE (LOWEST VALUE OF Y) AT
iOTTIOM OF GRID
YIII R INPUT - V/.LU-. OF ORDINATE (HIGHEST VALUE OF Y) AT
TOP OF GRID
NY I INPUT - NUFER OF ItJCRVALS ON ORDINAIE
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8 A INPUT - LABELING FORMiAT FORU,,O/,'INATE
tYS I INPUT - tr.UM.-ER OF INTE-VAL'S AT :HICH TO LAUEL THE
'-AXIS
LGG I INPUT - I=0 LINEAR GZZID
I=1 ABSCISSA IS LOGARITHI-IC
ORDINATE IS LINEAR
1=2 ABSCISSA IS LINEAR
ORDI tATE IS LOG,'.RIT1MIC
1=3 LDOGARIIIH.IC GRID
SCALLING SEOUENCE CALL OGRIC(XLCXEI.NXANXS,YLO,YHIsNY,1 NYSoLOG)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
(SEE CALLING SEOUENCE DESCRIPTION FOR ENTRY POINT GRID)
CALLING SEQLENCE CALL POLA(RADIUSNXsA*NXSsIRDH)
SYMEOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
RADIUS R INPUT - VALUE OF OUTER CIRCLE
NX I INPUT - NUMBER OF CONCENTRIC CIRCLES
A A INPUT - LABELING FORMAT FOR CONCENTRIC CIRCLES
NXS I INPUT - NUMBER OF CIRCLES AT WHICH TO LABEL
IRDH I INPUT - INDICATOF FOR LADELING RADIALS:
=1 LABEL RADIALS ARE IN DEGREES
=2 LABEL RADIALS ARE IN HOURS
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL SCALE(XLOX-IYLO.YHILOG)
SYMBOL TYPE OESCR I PTICN
(SEE CALLING SEQUENCE OLDESCRIPTICN FOR ENTRY POINT GRID)
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL SETGRD(XLOLI.,YLOLIMXHILIM,YHILIM)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
XLOLIM R INPUT - LOWEST AESCISSA POSITION (IN RASTERS)
YLOLIM R INPUT - LCIEST OFDINAT[ POSITION (IN RASTERS)
XHILIM R INPUT - HIGHIEST tPSCIS.A POSITION (IN RASTERS)
VIilLI1t R INPUT - IIJ(OEST CLRDINATL POSTI IUN (IN RASTERS)
CALLING SLOUE:CfE CALL INTENS(IT)
SYt-t,'IL TYIE DFC ' : I' T ION
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IT I INPUr - NUMPER FFO)M 0-15 SO-ECIFYINtG DESIRED
INTENSITY OF CH-ARjCTLR PLUTTING
CALLIN G SLOLLNCE CALL t'CGLOG(OVr'-;LwNCHAR)
SYPt:.OL TYPE DESCRIPTICN
OVERPL L INPUT -. OVERPLOT GIVEN SYMPOL WIN NCHAR IF TRUE
NCIIAR I INPUT - RIGHT ADJUSTED PLOT CHIIARACTER FOR USE WITH
NEGATIVE ARGUMENTS IN POINT PLjT SECTION
OF SUJRCJLUTINE 'PLOTS
ELAhK SUPPRESSES PLOTTING OF NEGATIVE POINTS
CALLING.SEQUENCE CALL PLOT(XYtN, CHAR)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
X R INPUT - ARRAY OF 'X9 VALUES TO BE PLOTTED
Y R INPUT - ARRAY OF 'Yl VALUES TO BE PLOTTED
N 1 INPUT - NUMBERED OF ORDERED PAIRS TO DE PLOTTED
CPAR I INPUT - PLOT CHARACTER, RIGHT ADJUSTED
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL PPLCT( XsYN CHAR, IRDH)
SY MIBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
X R INPUT - ARRAY OF RADIUS VALUES TO BE PLOTTED
" R INPUT - ARRAY OF ANGULAR VALUES TO BE PLOTTED
N R INPUT - NUMEER OF ORDERED PAIRS TO CE PLOTTED
CHAR I INPUT - PLOT CiHARACTER, RIGHT ADJUSTED
IRDH I INPUT - INDICATOR OF UNITS OF ANGULAR INPUT
=0 ANGLES ARE IN RADIANS
=1 ANGLES ARE IN DEGREES
=2 ANGLES ARE IN HOURS
CALLING SEOUENCE CALL COORD(XY,KXKVY)
SYMIBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
K R INPUT - X VALUE
Y R INPUT - Y VALUE
KX 1 OUTPUT - X PASTEF VALUE
KY I OUIPUT - Y RASIEF. VALUE
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RESTRICTIONS XLO.NEoXHI AND YLO.NE.YHI
IF USED, SETGRD VUST t3E CALLED BEFORE COPRESPONDING
. CALLS TO GRID, SCALE, OR OGRID
REFERENCES NONE
SUzROUUTINE GRID (XLO,XHINX,ANX5,YLOYHI.NY8.NYS.LOG) GRID 186
COMMON /CPLOT$/ GI(2),XLOG(2),XLULIM(2).,XHILIM'.',(2),XSCAL(2). GRID 187
* FXLO(2)IT,G2(4) GRIID 150
LOGICAL LOGXLOGY,OPENSCALSWXLOG.OVERPLOVRPLT*NEG.NEGSW, GRID 189
* ANGLE GRID 190
LOGICAL*! CHAR(4),IARRAY( ) ,NCHAR(4)sLCHAR GRID 191
INTEGE OP' GRID 192
INTEGER XV9YV96LANK GRID 193
DIMENSION CPG(2).CS(2).DCS(2),KXY(2) GRID 196
DIM.NSION tLACIEL(2) GRID 197
DIMENSicN X(1).Y(1) GRID 198
REAL FCti(3)/*.,57.2C578,3.81971/,OUAD(2.2)/0.lo.e3.e2/ GRID 199
* PM(23/1-I./,PI12TF/.261794/ GRID 200
REAL SIN'5/.8715G74E-1/.COSS/.?961947/ GRID 201
EOUIVALENCE (KXY(l).KXI), (KXY(2).KYLI) GRID.202
EQUIVALENCE (IARRAY(I) ICHiAF)(LARRAY(4)sLCHAR) GRID 203
EQUIV/LENCE (XSCAL(1),SCALEX).(XSCAL(2).SCALEY). GRID 204
* (FXLO(1),SXLO), (FXLr(2),SYLC) GRID 205
EOUIVALENCE (XLOG(I),LOGXI,(XLOG(2),LOGY) GRID 206
DATA FLANKICHAR /4H 4,AH / GRID 207
DATA Cf- /10,9/ GRID 208
DATA IZ /0/ GRID 209
DATA SCALS~hPENOVPPLT,NEGEVANGLE/5*.FALSE*/ GRID 210
DATA KXY/2:2/ GRID 211
GO TO E . GRID 212
C OGRIC ENTRY GRID 213
ENTRY CGRIV (XLDXHINtX,AN>SYLOYHINY.BSNYS.LOG) GRID 214
OPiLt=* IirUE GRID 215
GO TO 5 GRID 216
C SCALE ENTRY GRID 217
ENTIrY SCA.LE (XLOXIiIsYLOYHILOG) GRID 218
SCAL .i=1LE. GRID 219
C INIT I/.LI ZC. AFIJAYS A4 ENTRY .S. ITCHES GRID 2?.
5 fXLU( I =XLC GRID 221
FXLC( - ) ='IC GXR ID 222
FAtl( I )=xAflI GRID 223
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FXH(I )YH GRID 224
II() II-X GR I D 225
i1(.) =NY ' R )I 226
NLAvEL(I )=NXS GRID 227
NLA;.L (2)= YS GRIDI 228
C LOOP FUR x TI-EN Y AXIS PrOCCSSING GRID 229
DO 50 IA=I .2 GRID 23n
XLOG( IAV)=LCGLO.IA.ON -. LOG.EC*3 GRID 231
C CGV'PLTE SCALE FACIGRS .ND LINE: INCFEMENTS GRID 232
IF (XL[G(1A)) GO TO IC GRID 233
XSCAL( IA)=(XHILIl.( IA)--XLOLIM(IA) )/(FXHI( IA)-FXL((IA) G RID 234
IF (SC/LSVW) GO TO SC GRID 235
J=1 (It) GRID 236
XINC=(FXHI(IA)-FXLO(IA))/FLOAT(J) G RID 237
GO TO 15 GRID 238
10 IF (.hCTSCALSw') GO TO 12 GRID) 239
FXLO( IA)=AL.OG1%0( FXLO( IA)) GRI 24C
FXHI(I )=ALUGIC,(FXHI.(IA)) GRID 241
XbCL(IA)=(XHILIM(IA)-XLOLI(IA))/(FXHI(IA)-FXLO(IA)) GRID 242
S GO TU 50 GRID 243
C CC9PlTL LOG SFACItG INTERVAL ALONG AXIS GRID 2t.4
12 NMIN=I I(IA)/9 GRID 245
NINC= 11(I A )4NMIN GRID 246
XINC= I C./F LOAT ( NINC) GRID 24,7
NLAIEL(IA)=NLA3EL(IA)+NLAEL(IA)/9 GRID 248
XI=FXLC(IA) GRID 249
I=MINT(Al.OGI (XI ) ) IGRID 2.0
NUM=XI/.(XINCl:O.*1 I) GRID 251
xI=I GRID 252
IF (NlUF*GT.NMIN) XI=XI+ALOG1I0(FLOAT(NUM)*XINC) GRID 253
IF (NLt:.LE.NMIN) NUM=0 GRID 25t-
FXLU( I)=XI GRID 255





IF (NUI.GT.['1IN) XI=):I+ALOGIO(FL)AT(NUJM)*XINC) GRID 261




s15 I =8UC (IA, 2 ) 1 GRID 266
IX(IUJ=XLOLIbl(Il) GRIID 267
C LCCP FOR EACt- GRIC LINE ON THIS AXIS GRID 268
DO 40 I=IZ.J GRID 269
C CCV-PUTE UtASTEii VALUES FOR GRID LINE GRID 270
IF (XLCG(IA)) GO TO 2C 6 GRID 271
XI=XI*L.',T(I ) GRID 272
IX(IA)=XIMX CAL(IA)+XLOLIM(IA) GRID 273
XI=XI FXL.O(IA) GRID 274
K=I GRIt) 275
(.0 10 20 GRID 276
20 L =I
1 EI1ANT GRID 277
K=MCD(L ,NI lC ) GRID 27C
IF (K.LTO) K K+NINC GRID 279
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XI=(L- )/N INC GRID 2 .
IF (K..EO. ) 6O TO 25 G 1 1
IF (Ket.L*.kI1N) Gc' TC 4C GRI0 232
XI=XI LOGI ( LOAT (K)*t x INC I GPID 2'33
25 x I =(:1 -FXLO(I,) )XSCAL( IA)+XLOLI M(IAi GRI.' 24
X I Iv : GRIL) C ,5XI=Iv,t¢Xl 
RD 8
C PLCT GRID LINE GRID 246
30 I STP=HIL IV(I GIRID 237
IF(CPEhI.I..NOT.(I.FO.IZ.O.I.EO.J))1STOP=XLOLIM(ID)~8. GRID ?13
IV( 18 =l!.TOP"- X(Ir :1 GRID 2-9
IF(IAL(IV(Iti).GC.(3 GO TC 33 GRiD 29
"
IV( IA=0 GRID 291
CALL SC4020 (It IX(1),IX(2) .1V(I ) IV(2)) GRID 292
GO TO 24 GRID 293
33 CALL (C4'02G(OP(IA),IX(1),IX(2).ISTOP.D) GRID 294
C LAC.L GRID LIFE GRID 295
34 IF(NLAE.(IA).EO,.C.. -OD(KNLA3EL(IA))aNE,,) GO TO 40 GRID 29b
IF (IkNEL.1) GO TO 25 GRID 297
' CALL LCIT(XIA,DUTN) GrtID 298
CALL I-CRLIN (OUTN.IY(1),IX(2)-1I6) GRID 299
GO TO 40 GRID 300
35 CALL ECIT(XIB,OUTNI GRID 3CI
CALL -CRLIN (OUTN, IX(l)-4*,IX(2)) GRID 302
40 CONTI LE GRID 303
50 CONTI h1.E GRID 304
OPEN=.FALSE. GQ RID 305
CAL =-FAL% GRID 3)6
n -r r, 
.t I. {. -'A
C PCLAF ENTRY GID 308





C INITIALIZE RACIUS ARRAYS GRID 314
00 510 I=1.2 GRID 315
ORG(I)=XLOLIM(1)+RADFLOAT(KXY(I)-1) GRID 316
FXLO( I )=-R-ADIUS*FLOAT(KXY( I )-1) GRID 317
XSCAL (I )=RAD/RADIUS GRID 310
510 "XLOG( I )=.FALSE. GRID 319
CS( 1)=1. GRID 320
CS(2)=0. GRID 321
C DRAW.ARCS IN E DEGREE SEGMENTS GRID 322
DO 55C I=1.18 GRID 323
C COKPLTE UNIT CHORC GRID 324
DCS.( I ) =CS(1) *COS-;-CS(2 )*SINE-CS(1) GRID 325
DCS(2)=C-(2)COSb5tCS( 1)*SINE-CS(2) GR ID 320
C DEFINE- RAOIAL CU,'ADONENTS, GRID 327
OFFC=0* GRID 328
IF(MOf ( '), NE. 1)OFFC=16. GRID 329
IF(KUC(I t3) .L .1 )(FFC-'22. GRID 330
NVE:C=(.tAYI IS( )*CS(2))(RAD-0FFC)-1. /63, GRID 331
XYV= ( ... FC)/Ft.0( IVEC ) GRID 332
C LCCP ON QUjrr/NIS GRID 333
DO 540 Kl=lKxl 6r)1 334
00 , K2=I#1tYI GRID 31
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K=IAUS(KI-K2)I+1I GRID 336
KT=- (K.2) 1 GRID 337
RX=CS (P) p (K I) GR 1) 3.'
RY=CS T tT * .,( ,21) GR.IO 339
.XV--=OCE(K) 'd"(K1) GRID 34,
RYV:-OC (KT )CP-,(K2) GRID 31I
C PLCT CONCIT; IC CtOFRCS GRID 3e2
DO 52C J=1,NK GRID 3-3
RJ=I NC;FLCAT(J) GRID 344
IX( 1J=:RJRX+ORG( I) GRID 345
IX( 2)='fJ -RY ORG(2) GRID 346
IV(I)=FXV9:J GRID 347
IV(2)=YV*pRJ GRID 346
520 CALL EC4020 (IIIX(1),*IX(2),IV(1),IV(2)) GRID 349
C PLOT RADIALS GRID 350
IV(I)=FX*XYV GRID 351
IV(2)=I YXYV GRID 352
DO 530 J=IZ.NVEC' GRID 353
RJ=XYVIFLOAT(J) 4OFFC GRID 354
IX(1)=FXRJ+ORG( 1) GRID 355
IX( 2)= ;YRJ+ORG(2) GRID 356
530 CALL 5C4020 (11. X( 1), I!X(2) .V( l). IV(2)) GRID 357
IF('OC(I,3).NE.I) GC TO 540 GRID 358
C LABEL RADIALS GRID 359
IX(1 i =(RAD4+16. )It.RX+OPG(1) GRID 360
IX(2 ('.AD+ 16. ).RY 4CRG(2) GRID 361
4,;.:- '- ..... : ' , 1 ... td...2T! 'I 3.. .
CALL L j'I'i i i , 3 :, *UT7. ; Cnin 21-
CALL I-CRLIN(OUT,NIX(1 ),IX( )) GRID 364
540 CONTIILE GRID 365
C INCREMENT ANGLES. GRID 366
CS( I)=CS( I )+DCS( I) GRID 367
550 CS(2=(S(2)+-CS(2) GRID 368
IF (NXE.EC.C) RETURN GRID 369
C LACEL CIRCLES GRID 370
IX(1)=CRG(1) GRID 371
DO 5oO J=NXSNY.NXS GRID 372
FNUt-=R/DIUS*FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NX) GRID 373
*CALL ECIT(FNu,.,AOUTN) GRID 374
DO 560 K2=1,KY1 GRID 375
IX(2)=-CRG(2)i!PM(K2)*FLCAT(J 1RINC GRID 376
560 CALL I-CRLIN(OUT .N,IX(1).IX(2)) GRID 377
RETURN GRID 378
C SETGRD ENTRY GRID 379
LNTRY SOTGRD (LOLIMXLOLIMYeHILIttX,HILIMY) GRID 380
IF (LCLIMX.LTHILI.IAX.AID.LOLIMYLT.HILIMY.ANDe GRID 381
* LOL IMX.GEcO .. AN.LOLIMX.LT. 1G24..AND, GRID 382
H I LIM:X.GE.C. .AI.D.HILIM X.LT o 1024* ANDO. GRIt) 383
* L(JLIY.GE.C..Ar-.LOLI?.Y.LT. IO4..ANDe GRID 3G4
* IlILIY.G .CK. AD ILI'Y..T. IC24. ) GO TO 570 GRID 385
CALL I-COLIk(*ST- o. AKGUiE-4S OUT OF RANGE -- LIMITS NOT RESUT'GRID 396
S *49,51 .512) GRID 387
CALL. SC4020 (17.,DO,D.D) GRID 338
RETiULI G CRI% 389
570 XLOL(JI I(1 )=I.OLI' 'K GRID 390
XLOJLIf (;;) LOLIM GRID 391
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XHILIP(1)=zLI, GRID 32
-X. HILIV(2)= I ,:Y GRID 393
RE T Up N J C, ID 3)'4
C INTAS E N YkY G'I u .)
LN)I IY INTENS(IT G, I[ 3V 6
.IT-'I T G I D .3 7
RETURN GI.' 39J
C NEGLLG ENTRY GRID 3'9
ENT1Y It-'GLGG (OVERPLNCHAR) GPID 4C00
0 VRPLT =CVLb-r'L GRID 401
LCHAR= NCAN( 4) GRID -0 2
NEGSt = ICIIAR Nl*i BLANK GRID t.93
RETUIN GRID 4-j
C PPLOT ENTRY GRID t.C
ENTFiY FPLOT(X.Y,NCI-AR.IRDH) GRID ,.
ANGLE= .TRUE. GRID -07
RAD=I ./RPCH( IRDH I 1) GRID 40,C
C PLGT ENTRY GRID 4C-7
ENTrY FLOT (X,YNCt-AR) GRID tic
LCHAR=CHAR(4) GRID 411
IF (ICI-AR.LEOBLANK) GO TO 7C GRID 412
C PLrGT ALL CHARACTERS - SCALING FROM "GRID" ROUTINE GRID 413
ITX=5 GRID 414
IF (IT*NEs. ) ITX=6 GRID 415
DO 60 I=1,N GRID A16
NEG=. FALSE9 GRID 417
XX=X( I) GRID 410
IF (ANCLE) XX=X(I)*CCS(Y(I)RAD) 6,IL) 419
S IF (*hCT*LCGX) GO TO 54 GRID 420
IF (XX) 51.54,53 GRID 421
51 IF (.NCT.NEGS\') GO TO 54 GRID 422
XX=-XX GRID 423
NEG=* TgUE. GRID 424
53 XX=At. CG10(XX) GRID 425
54 KX=(XX-SXLO)*SCALEX+XLOLIM(1) GRID 4-26
YY=Y( Il GRID 427
IF (ANCLE) YY=X(I)*SIN(Y(1)4RAD) GRID 420
IF (.NCT.LOGY) GO TO 5e GRID 429
IF (YY) 55.5,57 GRID.430
55 IF (,FCT.NEGSW) GO TO 58 GRID 431
YY=-YY GRID 432.
NEG=.TFUE, GRID 433
57 YY=ALCGI5(YY) GRID 434
so58 KY=(YY-SYLO)45CALEY+xLCLIi(2) GRID 435
C PLOT INDIVIDUAL PCINTS GRID 436
IF (*KCT.EG. OVRPLT) GRID 437
* CALL SC4c2C (ITYXKXKYLCHAFIT) GRID 438
IF (NEC) GRID 439
* CALL SC4020 (ITXKXKY,NCHA,(4)9IT) GRID 440'
60 CONTINLE GRID 4t,.1
ANGLE=.FAL! :* GRID A42
RETURK GRID 4'3
C CCORD ENTNY GRID 464
ENIY COURI (XsY.KXKY) GRID 4A5
NZI GRID 4'6
C L;CP Us I t L V LCTOiS GRID 447
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70 D00 90 I=1.N G. 'IL 443
XI~; .' X2 t.tX1=X2 GQ ID 44C"
C CC.":', 1L Vt.-1C CUCPDINATES IN I:ASTERS G1ID 4t ;1
C SCrIt,~G TAKLt, FROP GPID RULIINE7 GRID 4 2
XX=X( I) GRCID . 3
IF (At, CLL) XX=X(I)C'CCS(Y(I) 4RAD) G I t,54
IF (LCCX.ANC.XXoNE.C.) XX=ALOGO(A3S(XX)) GRID 455
Y¥=Y(I GRID 456
IF .(AICLE) YY=X(I) SIN(Y(I) RAD) GRID 457
IF (LCCVA NG. YY.NE.C.) YY=ALOGI (AUS(YY)) GRI 45 3
X2=(X;-SXLC) .SCALEXtXLOLIM( I1) GRID 4V,;
Y2=(YY-SYLO)YSCALEY4XLOLIM( ) GRID 460
IF (I.LE.1) GO TO 9C GRID 461
RXV=X2-X 1 GRID 462
RYV=Y2-YVI GRID 463
C LOCP TO PL(JT ~ECTR IN SL-GK-ENTS NOT GREATER THAN 64 RASTERS GRID 464
"J=MAXI(AbS(RXV),ADJS(YV))/63 GRID t65
RXV=RA'/FLOAT(J+-) GRID 466
XV=SIG (AINT(AE-S(FXVI-64. )+C4.RXV) GRID 467
RYV=RY%/FLCAT(J+1) GRID 468
YV=SIGt\(AINT(AEBS(RYV)-64)+4 4RYV) GRID 469
C PLGT VECTOR SEGMENTS GRID 470
00 80 K=IZ.J GRID 471
R=K GRID 472
KX=XI R4-RXV GRID 473
K'. =Y i4 rRYV GRIO 474
CALL b(.4Q20 (11,sKXvKYXVeYV) GRID 475
bu CUNIIhLE GRID 476
90 CONT IhtLE GRID 477
KX=X2 GRID 478
KY=Y2 GRID 479
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HORLIN and its two entries VERLIN and DIAGLN are used
to plot an array of characters. DIAGLN is used to output
a label in which the horizontal and vertical spacing or increments
between characters is user specified. HORLIN (horizontal
label) assumes there will be no vertical increment and a
standard horizontal increment. VERLIN (vertical label)
assumes there will be no horizontal increment and a standard
vertical increment. Each uses the same coding.
Since the center coordinates are input, the coordinates
for the first character must be computed. Then each character is
output via a call to SC4020 and after each character the coordinates
are incremented for the position of thenext character.
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hA VE HORL I N . .
ENTY POINT PURPOSE
HLKLIN 10 PRINT 140RIZCjNTAL LABELS ON THE SC4020 PLOTTER'
VERLIN TO PRINT VERTICAL LAI3ELS CN THE SC4C29 PLOTTER
DIAGL" TO PRINT CI.GONAL LAUELS ON THE SC4020 PLOTTER
CALLING SEQULNCE CALL HORLIN(A9Nx,Y)
SYMdQL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
A L INPUT - ALPFIANUMERIC INFORMATION TO BE PRINTED
N I INPUT - NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO BE PRINTED
X I , INPUT - RASTER CCUNT OF X-COORDINATE OF CENTER OF
LINE (RASTER COUNT OF Y-COORDINATE FOR
VERTICAL LABELS)
Y I INPUT - RASTER CCUNT OF Y-COORDINATE OF CENTER OF
LINE ("X" FOR VERTICAL LADELS)
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL VERLIN(A.N,X.YI
SYRLiOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
A .L INPUT - ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION TO DE PRINTED
N I INPUT - NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO DE PRINTED
X I INPUT - RASTER CCUNT OF X-COORDINATE OF CENTER
CF LINE
V I INPUT - RASTER CCUNT OF Y-COORDINATE OF CENTER
OF LINE
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL DIAGLN(A*N,>)YDXaDY)
SYNMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
A L INPUT - ALPHIANUERIC INFORMATION TO BE PRINTED
h I INPUT - NUMEER OF CHARACTERS TO BE PRINTED
X I INPUT - FASTER CCUNI OF X-COORDINATE OF CENTER
OF LINE
Y I INPUT - RASIEP CCUNT OF Y-COORDINATE OF CENTER
OF LINE
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.. ,'. I
DY I INPUT - PASTE R CCU N f-TWEEN CHARACTERS IN Y
DIRUCTIU'
SUERCUTINE SED SC4020





SUBiOtLTINE HORLIN (A,NX,Y) HURL 74
IVPLICIT INTEGEfi4 (A-Z) HORL 75
LOGICAL*1 A(N) HORL 76
CGMMON /CPLO1 $/ GI(12) ,INTENS.G2(4) HORL 17
C SET INCREMENTS HORL 78
DX=6 HORL 79
DY=0 HURL aL
GO TO 10 HORL 81
C VL .L *Ci2. fl'.!. L;.?
EF44kT vEkLiN iAei%*X*Vi HvL e83
C SET INC-EMENTS HURL 84
DX=0 HORL 85
Oi=-16 HUORL 86
C DIAGLN ENTRY HURL 87
ENTRY CIA.GLJ (ANXYOXDY) HORL 88
C SET INITIAL CCORD)INATES AND OP CODE HORL. 89
10 IX=X-(t-1)4DX/2 HURL 90
I Y=Y- ( t- I ) EDY/2 HUORL 91
OP=5 HORL 92
IF (INT1ENSNE.0) OP=6 HUORL 93
C PLOT.EACH CHARACTER HURL 94
DO 20 I=I.N HORL 95
CALL SC402C (OP,IXIYA(:II,INTENS) HURL 96
IX=IX4LX HORL 97










MINT is a function routine which determines the
value of the largest integer which is less than or equal
to the value of a floating point number, X, which has been
input. Notice that -MINT (-X) can be used to find the .
smallest integer greater than or equal to X.
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NAM,. MINT J
PUP. TO TRUNCATc TO T E N-xT ALGE3kAICALLY SMALLER
INTEGERP
CALLINiG S.OUcCE MINT(X)
bYMO4 L TYPE DE3CR IPTION
K R4 INPUT - VALUE TO BE TRUNCATED
MINT I OUTPUT - LAPGEST INTLE.R LESS THAN X
(-MINT(-)() TRUNCATE3 T: TI-E_ NEXT
ALGLO3FAIC(ALLY GREATER INTiGER)




I T I I..NS NONE
QR F-t A wC-S NONE
FUNCTICK MINT(X) MINT 31
MI .=X MINT 
32












PLOTST is used to initialize the plot package (and
produce a leading ID frame) or to terminate the plot package
(and produce a trailing ID frame).
PLOTST sets the object space to default values and then
calls SC4020 to initialize. If an ID frame is desired, ENTRY
IDFRME is used.
IDFRME uses descriptions in data statements to produce
an ID frame. DATE is called to put the date 6n the ID frame.
ENDPLT terminates the plot package by calling SC4020
to terminate (emptying its plot buffers.) Then IDFR1,IE is used
to produce the trailing ID frame.
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PLUTSr TO INITIAL I ZE THE PLJT PACKAG AN.) TO SELECT OUPUT
DLV I CES
ICFRM- TO GENERATE THE IDENTIFICATIJN FRAME FOR TH6 PLOT
PACKAGE
ENDFLT TO TERMINATE TH- PLOT PACKAGE.
CALLING SLOUENCE CALL PLOTST(NID)
6YVlJL TYFC DESCRIPTION
N I INPUT - SUM OF DEVICE' NUMBERS ODSIRED SUCH THAT
=1 DESIGNATES THE 33 MM CAMERA
-=2 CESIGNATES TH, r INCH CAWjRA
-=3 CESIGNATE3 TH-" PRINT P
IG L INPUT - TRUE FOR 10 FRAME DSIRED
CALLING SUL^UNCE CALL IOFRPE





RE F RNC-"S NONE
SU6ROLIINE PLOTST (NID) PLOT 43
LOGICAL S'A ITCH. ID PLOT 44
LUGICAL PRINTPLOTERLCGXLCGY PLOT 45
INTLGER PLOTIS PLOT 46
COMMJON /CPLCT$/ PRINT*FLOTEst.LJ;.~LOGYsXLOLIMYLOLIM, PLOT 47
* XHtILIIYHILIMSCALEXSCALEYSXL3,SYLOIlT. IPRNTPLUTls.LININC, PLOT 48
* LINECT PLOT 49
OIMrNION OAT(2) PLOT 50
DIMcNSION A(P),U(2) * PLOT S5
LAT,, A/32H,C -PLOT PACKAGE FOR IBM 360 / PLOT 52
DATA U /tRI-rUN ON / PLOT 53
DATA 12 /C/ PLOT 54
C DEFALLT 0RIO LIVITS AND SCALE FACTCPS PLOT 55
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LUjX= .FALSZ. PLOT 56
LOY =.FALS; ."*j 1 PLOT 57
XLJL I =' PLOT 59
YLULI P=32 PLOT 59
XHI LI =£-2. PLOT 60






I T= 0 PLOT 66
IPRNT= PLOT 67
PLOT I-=2 PLOT 68
LININC=16 PLOT 69
L IfCT= PLUT 70
C SELCT jDEVICE PLOT 71
M= 4-N PLOT 72
IF( V. LT.-3 )M=-3 PLOT 73
LALL SC(4 2'(MD,D, D,0) PLOT 74
30 .IF. (*NCT.I..) RETURN PLOT 75
C ICF&M E ENTY PLOT 76
LNTKY IDFRVE PLOT 77
SwI TCH=,TRU , PLOT 78
GO TO 40 PLOT 79
C EK.PLT ENT HY PLOT 80
r.NT Y ENDPLT PLOT 81
LALL SC-.20 ?17 ,.DJ'.0" PLOT 52
-- ;, TF FLF PLCT 5
C DRAW LARGE S GLA;k~E PLOT 84
40 LALL SC4C20 (IC,09.,1C23,0) PLOT 85
CALL SC(.2O (10,1C23.C.1023,0) PLOT 36
CALL SC4C20 (9,0.C, IC23,0) PLOT 87
CALL SC4r2C: (9,r.123,1023,C) PLOT 58
C DRAw SMALLER 5CUAPE INSIDE PLOT 89
CALL SC4Z2C (1'.,255,256.767,0) PLOT *90
CALL SC4-;2' (1C,7683256,7567,0) PLOT 91
CALL SC4('20 (9,255,256,768,C) PLOT 92
CALL SC4C2C (9,255,7F7.768,C) PLOT 93
C DRAw kHUMoLUS PLOT 94
)O :0Q I=IZ,511,64 PLOT 95
CALL !C4C2C (11,I.512+I,63.~3) PLOT 96
CALL SC41020 (11,I1.511-I,63.-63) PLOT 97
CALL SC4 20 (11,1023-I,512fI.-63, 63) PLOT 98
CALL SC4'20 (11,IC23-I,511-1.-63,-63) PLOT 99
50 CONTI KNLE PLOT 100
C INSEkT TITL /ND CATE PLOT 101
CALL hCRLI1 (A,31.512,750) PLOT 102
CALL PCRLIN (b,b,512.52C) PLOT 103
CALL CATL (DAT) PLOT 104
CALL I-CRLIN (DAT,8,512.508) PLOT 105
IF (,AITCH) RETURN . PLOT 106
C EMPTY OJFF Lrk AND TE1MINATE PLOTTEF OUTPUT PLOT 107
CALL 5(C420 (17,,D0,0,0) PLOT 108









QUICKY is a quick plot routine. The user inputs an
array of coordinates and QUICKY outputs a plot of his data
complete with grid overlay.
QUICKY first calls GRDNUM for the x array to deter-
mine x characteristics for the grid overlay. Then GRDNUM
is called for the y array. Then GRID is called to output
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NAME OUICKY
PURPOSE TO PLOT X-Y VALUES ON AN APPROPRIATE GRID
J
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL OUICKY(X,Y,,CHAR)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTICN
X R INPUT - ARRAY OF ABSCISSA VALUES TO BE PLOTTED
V R INPUT - ARRAY OF ORDINATE VALUES TO BE PLOTTED
N I INPUT - NUMBER OF COORDINATES IN THE X-Y ARRAYS
CHAR- A INPUT - RIGHT JUSTIFIED CHARACTER TO BE PLOTTED.
IF.CHARACTER IS BLANK, VECTORS WILL BE
PLOTTED EETwEE'--t POINTS
SUUROUTINES LSED GRDNUM GRID PLOT HORLIN
CCV MCN BLOCKS NONE
INPUT FILES NONE
OUTPUT FILES NONE
RESTRICT!ONS N MVUST .C:.',,TE, TciAN I A;4D NElTiiEk TnE X NUR THE
SARRAY'S ,A itAVE ALL -LEMtNfI S -UUAL
REFERENCES NONE
SUBROUTINE OUICKY(X#Y*N.CHAR) OUIC 35
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N) OUIC 36
LOGICAL*1 XFMT(7),YFM.IT(7) OUIC 37
C GET ESTiHETIC GRID LIMITS AtD FORMATS OUIC 38
CALL GRDNLM(X.N, XMIN,XWAXiNXXFPMT) OUIC 39
CALL GRDNLMI( YN, YMI N, YWAX NY, YFMT) OUIC 40
IF(NX*EO.C.OR.NY.EO.C) GO TO IC OUIC 41
C DRAW GRID OUIC 41CAL ~ UIC 42-
CALL GRIC(XMIN,XMAX*NXeXF(, ITetlYM4IN*Yt.lAXsNY9YF?4T 1,0) OUIC 43C PLCT POINTS QUIC 4CALL PLOT(X,*YNCHAR) OUIC 44
RETURN OUIC 45











SC4020 is the basic routine which formats the SC4020
instruction. It also simulates the SC4020 by outputing
printer plots.
There are two major sections: the printer and the
SC4020. The first parameter to the SC4020 call is a operation
indicator. If the printer has been selected, then, through a
computed GO TO, the operation indicator causes the operation to
be done. The same happens for the SC4020 if it has been selected.
The printer section consists of the coding which puts
characters into the print buffer. The SC4020 section consists
of set up the SC4020 instructions and storing these into a
buffer which is output when it is filled.
.- 1.65
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Special entries in SC4020 are equivalent to calling
SC4020 with certain operation indicators. These include
FRMADV (frame advance) and EMPTY (empty the buffers). Other
entries include NI JNIT (to specify ,the output units) , FRAMiES
(to return the number of frames produced) and VBAR (to substitute
a vertical bar instead of an "I" for vertical plotting on the
printer.)
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SC4020 TO TRANSLATE PLOT COMM4ANDS INTO SC4020 INSTRUCTIONS
AND/OR PRIATER PLOTS
FFMADV TO ADVANCE THE FRAME
NIUNIT" TO SET THE OUTPUT UNIT NUMbERS
FRAMES TO RETURN A COUNT OF THE NUM-DER OF FRAVES PRODUCED
EMPTY TO TERMINATE THE PLOTTER TAPE OUTPUT
VEAR TO USE T-E VERTICAL 8'R CHARACTER "j" INSTEAD OF
"I" FOR VERTICAL LINES OF THE PRINTER PLOTS
CCNONS TO SET A FRAME OF PRINTER AS ONE COMPUTER PAGE
INSTEAD OF THE NCRMAL TWO
CALLING SEQUENCES BECALSE EACH OF THE 15 PLOT COMMANDS USES THE
ARGUMENT LIST DIFFEPtENTLY. EACH CALLING
SEQUENCE IS LISIED. IN EACH CASE THE ARGUMENT
'lD' IS A DLV.MMY ARGU.-A-NT, AND THE FIRST.
ARGUVENT IS THE FUNCTION CODE. ''OP' I ,
SYMEOL TYPE DESCRIPT I ON




CALL SC4020(-2,DC.D.DI -2 I COMMAND TO
SELIECT CAMERA 2
AND PRINTER
CALL' SC4020(-I.D,D,DD) -1 I CCMMAND TO
SELECT CAMERA 1
AND PRINTER
CALL SC4020(0.0ODO,D) 0 COMMAND TO
SELECT PRINTER
CALL SC4020(1.DDoDD) I COM1.AND TO
SELECT CAMERA 1
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CALL SC4020(2.,DD,D0) 3 1 CCP'IAND TO
SELECT B0TH
CAVERAS
CALL SC4020(4,D.D,D,DO) 4 I CCMMIAND TO
ADVANCE FILM





X I RASTER COUNT OF
X COORDINATE
Y I RASTER COUNT OF
Y COORDINATE
CHAS(I) L*I CHARACTER TO BE
PLOTTED





X I RASTER COUNT OF
X COORDINATE
Y I RASTER COUNT OF
Y COORDINATE
CHAR(I) L*I CHARACTER TO BE
PLOTTED
B I LIGHT INTENSITY
(0-15)
CALL SC4020(7.X,YCHARsD) 7 COMMAND TO PLOT
SINGLE CHARACTER
AT COORDINATES X,
Y AND SET LIGHT
INTENSITY TO
VRIGHT
X I RASTER COUNT OF.
X COORDINATE
Y I RASTER COUNT OF
Y COOPRDINATE
CHA( I) LI ClIARAClER TO BE
PLOTTED
CALL SC40;'0(P.X.Y.CHAR,) 0 I COMMAND TO PLOT
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t / Y AND SLT LIGHT
. INTENSITY TO DIM
X I RASTER COUNT OF
X COORDINATE
Y I RASTER COUNT OF
Y COORDINATE
CHAR(I) L*1 CHARACTER TO BE
PLOTTED
CALL SC4020(SXvX.YSTOP.D) 9 CCMMAND TO
GEINERATE LINE
FRCM COORDINATES
(X YI TO (STOPeY)
X RASTER COUNT OF X
COORDINATE OF
STARTING POINT
Y I RASTER COUNT OF Y
COORDINATE OF
LINE
STOP I RASTER COUNT OF X
COORDINATE OF END
POINT




X I RASTER COUNT OF X
COORDINATE OF
L INE
Y I RASTER COUNT OF Y
COORDINATE OF
STARTING POINT
STOP I RASTER COUNT OF Y
COCRDINATE OF END
POINT.
CALL SC4020(11,X.Y,XV,YV) 11 I CO MAND TO
GENERATE LINE
FR M COORDINATES
(X.Y) TO (X XV,
Y+YVI
X I RASTER COUNT OF X
COORDI NATE
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Y. . RASTER COUNT OF Y
I COVRDINATE





YV I SIGNED RASTER
COUNT OF Y
COMPONENT 0 F THE
VECTOR TO BE
PLOTTED























X I RASTER COUNT OF X
COORDINATE OF
STARTING POINT
Y I.. RASTER COUNT OF Y.
' COORDINATE OF
STARTING POINT
CHAI!(N) L*1 CHARACTERS TO BE
PLOTTED
N I NUM-[3ER OF
CHIARACTERS TO
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E PLOTTED









CHAR(NI L*1 CHiARACTERS TO BE
PLOTTED
N I NUMBER CF
CHARACTERS TO
BE PLOTTED












CHAR(N) L41 CHARACTERS TO BE
PLOTTED
N I NUMBER OF
CHIARACTERS TO
BE PLOTTED






CHA~R(N) L*1 CHARACTERS TO BE
PLOTTED
N . NUMUER OF
CHlARACTERS TO
BE PLOTTED
CALL SC4020(2CD.C.DDl 20 COMM4AND TO
STOP TYPEWRITER
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MODE AND RETURN
TO NORMAL MUD-'
CALLING SEOLENCE CALL FRMACV
CALLING SEQULENCE CALL.NWUNIT(IPRNTIPL3TR)
SYMBOL TVYFE DESCRIPTION
IPRNT I INPUT - FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMUER FOR PRINTER
FLOTS
IPLOTR I INPUT - FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR PLOTTER
CRIVE TAPE
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL FRAVES(FRMONT)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
FRMONT I OUTPUT - NUMBER CF FRAMES PRODUCED
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL EMPTY
CALLING SEGLQUENCE CALL VBAR




OUTPUT.FILES PRNT - FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMB3ER FOR PRINTER PLOTS
PLOTS - FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT FOR SC4020 PLOTS
RESTRICTIONS NONE
REFEIENCES NONE
SUBROUTINE SC4020 (OP,XYINCHiAR,YV) SC40 320COMMON /CPLOTL/PRINT.PLOTER.G1(11),PRNI'TPLOTI$SLININCoLINECT SC40 321INIEGE, SCHAR SC40 322
INTEGEI; CPIOPI,X.Y.XV,YV,PfhT,PLDTIS.FRMCNT, SC40 323
S SHIFT2.SIHIF4.SHIFT5,SHIFT6 SHIFTU SC4C 324
INTEGER CARETtlSTOPTPRESET SC40 325
INTEGEC;*2 SETPOS,IZt.P SC40 326
LOGICAL PRINTPLTER,INITAL,TE,,PERTYPINGTYPMOD S C40 327LOGIC/',LI CPC0DE'(25t;),EIf.ROR(12),VJT(4092),.P UF(12 8 , 1 2 8 ) SC40 328LOGICALcI II.MINUS,OUJT,rLAtNr.sLASIi,pT,o3AR SC40 329
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LOGICAL*I1 LX,OUM(L) ,CtIA(1) ,XCHA. (2566I1.4CHAR(YV) SC4CA 332
C LX IS EOUIVALLNCEC TU THlE LCw UPODE. 's YTt Iw.. SC4.' 333
C TI-IS 1S FOi ETE MANIPULATION PkQPCSES* SCIC 334
EOUIVALENCE (IwDUM(I),(OU/(4),LX) SC4. 2" 5
E:OUIVALENCE (XCHlAR( 2),CHAr(P ) SC-C 336
EQUIVALENCC(SETPOS. IS) 
.SC4c 337
C INITIALILZE S'.ITCHES SC4C 33C
DATA INITAL.PERR.TERRTYPING /4*F/ SC,C 339
C SC-4020 OP CCCES SC40 34C
DATA CFCODE/ Z21,Z22,Z23,Z2,.Z),Z1I.Z12,Z04. SC4C 341
a Zl8.Z1AZ30,Z25,Z24,Z2?8,ZIo,ZI2.Z2EZ2A,Z00,ZA / SC40 342
DATA CIRETK.STOPTP,FESET /ZCOCC02A,?)0COOCCAZOC00CC2E / SC40 343
C INSERTS ERROR SLASHES IN UPPER RIGFT CORNER OF FRAME SC40 344
DATA EgROR / ZIC,Z2FZOF,Z3I.ZC0)ZO5.Z31,L31oZ31,Z31.Z31,ZOA / SC4C 345
C PLCT CHARACTEFS FCR PRINTER PLOTS SC4C 346
DATA I,[MINUS,OOT.BLANKSLASHeAR/IHIIzH-olHoIH sIH/,IHI/ SC4 347
C CCNSTANTS FUR BIT MANIPULATION SCAC 34e
DATA ShIFT2,SHIFT4,SHIFT5*SPIFT6,SHIFTS / SC4O 349
* Z00OOOC04, ZC000Ol0, Z00(0OC020. ZCCC(0C40. ZCCC0010O / SC4C 35C
C MISC* CONSTANTS SC40 351
DATA 12ZIZAP /0,ZCOCC / SC4C 352
DATA IELANK /Z00000C40 / SC4C 353
C NCFMAL ENTFlY SC40 354
DPI=IAES(COF) SC40 355
C TEST FOR DEVICE SELECTION CP CODE SC4C 356
IF (OPI*GT.3) GO TO 1 SC40 357
C SET DEVICE SrITCHES SC4C 3 8
PDR! NT -PLE.C0 SC4C 359
.L.T.':C-.GT.0 SC40 360
C RETURN IF PRINTER SELECT ONLY SC4C 361
IF(OP1.EO.0) RETURN SC4C 362
GO TO 1 SC40 363
C FRMACV ENTRY SC4O 364
ENTRY FRMADV SC40 365
C SET CP CODE FCR RESET SC40 366
OPI=17 SC40 367
C TEST FOR INITIALIZATION SC40 368
I IF (INITAL) GO TO 20 SC4O 369
INITAL=*TRUE* SC4C 370
C ZEIO FRAME CCLNT AND COMMAND BUFFER INDEX SC40 371
IFRM=0 SC40 372
i COUNI=0 SC40 373
C SET UP CHAPACTER TRANSLATICN MATRIX SC40 374
I=0 SC40 375
DO 5 I=IZ,255 SC40 376
5 CHAR( I J=LX SC40 377
DO 10 l=IZ,63 SC40 378
lw~l SC40 379IW=I  
KI-H=SCIR-/( I SC4C 380
10 CIHAR( KI-=LX SC4c 301
C SET PRINT OUFFER TO OLANKS SC40 302
DO lb 1=1.128 SC40 303
DO 15 J= 1.120 SC4C 3C4
15 P3UF( IJI=PLANK SC40 385
C ZERO CURRENT f:lINT REGISTER VALUES SC4C 306
nx= o *SC4C 306
"X=O SC40 387
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C TEST FOR INPI.T CO/MPAND IN WROcNG MOC,- SC4O 389
20 IF ((IPINCAND.OPI.(E.17).CR.(.NOT.T1NG.AND.OPILEs 17)) SC4C 39C
* GO TO 25 SC4cD 391
C SET PRINTER ANC PLOTTER ERROR FLAGS SC4C 3Q2
PERR=. TRUE, SC4C 393
TERR- =. TRUE * SC40C 394C RETURN IF NOT FRAME ADVANCE SC4c 3'5
IF (OPI.NE.4) RETURN SC40 396
C SET CP COODE FCR RESET SC40 397
OPI = 1 7 SC40 398
C SET NEW PROGRAM MCOE SC40 399
25 TYPM OC=TYPING SC40 400
C BEGIN PROCESSING SC4C 401
C TRANSFER ON CF COCE SC40 402
GO TO (45,45.45.30.45,45,45.45,33,35935,45,.45,45 SC40 403
* 43s4, 3.,.45,45,30), OPI SC4C 404
C SET FUR -PLOTTING MODE SC4C 4 5
30 TYP.;OD:=.FALSE. SC40 406
GO TO 45 SC40 407
C RECOVER X VECTOR CO,.PONENT OR AXIS END POINT SC40 408
35 DO 40 I=1,4 SC4C 409
40 DUIM(1).=INCAR(I) SC4( 410
XV= I.k SC4D 411
GO TO 45 SC4C 412
C SET FOR TYPE~RITER MODE SC40 4.13
It 3 TYfP,!OD-.Tns_-E. cL AvnJ. t,r -- l-• cp c " 
SC4(. "
C TEST FOR PRINTER PLOTS SC40 416
IF (.NCT.PRINT) GO TC 150 SC40 417
C TRANSFER ON CF COCE SC40 418
GO.TO (150,150.150,125,656,665.65,55,60,50. 150C,150,150, SC40 41,9
* 90.95,125E,85. 100 .145)'OPI SC40 420
C SET PLOT CHARACTER FOR VECTOR SC4C 421
50 PT=DOT SC40 422SC40 422
C CALCULATE MAXIMUM DEFLECTICN M-AGNI TUDE SC4c 423
V=AMAXC(IAOS(XV) , IADS(YV)) SC40 424
C TEST FOR DEFLECTION CUT OF RANGE SC40 425
IF (V*LT.64.) GO TO 53 SC40 426
PERR=.ITRUE. SC40 427
GO TO 150 SC40 428
C CO:PUTE PRINTER VECTOR COMPONENTS SC40 429
53 N=V/8. SC40 430
IF (N.EQ.0) GO TO 70 SC40 431
RXV=-FLCAT(XV)/V SC40 432
RYV=FLCAT(YV)/V SC4C 433
GO TO 70 SC4O 434
CSET X AXIS ChI-ARACTER SC40 435
55 PT=MINLS SC40 436
C COC'PUTE PRINTER VECTOR COMPONENTS SC40 437
N=(XV-)/8 SC4C 438
RYV=O. SC4C 439
RXV=I.SC4C 439RKV=I. RKV~1 *SC40 440
GO TO 70 SC40 441
C SET Y AXIS ClfARACTER SC40 442
60 P=EI SC40 442
SC40 44 3
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C CCMPUTE PRINTER VECTOR COMPONENTS 
SC4C 444
RYV=! SC4C 446
RKV -3 * .,' i SC4t. 447
RKV=0 SC40 
448
GO TO 70 SCA4C 
449
C SET FLUT CHARACTER TO INPUT 
SC4 449
65 PT=INCkAR(1) SC4C 450
N=0 
SC40O 451
C CCMPUTL PRINTER DEFLECTIONS FCP ORIGIN 
SC4' 452




C LOCP TO PLOT ALL CHARACTERS IN LINE 
SC4C 455
DO 80 I=IZN 
SC40 456
C CCPLTE PRINTER DEFLECT IONS FOR EACH POINT 
SC40 457
R=I SC4 458
I X= RX R*RXV 
SC40' 459
IY=128 -INT(RY.+R*rYV) SC4 460
C TEST FUR DEFLECTIONS IN RANGE SC40 
461
IF (IXGE.0.AND.XLE127AND.IYGE1IANDIYLEl1
2 8 ) GO TO 75 SC40 462
PERR=.IRUE, SC4I, C 463
GO TO E0 SC4C 464
C INSERT CHARACTER IN DUFFER 
SC40 465




GO TO 150 SC40 468
C SET CURRENT PCINT INDEX TO EGINNII'NG OF LINE 
SC40 469
85 INDEX =
( INDEX + 127)/1 2 6*' 2 8 SC40 470
GO TO 100 SC40 4(1
C SET CURRENT PCINT INDEX FRCM GIVEN POINT 
SC40 472
90 INDEX=128*(127-Y/8)+X/8 SC4O 
473
GO TO 105 SC40 
474
C SET CURRENT PCINT INDEX FRCME CURRENT POINT REGISTERS 
SC4C 475
95 INDEX=128*(I1.27--INT(RY))+INT(RX) SC40 
476
C TEST FOR CHARtCTERS TO PLOT 
SC40 477




C LOCP TO PiROCESS ALL CHARACTERS 
SC4. 480
DO 120 I=1.YV SC40 431
LX=INCI-AR(I) SC40 482
C TEST FOR CARRIAGE RETURN SC40 4 
3
IF (Iv,.NE.CARETN) GO TO 110 SC40 484
C SET CURRENT FEINT INDEX SC4C 
485
lND&X=(INDEX*127)/123*120 SC4C t,06
GO TO 120 SC4C 487
C TEST FOR STOP TYPE OR RESET CCMMANC 
SC4O 488
110 IF (I*NE.SOPTPAND.I;.NE.-ESET) GO TO 115 SC40 489
C MLUST BE LAST CHARACTER IN STRING SC40 490
IF (I1tE.YV) GO TO 113 SC4C 491
C SET VODE SITCH SC40 492
TYPMOD=cF ALSE* SC40 493
C TEST FOR STOP TYPE CO'IMAND SC40 494
IF (I.EO.STOPTP) GO TO 145 SC4.0 4~5
C SET. CP CODE FCR RESET 
SC40 496
OP I 17 SC40 497.
GO TO 125 SC4, 498
C SET ERROR INCICATCR 5C40 499
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113 PERR=*.1RUE. 
SC-C .-500
GO TO 15C SC4,, 50lC INCREMENT CUgr-ENT POINT INOCEX SCt 502
115 INO EX= tD(INDEx,163e4)* 
.SC4 503C INSERT CHARAC ER IN BUFFER p SC4t 504




GO TO 150 SC40 507C TEST FOR ERiCiS ON THIS FRAME SC4( 508F125 IF (.NCT.PERR) GO TO 135 SC4C 509C INSERT .EtRCR SLASFES 
.SC4C 510
00 130 I=121,128 SC40 511130 POUF(I,1)=SLASH 
SC4C 512
C RESET ERROR S~ITCh- SC4c 513
PERR= FALSE. SC40 514
C OUTPUT PPINT EUFFER SC40 515
135 WRITE(PRNT,FORMAT) PBUF SCA40 516C INITIALIZE PRINT EUFFER SC4, 517
DO 140 I=1.12 SC40 518
DO 140 J=1,128 SC4C 519140 POUF(IJ)=ELANK SC4O 520
C TEST FOR RESET COMMAND SC.40 521




GO TO 150 SC40 5256
C SET CURRENT PCINT REG.ISTER VALUES SC4C 527145 RX=t4OC (INDEX, 128 SC40 528
RY=12e-INDEX/128 SC4C 529
C TEST FOR SC4020 PLOTS SC40 53040 30
150 IF(,NCT.PLCTER) GO TO 300 SC40 531
C INSE.T OP COCE IN COMMAND EUFFER SC4o 532
OPl=ICF SC4C 533
155 OUT(ICCUNT41)=OPCODE(OPI) SC40 534
I W=0 SC40 534
C TRANSFER ON CP CODE SC40 5356
GO TO (2 85 2 8C5,28592551E85.lO,185.1o5.165,170,160 2e 5 285, SC4C 537
285. 1EE.200.250,200.205.275).OPI SC40 53a
C CCMPUTE VECTCP COMPONENTS SC40 539
160 IXV=IALS(XV) SC40 5A39
1YV=I AES(YV) SC40 541
C TEST FOR COMPCNENTS OUT OF RANGE SC40 5412
IF (IXv.Gr.63.OR.IYV.GT.63) GO TO 350 SC40 543
C INSERT LEAC1I.NC VECTOR DITS IN COMMAND SC40 544
LX=OUT(ICOUNT+1. SC4 545
IW=IW IXV/SHIFT2 SC40 545
OUT( ICCUNT+1)--LX , SC4C 54 6
C SET VECTOR DIT CONSTANTS SC40 547
= IY/SH I FT2 SC40 548
IF (Yv.GT.o) Iw=IW+SHIFT4 SC40 54950
IF (XV.GT'.0) IW=IW+SHIFT5 SC40 t;5
OUT(ICCUNT+41=LX SC4C 552
I tY =z4CC( I YV, SIIIFT2) 'Sl IFT4 SC4 553
Ir!X=MCC( IXV, SHiIFT2) *SHIFT4 SCA4 553
GO TO 195 SC40 555
1-176SC40 555
1-176
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REPRODUCB1~lY OF rj0ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
C SET X STOP CCCE SC4C 556
165 IS=-1-,V 
.SC4C 557
5ETPOSz IZAP SC4C 550
GO TO 175 £ SC4C 559
C SET Y STOP CCCE SC4V 560
170 IS=1022-xv SC4 c 551
C TEST FOR STOP CODE OUT OF RANGE SC40 562
175 IF (XVsGT.1323.OR.XV.LT.0) CO TO 350 SC40 563
C SET CEFLECTIG BIT CONSTANTS SC4 .' 564




GO TO 195 SC4. 569
C SET INTENSITY eIT CONSTANTS SC40 570
180 ItX=YV/SHIFT2*SH IFT4 SC40 571
IWY=MCC(YV,SHIFT2)*SHIFT4 SC40 572
I W=0 SC4C 573
C STORE CHARACTER IN COMMAND EUFFER SC40 574
LX=INC-AR(1) SC40 575
OUT(ICCUNT+4)=CHAR(IW) SC40 576
IF (I',EQIOLANK) OLT(ICOUNI1*)=0PCODE(5) SC40 577
GO TO 195 SC4-0 578
C SET BIT CONSTANTS TO ZEROES SC40 579
e185 IwX=O SC40 580
IWY=O0 SC4O 581
C STCRE~ CX!AflACTErZ IN COMAND F S' 532
LX=INCI-AR( 1) SC40 54
OUT(ICCUNT+4)=CHAR(IW) SC40 585
C TEST FOR DEFLECTIONS OUT OF RANGE SC40 556
195 IF (X.GTIC23.OR.XLTeC.OR.'tGT.1023.OR.Y.LT.0) GO TO 350 SC40 587
C INSERT BIT.CCNSTArNTS AND DEFLECTIONS IN CONM.AND BUFFER SC40 588
I WlIWX 4X/SI-I FT6 SC40 589




I1= I WY4 IS/SHI I FT6 SC40 594
OUT ( ICCUNT 4-5) =LX SC40 595
I W= IS SC40 596
OUT(ICCUNT+6)=Lx SC40 597
C TEST FOR TYPE SPECIFIED PCINT OPERATION SC4C 598
IF (OPI.NE.15) GO TO 285 SC40 599
C INCREMENT CGCWNIAND BUFFER CCUNTER SC4C 600
ICOUINT=ICOLNT,6 SC40 601
C SET TO SCGIN V.ITH SECOND CHARACTER SC40 6'02
IN=2 SC40 603
GO TO 210 SC40. 604
C COGRECT DUFFEF COUNT SC40 605
200 ICOUNT=ICOLJT41 SC4O 606
C START ON FIRST CHANACIER SCt0 607
205 IN=1 SC4O 608
C TEST FO;R CHARICTEERS TO ADD TO DUFFER SCAc' 609
210 . IF (IN.GT*YVI GO TO 290 SC40 610
I %=O SC4c 611
1-177
30 Scptember 1972
C LOCP TO PROCES ALL CHARACTERS SC40 612
DJ 2j0 J=IN.YV SC O 6123
IF (ICCUNT.LT.4092) CO TO 215 SCA60 614
C OUTPtT BUFFER IF NECESSARY SC4C 615
WRITE (PLOTi$,s200 ) (OUT(I),I=1IICUUNT'.,- SC4" 616
ICOUNT=0C SC4C 617
215 LX=INCI-AR(J) SC 4C 618
C TEST FOR STOP TYPE OR RESET OPERATION SC4C 619
IF (A%*NESTOPTP.ANDI,.NECFESET) GO TO 220 SC40 620
C MUST BE LAST CHARACTER IN STRING SC40 621
IF (J.hE'YV) GO TO 350 SC40 622
C INSERT .CO.VMAhC IN BUFFER AND SET MCDE SWITCH SC4C 623
OUT ( ICCUNY+1)=LX SC40 624
TYPMOC =.FALSE* SC40 625
GO TO 240 SC40 626
220 LX=CHAF(Iw) SC40 627
C INSERT CHARACTER IN BUFFER SC4c 628
ICOUNTZICOLNT+1 SC4C 629
230 OUT(ICCUNT)=LX SC4r 630
C TEST TO *EE IF STILL IN TYPEWRITER MODE SC4D 631
240 IF (TYF-4oD) GO TO 2g0 SC4C 632
C TEST TO SEE IF LAST CHARACTER WAS STOP TYPE SC4 633
IF (It';EOQSTOPTP) GC TO 275 SC40 634
C SET CP CODE FCR RESET SC40 635
OPl=17 SC40 636
C TEST FOR ERRCRS ON THIS FRAME 
- SC4D 637
250 IF (,NCTTERR) GO TO 275 SC40 638
C T rST T . ,S ,,, T . . SC4 639.. .. ' "S   O   
.. .~, 'I G) 3G TO 26ZP SC40 640C INSERT STOP CCDE COMMAND IN BUFFER AND ADJUST COUNT SC40 641
OUT(ICCUNT+1)=PCODE(20) SC40 642
ICOUNT=(ICCUNT-6)/6*6 SC40 643
GO TO 260 6SC40 -44
C TEST FOR ERRCFS ON THIS FRAME SC40 645
255 IF (.NCT,.TERR) GO TO 285 SC40 646
C RESET ERROR SVITCH SC40 647
260 TERR=*FALSE SC40 '648
C TEST FOR ROOM IN EUFFER SC40 649
IF (ICCUNT*LT.4077) GO TO 2C5 SC40 650
C OUTPUT BUFFEFERROR MARK CCCES,AND RESET OR FRArE ADVANCE SC40 651
WRITE (PLOT1I,2COD) (OUT( 1) .I=1 ICOUNT).,EIROROPCODE(OPl) SC40 652
GO TO 295 SC40 653
C INSERT ERROR CODES IN BUFFER SC0 654
265 DOI 270 I=1.,12 SC40 655
270 OUT(ICCUNT+I)=ERROR(I) SC40 656
OUT(I CCUNT+13)=OPCOCE( OPi) SC40 657
ICOUNT=ICOUNT 18 SC4C 650
GO TO 290 SC4O 659
C ROUND BUFFER COUNT TO AN EVEN COMMAND SIZE SC40 660
275 ICOUN1=(ICCUt-JT+6)/6*6 SC4 661
GO TO 290 SC40 662
C INCREHENT UUFFER COUNT BY A FULL CCMMAND) SI Zl- SC40 663
285 ICOUNT= I COUrN4T+6 SC40 664
C OUIJPUT 1UU.:FEC IF FULL SC40 665290 IF (ICCUNT.LT.4092) GO TO 3C0 SC40 666
WRITE (PLOTI$,200C) (OUT(1) ,[=1,1COU;T) SC4.O 667
1-178
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C ZEIU BUFFER CLUNT 
SC 66295 . ICOUNT=0 SC4 86
C SAvE MU)DE CF LPERATION SC4C 670
30C TYPING=TYPP'OD SC4O 671
C RETURN IF NOT FRAVE ADVANCE OR RESET SC4 O 672




C RETURN SC40 676
'RET UR N SC4C 677A
C SET ERROR INCICATCR AND RETURN SC40 679
350 TERR=.IRUE.. SC40 679
RETURN SC4C 680
C NhUNIT ENTRY SC40 681
SC40 6,82
ENTRY MNUNIT (IPRNT,IPLOTR) SC40 683
C SET PRINTER ANDO PLOTTER UNITS SC4C0 684
PRNT= IFRNT SC40 6845
PLOTi =IPLOTR SC40 686
RETURN SC40 686
C FRAMES ENTUY SC4O 687
SC40C 688
ENTRY FRAMES (FRMCNT) SC4O 689




C EMPTY ENTRY SC40 692
ENTRY EMPTY SC40 693S Ci,(' 694
C EMPTY PLOT ANFFUi- D LNO t-ILE OUTFUT UNIT SC4' 695
It- (ICLUN1*GT.0) WRITE (PLOllS,2000) (OUT(I),I=1,ICOUNT)' SC40 696
ICOUNT=0 SC40 697
END FILE PLOTIS SC40 698
RETURN SC40 698
C VEAR ENTRY SC40 699
SC4C 701ENTRY IEAR SC4C 700
C SET Y AXIS CI-RACTER TO VERTICAL BAR SC4C 702
I I=VAR SC40 702
RETURN SC40 703
C CCNONS ENTRY SC40 704
ENTRY CONONS SC40 705
C SET PRINT FORMFAT FOR ONE PAGE INSTEAD OF TVO SC40 707
FORMAT (18) =PLUS SC40 707
.RETURN SC4C 708
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SCHAR is a function routine which when given an
SC4020 character value determines the corresponding EBCDIC
character value.
The method involves an array XCHAR which is set up
by a data statement so that if I is the input and SCHAR is
the output, then basically SCHAR=XCHAR(I).
1-1 R
SCItAI(
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NAVE SCHAR
PUJ.PGSE THE FUNCTION VALLE IS T IE'I3CDIC CHARACTER VALUE
CORR.SPUNDING TO THE INPUT SC4020 CHARACTER VALUE
CALLING SECUENCE SCHAR(I)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
1 I INPUT - SC4C2C CI-ARACTER VALUE







INTEGEr- FUNCTION SCHAR (1) SCHA 29
LOGICAL *1 LX.CHIAR,XCHAR,DU?,(4) SCHA 30
DIMENSION CHAR(1 ),XChAR(64) SCHA 31
EQUIVALENCE (IW,DUM(1)),(LX,DUM(4)) SCHA 32
EOUIVALENCE (XCHAR(2),CHAR(1)) SCHA 33
DATA I. /0/ SCHA 34
C.TABLE CONTAINS EECDIC CHARACTER VALUES CORRESPONDING TO SC4020 SCHA 35
C CHARACTER SET - NOTE THAT APPROPRIATE SC4020 VALUES RANGE FROM SCHA 36
C O TO 63 SCHA 37
C Z4A=CENTZ5A= E XCLAMATION PCINTsZE0=0-2-8 PUNCH SCHA 38
DATA XCHAR / SCHA 39
* 609 1#,24,939 , '40.5* ,:06 ,17t, SCHA 40
* $6 lef,9:t, _- * '"' *1H' # '.* ' ,  SCHA 41
* *+,*AI.I0O1,C ,D' ,'E ,'F ,G', SCH4A 42
*e *H' 4 IZ4A,'f, o') 6 ' '?*' SCHA 43
S --t *J .'K* ,'L* M' *N' *O9 ,Pl, SCHIA 44
* .O*R',ZSAo$' *,** 6<,* ,* ; *-* SCHA 45
, t s/ ,IS , T * U' 'V4, W' $X' SCHIA 46
* yl *Z4.ZEO.I . , *( * * * >* I'/ SCHIA 47
C PERFORM TAULE LCOKUP SCHA 48










TIMING has one entry, NOW. This is used (by DATE,
for example) to determine the date and time of day. A
system macro is used to get the date in YYDDD integer
format and the time of day in hundredths of seconds.
1-200
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
qRIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
CCNTROL SECTICN NAME TIMINC
ENTRY POINT PURPOSE
NGw OBTAINS THE CURRENT DATE' IN IBM PACKED INTEGER
FORMAT (YYDCL)) AND THIC TI ME OF DAY IN INTEGER
HUNDREDT-S OF SECONDS
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL NOW(IYOD, lHV)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
IYDD I OUTPUT - YYDDD FOR CURRENT DATE






TIMING START C 11T41 33
ENTRY NOW TIMI 34
NOW SAVE (14.12),,9* TIMI 35
BALR 4,0 7TI11 36
USING 4,4 TIMI 37
LM 5.6,0(1) ADDRESSES OF OUTUT ARGUMENTS TIMI 38
TIME EIN TIMI 39
ST 0,0(6) RETURN TIME OF DAY IN HUNDREDTHS OF SECONDS TIMI 40
ST 2,TE'P+4 MUST CONVERT YYDDD TO BINARY INTEGER TIMT 41
CVB 1,TEVP T1141 42
ST 1,0(5) BEFORE RETURNING IT TIMI 43
RETURt (14.12) TIMI 44
, TIMI 45
TEMP DC C'0' TIMI .46
END TIMI 47
1-201-




TYPLIN is a routine which is used to type line
information on the SC4020.
The SC4020 is put into typewriter mode and the carriage
control character is inspected. A '1' causes a frame advance
for example. The line is typed and the SC4020 is put back into
plotting mode.
SETPAG is an entry in TYP'LIN so the user can specify
where the typing should start. Otherwise, typing starts








TYFLIN TO TYPE A LINE OF INFORH-,TION .
SETPAG TO SET LINE NUMUER AND COLUMN NUMUER OF TYPLIN
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL TYPLIN(LINE.N)
SYMdOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
LINE A INPUT - ARRAY OF CHARACTERS (FIRST CHARACTER IN
"1CARRIAGE CONTROL")
N INPUT - LENGTH OF LINE
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL SETPAG(LINES.*ICOL)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTICN
LINES I INPUT - LINE NUMEER FOR NEXT CALL TO TYPLIN








SUBROUTINE TYPLIN(LINEN) TYPL 42
COMMON /CFLOTS/ GI(15).LININC.LINECT -TYPL -43
LOGICAL*.I LINE( 1),LXBLA/NKDUM(4),STOPC) TYPL 44
EQUIVALENCE (IWDU;M(1)),(LX.DUP(4)) 1YPL 45
CATA ULAN?,STOPCO/lh .ZOA / TYPL 46
CATA IGNE.IZERO /ZOOOCCFI,ZGOCO030FO / TYPL 47
CATA Ih/0/ TYPL 48
CATA IX /0/ TYPL 49
PERFORM INDICATED CARRIAGE CONTROL OPERATION TYPL. 50
LX=LINE( II TYPL 51
IF(IV. EO. IONE) GO TO 10 TYPL 52
IF(IW.EQ.IZFRC) LINECT=LINECT+1 .TYPL 53
IF(LINECT4LININC.LT.1024) GO TO 50 TYPL 54
10 LINECT=0 TYPL 55
1-203
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CALL SC40;0 (17.0.D.D.0) TYPL 5650 IY=IG23-LINECTwLININC TYPL 57
IF(N.EO. 1) RETURN TYFL 58
C TYP. LINE TYPL 59
N=MItOCh 1. O -• ~TYPL 659
LX=LINL - l) -TYPL 61
LINE(NI )=S10PCD TYPL 62
CALL SC4CO20 (15-IX.IY,LINE(2),K) TYPL 63
LINE(N 11=LX TYPL 64
LINECT=L ItECT+1 TYPL 6
RETURN TYPL 65
C SETPAG ENTRY TYPL 66
TY;PL 67
ENTRY SFTPAG (LINES,ICCL) TYPL 68
C SET LINE NUMbER AND STARTING COLUMN TYPL 69
IX=ICOL*E-8 TYPL 6970
IF(I'CUL.GT.128.OR.ICOL.LT.1) IX=O TYPL 71
LINECT=LINES YPL 7









UCS contain the character description arrays for the
standard EBCDIC character font. These are set up in data state-
ments.
If BLKLET is to be used (to produce block letters)
than some character description must be input via CSET in
BLKLET. In order to aid the programmer, a simple call to
UCS will accomplish the above.
1-205
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NAMe . UCS
PURPOSE TO CALL CSET %ITP A ,T4N LARD 3,O CHARACTR SET
CALLING SLOU:.CE CALL UCS "
SUERCUTINE UI-D CSET





SUBROUTINE UCS UCS 22
C CHARACTER SET UCS 23
LOGICAL*1 ICHFAR(62)/ UCS 24
.*A.* a e*eC.c,*C*,*E' ,'F','G''H'*,It t.II *IiL@P' M **'N','O','P', iCS 25
.*@*° 7 S. ° °° °**u t"*e**. * ~° **x 4° *• I. " * *-*. , *-*, o,.) .,. UCS 27
.*4 .*7 .. , .oo .. ... .. < .. e .. ... ... .,, .. , ,., .,q ,,, *. ucs 27
° **. * - ,*e ~, *4* 90>01* 10*47 o f*. u  , 9 , *1* - *,o" / UCS 28
C INDEX OF A8OVE CHARACTERS IN IVEC UCS 29
INTEGEi%2 IPOS(63)/ UCS 30
* 1,* 4, 14, .21. 27, 31, 24, 44, 47, 50, 56. 59, 61,' 65, 68, 76, UCS 31
* 82, 91. 8,109,1111,16,118.122.124.127,331 139,142,151,162,165s, UCS 32
*1731I04 IE?7.2C2,2139221,225,227,232 234.235, 2 4 9 2 57 ,26 7 9 2 7 0, 2 75 , UCS 33
*284,286,2E7.2e83s293,31C,311.31:.321,329.333,350,351 
.353.355/ UCS 34
C RASTER COORDINATES OF VECTORS FOP EACH CHARACTER - UCS 35
C PACKED AS XsYOXCY UCS 36
INTEGER*2 IVEC(190)/ UCS 37
-Z0099,Z6029,Z13A0.ZOC69,ZC;AO.Z63f,1,76-62,Z4SlZ4520.Z6441# UCS 38
*26163, Z4CE1,Z4020,Z6742,Z4940, 20 7 S2.ZO26tZ2042,Z2O80,Z4C02, UCS 39
*Z0069ZO9AOZ6742vZ5255*Zt082a Z.G2'Z('069,ZO9CO.ZO5AOZOOCO* UCS 40
Z0069 ZOS COZ, SAO, Z436 1,Z448C, 262(.2 ,t.C32.Z4040 , Z2042. Z0265, UCS 41
*Z0782,Z2EOZ6742,ZO061.Z6069, ZO05C3,oZ3C9,Z2080 ,Z298.,ZG267, UCS 42.
eZ4082,Z4G40sZ2C42.ZO262Z4270, 20) 6-),ZC3CG6,Z602-,ZCG69,ZO00CC, UCS 43
*20069.Z3234,Z3594oZ6C6*Z,069 26GO9,Z6'69,/G2',5,LC72,Z2900, UCS 44
Z6742 *Z62.5 Z4C82 Z404 CZ2042 200, 69tI9dC , Z 6 , 16563 Z547 1 UCS 45
*Z5410ZO2C5.ZC702,229 CZ6742,2G265,-.ZAC'82,1 .0 4 C .Z2042,Z6042, UCS -46
*ZOO69sZO0EZ6 85.1Z563,Z5471, 25z41C ,Z460,*1G15I sZS9 20 ZCb71 , UCS 47
*Z06629ZIEl5Z15AO,Z6451,76163 Z507 1Zo'o0(:,ZIc5s21 Z3C6gZ09CO, UCS 48
oZO267oZ2C4 2,Z200sZ4082Z 6267.23Z39,Z3.0;9,/?0e9,Z207 4Z4:54. UCS 49
oZ4089oZ00(9ZGoZ3534,Z3594 Z30 9 ,3,ZCOZ.OC, ,Zo9COZISAO, UC- 50
oZO167*Z0L71 A19A0.Z6351Z ('051o Z Il'.Y!07) , 16 / b20 ) tZ3069*, qUCS 51
*Z2772,ZC72.Z2980oZ674 2,7661, Z44i.',7'44C.7O701ts3,ZCOI .?O7.)CO, UCS 52
*ZOLJ?71 ZI 9A. ,Z(1851tZ 6662,ZS"571 . 253, , ,4S1 1, C-1 7 1Z571.ZS020, UCS 53
*Z1051o ZsCC9@Z 4d5704CCZ6900.Z t ./0L.t*.Z( I;.Z61f4,ZSO71, UCS 54
*Z5020.ZICEI ,Z 851,Z5920#707 01L 67ZICjI LIOAC.5071 O1,Z6163, UCS 55
1-206
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*ZC451 Z55O,Z'471 ,ZC6 IZC9C' -2OA,Z9AO,Z6ij.I,Zc6e62,Z5571/ ucs 55
EQUI VLE (E I VC( ; I. I EC ( Ucs 57
tNTELf.,*2 IVECI (164 1/ c 58
.Z552O,Z11.ZC?,ZC871Zb,1, Z616 3 9Z S. T I, Z!: 0C ~ZI 1 0 .ZC16 3 UCS S'3)
* 204 7 1,Z IC ! C1, 0 , Z 5C 71 61. 6 7 s26 63 1*tZ S C 9Z C 671 7 C! 63 s 4i 51 uc; 60%
.Z14AOL5471,Z2251 ,722aC.Z4271.v 213o3,Zlb7l,7.27LS .Z ;651 .Z2187. UCS 61
*Z217OL21~1,Z227O. Z31b1.ZC ;L4,Z5O14,Z5O51 .Z4152?.L33C3,Z3672s UCS 62
" Z487 1 9Z G!:CO ,Z 26 *730O6 r, 7 3r. -f09Z4'j7lsZ41uCZ.30,ZI11ZO)262i UCS 63
" Z04 t$1 Z2 t70 # Z54 1 sZ CC-6 1 %ZC7 7 1 Z13f .#Z 3-07C 9Z 5151 , Z270 1 Z26 1 , UCS 64
oZ217O.ZJOC1,Z227CZ2267,Z297,:. 22267,Z3'C69Z2.2.Z21'OZ41I2. UCS 65
.Zs36lLd4C1,ZC561,ZC63l2.Z2a&'.Zt-642,ZO4'COsZ1 1A6,Z5126,Zl07l. UCS 66
oZ2172.Z33J-3.Z3652,Z28S1.oZ257C,225s1.ZiS61 ,Z2670,Z2270.Z2261. LJCS 67
.Z237OZ32(L.Z21719ZC5SCCZ662,2r'5CC'1 ZOOC9,Z217O,Z2161 .Z2270, UCS 6P3
*Z3I61,Z2C?1,Z265l.Z2C.70.ZZ!7l.471I,ZAP8b.ZJ95CtZ1761pZlO7l, ucs 6P
*ZOOC9t.3O~l,Z2161,Z2271,Z3')7DoZ4n7lZ5l61,Z5251 *Z3370.ZOOCC, ucs 70)
.Z10 B4 Z 64 14 Z:?C E tZ 326 2 #Z 34 7 0s244 82 sZ 656 69Z 674 2 vZ 78 2 9Z29~ 609UCS 71
*Z2570 Z 2 5 EIZ35 61 t'Z 267 C Z22?7OsZ2 261 ,Z 2 370 @Z 326 1 9 Z13 e 6Z3 336 9 ucs 72
Z05C 0 ZO 7CC vZ 20C7 0 Z3C 82 Z 204 2 9264 ZC 6 d2Z 2 7 Z6 4 2 Z4 27 1 sucs 73
*Z536 3 Z2 270 ,Z 2 27 1. 24 2 6 3Z22 51 v 21362 vZ 1571 Z2670 Z4551 Z 3662. 9 UCS 74
*ZO4CO9 ZOCCOv Z26629 Z4663/ UCS 75




1.2 GEODYN DATA HANDLING SUPPORT PROGRAMS
There are five data handling programs used by the
GEODYN program: DODS SORT-MERGE, GEOS SORT-MERGE, EPHEMERIS
TAPE GENERATOR, ORB1 CONVERSION and fbiF TABLE GENERATOR.)
DODS SORT-MERGE sorts and merges DODS formatted data
from two tapes onto one tape. The data can be from any
number of satellites. GEOS SORT-MERGE performs the same
task; however, data from only one satellite should be used.
EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR generates various ephemerides by
prece'ssing and nutating the values found on the JPL ephemeris.
ORB1 CONVERSION converts an IBM 360 system 9-track tape to
the same format on a 7-track tape. TDIF TABLE GENERATOR
generates tabular information for use with subroutine TDIF
to compute time differences between systems A.1 and UT1.
Detailed descriptions of the formats of the data





The DODS SORT-MERGE program sort data from DODS
format data tapes by satellite identffication numbers into
chronological, station and then measurement type order,





The main program SRTMRG sorts and merges blocks of
250 sorted records which are obtained from the subroutine
RDNSRT. The blocks are sorted onto two scratch disk units,
which are then merged and sorted again onto two alternate
scratch disk units. The process is repeated until all the
records are sorted by satellite identification number and
in chronological order. Then the subroutine WRITE is
called to write out the data records onto a tape.
1-210
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I
HAVE MAIN - DCOS SRTMFG
PUAPLSE SORTS ANC MERGES T4O INPUT DATA TAPES 
ONTO CNE TAPE
SUERCUTINES LSEC F:DNSRT WRITE t
CCMMLN BLOCKS OSORT UNITS
INPUT FILES NONE
OUTPUT FILES NONE




COMMON/UN ITS/h N,NOUT ,LNIT DODS 
23
DOUBLE PRECISION OB.OB1,LAST(4),EOF DODS 
24
INTEGER tN(2) ,r4T(2) ,U'IT(2.2) ODS 25
INTEr-E.R F-1rlT DODS 26
Ecl .............E 
n nrs , 7
LOGICALt' I FRSTIMsLSTPASREV,M
E F G E  DODS 28
DATA FRST 1M,LSTPAS,REV/-TRUE. 1.FALSE */ DODS 
29
S IOU IOH1-. INH/2* 1.2/, 
DODS 30
S NSThG.EOF/1,99999999./ DODS 31
FLIP(I)=CD(1, 2 )+l DODS 32







DO 5 I=1. DODS 
37




5 UNIT(IJ)K ODS 
40
C READ AND SCRT 250 RECORDS 
DODS 41




IF(NO.EO.0) GG TO 80 DODS 44
IF(FRSIINJ GO TO 50 ODS 45
C TEST ORDER OF STRINGS DODS 46
20 D00 30 I=1,4 CODS 47
IF(LAST(I)-OE(II) )5C0.304C CODS 48
30 CONTINUE 
DODS 49
IF(11.EO.r0) GO TO 7C CODS 50
II=1141 COOS 51
GO TO 20 DODS 52
C FLIP TI ALTEFNATE SCRATCH LNIT DODS 
53
40 IOU=FLIP(IOU) DODS 54
.STRI G=NS 11NG D1 ODS 55
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C SAVE LAST TIVE POINT ODS 56
50 DO 60 1= I ,4 DODS 57
60 LAST(I )=CE(IN |) D'DS 50
=NO-I 1I OD 59
IU=UNIT( ICU. IOH) CODS 59
C WRITE ULOCK CF RECORDS ON SCRATCH LNIT DO S 61
WRITE( IUJi*((C;( ,J), 1=1,14),J I I,N)) CODS 62FRSTIM=.FiLS. 
"DDS 63
C TEST IF MOAF ETRIhNGS DODS 6A. 6^
70 IF(NOoGEs250).GO TO 10 D 560 M=0 DODS 65
CO 90 K=1,2 DODS 66
IU=UNIT(KIOH) DODS 67
C WRITE EOF ANC REWIND DODS 69 "
WRITE( IUI,((EOFI=1.14),J=I,M) COOS 70
ENDFILE IL CODS 71
REWIND U10 DODS 71
C INITIALIZ6 SCATCH UNITS DODS 72
IU=UNIT(K,INH) DODS 73




LSTPAS=NSIRNG.LE* 2 OODS 78
PRINT 101CNSTRNG CODS 79
.STRNG=1 DODS 80
FR5T H=,TEUE, DODS 81
uU t U =1,< FG S 82V AvO K~ s 
63IU=UNIT(K,INH) DODS 84
C READ NEW STRItG CODS 845
CODS 86
READ{1U) V,( (O ( I, J,K) ,=1sl4)} J=1 Mr) OODS 85
NT(K)=M CODS 87
100 N(K)=1 DODS 878
ERGE=.FALSE. CODS 88
IF(NT(1)+4-T(2).NE.0) GO TO 200 DODS 89
PRINT 1000 DODS 91
STOP CODS 91
200 IF(MERGE) GO TO 230 DODS 92
C SET INDEX FOR FILE TO PROCESS DODS 93
IT=l DODS .94
DODS 96DO' 210 1 =1. 4 CODS 96
IF(OfI(lAIIO.1)-O1(I,N2,2)230, 2 10. 2 2 0 CODS 97
210 CONTINUE DODS 9
GO TO 305 ODS 98
220 IT=2 ODS 99
230 K=NN(IT) DODS 100
IF(FRSTIMJ GO TO 285 DODS 101
C TEST IF RECORCS It, TIME ORDER DODS 102
D00 240 1=1,4 DODS 103
IF(Oti (I.h*IT)-Oo3(1,NO))25C.24Cs260 DODS 1905
240 CONTINUE DODS 105
GO TO 305 DODS 106
DODS 107250 MERGL=*NCT.MEIGE.AN D.NT(1 ).NE C AND NT(2),N .0 
. OOS 10
C FLIP INPUT SCrATCh UNIT INDICATOR COoS 109
IT=FLIP(11) COOS 110
C TEST IF ALTEANATE SCRATCH UNIT IS IN ORDER DODS 111
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IF(MERGE) GO TO 23 
ODDS 112
"EV=.TRU, DODS 112
GO TO 270 DODS 113
C TEST IF BUFFEF IS FULL OcS 114260 IF(NO.LT.50) GO TO 29q DODS 11S
C TEST IF LAST !TRING IS PPOCESSED D ODS 116
270 IF(LSTPAS) GO TO 280 ODS 117
IU=UNIT( IU. ICH) DODS 118C WRITE OUTPUT EUFFEP ODS 119
%RITE(IUJ ,((o(IjI, =,),j=,N) ODS 120
h0=3 DODS 121
C TEST IF NEil CLTPUT STRING ODS 122
IF(oNOT.GEV) GO TO 290 DODS 123
REV=-FALSE, CODS 124C FLIP OUTPUT ZlCICATOR DODS 125
IOU=FLIP(IoU) DODS 126
KSTRNG=NE TRNG+1 ODS 127
FRSTIM=. TFUE. ODS 128
GO TO 200 DODS 129
C WRITE OUTPUT STRING ON TAPE ODS 13 °




CO 300 I=1,14 ODS 135
C PUT RECORD) .IN CUFFER DODS 136
300 GbiLN0)=LBt( I.N,IT) DODS 137
JUb IF(NN(IT).EO.NT(IT)) GC TO 310 ODDS 13A
IN(IT)=NN(IT)+1 DODS 139
GO TO 200 ODS 140310 IU=UNIT(I1,INH) ODS 141
C READ NEW kECCFD FROM SCRATC' UNIT ODS 142
READ(Iu),, ((O c1( I,J IT),I=l, 14 )DJ=1 M) ODS 143
NT(IT)=M DODS 144
N(CITI=1 DODS 145
IF(MERGE.AND.NT(IT).EQ.0)GO TO 250 ODS 146IF(NT(1J+T(2).NE*O) GC TO 200 ODS 148IF(LSTPAS) GO TO 320 ODS 148
ZU=UNIT(ICU, ICH) DODS 149C URITE BUFFER CK SCRATCH UNIT ODDS 150bRITE(IUJNO,((OU(I,J)1=11 4 ),J=1 NO) ODS 151
GO TO 80 ODS 152C WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ODS 153
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RDNSRT reads a DODS data tape, sorting each
record until a block of 250 records is filled and
checking the satellite identification number. If
the satellite identification numbers are not the same,
a new record is read. When either a block of 250 is
reached or the end of the tape is reached, control is
returned to SRTMRG.
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PURPCSE READS ANC SORTS 250 RECORoDS INTO COREC
CALLING SEGUENCE CALL GONSRT 
. .
SUtRCUTINES LSED NONE
CCMGN BLOCKS OSORT UNITS
INPUT FILE DODS INPLT TAPE
OUTPUT FILES NONE
RESTRICTIONS TAPE MUST BE IN CODS FORMAT
REFERENCES NONE
SUBROUTINE RONSRT RN 22
COMMON/OSCRT/hN,G,OB(14.250) RONS 23
COMMON/UNITS/NI N .NOUT, SCR(4) RDNS 24
COUBLE PRECISION OBSAVEO RDNS 25
INTEGER*2 10(4) RONS 25
EQUIVALENCE (C.ID) RDNS 26
N=O RDNS 27
10" N=N+1 RDNS 28
C READ A RECORC RDNS 29
15 READ('NIN.ERR=IC0O,END=8C)06( 2 ,N ),0(3.,r),(OB(IN),I=5s,8)ISATID, RDNS 31
ST(OB(I,N),I=,4) 
RDNS 32
IF(OB(2.N).LT.O.) GO TO 15 RDNS 32
CO(I .N)=ISATIO RONS 33
SD=B0(13h) RDNS 34
liONS 35CB( 4sN)=IC(3) RDNS 35
C. IF FIRST REAC, GO READ ANOTHER RDNS 36
20 IF(N.LT. ) GO TO 10 RDNS 37
DO 30 JI=2,N RDNS 38
J=N+2- J RDNS 39
C CHECK TIME ORCER OF RECORDS AND SATELLITE ID NUMBER RDNS 41
ICO 25 K=1.4 RDNS 41
IF(00(KN )-OE8(K.J-1 ))30,25,40 RDNS 42
25 CONTINUE RDNS 43
GO TO 15 RDNS 44
30 CONTINUE RDNS 45
J=l RDNS 46
40 IF(J.EQ.t) GO TO 70 RDNS 47
JI=N-J RDNS 48
C ARRANGE RECOGCS IN ORDER RDNS 49
DO 60 K=1 14 ROS
SAVL=O0( .,N) RDNS 51
DO 50 M=I,J1 RDNS 52
P=N-M1 RDNS 53
50 O(Kr.e+1 )=08(K,M) ADNS 54
RDNS 55
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60 C(K. J )= SAvE 
FDNS 5670 IF(N.LT.2 O) GO TO 10 RDNS 57
C IF ARkAY IS FLLL, kETURN . DNS 58




RETURN 6RONS 61100 AEAD(NINRR 1CCEND8C) RDNS 62GO TO 15 RNS 63END RONS 64
RDNS 64
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The subroutine WRITE is the output routine of
the program. If WRITE is called with a false logical
argument, it will write out a block of data records on
the output tape. If the satellite identification number
changes, it will write out a flagged record with the
new identification number. If WRITE is called with a
true logical argument, it will write an endfile on
the output tape. A flowchart would be superfluous.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
hAvE DODS WRITE
PUhPCSE WRITES CATA RECOrDS AND LNDFILES TAPES
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL WRITE(ENDSW)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
ENDSW L TRUE WILL ENDFILE WHEN TAPE IS COMPLETELY WRITTEN
SUERCUTINES LSED NONE
CC.MC.N JLOCKS OSORT UNITS
INFUT FILES NONE




COMMCN/OSCRT/NTG,OB(14, 2 5 C) RIT 27
DOUBLE PRECISION 08 WRIT 28
COMMUON/UNITS/l I tu, *NOUT SCR(4) WRIT 29
INTEGER ZERO/O/,JSATID/-I1/ WRIT 30
REAL*(sj FLAG/-1*DO/ WRIT 31
LOGICAL ENOSW WRIT 31
C IF REQUESTED, ENDFILE TAPE ONLY WRIT 33
IF(ENDSWJ GO TO 20 WRIT 34
CO 10 N=1,NT WRIT 345
ISATID=OE(1 ,N)*-5 WRIT 35
IF(ISATICD.NE.JSATID)WRITE(NOUT)FLAGl(ZERO i=110) ,ISATID, WRIT 37
6 (ZEROQI=1,12) WRIT 38JSATID=I SATID RIT 39
C IF SATELLITE D10 NUM[JERS ARE THE SAVE, WRITE OUT THE RECORD WRIT 4010 LRITE(NOT)O(2,N).0(3*N),(:C.oD(IN l=5*O)ISATID WRIT 41S(OE(I,N), ==9, 14) WRIT 42RETURN WRIT 43
20 ENDFILE NCUT WRIT 43







The GEOS SORT-MERGE program sortp data from GEOS
format data tapes into chronological; station, and then
measurement type order, eliminating duplicate data records.
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The main program SRTMRG sorts and merges blocks of
250 sorfed records which are obtained from the subroutine
RDNSRT. The blocks are sorted onto two scratch disk units
which are then merged and sorted again onto two alternate
scratch disk units. The process is repeated until all the
records are in chronological order. This program does not
sort by satellite identification number. Then the sub-
routine WRITE is called to write out the data records onto
a tape.
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NAME MAIN - GECS SrTrG
PURPOSE SORTS ANt IERGES Tv!) INPUT DATA TAPLS ONTO ONE TAPE
SUEROUTINES LtED RDNSR T WRITE
CCIMCh BLOCKS OSORT UNITS
INPUT FILES NONE
OUTPUT FILES NONE





GEOS 23INTEGER CE'0,1NN(2).NT(2),LAST(6),UNIT(2,2),EOF CEOS 24
INTEGER FLIP 
GEOS 25
EOUIVALENCE (N1,NN(1)),(N2NN(2)) GEOS 26
LUvifAL* I FRSI im,LilAbehVMcbGEOS £
DATA FRSTIiLSTPAS,REV/TRUE*,24.FALSE./s 
GEOS 28
* IOU IOH, INH/2*1,2/ GEOS 29
* NSTrtGEOF/1.9999999S/ 
GEOS 30FLIP( )=PCD( I,2)+1 GEOS 31C INITIALIZE INFUT, OUTPUT. AND SCRATCH UNITS GEOS 32NIN=10 
GEOS 33
NOUT=1I GEOS 33
2 K=19 GEOS 345
D00 5 1=1, GEOS 365
00 5 J=12 GEOS 36
K=K+ 1 GEOS 37
REWIND K GEOS 38
5 UNIT(I ,JJ=K GEOS 394
REWIND NIN GEOS 40
C READ AND SCRT 250 RECORDS GEOS 421
10 CALL RONSFT GEOS 43
1=1 GEOS 43
IF(NO*EOC) GG TO 80 GEOS 44
IF(FRSTI) GO TO 50 GEOS 46
C TEST ORDER OF STRINGS GEOS 47
20 CO 30 I=1.3 GEOS 48
IF(LAST( I)-O(I,11))50, 230,40 GEOS 49
30 CONTINU GEOS 5049
IF(IIL EO0O) GO TO 70 GEOS 50
11I1 GEOS 52
GO TO 20 GEOS 53
C FLIP TO ALTEF NATE SCRATCH UNIT GEOS 53
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NSTRNG=NS RNG+1 GEOS 56
50 DO 60 I=1,3 GEOS 57
C SAVE LAST TIME POINT GEOS 57
60 LAST(II=CE(.IN) GLOS 59
N=NO- 14.1 GEOS 6C
IU=UNI T( ICU. ICH) - -GEUS 61
C WRITE bLOCK CF NECURDS ON SCRATCH LNIT GEOS '52
,RITE( IU)i,((Ca( I.J),Il=1. 19).J= 1*N'j) GEUS 63
FRSTIM=.FALSE. GEOS 64
C TEST IF M6OE STRINGS GEOS 65
70 IF(N0.GE. 50) GO TO 10 GEOS 66
80 M=0 GEOS 67
CO 90 K=1,2 GEOS 68
IU=UNIT(KC IOH) GEOS 69
C WRITE LOF AND REhIND GEOS 70WRITE(IUJ',((EOFI=1,sI9)J=1IM) GEOS 71
ENDFILE IL .GEOS 72
REWIND IL GEOS 73
C INITIALIZE SCFATC- UNITS GEOS 74
JU=UNIT(K LNH) GEOS 75





PRINT 777,NSTIRNG GEOS 81
777 FORMIAT(' 4** NUMBER OF STRINGS='.14) GEOS 82
NSTRNG= . GEOS 533
FRSTIM=. TFUE, GEOS 54
DO 100 K=1.2 GEOS 85
IU=UNIT(K INH) GEOS 86
C READ NEW STRING GEOS 87
READ(IU)R,((OSI(IJK),I=II9) oJ=lst.1) GEOS 8P
NT(K)=M GEOS 89
100 IN(K)=1 GEOS 90
IAERGE=°FALSE. GEOS 91
IF(NT(1)+NT(2).NE.O) GO TO 200 GEOS 92
PRINT IOOC GEOS 93
STOP GEOS 94
200 IF(MERGEJ GO TO 230 GEOS 95
C SET INDEX FUR FILE TO PROCESS GEOS 96
IT=1 GEOS 97
DO 210 1=1,3 GEOS 98
IF(O1I(,1I 1.I )-OB1(IN2.2))230.210.220 GEOS 99
210 CONTINUE GEOS 100
GO TO 305 GEOS 101
220 IT=2 GEOS 102
230 N=NN( I T GEOS 103
IF(FRSTIM) GO TO 285 GEOS 104
C TEST IF RECORLS IN TIME ORDER GEOS 105
DO 240 1=1.3 GEUS 106
IF(cODI (I . IT )-OB(I ,NO I1250.240,26) GEOS 107
240 CONTINUE GEOS 108
GO TO 305 GEOS 109
250 -ERGEC.NOIT.MIERGE.AND.NT( 1).*NE.0.AND.NT(2) 4C*0 GEOS 110
C FLIP INPUT SCNATCHI UNIT INDICATOR GEOS 111
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IT=FLIP(I1T) GCEOS 112
C TEST IF ALTEI;ISATE SCRATCH UNIT IS IN ORDLR GEOS 113
IF(MLRGL) GO TO 230 GEOS 114
REV=*TRUE * GEOS 115
GO TO 270 GELuS 116
C TEST IF BUFFER IS FULL *-GEOS 117
260 IF(N0.LT.25c0) GO TO 290 GEOS 118
C TEST IF LAST STRING IS PROCESSED , GEOS 119
270 IF(LSTPAS) GO TO 260 GEOS 120
IU=UNIT(ICUICH) GEOS 121
C WRITE OUTPUT EUFFER GEOS 122
hRITE( IUJt,0.((OB(1. J).I =1.19),J=1,N0) GEOS 123
K0=0 GEOS 124
C TEST IF NEW OLTPUT STRING GEOS 125
IF(*NOT.REV) GO TO 290 GEOS 126
REV=.FALSE. GEOS 127
C FLIP OUTPUT LtCICATOR GEOS 128
IOU=FLIP(10U) GEOS 129
4STRNG=NSTRNG+1 GEOS 130
FRST114=, TFUE. GEOS 131
GO TO 200 GEOS 132
C WRITE OUTPUT STRING ON TAPE GEOS 133
.280 CALL WRITE(.FALSE.) GEOS 134
285 0O=O GEOS 135
290 hO=NO+1 GEOS 136
FRSTIM=. F ALSE. GEOS 137
C PUT PRECORU IN DUFFER GEOS 138
DO 300 I=1.19 GEOS 139
300 OB(IN0)=CE1(INIT) GEOS 140
305 IF(NN(IT).E0ONT(IT)) GO TO 310 GEOS 141
NN( I.T)=NN(IT) +1 GEOS 142
GO TO 200 GEOS 143
310 IU=UNIT(l1,INH) GEOS 144
C READ NEW RECOrD FROM SCRATCH UNIT GEOS 145
READ(IU)I ((OB1( IJIT).I=I1l9).J=1.M) GEOS 146
NT( IT)=M GEOS 147
1NN( I T =1 GEOS 148
IF(IERGE.AND.NT(IT) .EO.0) GO TC 250 GEOS 149
IF(NT(1)+NT(2).NE.C) GG TO 200 GEOS 150
IF(LSTPAS) GO TO 320 GEOS 151
IU=UNIT(ICU. IGH) GEOS 152
C VIRITE BUFFER CN SCRATCH UNIT GEOS 153
WRITE(IU)r,0,((ObD( IJJ =119),.J=1.N0) GEOS 154
GO TO 80 GEOS 155
C WRItE OUTPUT TAPE GEOS 156
320 CALL wRITE(.FALSE.) GEOS 157
CALL WRITE(.TRUE.) GEOS 158
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RDNSRT reads a GEOS data tape, sorting each
.record into a block of 250 records. When either
a block is ful.1 or the end of the tape is reached,
control is returned to SRTMRG.
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NAM GEOS RDNSRT
PUUPOSE TO READ AND SORT 250 RECORDQ INTO CORE
CALLING SECUENCE CALL RDNSRT
SU8ROUTINELS LSED NONE
CCPMCN BLOCKS OSORT UNITS
INPUT FILE GEOS INPUT TAPE
OUTPUT FILES NONE
.RESTRICTIONS TAPE MUST BE IN CEOS FORMAT AND CONTAIN DATA FROMTHE SAME SATELLITE
REFERENCES' NONE
SU8ROUTINE RONSRT 
S 23COM MON/OSCRT/N,OB(19,250) 
RDNS 23COI4ON/UNITS/NIN,NOUT,SCR( 4 ) RDNS 24
INTEGER CE,SAVE RDNS 25
- -RONS 25
PONS 28
10 '% "" RDNS 27C READ A RECORD RDNS 2815 iEA(NIN 00CEtD=80,ERR=15)E(.4,N)O(N),. 
RONS 2930
0 0 (7,N) , ISTANO.O8(1N) Uo (2 N), (0 ( T *N) I 1, RO NS 31OB(3,N)=ISTANO*0I00+14TYPE* IC+9- ID 9R NS 32C IF FIRST REAC, GO READ ANOTHER 
RDNS 3220 IF(N.LT.2) GO TO 10 RDNS 33
DO 30 J1=2,N RDNS 34
J=N4-2-JI RONS 35
C CHECK TIME OFRCER OF RECORDS RDNS 36DO .25 K=1,3 
RONS 37
IF(0O(K,)-OB (K J-I ))302E40 RDNS 3825 CONTINUE ADNS 39
GO TO 15 RDNS 40
30 CONTINLE RDNS 41
J=j RDNS 4240 IF(J.EG.*N GO TO 70 RDNS 43
JI=N-J RONS 44C ARRANGE RECOREs IN ORDER RDNS 45
CO 60 r=1,19 
RDNS 46SAVE=UE( ,N) RDNS 47CO 50 M1=l,Jl 
RDNS 48V=N-MI 
RONS 4950. OB(K.Ms+1)=OD(K,M) 
RDNS 5060 CO(K*J)=SAVE 
RDNS 5170 IF(N.LT,2eo0 CO TO 10 
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10000 FURMAT(A4 .A2, 211 A4Al 1 21J8. 11A4.A2 I RODNS 57
L ) , RDS 59
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GEOS WRITE
DESCRIPTION
The subr6utine WRITE is the output routine o-f
the program. If WRITE is called with a false logical
argument it will write out a block of data records on
the output tape. If it is called with a true logical
argument, it will write an endfile on the output tape.
A flowchart would be superfluous.
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NAME GEOS wRITE
PURI'CSE WRITES DATA RECOFOS AND C OFILES TAPES
CALLING SEUUELNCE CALL WRIT(ENCSw)v
SYMBOL TYPE DESCPIPTICN
ENDSW L TRUE WILL ENDFILE WHEN TAPE IS COMPLETELY WRITTEN
SUeRCUTINES LSED NONE
CCIRMCN 3LOCKS OSORT UNITS
INPUT FILES NONE
OUTPUT FILE MAGNETIC TAPE
RESTRICTIONS NONE
REFERENCES NONE
SUBROUTINE WRITE(ENDSW) WRIT 26
COMMON/SCRT/NT.Oi( 19.250) RIT 27
INTEGER CE hRIT 28
COMMON/UIITS/NIN.NOUT.SCR(4) fRIT 29
LOGICAL EtOS W WRIT 30
C IF REQUESTEO, ENCFILE TAPE ONLY %RIT 31
IF(ENDSV) GO TO 20 WRIT 32
D00 12 N=1,NT WRIT 33
ISTAN0=OE(3.N)/100 WyRIT 34,
ITEMP=0 L(2.N)-ISTANO*I C WRIT 35
4TYPE= I TEPP/ 10 WRIT 36
ID=9-( ITEPP-MIYPE*10) WRIT 37
C WRITE OUT ThE RECCRO WRIT 38
10 WRITE(NOLT,ICOCO)08(4,N),OB(5.KN).MTYPE. ID.OB(6,N) ,O00(70N)t, WRIT 39
* ISTANOOD( I ,N).Oi(2.N).(03( I1.N) ,I=.19) WRIT 40
12 CONTINUE WRIT 41
RETURN WRIT 42
20 ENDFILE 'CUT WRIT 43
REWIND NCLT WRIT 44
PETURN WRIT 45
10000 FORAT(A4,A2.211,A4 AlIlS5218.11A4.A2) WRIT 46
END WRIT 47
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1.2.3 EPIIEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR
INTRODUCTION
The ephemeris tape contains the/following ephemerides:
)
a geocentric lunar positions at half day
intervals
* heliocentric positions of the earth-moon
barycenter at 4-day intervals
a heliocentric positions of the planets,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn at 4-day
intervals
* nutation in obliquity at half day intervals
The ephemerides are obtained by precessing and nutating




The positions of the Earth-moon barycenter and the
planets are heliocentric on the JPL ta pe; however, the moon
is geocentric. Subroutine READE uses Everett's 5th order
interpolation formula which is written as follows:
y(t +sh) P(s) E y F (l-s)+d F2(s)
0d. 2 (1-.s)
+ d4 F (l-s)
+ Yj+ 1 Fo (s)+d2+1 F 2 (s)
+ dj+iF 4 (s)
where
F O(s) = s
F2(s) = [(s-l) (s) (s+l)]/6
F4 (s) = [(s-2) (s-1) (s) (s+l) (s+2)]/120
2 4d 4d are the second and fourth modified central dif-
ferences contained on the JPL tape.
yj,j=l, 2 ,...,n denotes successive tabular values of
one of the quantities contained in the ephemeris.




s = -- , t is time at which information is requested.
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All the coordinates are converted to geocentric
positions and placed in common. The MAIN program, by calling
subroutine EQUATR, precesses and-nutates the coordinate system
from Mean of 1950 to True of Date. The planets are recon-
verted by MAIN to heliocentric positiLoens, while the moon re-
mains geocertric. The sun is converted to Earth-moon bary-
centered positions. The second and fourth modified central
differences are then recomputed. These differences and the
positions are written on the tape.
The modified second and fourth differences for Everett
interpolation are computed as follows:
2 2 6 8d = + a 6 + a 2 8j j 26, <j  j
d. 64 + a 6 + a 
8
S 4 j 6 j 4 8 j
where
a26 = -0.013120 a2 8 = 0.004299
a46 = -0.278269 a4 8 = 0.068489





j = j+0. 5  j-0.5
32 26 = 62 62 etc.j+0.5 j+l j
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SUBROUTINE CROSS REFERENCE CHART
CALLING ROUTINES)
w W
u- < cc < W















YMDAY O O 0 0
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The MAIN program, EPHEM, reads the JPL ephemeris tape
for positions of the Earth-moon barycenter, the planets and
the moon. All the coordinates are converted to geocentric
positions and placed in common. MAIN, by calling subroutine
EQUATR, precesses and nutates the coordinate systems from
Mean of 1950 to True of Date. The planets are reconverted
by MAIN to heliocentric positions while the moon remains
geocontric. The sun is converted to Earth-moon bary-centered
positions. The second and fourth modified central differences
are then recomputed. These differences and the positions are
written on the tape.
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NAME MAIN - PHFM
PUPPISL GENERATES H ELIOCrEHlTPIC PnSITIr'N5 O3F VENUS.MAPS9
JUPITCpSATIJON AND TH:: rA;TH-M~int F3ADYCFNTFP,
GEOCrEwTPIC LUNAR POSITIONS A~ND NUTATIONS IN
O-3L IOUI TY
SUSV~fUTINES USED CLFAP DATES EQUATR :PEADE TDIF
YMDAY
COMM)N BLOCKS CIETSLI CE TrL2 C=ETBL3 CETeL4 TAPE
INPU~T FILES 5 - PEADER
OUTPUT' FILES 6 - PPINTER
PEFERENCES JOL CEVFL0PM=NT EPHEMEPISINO. IQ
TECHNICAL REDORT 32-1101l - C.J. DEVINE
.JPL9 CALIF. INST. 0= TECH.# PASACENA.CALIF.
NOV. 15,1967
PEAL*3 JOlDJSE-C1,DLJDELSECAUPF.tTPD,EMPAT,TASCUT OEPH 25
-~~~Cv P .)ASJAE FH 2 F
26UF 1 (3. 9 , _7 7 7 3 * %I7 1: 3;,E FPt 3- E' "~ 2-7
Ul3AYEND9 DAY* YMDAY A(4), D6.D D9 EPH 2"
EOUI VAL ENC= C OUFM (1) * £UF 1(1 , 1,1)) ,(BUJP3 CI 1 , , I ,OLJPC )) OEPH 2?
REAL*3 FACTOQ 0t:PH 30
DATA FACTOR/1.2150373OI6452D-02/ OEPH 31
DOUBLE PPEC1SION TIP-IFS(6) OEPH 32




COMMON0'/CETL3/TAE3(29),NUTAT(20-t),CKSUM4 OEPH 3 7
COMMON/CET9L4/SUJN(e.912) .NUTC4) OEPH 32
DATA N!EO/6/OPH3
INTEGER IE0(10)/11 10.2,l4,5,6.7,8,9v1/ OEPH Ao
* RSAL NUTAT oFPH 41
LOGICAL TIN O' PH 42
DIMENSION NUTATE(A1)99uF2(3,I7) OFPH 43
INTEGER REC')RD/O/ OFPH &4
INTEIEP OUT/I O/*IY/50/ .OFPH- 45
DATA N90DY,NPTS/lO,16/ CEP" 46
DATA A/-1.312D-2.4.2QC-3-.7P26,C -196.R4S99-2/ OEPH A7
DATA Jr~l .S _C I , LJDLsnEC/2AC3271 ,0. 5DO . DO o0. 500.ODa/ or-PH A,9
DATA DJRIASE,DAY -hC)/24332S1.500,244070 4.500/ OEPH 49
DATA TIN/.FALSE./ OEPH 50
E( X)= C 1101D 21*XOE21AP0 S X6 1 9:D9 X 40 17LO 0FH 51
REAID 1003,9TP"ES- CEPH 52
JDI=TV%'lS(ITIAE_.i OE-pt 53
DAYEND= T IME S( I T IM:+ I) OEPH 5&
IN= 12 OEPH 55
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A0=I.4y9C7!D11 OEPH 5 91
PF-=637E!IA9.5DO00P
TPD%= 9. - 404 OFP*H f
TSE C= 0o-O~'
*ENPAT = Ei I * 202D0 O~6
CALL CLCA P ~O13,I 1 1 6 2
'DO 6)05 I=1,NEO- OFPH 6~
1=1E0( I) OP46
605 IPEO(11V=l OEPw 6S
CALL P::ADP(JDI,TSEC.IERR) OFPH- 6~
J:DK=TAri3( I) 0SPH 6:;
C DAYS C03M l oo.o OEPH 71'
JDI=.JD1-24 15020. 00 EP 7
OJ=JED+ I6.00 QEPH 73
C 1950.0 OEPH ?3
* BASF=YMVYAY( :001 00,0. 0.) OFPH 75
000 T=8AS + J 0-0 J rlA SF OFPH .75
C SET UP ARRAY FIRST ITIME QEPH 76
DO 606 *1=1.pl 0EPH 7-'
CALL READE(JEC.TSECIIERP) OFPH 7-
C PPECESS AND NUITATE OFPH 7 0
CALL EO)T(~l.3 ;,I.OA-~ot~r-T.PFEONO OEPH 91
.C .SURTPACT VFCTCV, TO ct)N FRO!A PLANETS OF.P- e2
DoA 90 j=3P: i nFOH Al
DO 900 L='1 3 0EPH 84
900 SOLAP5(L,I,J)=SOLAPS(L,1,J)-SOLAP-(L,1,2) OFPH- 65
C SU9TPACT EAqTH-kMOON cAPYCENTER FRO.M VECTOR TO SUN DEPH e6




DOUT=OOUT*OEL JO OFPH 91
JDI=JDI+DELJD OEPH 92
JED=JEV+0ELJ0 FH9
C06 CONTINUE nFPH 93
GO TO 610 OECT-I 95
C PEAD ONE RECORD OEPH 96
620 CONTINUE OFi-H 9-
Do 621 1=66.81i OEPH 91
CALL PEAOE-(JFD,TSEC.IERP) OEPH 99
C PPECESS AND NUTATE OD 0
CALL EOUATP!(SUNE3ASE-sINiSOLAr5C 1.1 * OUT,.TRUE. .IFoNFO) OFPH 101
C SUBTPACT VECTOR TO SUN FROM PLANETS OEPH 102
DO eoo J=3.NEO 0EOH 103
DO f800 L=1.3 OEPH4 I O
P00 SOLAP5(LI.J)=SOLAPI(L.I.J)-SflLAP5C(L.i 
.) O~- 0
C SU!3TPACT EARTti-%WlON 3ARYCENTER Fr)OM.V;:CTOr TO SUN OPPH I 0'
DO 910 J=1,3 OP 0
SOLAP'(J,12)=SOLARE(J.I,23-FACTOR*SOI.APC(JTol) OEpm 100910 CONTINUE OEPH I 0-
NUTATE ( I IDCOS (F JD I+NUT( 2) *NUT( I OEPH 1o0
DOtJT=DOtUT+L)E LJO orpH nI
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JD1=JO I+0)ELJi) or PH I I
JEV'=JE)4*rE-LJD OrPDN 113
f 21 CnNTIN, OEPH lI I
C CO'APUTE O1F;:F.'QF1CES oc~p4 1.15
fiO DO 608 T1117 OFPH I If-
11=1+32 0!:plH 117
SUF?(1 I ) =11UTA TT( I I OFPH 1111
DUF2(3.1)=NIuTATC(11+2)+NUT4TEc(112),A.r-O.NUTATr-(uI1+1) OFPH 120
*-4.D0*NUTAT,-7(I I- I )+ .C0Y:NUTATE( I1I) OE-PH 121
D6NT~.1-),tTE1+)6D*NTT(I2+JAE1+) 09 PH 122
e+15.O*t('UTATF(11-1)+NuAEII 1))oOcDo,r JUTATF(hI) OEDH 123
De=NUTAT=-( II-t ) +N'JTA Tv(II+ A)-6.D0 ( NUTAT F( 1 13 )+NUT ATE( 11+ 3) OFPH I32t!
*+2F0)"-UTAT 12:
.tNUTATE( 11-1 ))+70.D0'NUTAT=(I1 ) OFPH 126
FIUF(29)=BF2(.1)+~l),D6A(2*08OEPH 12'
eOfF2( 3.,! )=!30J:2( 3.1 )+A( 3)v-'6+4(4 ) *() OFDH 12A
DO 605I J=1.3 0 EPH 120
8UF(l9J I )=50LA4P5( J.T! .) O E 934 130
eUFC2,,I)OL~~(JTI~1)+OLA~c~JT+I. )2DO*flL~5(,111)OEPH 131
* SUFI(3.J.I)=S)LAIZ5(J.II+2.1 )+SOLAP1(J.il-2.1)-4.3*SCLAP5(JvII-It1OE~PH !32
* )~O~~~ J.I +,19)+.r.'OSrJLArsc(J, I I,I OEPH 133
*-2.D0%LA5(JII,) EPH 13r6
0FPH 13
BUFIC2,JT )=;IUFI(2,J.1 )+A( 1)*D6+Ac2)*09 OEPf I-'.0
EIUFI (3, J.1) =RUP (3.J, 1i-Ac3) *06+A(4)* ~c OF.PH ItA)
608 CO N T I N U OEPH I e?
DO 611 T=1.3 0E014 33
D0' 611 K=2,N=C) OFPH 145
DO 611 J=1.3 OEPH I"
BUF 3( 1 sJ 9,.K- I)=SrLARS( J * 7 9K) OEPH 147
OtF3(2,J.T,K-1 )=SOLAPI(J.1 1-I6,K)+SOLAP5(J.11yEa.K)-2.O)O* OEPH ie.c
*SOLAR5( Jt,!I .0 OPH 14?
9UF3(3.J,I,K-1)=SOLAP(J.Ii-u.K+SOLAc'-JiyleCK..
4 o* OEPH 150
*(SOLAR5(J. !I-&.K)4-SOLAP5(JII+0.K))+6.r-0*SrLAP&' 
.(Jt!,K) OEPH 1'51
D 6 =SOLA S(J.11- 2 4.K)4+SOLAPS(Jur1+2AK)-.0;(SflLAP5cJ.11-16,1(1+ OEPH 152
*SOLAFZ5(J.11+l1-,K))+15.,)O*(SOLAP
5 (JJ 1-S.K)+S0LAP5(JJyf+,1()) OFPH 153
e-20r)0S:)LQ'l J. I K)OEPH 15A
* O=SOLA05(J.11-3?,K)+SOLAP5cJ,11+32,K)-..pOo*SOLD(JtI1
2 A9K)+ OPoH 15rOSOLARS( J. 1 +2&. K)+ 23.)0* ( Sf)LARS(J v I - 1 6 K)SCLAP' ( J 911I+16 *K) I OFPH 1515
*-SE.D09:(S0LAR J1',K+SOAPs(J.1h+c.V))470.O*SOLApS5(J, 11.1( OEPH 157
1UF3(2.J,1,K1I)=9UF3(2,JI *K-1)4A(1)*3cE+A(2)*r$. OFPH IFM
f3UF (3o~l9 -I)=9UF (3* s *K I)+.(3 *D6+ (4) L'9OEIPH 1 5c,
t'11 CONTINUF 0FPH 160C WRITE OUTPUT 
*oFPH I c-
DAY~rPJ-DJ .3ASE+PA SE OEPH 162DAYDA Y/.E d- 32. 1 Se. 64E4 OEPH I r,3
CAL.L OA TE (0 AY, I Y i YM(,1* IHM*,5'C) OEH I(WPITE(CMT) TYADvIHM, SEC ciU'7? (01PP(I I sI 2 17 ) OFI'I- 165W RITF.0UT 9 -UF-M ( I ). I =I. 5 1) OFPH I f "
WRITECOUT)(C-UFM( 1), 1-529102) OEPH 167
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WQBIQ1AL PAGE IS POOR.,
WRITE(OUT)(UPM(I). I=103,153) OFPH 16
'WRIT (OCJT) (IUFP( I), =28, 31) OFPH IAO
WrQITC(CUT) ( UFP(I), I =?, 13E) 0EPH 170
DJ=,J +3 .D00 0CPH 171
*RECORO=-Fcr+1 (+09H 172
IF(RPFCOn~.LT.11) 'RITE(6, 1001 ) 1Ym M14 M,S .DJ.U1,Ur.I UC:,UF? 0 OOH 173
IF( -C'O.GT. 10) WVITE(6.1002) I YMD,IHMSEC,DJ RECORD OFPH 1'
C SHIcT BACK VALUCS 0-'oH 17-
DO 630 T=1.653 0EDH 176
D1=I+1 C 0FPH 17 7
NUTATE( I );UTATE(IT) OFoH 173
D00 630 J=1.3 OEPH 170
DO 630 K=1,N=0 OEPH 170
SOLARS(J,IK)=snLARS(JII,K) OFPH 11
630 CONTINUE OEFH 12.
IF(ICw.EO0.3) GO TO 100 OEDH 153
IF(OJ.GE.OAYENr) GO TO 100 OEn H 1.4
GO TO 620 OEPH IS5
C TEST TO SEE IF LAST TAPF HAS BEEN PEAD OEPH 186
100 IF(IN._O. 14) GO TO 200 OFPH 1 7
-TT IME= TIME+2 OEPH le1
IF(TIMES(ITIMF).LE..O) GO TO 200 OrnH ISO
DAYEND=TIMEiS(ITIME+1) OEPHI 190
S EWIND IN 0EPH I9
IN=IN+1 OEDH 102
ICW=1 OEPH 1i3
GO TO 620 OEOH 1o
-200 WPITE(6,1000) DJ EPH ioQ
IYMD=0 OEPH 196
WRITE(OUT) IYMDIHMSEC,EiUF2,(DUPP(1),1=1, 2 7) o0PH 1 7
WRITE(OUT)(9UFM(I),I=I,. ) OFPH 19R
WRITE(OUT)(3UF'( I), 1=52,.102) OEPH 190
WRITE(OUT) (. uF'M( I ) . I =103, 153) orPH 200
WRITE(OUT)(9UFD(I),I=28,81) OFPH R.01
WRITE(OUT)(eUFP(I),I=82.135) OFPH 202
END FILE OUT OFPH 203
RFWIND OUT OEPH 20A
REWIND IN 0EPH 205
STOP 0FPH 205
OFPH 20f1000 FORMAT('IEPHEMErIS TAPE GENERATION :OMPLETE'/'0LAST DATE',G25.16) 0oH 20'
1001 FOPM4T(1H1/61(5G25.16/)////) 0EPH 20A
1002 COPMAT(1HO,5G25.15) OEPH 200
1003 cOPMAT(61DI2.6) OFPH 210






















DATES converts a number of days elapsed from
Jan 0.0 of the arc reference year into a three-word date
of the form: YYMIDD, HHM, SEC.
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NAM.:. CATESA
P U ,z sS! ~ CCNVITS ('AYS r-LMf-SZ!- F,-$Y1M J.1.t4 C..C OF TI-. /PC
~FT7F.F-iCL YWAr INTC A 3*LI~.~.Tz: OF TI-L F0 f'j
YYI/.MAPj HHVFM , S--C
CAL L ING SEOLc K,-[ CfALL UAES)Yr*Y Y~ I,-v:C
S VM 50L I Y P'- D'SCRJ IPTI CK
V A Y W ODP INPUT -DAYS ELAPSEC FRG'4 JAN G .0 OF TI-- -F* .C
YEiAR
IV' I I NPUT -1 950 F:-Pri~S[.NTit i~Y T~t LA4ST TWO rIGITS
I N THL FC'f'W Y
I YD I OLTFUT - YEAR * MONTH. DA~Y IN Tiff- FC(.-M YYMME(C
I Hm I CUTFUT - HoUr. MI1NUTES IN Tf-E: FOIZM -M
SEC, 0 LtPUT -Sc.CCNCS
SU:4POVIIN*-S L E.D AC'DYIID
COMMOCN EILLJZKS NCNE:
OITPLT FXL-S NCNF
SUD-'OUTINt' DATES~A~,Y1M.I~,.c DATE 34
D L-3L' PRP-CISICK tCAYN; ,SLAY DATE 35
c NUM 3C OF C'~Y FrCW. JAm I CF kEFEF-.C A DT
[.NDYPC5C48(4, DATE. 37
IDAY=31A If-I *DATE 38
C NUMER~ OF DAYS FrFCk JA.N I OF THE PE-FEFLKCE Y LA R DATE 39
IYM~IYIOCO*O1DATE 4C
C CALCt'LATi-' Yr-AP ,1sON'Ttl CAY OF I NTEPF:ST DATE 41
CALL %LCYt/: (I Yr4CIZ09AY) DATE 42
C CALCULATL. THE NLMr5ER OF St.CCNCIS R, MAINIKG DATE 43
S1. 64)f*(OjAY-FLOATC I CAYti)) DATE 44
I scZ: =5 *DATE 45
C COWV4*Ql TI HOtr ,MlNUTC- FCFMAT DATE 46
IHM43*Cl!:C/6kO)+S7C/G0 DATE 47
C RMAINING S'.C'Jhl-S * DATE 46
S: C=S-F LOAT (tC *(I SC/6C ))--C .5E-4 DATE 49








.DIFF calculates the difference in days and seconds
between any two time points in the 20th century.
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NAM4E DTFF I
PURPOSF CALCULATES THE DIF=O:..N' OFTWEEN ANY TWO TIME
POINTS IN THE 20TH CFNTURY
CALLING SFOU-NCE CALL DIF.(IYMDIIHMSI.IYMrPIHMS2.IDAY.ISEC)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPT I ON
IYMODI I INPUT - FIRST DATE IN THE FORM YYMMDD
IMMS1 I INPUT - TIME ON IY',ADI IN THE FOrM .HHMMSS
IYMD2 I INPUT - SECIND CATE IN THE FORM YYMMDD
IHMS2 I INPUT - TIME ON IYMD2 IN THE FORM HHMMSS
IDAY I OUTPUT - ELAPSED FULL DAYS DIFFEPENCE
IDAY IS NGATIv- IP IYMC2,IHMS2 IS THE
FARLIEP TIME
.ISEC I OUTPUT - REMAINDE
"r fn DIFFFPENCC TN SECONDS





SUPROUTINE DIFF(IYMD1,IHMSIIYMD2,IIMS2.IDAY,ISEC) DIFF 36
DIMFNSION MONTH(13.2) PIFF 37
DATA MONTH/O,360,9)I sI21,152.1-2,213.24 ,274,305933 5.366. rIFF 3.
* 0931,59,90,120,151191,212,243,273,304,334,365/ nIFF 39
ISU3(IY)=MINO(MOD(IY,4),1).1 DIFF 40
ISEC=0 DIFF 41
IF(IYMDI.EO.IYMD2) GOTOf) 4000 DIFF 42
CALL PYMDI( IYMDI , IYI ,IMI II01) DIFF 43
CALL PYMUI(JYMD2*,1Y2,1M2,1D2) PIFF Aa
l=ISUEl(IYl ) 0IF= 5A
IYEARI=35525*(IYI-I)/1DO+MONTH(IMILI)4IDI DIFF 46
L2=ISU?(IY2) DIFF. A7
IYEFAR2=35525*(TY2-1)/100+MONTH(I M2.L2)+ID2 IIFF 4A
ISEC=(IYEAR2-IYEA:-)*s.6400 DIFF 40
4000 ISECl=IMvSI-40+(IHMSI/1oO)-2doo"(IH"SI/lO000) Ic F  so
ISEC2=OI'HlS2-,0**(I 1HMS2/100)-2400*(IHYS2/10000) 0IFF 51
ISEC=ISFC+ISEC2- I SEC P(%Ic 52
IDAY=- 1SC/96400 DIFF 5'
ISFC=ISEC-I DAY*.6400 DlFF -,
RETURN DIF= 55
END I FP 56
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DJUL computes the Julian date for a time input in
days from Jan. 0.0 of the reference year.
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DJUJA




PURFrLL TO COMPUTE JULIAN DATE FORIJAN INPUT TIME IN DAYS
FW(JM JAN (.C OF THE R:FEF<-NCE YEAR FOR THE ARC
CALLING S CUENC - X=DJUL(DAY)
SYMoOL TYFE DESCRIPTICN
VAY OF INPUT - TIME IN CAYS FROM JAN OsC OF THE
REFERENCE YEAR







DUUdLE PRECISION FUNCTION OJUL(DAY) DJUL 30
REAL*O. JJDAYYMDAY OJUL 31
LOGICAL NCTIST/.FALSE./ DJUL 32
IF(VOTIST) GO TO 10 OJUL 33
NOT 1 ST =. T RUE. DJUL 34
UJ=243321.5D03-YMDAY(SCCICC,0,sC.) DJUL 35


















EQUATR rotates a set of vectors from mean or
true equator and equinox of one epoch to mean or true
equator and equinox of another epoch.
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NAME EOUATR I
PUPPOSE TO ROTATF. A SET OF VFCTOPS FROA MIEAN OR TRUE EOUATOP
AND EOUINX Om CNE EPOCH TO MEAN OR TRUE cOUATOQ AND
rOUINOX OF ANOTH4ER POCl
CALLING SEOU7NCE CALL EOUATR(XOINTIN.Y.C'UTTOUTeIEONEO)
SYMPOL TYPF DESCRIPTION
X DP INPUT - SET OF VECTORS TO BE ROTATED
DIN DP INPUT - DAY NUBEP Or THE COORDINATES SINCE JAN 0.0
OF THE PEFEPENCE-
F YEAP
TIN L INPUT - TYPE OF INPUT
*TRU--E. = TRUE COnRDINATF SYSTEM
eFALSE. = MEAN CODRDINATE SYSTEM
Y OP OUTPUT - ROTATED SET OF VECTCPS
DOUT O' OUTPUT - DAY NUMnER Or PUTPUT VECTOR SET SINCE
JAN 0.0 OF T-iE REFFPfNCE YEAR
TOUT L INPUT - TYPF OF OUTPUT
-TRUE. = TPU-- COOCINAT'T SYSTEM
*FALSE. = MEAN CODINATE - 'SYSTEM
IEQ I INOUT -INDICATES WHICH MCMeEoS OF THE SET ARE TO
BE ROTATED
NEO. I INPUT - NUMBE-R OF ME-I.FRS OF THE SET TO BE ROTATED




SUPPOUTINF .OUATP(SDINTINYsDOUTTOUTtIEO.NFO) EOUA 45
REAL*S3 X(61),Y(3,l),NP(3*3.4).T(3),,IN.DOUT.TEMP EOUA 46
DIMENSION IFOQ(1I) EOUA 47
LOGICAL TINTOUT FOUA 4B
=2 .
FOUA 49




C OBTAIN MATRIX 'TO NUTATE FROM TPUE
= TO MEAN OF INPUT EPOCH EOUA 52
CALL NUTATL(DIN.N0'( 1 *1 )) EOUA 52
C OBTAIN MATF-IX TO PRECESS FOM INPUT FPOCH TO 1950 
EOUA 5A
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C CBTAIN MATRIX TO PRECESS FROM OUTPUT EPJCH TO 1q50 EOUA 56
CAlL PPI.CES(DOUTNP(1,I ,3) I FOUA 57
N= )rouf A 5'
IF(.NOT.TJUT) Gl TO 20 FOUA 5q
N= . FOIUA .
C OETAIN MATRIX TO NUTATE FROM TPUE TO MEAN OF OUTPUT EPOCH Fr)UA 61
CALL NUTATE(D)UTNP(1 1,4)) FOUA 62
C TRANSIPOSE OUTOUT EPOCH PQECESSION AND NUTATION MATDICES FOUA 63
20 00 30 I=1,3 •FOUA 6A
DO 30 J=I.3 FOUA 65
00r) 30 K=3,N FOU 566
TEMP=NP(I,JK) EOUA 67
NP(IJ*K)=NP(Jtl K) FOUA 6e
30 NP(JtlK)=TEMP FOUA "o
DO 70 IT=1.NEO EQUA 70
JJ=IO(11) FQUA 71
LL=(II-1 )*8 1+1 FOUA 72
DO 40 I=1,3 *FOUA 73
40 Y(ILL)=X(IJJ) EOUA 7t.
C POTATF INPUT VECTOD.TO OBTAIN OUTPUT VECTOR FOUA 75
'O 60 K=MN FOUA 75
D00. 50 1=1,3 EOUA 77
T(I)=Y( I.LL) FEOUA 78
50 Y(I*LL)=0.00 EOUA 79
D00 60 1=1.3 EOUA 80
DO 60 J=1.3 FOUA F1
.0 Y(ILL)=Y(I,LL)+ P(I,J,K)*T(J) EOUA 82
70 CGONT ;i;NU; EOUA 63








GETTAP obtains a Julian date through common block
CETBL9 and then reads the JPL ephemeris tape one record
at a time. The record containing the information desired
is loaded into common block CETBL3.
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hAl,, GETTAP
PUi;PGSa READS JPL TAPE ONE RCURV A7 A TIME GIVEN A JULIAN
DATE
CALLING SLGUENCE CALL GETTAP
SUEkCUTINzS LSED NONE
CCDMCN tLOCKS CETO3L2 CETBL3 CETBL 9 RECI REC2
TAPE
INPUT FILES IN - JPL EPIHEMERIS TAPE
OUTPLT FILLS NONE
RECTICTIONS NONE
REFER~cNCE JPL DEVELOPWENT EPHEME-RIS NUMER 19
TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1131 - C.J. DEVINE
JPL, CALIF. INST. OF TECHe, PASADENA, CALIF.
.NOV. 15. 1967
SUJAG UT 1iE G E T-TAp ET* I~UU?(I ,J I A ~ %
t 
q. -- I I t .Ia..






AEAL REC2(25) GETT 34
CIJUBL6 PRECISION TAB3,CJeJDI*TEAY.JDIF GETT 35
EOUIVALENCE (kEC2(1).TBODY) GETT 36




IF(JDI.GE.CJ+a.0C0) GO TO 100 GETT 40
IF(JDI .GE.,J) RETURN GETT 
41
. EwINO IN 
GSTT 42
iEAD(IN) IECI GETT 43
IEAD(IN) FEC2 GETT 44
NEAD(IN) 1A93.NUTATCKSLM * GETT 45
lCw=2 
GETT 46
CJ=TAd3( 1) GETT 
47
JDIF=JL)-CJ GETT 48
IF(JOI.GL.0J+E.CDC) GO TO ICO GETT 49
IF(JOI.GC.EOJ) iETURN GETT 5C
PRINT 2GC.JOIDJIN GETT 51
PRINT .GCTAO3a,NUTAT.CKSUM GETT 52
STOP 516 E GETT 53
100 R (IN hN0=C150-) TA83NUTATCKSUM GETT 54
J=TAbJ( 1) GETT 55
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JFJ3-CJ GETT 56
lF(JwI .G *DJ+ .* O) GO TO ICC . GETT 5,GETT 59F OT10NiCCGETT 
5 3..
150 FkINT 250JD ' C.J,1N GETT 6
PINT 3 ,,TAV3,NUTATCKSUM GETT 6C
STuP bl1lE 
GETT 61
2C0 FURNAT(I** *4* CATA RECUESTEC tT JULIAN DATE 4,G16.9o' SMALLER ** GETT 
62
*THAN FIRT DATE ,C|16.,t CN INPUT UNIT'1el3) .GETT 63
250 FUAMAT(* 1"** DATA RECLESTED AT JULIAN DATE 'oG16.,-
" GREATER ' GETT 64
S*TIIHAN LAST CATE *,Gl06.. O' INPUT UNIT*I3) GETT 
65











MATRIX calls subroutine NUTATE to find the nutation
matrix for a time specified in the calling sequence. It
then multiplies the nutation matrix by another 3x3 matrix
passed in through the calling sequence.
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NAME MATrIX I
PURP)OST MULTIPL!-S T*WC 3X3 VATRIC:S
CALLING S:OUENCE CALL MATQIX(DAYA.n)
SYMO'30L TYPE )ESCOIDTION
DAY DP INPUT - TIM= OF NUTATIO4 MAT-i'
A DP OUTPUT - PPODLCT OF TAE Ti '4ATPICFE








SUBqOUTIN. MATPIX(DAY, AS) VAT. 30
DOU9LE PQECISICN A(3.3).8(3.3),CT(3,3),O')AY M4AT. ZI
CALL NUTA.TE(DAY ,CT) 4 AT 3P
00D 10 I=1.3 MATre 33
D0 10 J=1 .3 MATP 34
A(IJ)=0.0)0 ATo 35
DO 10 K=1,3 M&TR 36
• 0 A(IJ)=A(I ,J)+(I.K)*CT(JK) MA'r 3"7
RE TURN MAT
END MA TQ 30
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READE interpolates the JPL ephemeris quantities to
find v.alues on the date and time specified in the calling
sequence. It then performs coordinate transformations as
specified in common block CETBL2 and unit transformations
as specified in common block CETBL1.
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SUbOROUTIN" rEA-E(J-ED.,TSECl - rIR R)
Jote c.Ki.LLNU, MI:SA SCIENTIFIC CORP., 1965 SEPT 15
C.Le LAwSCN. JPL, 1965 MAP 17
kEAO JPL EPHEMERIS AT TI-E JULIAN EPIt.HMERI- 6ATE
CIVLN uY (JE *tTSEC/b64CC.D')
SIT-MS CCMVUNICATED THROUGH THE CALLING BEOUENCE ** , .
Jr.L FEFERENCE JULIAN EPHE16ERI3 DATE.
TrC -SECONDS OF EPI-EMEIS TIME PAST J=D.
ANY COMBINATICN OF VALUES OF JED AND TSEC
IS ACCEPTABLE AS L(NG AS (JEDL)+TSEC/c64OO,*D)
IS wITHIN THE RANGE OF THE EPHEMERIS TAPE
EEINC- USED. HOhEVER TC OBTAIN THE
FINEST P3SSIOLE FESOLUTIUN IN INTERPOLATION
1HE NUMBFR JEC MUST BE AN EXACT MACHINE
ItUMBEF. FOR EXAMPLE JED CJULD BE A DATE ENDING
ISITH 0 OR .*S 5
IERR ERROR FLAG
C=NO ERROR
I=(JED+TSEC/86A0C*DC) LESS THAN FIRST DATE
ON TAPE
=(JED+TSEC/864AC.*D0) GREATER THAN LAST DATE
ON TAPE
2=SO.E IREO(I) IS NOT 9,1, OR 2
4=ICENT IS NOT IN TI-E RANGE 1 THRU 11
E=lCW IS NOT 1,2, OR 3
* THE FOLUOwlNG ITEMS ARE INPUT THROUGH CCMMON **
CCMMUN dLCCK CETBL1 *
AU A*U. EXPRESSED IN DESIRED OUTPUT UNITS
RE EQUATORIAL RADIUS OF EARTI IN DESIRED OUTPUT UNITS
RE IS USEC TO SCALE THE LUNAR EPHEMERIS
TPD DESIRED NU.',UER OF TIME UNITS PER DAY
kMRAT EARTH MOON MASS RATIO. SUGGESTED VALUE=31.3DO
SUGG6STEC VALUES FOR AU AND RE DEPEND UPON
DESIRED CUTPUT UNITS AS FCLLOWE,*
FUR OUTPLT IN EARTH RADII AU=23454.7400122511
7 D00. RE =1*Dl
-- FOR OUTPLI IN KILOMETEPS AU=149593540.D0, RE =6378.16900
FOR OUTPLT IN A.U. AU=I.CO. FE =4.26352-71lI5C3500D-5
SET TPD=8C4CO.D0 FOR VELOCITY IN LINEAR UNITS PER SECOND,
SET TPD =  1.)00 FOR VELOCITY IN LINEAR UNITS PER DAY.
CCMMON BLOCK CETUL2 *
ICw FLAG INDICATING STATUE OF COMMON BLOCKS REC2 AND CETIL3
I MEANS NEITHER ELDCKS CONTAIN VALID DATA
2 MEANS DOTH ULOCKS CCNTAIN VALID DATA
2 MEANS REC2 IS VALID. CETdL3 IS NOT
LSER MUST SET ICw=l BEFUNORE INITIAL CALL
ICENTR SPECIFIES CENTRAL 3ODY FOR COORDINATE -
IRANSLATION AS FCLLOWS.
I .MEWC 5 JUP 9 PLUTO
2 VENUS 6 SAT 10 SUN
) "7n
1(1;J\iDJ:
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3 EARTH 7 URANUS II MOON
4 MA S 5 NuP
I k() 14E.O(J) SPECIFIES OUTFUT D"SIRE 1 FUREOrY NO. Jo
IAEO(J)= NO CUTPUT .
I POSITICN
2 POSITICN ANC VELOCITY
J RUNS FROM I TO 11 AS FOLLUWSs.
1 MERC 5 JUP 9 PLUTO
2 VENUS 6 SAT 10 SUN
3 EARTH 7 URANUS 11 MJON
4 MARS 8 NEP 12 ERTH-MN-BARYCENTER
13 NUTATION
SCCM ON DLCCK CET9L3
TA8J 62- OLLOLE PPEC. WOOD ICUFFEF TO ACCUMODATE J.D. AND EPHEMERIS.
NUTAT-20+ SINGLE PREC. WCkD BUFFER TO ACCUMUDATE NUTATION DATA.
CKSUM 1 S#F. AORD FOR CHECKSUM.
STHE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE CUTPUT T-ROUGHi COMMON **
CCMMUN dLCCK CETHL4 *
TADOUT( , ) PLANETARY AND LUNAR OUTPUT* SCALED AND
TRANSLATED WITH RESPECT TO CENTER.
TABiOUT (1,J) CONTAINS OUTPUT FOR
BODY NO. J. (I *LE. J *LE. 12)
THE INDEX I IDENTIFIES COMPONENTS AS FOLLOWSe..
1=X 2=Y 3=Z
4=XDOT 5=YDOT 6=ZDOT
NUT( ). NUTATION OLTPUT
KUT( 1 I =DFI TA I ntJr.T ITIIfF
tUT(2)=DELTA OULICUITY
NUT(3)=TIVE DERIVATIVE OF NUT(1)
IUT(4)=TIVE DERIVATIVE OF NUT(2)
$ CCMMON' BLOCK CETt3L5 *
BIVECT( I WORKING ARRAY. CONTENTS ARE INTERPOLATED
AND SCALED BUT NOT TRANSLATED. IST INDEX RUNS
OVER X,YZXCOT.YCOT.ZZJT AS IN TA30UT
BUT 2NC INDEX IS CIFFERENT AS FOLLOWS..
EDDIES 1 THRU 9 ARE HELIOCENTRIC.
1 MERC 5 JUP 9 PLUTO
2 VENUS 6 SAT 10 MOON REL TO EARTH
3 ERTHM4N 7 URANUS 11 ERTHMN REL TO EARTH
4 MARS 8 NEP 12 ERTHMN RE-L TO MOON
13 SEE 4092+
THE COMMCK BLOCK *CETBL9' IS FCR COMMUNICATION
EETwEEN RCEP2 AND GETR2*
SUUROUTINE READE(JECDTSECIERR) READ 105
COMMON /CETLI/ AU.RE. TPD.EMRAT READ 106
COU.4MUN/CEI1OL2/ICWlICENT *IREO(13) READ 107
CUMMUN /LETEDL/ TAt13(829).NUTA1(2Cl),CKSUM READ 103
COMMUN/CE1L4/TABOUT(6.12) tNUT(4) READ 109
CO.MMUN /CETOLE/ IIVECT( 6.13) READ 110
COMMUN/Cli3L9/JD1.TOAYJDIF*IERRI . READ I11
• 1-271
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LUGICAL VFLAG READ 112
INT'-GLk KI, O(12),MCENT(II),M1 2 IsJR.O(I1). IPOS(11) IVEL(11) rCA.) 113
NeAL NUTA1 .STP(11) ., READ 114
,JULILE PAECISItN AUFE4EMRAT. TPODTAH3sOVECT9TAi3OUT,NUT R.AD 115
LUULL PRfICIlSIlN JD1.TCAY.JDIF .JED RAL'A 116
DOUUOLe PbtECISICN TSHC*RAT, FACoU(2s3)*CT.EMP READ 117
C FAC=1/e6400 READ 118
,ATA FAC/I 15741,7474' 74C 74D-5/ READ 119
CATA STP/ 2.,8*,64.,2**5/ R. CAD 12'.
CATA KREC/55,t2,6*5.4.3,1/ . READ 121
LATA MCtY1/15. 15,1.,6*1,10,5/ READ 122
CATA Mi/I 1I. 1 o~l,3112o1Co 'C129o03,3 39Oi 3,13o13.O.0/ READ 123
CATA R E AD 12-
* IPUS /02,92914620')254.3'38,362.416 4709524.ol/ R'AD 125
*lIV;L /47.119.173.227.281,335,389.443497677103/ READ 126
JI =JLO READ 127
TDUAY=TSC*FAC READ 128
CALL GETTAP R=AD 129
IF(IEkR1 *NE. C) GO TO EcC0o READ 130
IF(ICNT eG.e I *AND. ICENT *LE* 11).GO TO 10 RZAD 131
IERI =4 READ 132
GO TO SCCC READ 133
1C CUNTINUE READ 13A
C SET JREC( TO CONTROL INTERPOLATION REA 135
DO 20 1=191~ - READ 136
IF(IREQO(1) *GE. 0 *AND. IREO(I) *LE. 2) GO TO 20 READ 137
iEHlR =3 READ 138
GO TO 500C READ 139
20 JRrQ(1I )=IFEO(1) READ 14
C BARYCENTIER FLAG READ 141
JR1Q(3)=IFEQ(12) READ 142
NMAXPL-"JREC(1) READ 143
CO 24 1=291 READ 144
24 1AXPL=VAXC(MAXPLJREO(I)) READ 145
M4AAEM=MAxC(IREO(3), IREC( 11)) READ 146
AXALL=MAO ( MAXPL.MAXE ) READ 147
IF(ICEKT.EQ.3.OR.ICENT.EO.II) CO TO 28 READ 148
C CENTER IS NOT EARTH OR MOON READ 149
C I0=MOON,3=ERTHMN READ 150
JREO( 10)=WAXEM READ 151
J#AEQ (3)=VXZC (JREO(3),MAXEM) READ 152
JREOQ(ICENT)=MAXALL READ 153
GO TO 32 READ 154
C CENTER IS EARTH OR MOON READ 155
C IC=MOON 3=ERTHMN READ 156
28 JRQ(10)= AXALL READ 157
JREO(3)=WAXPL READ 158
32 JR:O(II )=I REO(13) READ 159
LUNAR=JREC( 10) READ 160
IDARY=JH EC( 3) *3 READ 161
C JREO( I IS NOW SET READ 162
SAVE-C. READ 163
D00 240. leCDY=l,11- * READ 164
IF(JR:C(IEODY)) 240.240,40 READ 165
40 IF(STi'(IUCCDY).[O.SAVE) GO TO 145 READ 166
SAVE=STP( IDODY) READ 167
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160 T.M.P=Jul F/SAVE QEAD 168
Ki=T cM 4 RA:AD 161
(li)=TL14P-FL(AT(KK) READ 170
IF(u(I l )11 .Ie5,161 READ 171
11 EUT INU= REA.) 172
U(2 1l)1 =.C-U(1, I .r. REA) 173
CO 163 lU=1,2 REA) 174
( IUIJ )= ( IU. I )*U( IU. 1) READ 175
U(IUs2)=(L(IU.3)-I*D )/t..D) READ 176
163 U(1.U,3)=tL(IU,3J-4.DC)/2^*DO R:AD 177
16Q IF(IbuUY-1) 169.,167.220 READ 175
167 C=RE READ 179
GO TO 172 READ 180
16a C=AU READ 181
C INTERPOLATE IsODY=12,....10 READ 132
172 IGZTI=IPOS(IBODY)+KK*9 READ 153
ICI= I ,  REA.) 18'
2CC CONTI1NU READ 35
IF(U(I,1 )2:3.2C1,203 READ) 186
2C3 IGcT2=1GE1I+6 READ 187
CO 20. lCET=IGETI,IGET2.3 READ 158
EJIVCT(ICl lOCOY)= R EAD 189
CW(U(2.1)*(TAB3(IGET )+ READ 190
* U(2,2*(T/L33(IGET+ 1)+ READ 191
U(2,3)* TAB3(IGE1+ 2)))+ READ 102
. U(1, )*(TAO3(IGCE1+ 9)+ READ 193
" U( .2 ) *( TAH3(G GET+I C)+ READ 194
SU(!:3)* TA._(!R.T+411i) . RVAD 195
204 IC1=ICI+1 READ 196
60 TO 2)5 READ 197
201 IC2=1CI+2 READ 198
DO 202 I=ICI.IC2 READ 199
iIVECT(Ivl8oDY)=C*TAB3(IGET1) READ 2CC
202 IGLTI=ICEII+3 READ 201
205 CONTINUE READ 202
JR.'O(1oL3CY)=JREO( I80DY)-1 PEAD 203
IF(JREO(IECDY)) 240'240.2C7 READ 204
2P7 IGe-T1=IVEL(18CDY)+KK*9 REA.) 205
IC1=4 READ 206
C=C/TPD READ 207
GO TO 200 READ 208
C INTERPOLATE IDODY=Il NUTATION READ 209
220 C=1.DO READ 210
IGETI=IPOS(100DY) KK*6 READ 211
ICI=I READ 212
222 IGLT2=IGEII43 READ 213
225 IF(U(II JJ228,226,228 READ 214
22d DO 23 ICET=ICET1,IGET2.3 READ 215
IUT(IC 1)= READ 216
* C*(U(2,1)*(NUTAT(IGET I+ READ 217
S U( 2,2)*(NUTAT( IGET+1)+ READ 218
U , (2.3)* NUTAT(IGET+23) READ 219
* U( I) 4(NUTAT(IGET46)+ READ 220
* U(C 1 2)*(NUTAT ( IGET+7)+ READ 221
S Ut(ts3)* NUTAT(IGET+e)))) READ 222
230 IC=ICI141 .* READ 223
,. nn 1 ,
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GO TO 222 READ 224
22e; DU 227 ICET=ICETI, IGET2.3 R'A3 225
hUT( CI)=C*NUTAT(IGET) , READ 226
227 1Cl=ICil READ 227
232 LUNTINUE READ 228
JRO( It3JCY)=JLQO( IBODY)-1 READ 229
IF(J:Q(IEODY)) 24 ,240.226 READ 2.'?
236 C=C/TPV REA) 231
IGTI=IVEL(IDC.Y)+KK*6 READ 232
IC1=3 READ 233
GO TO 222 READ 234
240 CONTINUE READ 235
C INTERPOLATION IS FINISHED READ 236
C RESULTS ARE IN OIVECT( , )AND NUT( ) READ 237
C TEST MOCN R-'OUEST READ 238
IF(LUNAR 4320v,4020*401. READ 23S
C NOTE..EVRAT=EARTH MASS/MOON MASS READ 240
C SET BIVECT( ,11)=ERTH.IN CENTERED AT EARTH READ 241
C SET BIVECT( ,12)=ERTHMN CENTERED AT MOON READ 242
4010 RAT=I*CO/(EMRAT+1.DO) READ 243
IMAK=LUNA * 3 READ 244
DO 4016 I=1,IM.AX READ 245
EIVECT(I,11)=RATSBIVECT(I.1l) READ 246
4316o UIVE.CT( I t 12)=-EMRAT *E1VECT(I.1 i) READ 247
402C nFLAG= *FALSE. READ 248
KCENT=MC.=T(ICENT) READ 249
C. BEGIN TSANSLATION LOOP READ 250
CO 41C8 IPODY=1,12 READ 231
IF(IREO(IEODY)) 41.8.41C8.4024 READ 252
4724 IMAX=IRLC(I30DY)*3 READ 253
KASE=KCEtN+KREO(180DY) READ 254
KI=MI (KASE) READ 255
GO TO (4C22,t 44C.,4032,448e,4C52, READ 256
.* 4C2v4C6:,4C40.4048.4056. READ 257
* 40.2,4076,4')76, 4CZC,402e. READ 258
* 40 4408,4038,4C64,403C),KASE READ 259
C KASE=15 READ 260
4028 KI=IBODY READ 261
C KASE=1.2.6,11 READ 262
4022 DU 4036 I=IIMAX READ 263
4036 TAUOUT(I .IBODY)=8IVECT(IK1) READ 264
GO TO 410: READ 265
C KASE=29E 14 READ 266
4040 D00 044 I=I.IMAX READ 267
4044 TAtOUT(I ILODY)=0DO READ 268
GO TO 41CE READ 269
C KASE=4 ; READ 27C
4048 K2=3 READ 271
GO TO 41CC READ 272
C KASE=5 READ 273
4052 L2=11 READ 274
GO T,O 406C READ 275
C KASE=10 READ 276
4050 L2=12 READ 277
4060 KI=1ILt3OCY READ 278
K2=13 * READ 279
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GU TU 40i; READ 280
C 1KASE= 1.9 READ 2V2
4C64 KI=ICE 'T .READ .22
C KASE=7 .RZAD .2 3
4 06 .O 4G72 I=1,IkAX READ 2?5"4
40.72 TA6OUT( Is1300Y)=-BIVEC (I K ) R-:'EAD 2.95
GO TO 41CE READ 2 5
C KASE=12.13 READ 207
4C76 K2=KASE-1 . READ 258
GO TO 41- C READ 2..
C KASE=2)9 READ 270
40OJ KI=IaUDY . READ 291
C KASE=16 READ 292
40e4 K2=ICLNT READ 293
GJ TO 410C RLAD 294
C KASE=17.18 READ 295
4088 L2=ICEN.T . READ 296
K2=KASE-6 READ 297
4092 IF(wFLAG) GO TO 41C0 READ 298
iFLAG= .T LE* READ 299
C BIVECT( *l3)1S AN AUXILIARY VECTOR READ 300
C NEEDED WHEN KASE=5-,I,I7*18. READ 3e1
C FOR KASE=05 BIVECT( .13)=CARTH CENTERED AT SUN READ 3^2
C FOR KASE=1O tIVECT( ,13)=MON CENTERED AT SUN READ 303
C FOR KASE=17Tl8 BIVECT( 913)=ERTHMN CENTERED AT ICENT READ 234
.U 4096 I=1IIARY READ 3.5
40.6 uIVECT(I,13)=IVECT(1,3)-1BIVECT(I,L2) READ 306
4100 D00 41j4 I=.TMAX READ 307
4104 TAD33UT(I. JODY)=0IVECT(1,Kl)-BIVECT(IK2) READ 308
41C08 CUNTINUF READ 3C9
















RYMDI separates a six digit number representing a
date in the form YYMIDD into three two digit numbers
representing the year, month, and day.
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NAMQ RYMDI
PUAPOS5 TO SEPARATE PACKF) SIX-DI 1 T D.CIMAL OATES INTO
TWO-DIGIT YEAR, NONTH. YNU DAY
CALLI'NGc SL"QUhNC. CALL RYMCI(YMDgYtMD)
SYMjUL TYPE DESCfIPTION
YI.D I INPUT - CATE TO EE SPARATED
. I OUTPUT - TWO-DIGIT YEAR
4 1 CUTPUT- TWO-DIGIT MONTH







SUdROUTINE RYMDI (YMOYMOD) RYMD 34
INTEG49 YMC,Y,M,D RYMD 35
Y=YPD/ 10000 RY4O 36
I=YNMO/100 RY4D 37











YIMDAY is a real valued DOUBLE PRECISTON function used
to compute from a given date and time the number of days from
January 0.0 of a given reference year.
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NAML YV'DAY
PURPOSE GIVEN A DATr. CCP'PUTES T)E NUMBEI CF DAYS FROM
JAK 0.0 OF THr- REFE-NCe YLAR FOR THE ARC
CALLING SQU. NCLE X=YwAY(IY-v),IHM 'S:C)
SYMBOL 1YPE CLSCPIPTICN
OP OUTFUT - UMBP.Lf OF riYS FROM JAN C.0 OF TE-F
itlFFR;ENCE YLAR
IYMD I INPUT - DATE IN TF- FCRM YYMMCC
I-.t• I ItPUT - HCUrS ANtC MINUTrS IN THE FORM HHMM.
CSEC R ITPUT - SECCAc.S
SU5:roUIIN7S LSD ADDYMD
COMMON BL3CKS NCNE
INPLIT FIL.S NC E
OUTPLT PILS NCKE
DOL3L- PRECISICS FUNCTICN YMCAY(IYM C, IHI-SEC) YMDA 29
LOGICAL NOT1ST YMDA 3C
DAlA NOT IST/.FALSE./ YMDA 31
IF(NOTIST) GO TO 10 YMDA 32
NO 11ST=. TU,. 'YMDA 
33
1 Y=(IYMD/10CG0) *1C000+101 
YMDA 34
10 IHMS=I RW*100 
YMDA 35













The ORB1 CONVERSION program As used to convert a
9-track 360 double-precision ORB1 tape to a 7-track 7094
single-precision ORB1 tape.
The main routine reads ini IBM 360 double-precision
words and writes on a 7-track.tape the equivalent IBM 7094
single-precision words.
The subroutine WORD94 does the conversion from the
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MAIN - ORB1 CONVEJRSION
DESCRIPTION
The main program for ORB1 reads a block, converts each
double precision word in the block to the IBM 7094 single
precision format using subroutine WORD94, and then outputs
the converted block. This procedure continues until all
blocks on the input tape have been processed.
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NAM&. MAIN - OP1 CONVERSIIN
PU9PL5- *TO CONVERT A '-TPACK IBM 36' FORMAT ORB1 TAPE TO
7-TRACK IOM 7094 FLR MAT
*SUULCUTINE USED wORD94
CCIt'tCN BLOCKS NONE
INFUT FILE IN - FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMUER FOR INPUT TAPE
OUTPUT FILE OUT - FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FCR OUTPUT TAPE
RESTRICTIONS NONE
REFERILNLES GSFC CRBIT TAPE - FORMAT 1
LOGICAL*1 BUF(6,350) CR81 21
REAL*8 CELF(350) "OR1 22
INTEGER Il/IO/OUT/11/ ORB1 23
C READ LACH RECCRD CRB1 2A
10 RLAU(IN.END=30) DBUF ORBI 25
C CALL WORD94 IC CONVERT EACH INPUT WORD TO OUTPUT FORMAT ORul 26
O 20 I= 1.350 ORBI 27
2C CALL wCRCS4(DEUF(I)-,BUF(1,I)) ORB1 28
C OLIPUT RECCRC CR81 29
WRITE(CUTv)OC) BUF ORB1 30
GO TO 10 CR81 31
C END FILE OLTPLT TAPE AND TERMINATE RB81 32
S30 UNDFILE CLT OR81 33
STOP CR81 34








Subroutine WORD94 converts a word in 64 bit
IBM 360 floating point format to 36 bit IBM 7094 float-
ing point format.
The order of computation is as follows:
* Bits 8-38 (the fraction) of the 360 word
are extracted and placed in bits 2-31 of
an integral word (NUM).
* The sign (bit 0) and exponent (bits 1-7)
are extracted and stored as integer.
* 4016 is subtracted from the exponent and
Sthe result multiplied by 4 to change to base
2.
* Bits 30-28 are sequentially tested for non
zero to obtain a normalization count, N.
30 September 1972
* N is added to the exponent and the fraction/
S(NUM) is shifted right 4-N bits.
* The fraction is then stored six bits at a
time from the right (bi-ts 76-31, 20-25 into
the output characters (6,5.. .1).
* In 2d character WORD94 stores the low order
3 bits of the exponent and bits 28-30 of
the fraction.
* In the 1st character WORD94 stores the high
order bits of the exponent and the sign.
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NANk WORD94
PUIPL.Sc TO CONVERT FROM 360. 64 EIT FORMAT TO 7094. 36
BIT FORMAT (FLOAlING POINT)
CALLING SECUeNCE CALL WORCc4(W360,Wg4)
SYMBOL TYFE DESCRIPTION
W3oC L*I INPUT - 360 DOUBLE PRECISION WVORD






REFLERENCES IBM 360 AND 7094 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION MANUALS
LOGICAL*1 w36C(e),w94(6).L1(4),L WORD 31
EOUIVALENCEL (Ll,IN),(L1(4),LJ WORD 32C BIT CONTAINS ALL INTEGER PCwERS OF 2 WHICH FIT IN 1*t4 WORD WORD 33INTLGtER EIT(32)/Z0C000001 Z00COG002,ZOC.3O04Z00000008 WORD 34
* Z00000010,ZC0O3C02),Z0OOC040,ZO000090 WORD 35
* Z000OI000ZOCCC02C03'ZOC.0'CO400.ZO':00800, WORD 36
* ZCOOOIOCOZOCCC2cO.zC"O04000,z3OC'000, WORD 37* ZC001.CCOZ0CO20rCOZOO304O00CZCC08000, WORD 38
*Z0000CC0*Z^oC2CoC,CZ00040C0-0ZCC0-
3 o WORD 39* Z0010000 ZOC2C00C',Z0400000,ZC80C0O00 WORD 39
* ZOlOOCCO0ZO20C3000.Z040000OOZ33CO300000 WORD 40
* ZOOOO0OCOZ2COCO000O.Z40000000.Z00COOO/ WORD 41C EXTRACT MANTISSA (FRACTIONAL PART) WORD 42
IN=0 
WORD 43
L=w360 (5) WORD 44NUM= I N/4 
WORD 45L=w360 (4) WORD 46
NUM=NUM+ I * IT (7) WORD 47L=W360(3) WORD 48
,UM=NUM+II ¢RIT(15) WORD 49L=w360(2) WORD 50hUM=NUM +I*AlIT(23) WORD 51C EXIRACT SIGN BIT WORD 52
L=W360 (1) WORD 53
ISGN=IN/eIT() WORD 54C EXTRACT EXPONENT WORD 54IEXP=(IN-ISGN*OIT(8)-BIT(E)1*BIT(3) WORD 56
= .WORD 57TEST FO$R ZERC WORD WORD 58
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IF(IEXP.T.TC) GO TO 10 WORD 59
1EXP=O WORD 6t
NUM=0 - / WORD 61
C ADJUST EXPCNEhT F.R BINARY NOrMALIZATION INSTC.AD OF HLX NORMALIZATION WORPL 62
10 CO 20 1=13 %ORD 63
IF(NUM.GCEsBIT(31-I) OR.IEXP*EO.0) GO TO 30 WORD 64
IEXP=ILEXF-1 WORD 55
20 ht=N+ I WORD 66'
C SHIFT MANTISSA TO ACCOUNT FOR N)RM ALIZATION WORD 67
30 KUM=NUV/ IT (4-N) WORD 68
C OUTPLT 7C;4 VANTISSA WORD 69
00 40 I=1,5 WORD 70
IN=NUM 
WORD 71
W94(7- I )=L WORD 72
4C NUM=NVM/EIT(7) WORr 73
C PUT LOW OCDER THREE BITS OF EXPONENT 1N WITH FIRST 3 BITS OF MANTISSA WORD 74
IEXP=IEXF41SGN 8IT(9) WORD 75
IN=IN+ It.F*B1 T(4) WORD 76
*94(2)=L WORD 77
C INSEAT HIGH CRDER BITS OF EXPONENT AND SIGN WORD 75
IN=IEXF/EIT(4) WORD 79
694(1)=L WORD 80




1.2.5 TDIF TABLE GENERATOR
INTRODUCTION
The TDIF TABLE GENERATOR generates tabular differences
between time systems A.1 and UT1. I. ,reads as input the
differences between systems UT1 andjUTC which are obtained
from B.I.H. Using the differences between A.1 and UTC
computed by subroutine TDIF in conjunction with the dif--
ference between UT1 and UTC, the TD]F TABLE GENERATOR
computes the differences between A.1 and UT1.














*DJUL IS AN ENTRY POINT IN DPFCT.




2 I- U. 0
- 0 u. LL -





0 INITBK 0 0 0
S MONTHS 0 0
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The MAIN routine reads the UT1-UTC time differences
and uses subroutine TDIF to obtain the A.1-UTC differences.
Then MAIN subtracts these differences [(A.1-UTC) - (UTI-UTC)]
to obtain the time differences between systems A.1 and UT1
(A.1-UT1).
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KAME MAIN- TDFGEN
PUrPOSE COMPUTES TIME DIFFER4ENCES B=TwEN A.1I AND UTI
SUEkLUTINLS LZED &JUL TIF YMDAY
CC MCN dLOCKS CTIME INITSK
IthFUT FILE 5 - CARD INPUY
CUIPLT FILES 6 - PRINTER
7 - PUNCI-ES CARDS
RESTRICTIONS NONE
REFERENCES NONE
SEAL*8 Y'CAY,CAYDJULOCJ TDFG 21
CIMEN4NblO AlUTI(IC10) TDFG 22
COMMON/CTIME/CUM( 22), I YREF TDFG 23
COMMON/IITBE3K/NOTIST(57) TDFG 24
D00 5 I=1, 7 TDFG 25





10 &AD(5bOC0,EID=10CC0) IYMO,UTIUTC TOFG 31
CAY=YMCAY(IYMD, IHM.SEC) TDFG 32
AIUTC = TO ]F(4,.3.CAY) TDFG 33
TA1UTI=TCIF(4 1DAY) TDFG 34
UM=NU+ 1 TDFG 35
CJ=DJUL(CAY) TDFG 36
AIUT 1 (NUW )=A 1UTC-UT 1UTC TDFG 37
IF(MOU(Nt.N,5C).EOQ.1) PRINT 230C TDFG 38
IF(MOD(NuLSI).E0.l) PRINT 2005 TDFG 39
PRINT 20ICIYMDIHM.SEC*DJAIUTCUTIUTC.AIUTI(NUM).TAIUTI TDFG 40
CO TO 10 TDFG 41
100 PUNCH 300C,(AIUT1(I),I=I,NUM) TDFG 42
PRINT 3CCC,(AlUTI(I ).I=1,NUM) TDFG 43
STOP 41 TDFG 44
1000 FORMAT(I.F10.I 5) . TDFG 45
2000 FORMAT(4IYYMMCD HHMM SS.SSSS JULIAN AI-UTC UTI-UTC *o TDFG 46
S 'AlI-U71'4Xt$Al-UT1 TDIF*) TOFG 47
2CC5 FORMAT(IX) TDFG 40
2010 FOWMAT(1x,IolISF8.4,2XFI. ll3X.XF7.4,F9.4,F3.4,3F11,4) TDFG 49
3000 FORMAT(SX,IHo.,1XF7.4,IHoF7.4,1H..F7.4.IH,,F74,olHo, TDFG 50















The block data routine initializes values for
r, 2rr., and the conversion factors for converting degrees
to radians and arc seconds to radians. It also gives
the day number of the first day of each month in a regular
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It~pROTD1CILrY O-F TH E
* O1RIGINA~LPAGFAi is O
NAML BLOCK DATA .
PUNPusE DATA INITIALIZINC OF PI, 24rl, CONVERSICN FACTOR
OF DEGREE-S TO RACIAN3. CONV-RSIuN FACTOR OF ARC
SECONDS TO I;ADIANS. AND THE r)AY NUMbER OF THE
FIRST DAY OF EACH MONTH IN A YEAR
CC&MLN 6LOCK MONTH
SELOCK .CA TA BLOC 13
IMPLICIT FEAL*8 (A-HvO-Z) BLOC 14
.COMMJN/CCSTS/PI,TV,OPI ,CRAD,DRSEC BLOC 15
CUI.MG/MC6THS/MONTH(26) BLOC 16
CATA PI/-.141592653529732DO/, BLOC 17
STkWOPI/6 .2C31830717 5Ce-D0O/, BLOC 18
* DRAC/aC1745321251994329fD:/. BLOC 19
0 .=SEC/.484e136811C953CD-5/ BLOC 2C


























'OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION OF GEODYN
SUPPORT PROGRAMS.
2.1 GEODYN ANALYSES AND GRAPHICS SUPPORT PROGRAMS
The GEODYNAnalyses and Graphics Support Programs
constitute an integral part of the GEODYN System. Included
within this set of programs are the following:
* DELTA - DELTA computes, prints and plots satellite
trajectory differences.
* GEORGE - GEORGE performs a linear regression
analysis on GEODYN residuals.
* GROUNDTRACK - GROUNDTRACK plots subsatellite
groundtracks used for analysis of tracking station-
satellite pass geometric relationships.
* ,WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE - The Plot Package is
a group of subroutines that may be used to generate
plots.
The operation of the programs DELTA, GEORGE, and




DELTA is a GEODYN support program which reads
satellite trajectory tapes written by GEODYN and computes,
prints and plots orbital differences.1 DELTA reads
inertial Cartesian coordinates and computes trajectory
differences in the more physically meaningful radial,
cross track, and-along track directions. Optional
output from DELTA is a plot of these trajectory differences.
By calling WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE subroutines, DELTA
will plot these differences on the printer and/or will
write an SC4020 Plotter Driver Tape which may be used
to obtain microfilm and/or hard copy plots of the
DELTA trajectory differences from the SC4020 plotter.
The following pages will describe in detail the
setup and operation of the DELTA support program of the
GEODYN System.
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2.1.1.1 DELTA Input Cards
The entire card input to DELTA consists of four cards
per case with no limit on the number of cases. The four
cards input to DELTA consist of the DELTA Option Card and
three title cards. These cards arg described below.
1. The DELTA Option Card
COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-2 12 Change of unit for first satellite
trajectory tape (default is 21 or that
value used by the previous case).
3-4 12 Change of unit for second satellite
trajectory tape (default is 22 or that
value used by the previous case).
5 .L1 T- Plot requested. F or blank--no
plot requested.




Any combination of the above may be used
by simple summation. (Default is 7).
7 II =1 Specifies that the input tapes are
ORB1 tapes. (Default is RV tapes)
8-9 12 <0 Plots every point
th
=11 Plots every n point.
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COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIP 'TION
10 I1 10 Specifies that another case will
follow.
=0 This is the last case.
11-22 F12.6 Y-scale upper "limit for plots. AJ
suitable default value will be used
if no value is input here.
23-34 F12.6 Y-scale lower limit for plots. A
suitable default value will be used if
no value is input here.
35-46 F12.6 Y-scale divisions interval. A suit-
able default value will be used if
no value is input here. If a value
is input here DELTA will assume that
values also have been input in columns
11-22 and 23-34.
2. The DELTA Title Cards
Any information may be punched on these title cards
in columns 1-56. Information punched on these cards will
appear on the first frame of all plots for this case. These
cards should be present only whea plotting is requested.
S 2-4
2.1.1.2 DELTA Job Control Language and Hardware and Software
Restrictions
2.1.1.2.1 Job Control Language


















<<<The DELTA Input Cards go here.<<<
/*.
Unit 20 is used for output of the SC4020 Plotter Driver
tape.
Units. 21 and 22 and any other units which the user
wishes to specify are used for input of RV tapes and/or ORB1
tapes.
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2.1.1.2.2 Hlardware and Software Rcstrictions
DELTA requires an IBM 360 computer with a minimum
of 250K bytes of user accessabl'e core, two 9 track tape
drives, one 7 track tape drive, one card reader and one
high speed printer.
The current DELTA program is executable under
versions 14, 16, and 18 of the IBM 360 operating system.
The compilation of DELTA requires an IBM FORTRAN
IV Level G compiler.
There are no DELTA software or hardware restrictions
other than that the above mentioned hardware and software.
be available and working properly.
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2.1.1.3 DELTA Example Job
The example job for DELTA is included with Example
Three for GEODYN in section 4.3 of Voluime 3. Shown in
this example is the normal mode of operation for the
DELTA program. However, as shown in,section 2.1.1.2.1,
tape input may also be used for DELTA rather than concaten-
ating the DELTA execution with a GEODYN execution.
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2.1.1.4 DELTA Error Messages
There are no DELTA error messages other than those
which may be printed by the WRDC SCI020 PLOT PACKAGE.




GEORGE is a GEODYN support program which reads
a Binary Residual tape written by GODYN and using the
information obtained from this tale performs statistical
linear regression computations to determine tracking
instrument zero-set biases and timing biases in the
GEODYN residuals. Optional output from GEORGE is a
residual plot which may be obtained on the printer
and/or a WRDC SC4020 Plotter Driver tape from which may
be obtained microfilm and/or hard copy plots of the
GEODYN residuals. To perform such plotting functions,
GEORGE calls subroutines in the WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE.
The following pages will de.scribe in detail the
setup and operation of the GEORGE support program of the
GEODYN System.
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2.1.2.1 GEORGE Input Cards
Specific functions of the GEORGE program may be
requested by input cards. The GEORGE Input Cards are
separated into two categories:
* GEORGE Mandatory Cards - these are
cards, that must be present for each case.
* GEORGE Option Cards - these are cards
that as the name implies are optional.
A set of these cards will define a case. More than
one case may be present.
This section of the manual describes the format
and usage of the GEORGE Input Cards.
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MEASUREMENT CARD-:
RANGE C BAND NWAL.IS
I II I i 1 ] II 0 0 0l I I0 0.. ............. ... . .. .. . .  ............ .."... . . ...... . ....... .. .. ... . .. . ....... .. ....- ' ::: :: : "
11111 11 1 1 11 ' n 2,
222222 222222 2 2 222 2 
.. .... .... ..... ..,........ .. .. . ........ ... ... . ,!:: ii : . ..3 3 3333 33 3J3 33 J 3 - 33 3 3 I3 33 33
4444 444444 444444'4 4 :   4
.. ~l~i:iii::iii:~ii~i~i > ................... " ::5
5 5 5 5 5 55555  555555[ 0 6 6866 cr 666 66 s




. .8888 . 388 8X a. - .
999909 9999 9 9 9999 25 4, .-:: .: i :i : ': : ': .--:
COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-6 A6 Alphanumeric measurement type, left
adjusted in field. Measurement types
are: RT ASC, R RATE, X ANGL, RANGE,
ALPHA, AZMUTH.
11-16 A6 Alphanumeric network name, left adjusted
in field. Network names are: STADAN,
DOPLER, USAF, C BAND, SECOR, USC+GS,
SPEOPT, INTERL, SAO.
.21-26 A6 Alphanumeric station name.
Notes: * One Measurement Card is mandatory for each case.
The measurement type must be specified.
The network and station name are optional. If left




EL CUT . 10. .
.. .. .. ..  .. ...
00 0 0 00000 0 0 0 0000 00 0i 0 0
333333 3333333333..
555555 5555555555
66666{ . 6666666666 ' ~ ' ,
11111? 777777f1'7
888888 08888888'J- -- ,.-
1 2 3 45$ I 5 .' !3 . 7........
COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-6 A6 The word "EL CUT" requests that data
.elevation cutoff be made.





...0 00 .... ............ 
... . ...
2222 22 . .2.2 2...2
33333 '333333333
4 44 'p444444444 1  -- - '-.
7177 7777777777
99999 .. ...... 9 99 9 '
COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-6 A6 The word "HISTGM" requests that histogram
plots be made.
11-20 F10.5 =0. Histograms of residuals.
=1. Histograms of residual ratios to
sigma.
=2. Histograms of residuals plus a final
histogram of all residuals.
=3. Histograms of residual ratios to sigma
plus a final histogram of all residual
ratios to sigma.
REPRODUCIIT OF '1HE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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OPTION CARD
PLOT
~. . .... ...... *PLOT I.
000000 0'~000000000 
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...9 9 9 - .. .. . .. .............
-o 0 0 0 0 0. . .. .. . .....
COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-4 A4 The word "PLOT" requests that plots of
analysis be made.
11-20 .F0.5 =0. Printer plots only.






222222 2222222222 ~'~ '.'
5 5 5. . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5. ..
66666V.' 866666666 .
" 2.lr''5
.77 7.. ..7......77 7 ..
888886 ''<~888888888 '
.. .. .. ...
99930 '09 99 9 9 :
COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-6 A6 The word "REJECT" requests data editing.
11-20 ! 10.5 Value of the rejection criterion.
UEPROD)UCBILT OF' Tf2 2A PAGE 2S PO....
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1- 66 A 6h wor "RJ6T reuet at editing.






.3 A 4 . . .... . . ........
21-;6
... .A ......
.. .. . .. *.. . . ... .  .
..... ... .. ...
4 - A4 Th wor "DTA 4in teedo
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COLUMNS FO IUtA T DESCRI PT ION
1-4 A4 The word "DATA" signifies the end of
the option cards.
Note: Termination Card -This card must always be present,
even if no option cards are used.
OF









22 2 22 2......
333333
-444444 
. ' ' -C '* . -
4 4 4' . N -
6 6.... .......
COLUMNS FORM~AT DESCRIPTION
1-4 A4 The word "LAST" appearing here indicates
that this is the last case. If left
blank this card indicates that another
case will follow.
Note: *CASE TERMINATION CARD - This card must always be present
to terminate each case.
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COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRI PTI ON
1-4 A4 The word "LAST" appearing here indicates
• that this is the last case. If left
blank this card indicates that another
case will follow.
Note: *CASE TERM\INATION CARD -This card must always be present
to terminate each case.
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2.1.2.2 GEORGE Job Control Language and Hllardware and Software
Restrictions
2.1.2.2.1 Job Control Language














The GEORGE Input Card deck goes here.
Unit 15 is used to input the Binary Residual Tape.
Unit 20 is used for output of the SC4020 Plotter
Driver tape.
2.1.2.2.2 Hardware and Software Restrictions
GEORGE requires a large scale IBM 360 computer with a
minimum of 525K bytes of user accessabcle core, one 9 track tape
drive, one 7 track tape drive, one card reader and one high
speed printer.
The current GEORGE program is executable under version
18 of the IBM 360 operating system.
The compilation of GEORGE requires an IBM FORTRAN IV
Level G compiler.
J
There are no GEORGE software or hardware restrictions
other than that the above mentioned hardware and software be
available and working properly.
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2.1.2.3 GEORGE Example Job
The example job for GEORGE is included with Example
Two for GEODYN in Voluine 3, Section 4.2. Shown in this
example is tie normal mode of operation for the GEORGE
program. However, as shown in Sectiofl .2.2.1, tape input
may also be sised for GEORGE rather than concatenating the
GEORGE execution with a GEODYN execution.
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2.1.2.4 GEORGE Error Messages
In addition to those errox messages that may be printed
by the WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE the following error messages
may be printed during the execution &fI0the GEORGE program.
~J
a) ILLEGAL MEASUREMENT TYPE--SKIPPING TO NEXT CASE
b) ILLEGAL NETWORK NAME--SKIPPING TO NEXT CASE
c) ILLEGAL OPTION CARD--
REMAINING OPTIONS IGNORED--SKIPPING TO DATA
d) NO DATA OF THE TYPE SPECIFIED FOUND--SKIPPING
TO NEXT CASE
e) TOO MANY OBSERVATIONS--REMAINDER IGNORED
With the exception of error e all of these messages are
self-explanatory.
•e) The GEORGE program will process a maximum of
4000 observations per case. Observations in
excess of 4000 will be ignored.
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2.1.3 GROUNDTRACK
GROUNDTRACK is a GEODYN support program which
reads a subsatellite groundtrack ta..q written by
GEODYN and plots, using the WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE, the
geometry of satellite passes acrosf the stations
tracking the satellite. Only those passes on which
tracking data is taken are written on the groundtrack
tape. Plots from GROUNDTRACK may be obtained on the
printer and/or an SC4020 Plotter Driver tape.
The following pages will describe in detail the
setup and operation of the GROUNDTRACK support program
of the GEODYN System.
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2.1.3.1 GROUNDTRACK Input Cards
Specific functions of the GROUNDTIACK program may
be requested by cards. The GROUNDTRACK Input Cards are
separated into two categories:
A
* GROUNDTRACK Mandatory Cards -- these are cards
that must be present for each case.
* GROUNDTRACK Option Cards -- these are cards
that, as the name implics, are optional.
A set of these cards will define a case. More than
one case may be present.
This section of the manual describes the format and




1-6 A6 Station name. .s
7-10 14 Station numbe.
11 Al Sign of Latitude
12-13 12 Degrees Station
14-15 12 Minutes Geodetic
16-25 F10.5 Seconds Latitude
26-28 I3 Degrees Station
29-30 12 Minutes East
31-40 F10.5 Seconds Longitude
41-50 F10.5 Station height in meters. h
Note :Station position cards are mandatory for all stations
for which plotting is requested. A maximum of 10
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1-3 A3 The word "END" specified here indicates
the end of the Station Position cards
for the case.
This card must be present.
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1-6 A6 The word "LNDPLT" specified here indicates
the plot is to be superimposed over the





22L 22 2 
. ..2.2.2.2.22 2 . ...
PLOT hoT.. . . .... i c t
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99SS9990 9q3999999)'...3a. .... . .
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COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-S AS The word "PLOTS" specified here indicates
that groundtrack plots are requested with
the option specified on this card.
11-20 *Fl0.S =0. Printer plots only.





STIME 680412. 120000. 680415. 210000 ..... . ... ..
I 2 s 4 0 I1 u t3 4n I S I N. . 4.. ..I .U.... ,. ,
11 1 711111111111111111717!77111777111111
• .:.:...............
I83 3 88I 8888 8888 8 8888888 3 4 25 F. 2i Y33334 23333333 il
I 2 24 5 2 2 2 2 2 2. 2$2 2, ; 2 2 2 2 2 2222 2 3125 2 112 2 . : 42 2 2
COLUMNS FORM.AT DESCRIPTION
1-4 A4 The word "TIME" specified here indicates
that the groundtrack plot times will be
specified on this card.
11-20 FI0.5 Start date in YYMMDD.
21-30 FIO.5 Start time in .HHMM.
31-40 F10.5 Stop date in YYMDIDD.




.' . .. . . .
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.1 1 .. ... ~~' .4*~ . ..... .
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., 1
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COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-4 ..A4 The word "DATA" specified here indicates
the end of the optional GROUNDTRACK
Input Cards.
Note: *OPTION TERMINATION:CARD--This card must always be
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COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1-4 A4 The word "LAST" appearing here indicates
that this is the last case. If left
blank this card indicates that another
case will follow.
Note: *CASE TEPMINATION CARD--This card must always be present
to terminate each case.
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2.1.3.2 GROUNDTRACK Job Control Languiage. and Hardware
and Software Restrictions
2.1.3.2.1 .Job Control Language
The GROUNDTRACK program may 1 e executed by use of the















The GROUNDTRACK Input Card deck goes here.
/*
Unit 11 is used for input of the groundtrack tape.
Unit 20 is used for output of the SC4020 Plotter Driver
tape.
2.1.3.2.2 Hardware and Software Restrictions
GROUNDTRACK requires a large scale IBM 360 cbmputer
with a minimum of 500K bytes of user accessable core, one 9
2-32
track tape drive, one 7 track tape drive, one card reader and
one high speed printer.
The current GROUNDTRACK program is executable under
version 18 of the IBM 360 operating system.
The compilation of GROUNDTRACK requires an IBM FORTRANi
IV Level G compiler.
There.are no GROUNDTRACK software or hardware restrictions
other than that the above mentioned hardware and software be
availabld and working properly.
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2.1.3.3 GROUNDTRACK Example Job
The example job for GROUNDTRACK is included with
Example One for GEODYN in Section 4.] of Volume 3.
Shown in this example is the normal mtde of operationA
for the GROUNDTRACK program. However, as shown in Section
2.1.3.2.1, tape input may also be used for GROUNDTRACK
rather than concatenating the GROUNDTRACK exccution with
a GEODYN execution.
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2.1.3.4 GROUNDTRACK Error Messages
In addition to those error messages that. may be printed
by the WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE, the following error message
may be printed during the execution o.ithe GROUNDTRACK program.
I
ILLEGAL OPTION CARD IGNORE]) REMAINING OPTIONS,
EXECUTION CONTINUING
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2.1.4 WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE
The WIRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE is a group of
subroutines which may be called fro) FORTRAN programs
and which may be used to plot information. The WRDC
SC4020 PLGT PACKAGE has no main program and therefore
no setup and operation procedures.. However, since
DELTA, GEORGE, and GROUNDTRACK all use the WRDC SC4020
PLOT PACKAGE, it is appropriate to herein describe all
error messages which may be printed by the WRDC SC4020
PLOT PACKAGE during the execution of the above mentioned
GEODYN support programs.
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WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE
ERROR MESSAGES
The WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE prints three different
error messages, all of which result from inappropriate
PLOT PACKAGE input. Consequently, any errors which have
occured will be caused by errors in the calling programs
(i.e. DELTA, GEORGE, and GROUNDTRACK). The proper
response to all of these messages is to examine the
input to these calling programs for misplaced, out-of-
order, or mispunched input cards or incorrectly specified
input tape parameters.
The WRDC SC4020 PLOT PACKAGE error messages are:
1) SETGRD ARGUMENTS OUT OF RANGE -- LIMITS NOT
RESET
2) EMPTY ARRAY OR ALL ITEMS EQUAL. IN QUICKY
3) IIIi
Slashes in upper right corner of a plot indicate
an attempt was made to plot outside of the device limits.
These errors always result in the following program
action.
1) Plot frame advance.
2) No program corrective action.
3) No program corrective action.
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2.2 GEODYN DATA HANDLING SUPPORT PROGRAMS
The GEODYN Data Handling Support Programs are used





o EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR
* ORB1 CONVERSION (9-7 track)
e TDIF TABLE GENERATOR




DODS SORT-MERGE reads an unspecified number of
data tapes in DODS Data Tape Format,1.assuming these tapes
to be one continuous file not in tnme order. Scratch
files are written containing strings of time ordered
data which are iteratively merged 'with other strings
decreasing the number of strings by half, until one time
ordered string of data in DODS Data Tape Format exists.
There is no card input to the DODS SORT-MERGE
program. On the following pages will be described
* Job Control Language and Job Submittal and
* DODS SORT-MERGE Printer Output.
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2.2.1.1 Job Control Language and Job Submittal
To submit a DODS SORT-MERGE job requires only
the preparation of the job control lhnguage (JCL) and
submittal of the job to the computd6lwith the proper
job identification slip.
DODS SORT-MERGE may be invoked by usage of the
FORTRAN and LINKGO procedures.
// EXEC FORTRAN
//SOURCE.SYSIN DD *


















Data tape input is on unit 10.
Data tape output is on unit 11.
Units 20,21,22,23 are used for temporary scratch data
storage and will each hold 25,000 observations.
J
The combined disk space requested by units
20-23 comes to a total of 1600 tracks. To allocate
1600 tracks is extremely difficult; therefore, if more
than 25,000 observations are to-be processed, units
20-23 should be specified as 9-track, high density
tapes with the following DCB parameters.
DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=28008,BLKSIZE=28012,DEN=3)
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2.2.1.2 DODS Sort-Merge Printer Output
During normal operation DODS SORT-MERGE prints
the number of strings of data before each merge process.
j
Only one error message may bu printed and that
message is
NO SORT INPUT
The following example job sorted and merged a
data tape with 2130 measurements in random time order.
The core and time required were
CORE = 396k CPU = 0.91m I/O = 0.19m
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2.2.2 GEOS SORT-MERGE
GEOS SORT-MERGE reads an unspecified number of
data tapes in GEOS Data Tape Format assuming these
tapes to be one continuous file not'.in time order.
Scratch files are written containi'ng strings of time
ordered data which are iteratively merged with other
strings decreasing the number.of strings by half until
one time ordered string of data in GEOS Data Tape Format
exists.
There is no card input to the GEOS SORT-MERGE
program. On the following pages will be described
o Job Control Language and Job Submittal.
o GEOS SORT-MERGE Printer Output.
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2.2.2.1 Job Control Language and Job) Submittal
To submit a GEOS SORT-MERGE job requires only
the preparation of the job control language (JCL) and
submittal of the job to the computo'r/with the proper
job identification slip.
GEOS SORT-MERGE may be invoked by usage of the
FORTRAN and LINKGO procedures.
// EXEC FORTRAN
//SOURCE.SYSIN DD *













//GO.FT22F001 DD UNIT=DISK, SPACE=(19008,100),
// DCB=(RECFM=VST,BLKSIZE=19008)
//GO.FT23F001 DD UNIT=DISK, SPACE=(19008,100),
// DCB=(RECFM=VST,BLKSIZE=19008)
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Data tape input is on unit 10.
Data tape output is on unit 11."
Units 20, 21, 22, 23 are used for temporary scratch
data storage and will each hord' 25,000 observations.
j
The combined disk space requested by units
20-23 comes to a total of 1100 tracks. To allocate
1100 tracks is extremely difficult; therefore, if more
than 25,000 observations are to be processed, units
20-23 should be specified as 9-track, high density tapes
with the following DCB parameters.
* DCB=(RECF=VBS,LRECL=19008,BLKSIZE=19012,DEN=3)
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2.2.2.2 GEOS Sort-Merge Printer Output
During normal operation GEOS SORT-MERGE prints
the number of strings data before eaci nerge process.
J
Only one error message may be printed and that
message is
NO SORT INPUT
The following example job sorted and merged
720 GEOS data cards in random time order.
- The core and time required were
CORE = 256k CPU = 0.12m I/O = 0.08m
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2.2.3 EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR
The EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR generates geocentric
lunar positions at half day intervals, heliocentric
positions of the Earth-moon barycenter and the planets,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn at Vour day intervals and
the nutation in obliquity at half day intervals.
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2.2.3.1 Input Card
The EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR can read a maximum of
three tapes since the JPL ephemeris is broken into three
pieces. The input card of the EPiHEMiERIS TAPE GENERATOR
consists of specification of start and stop times for taking
information from each input tape. This is done in the
following manner:
Columns Format Description
1-1Z F12.5 Julian start time of ephemeris.
13-24 F12.5 Julian stop time for taking information
from first input tape.
25-36 F12.5 Julian start time for taking information
from second input tape. If zero, second
input tape will not be read. If second
tape is to be read, start time must be
the same as the stop time of first tape.
37-48 F12.5 Julian stop time for taking information
from second input tape.
49-60 F12.5 Julian start time for taking information
from third input tape. If zero, third
tape will not be read. If third tape
is to be read, start time must be the same
as the stop time of second tape.
61-72 F12.5 Julian stop time for taking information
from third input tape.
First, second and third tapes must use units 12, 13,
and 14, respectively.
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2.2.3.2 Job Control Language and Job Submittal
To submit an EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR job requires
only the preparation of the job control language (JCL) and
input card.
The EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR may be invoked using the
following procedure:
II- --- JOB- ---
I/ EXEC FORTRAN
//SYSIN DD *











<<<The EPHEMERIS TAPE GENERATOR Input Card goes here.<<<
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2.2.4 ORB1 CONVERSION (9-7) Tracks
The ORB1 CONVERSION program roads a double preci-
sion, 9-track, IBM 360 ORB1 tape written by GEODYN and
writes a single procision, 7-track,.IBM 7094 ORBI tape
in the same format.
There is nio card input and no printer output for
the ORB1 CONVERSION program and therefore, complete program
operation is described by Job Control Language (JCL). The
JCL necessary is described below and requires only to be
submitted to the computer with the proper job identification
slip.
ORB1 CONVERSION may be invoked by usage of the
FORTRAN and LINKGO procedures.
// EXEC FORTRAN
//SOURCE.SYSIN DD *








Unit 10 is theIBM 360, 9-track, ORB1 tape input.
Unit 11 is the IBM 7094, ?-track, ORBI tape output.
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The example job for ORB1 CONVERSION is included with
Example Three for GEODYN in Volume 3, Section 4.3.
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2.2.5 TDIF TABLE GENERATOR
The TDIF TABLE GENERATOR generates tabular differences
between the time systems A.1 and UT1. It reads tables
showing the differences between systes' UT1 and UTC (UT1-UTC)j
which are obtained from B' I.H. The tables require continual




The.values of UT1-UTC are received from B.I.H. on
Circular D.
J
The values of UTI-UTC are input to the program at
10-day intervals in the following manner:
Columns Format Description
1-6 16 Date in YYMMDD
7-16 F10.5 Value in seconds of UTI-UTC as given on
B.I.H. circular D.
An example of this circular is given on the following page.
The program then punches the values of A.1-UT1 on




61. A I:CnluC de I ')O!bseriatoire Circular DG9
.. PA RIS I 4tr e Paris, 1972 August 175 - RI 14?'me
1 UNIVERSAL TIME AND CCORDINATES OF THE POLE
Date J.D. smoothed values raw values
(Oh UT) 2400000.5 /x y UT2-UTC UTI-UTC\ x y UTI-UTC UT-
1972 + O'.CO1 01'.COO O.0001s O.0001s O'.'001 CO.001 O.OCO1s s
June 1 41 469 -145 +356 -5252 -5553 -15-1 +341 -5541 - .555
6 474 -134 +366 -5416 -5710 -129 +371 -5743 571
11 479 -120 +376 -5579 -5861 -114 +359 -5872 536
16 484 105 +385 -5740 -6006 -.92 +374 -6019 6CC
.21 489 - 89 +394 -5899 -6145 - 92 +421 -6165 614
26 494 - 72 +402 -6057 -6279 - 51 +382 -.6263 .627
July 1 499 - 54 +409 +3786 +3591 - 58 +407 +3616 64C
IAT-UTC is exactly 10s in June 1972
IAT-UTC is exactly ls since.1972 July 1st, Oh UTC.
2 - EMISSION TIME OF TIME SIGNA LS, for June 1972 (E = UTC-Signal in O.0001s)
Signal. E Signal E Signal E
CHU : O FT1142, FTK77, FTN87 0 NSS (o.c.) + 9,
DAMS DAN.N, DAO O HBG 0 OLB5 (2)
... ' -- -' 0
DCF77 h iAn O OMA (2)
DGI .O IBF + 3 PPE - 5
DIZ - 0 JJY O Ri.M (1) O
FF.. o LOL -5 VNG O
FTA91 0 14SF + 1 WwV, IWVB, WWVH 0
GBZ (3) - 3 ZUO (2)
(1) and other signals from USSR . (2) no data available
(3) corrected values : April 1972 E =- 3 ; May 1972, E =- 2
3 - COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TIME (approximation UTC(i) of UTC, kept by the laboratory i.
Ref. CCIR Recenmendation 458, 1970)
a - From LORAN-C and Television pulses receptions
Date 1972 June 11 June 21 July 1
J.D. 2400000.5 + 41 479 41 489 41 499
Laboratory i UTC-UTC(i) (unit : 1 ps)
PTB (Braunschweig) + 2.9 + 3.0 + 2.9
USNO (Washington) - 6.6 - 6.5 - 6.2
OP (Paris) + 1.6 + 1.6 + 1.6
NBS (Boulder) 
- 2.4 
- 2.5 - 2.7
RCO (Hlerstmonceux) + '3.2 + 3.8 . + 4.4
NRC (Ottawa) + 0.8 + 0.9 + 1.2
FOA (Stockholm) + 23.9 + 26.3 + 28.6
DIl (lamburg) - 16.9 - 15.3 - 13.9
ON (Neuchftel) + 20.6 + 20.7 + 20.6 P. T. C
9.) 0
2.2.5.2 Job Control Language and Job Submittal
To submit a TDIF TABLE GENEIRATOR job requires only
the preparation of the job control language (JCL) and the
data deck.





<<<THE TDIF TABLE GENERATOR Fortran deck goes here.<<<
// EXEC LOADER
//GO.DATA5 DD*
.<<<The TDIF TABLE GENERATOR data deck goes here<<<-
*2-59
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